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Preface 
 

 

The Proceedings for the First International Conference on English Studies (ICES 

2018) represent scholarly articles written by local and international researchers who present 

their papers in this conference held from June 28-29, 2018, at Aonang Villa Resort, Krabi. 

These articles have been evaluated through the process of the peer reviews. Further, they 

are indicative of research studies conducted in the disciplines of English studies. Moreover, 

they are a reflection of innovation in English language teaching and learning as well as 

applied English language studies. Indeed, they provide benefits to scholars, instructors, 

students, and readers who want to fulfill their knowledge and profession in English 

language education and use. These articles are based on qualitative and quantitative 

research in which the study of English plays the vital roles in educational, psychological, 

functional, and linguistic contexts.  

This volume of the conference proceedings has been completed because of many 

persons’ assistance. The local and foreign peer reviewers’ critical and evaluative 

contribution to all articles needs to be acknowledged here. Moreover, the cooperation 

provided by the article writers or the so-called presenters who spent time modifying and 

editing their papers is the key factor to the completion of the proceedings. In addition, the 

editorial team workers’ coordination in examining the modified papers in relation to the 

reviewers’ comments is indeed crucial. Last but not least, the proceedings have been 

achieved due to the conference organizing committee’s help.  

  

The Editorial Team 

Asst. Prof. Dr. Pairote Bennui 

Dr. Suhaila  Etae 

Ms. Aphiradi Suphap 
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English Conversation Teaching Reflection: 

“How’s it going?” “I’m going to the market.” 
 

Mitchelle Juaban 

 

Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya, Thailand 

Email: mitchelle.j@rmutsv.ac.th 

 

 

Abstract 
Teaching English Conversation in an English as a Foreign Language (henceforth 

EFL) context such as in Thailand is an extremely challenging and at times frustrating 

endeavor.  Given the scarce to none exposure of learners to the English language outside 

of the classroom environment, compounded by the fact that there is no perfect teaching 

approach for it, have had English conversation teachers groping in the dark for pedagogical 

practices. This reflection paper details the challenges the teacher is facing and the 

consequent realizations that came to light; as well as the actions taken to address these. 

Teaching English conversation for years to low-English-proficient-students with varied 

majors in the tertiary level has brought priceless insights on what works and what doesn't 

among those classroom practices so far employed.  It further describes the by-product 

English conversation practices utilized thus far. A combination of CLIL (Content 

Language Integrated Learning) - inspired input - formulaic language presented in presets - 

role play approach is currently used and is further explained in detail in the presentation.  

This rather peculiar and unusual English conversation classroom practices could be a 

valuable addition to the corpora of pedagogy that both educators and researchers have been 

investigating for years to address the question "How to meaningfully teach English 

conversation?” 

 

Keywords: English conversation; English conversation teaching; Pedagogical practices, 

English conversation activities, Formulaic language expressions 

 

Introduction 
The efficacy of English conversation teaching is optimized by the authenticity and 

relevance of the experience.  English Conversation (EC henceforth) in Thailand is truly a 

big thing.  The ubiquity of English conversation courses in school English programs, 

summer classes, after school and weekend classes is undeniable. And yet despite these and 

the fact that it has been almost 20 years since the 1999 National Education Act and 2002 

Education Curriculum which called for a more communicative learner-centered approach 

as opposed to the traditional grammar translation and audio-lingual teacher-centered 

approaches (Darasawang, 2012), Thai learners’ communication skills lag behind their 

ASEAN country counterparts (Sinwongsuwat, 2014).  

When students enter the university level their communication/speaking skills are 

underdeveloped. Could it be perhaps due to some crucial components in the English 
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conversation classroom? According to Ngowananchai (2013) speaking skills are not given 

emphasis in primary and secondary levels because teachers are busy preparing students for 

tests e.g. ONET, or pass university entrance tests. Or perhaps the widespread practice of 

local teachers of teaching English subjects in Thai, maybe due to them being in the 60% of 

Thai teachers who lack knowledge of English and teaching methodologies or maybe the 

65% who graduated from courses other than English. Or maybe they are way overloaded 

with paper works and other administrative tasks that it is taking a toll on their teaching 

(Noom-ura, 2013). 

Could it be perhaps due to the non-conduciveness of Thai society to English 

language learning? On the streets of Songkhla advertisements and other prints are all in 

Thai. All English movies are dubbed in Thai. If you wish to see the movie in its original 

soundtrack you would have to go to a big city like Hatyai. FM radios hardly play English 

songs. Even with the advent of the cyber world and easier access to the internet through 

mobile devices most students will most likely choose modern Thai songs. From experience 

and observation, the teacher’s students, when given the chance to open YouTube will most 

often than not choose modern day Thai bands and singers with the likes of Body Slam and 

Singto Numchok. Even with cartoons children would opt to watch the ones that are dubbed 

in Thai as they are pretty much available in YouTube. Thai people have created their own 

community in the internet using their own language. 

It is safe to say that all these factors are in play and are exerting significant influence 

in English Language Teaching and Learning. Considering these, the EC teacher deems 

authenticity and relevance of students’ EC experience in the classroom crucial. 

Authenticity refers “to real language, produced by a real speaker/writer for a real 

audience designed to convey a real message of some sort” (Gilmore, 2007 p. 98). 

Authenticity in the classroom teaching can be achieved by way of authentic materials, 

situations, and tasks. English newspaper, menus/manual, schedule, instructions/procedure 

in English, videos of native speakers, reports, discussions, English TV programs, movies, 

and songs are all examples of authentic materials; and are authentic resources to raise one’s 

awareness of the different phrasal verbs, idioms, collocations, and other discoursal 

expressions. Authentic situations and tasks are attained by immersing or interacting in real 

situations outside the confinement of the classroom where the target language is used, say, 

sports games, at the police station, at the bus station, at the park, at a restaurant, at a hotel 

(specifically here in the south of Thailand). This situational approach to teaching, though 

ideal, is impractical and in EFL Thai context almost impossible to pull off. The next best 

thing teachers do is to simulate an authentic situation in the classroom through role-plays. 

Role-plays then, serve as an authentic task where students could practice and use authentic 

language in a particular authentic situation in the classroom. Teaching approaches that 

suffice authenticity of materials, situations, and tasks make EC experience of students 

meaningful and relevant. 

The aim of this reflection paper is to share the teacher’s thoughts and experiences 

on EC teaching approaches that worked and did not work in her teaching environment.  

The succeeding paragraphs explain how the teacher attempted to bring authenticity 

and relevance in students’ EC experience. First, a glimpse at the challenges of teaching 

EC, followed by realizations and consequent actions taken, and finally conclusion. 
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Challenges-Realizations-Actions 
A Chinese proverb says “The gems cannot be polished without friction, nor a man 

perfected without trials.” Teaching can be viewed in the same spectrum. It is a continuous, 

dynamic process. Challenges are faced along the way as changes are inevitable and to 

which changes are to be made to face the challenges. 

 

 A. Challenge 
Most of the EC Thai students lack the knowledge of even the basic conversational 

expressions.  Ironically the enormous amount of cyber information and the ease to which 

they could be accessed have not aided most of these Thai learners acquire helpful English 

conversational expressions.  Based on the University’s (Rajamangala University of 

Technology Srivijaya, RMUTSV) annual entrance interview examination of incoming first 

year students, of which the teacher has been a part of, most own several social media 

accounts, watch videos, and listen to music, albeit in Thai.  Most have taken English 

courses prior but admittedly have forgotten most of the previously learnt conversational 

expressions and that they hardly use English at home or even among friends.  Further 

instances that exemplify students’ inadequateness of EC expressions, a student for example 

answers “Yes” to “How are you?” or nods and smile when greeted “Good afternoon”; or 

gets confused when asked to tell something about themselves but suddenly have a light-

bulb moment when “please introduce yourself” is mentioned.  

     Further, some Thai learners translate conversational expressions verbatim.  “How’s 

it going?” to which a student answered “I’m going to the market.” Another, “How much 

time is left?” confused, a student answered with a questioning intonation “hmm….50 

baht?” Unlike ordinary formulaic language, discoursal expressions similar to previously 

mentioned are complicated and beginner learners who are unfamiliar with formulaicity in 

English language would tend to guess the meaning of the entire phrase from words that 

they are familiar with i.e. in this case “going”, “how much”, and “time”. 

 

Realization 

        It was realized that there is a pressing need for Thai EFL students to learn and 

possibly memorized EC expressions.  English conversation expressions such as “Excuse 

me”, “How’s it going?” and “As I was saying” are what we call formulaic language, 

specifically discoursal expressions.  Formulaic expressions are “ready-made” Pawley and 

Syder (1983), prefabricated Bolinger (1976, cited in Sidtis et al., 2015) language.  These 

“multiword or multiform strings produced and recalled as a chunk, like a single lexical 

item, rather than being generated from individual items and rules” (Wood, 2002, p. 3) are 

important components of spoken English. 

 

Action taken 

        The EC teacher explicitly teaches EC formulaic expressions and puts emphasis on 

their formulaicity. Further the teacher requires her EC class to memorize EC expressions 

and emphasizes recalling these expressions in chunks and not word for word. The English 

language is inundated with these fabricated expressions that account for up to 70% of the 

language uttered by an adult native speaker in conversation (Altenberg, 1990, as cited in 
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Wray & Perkins, 2000). The ubiquitous nature of formulaic language makes this essentially 

an important element in any second language acquisition, including English conversation.  

Individuals with knowledge of formulaic language are more likely equipped to 

communicate in the target language. Thus, formulaic language teaching is seen by many 

studies as influential and promotes communicative fluency (Lewis, 1993; Nattinger & De 

Carrico, 1992; Gatbonton, 1988, as cited in Wray, 2013; Mugford, 2017). EFL EC teaching 

without emphasis on lexis of conversational skills is like sending soldiers to war without 

guns and ammos.  From experience, students are able to deliver conversation in different 

situations in their mother tongue but are unable to do so in the target language simply 

because they don’t know the “word(s) for it”. Memorizing conversational formulaic 

expressions coupled with repetition can be seen as a substitute for the lack of practice or 

support outside the classroom. The number of students who were able to give a spontaneous 

response to the teacher’s random small talk especially towards the final term were higher 

in the group of students who were required to memorize EC expressions than in the group 

of students who were just leniently encouraged. Further, studies made by Ding (2007, as 

cited in Thomson, 2017) and Ji (2004, as cited in Wray, 2013), and Walker & Utsumi 

(2006, as cited in Wood, 2010) found that memorizing formulaic language has gained 

positive results to Chinese university students and Japanese learners respectively. 

Furthermore, the teacher presented conversational formulaic language in pre-sets. 

This provides students a structure or pattern to follow which could be advantageous 

especially for beginner learners. Having a structure to follow is beneficial and a doable 

starting point.  In fact, everyday conversation is structured and follows certain conventions 

(Dornyei and Thurell, 1994), and is “highly organized activity” (Eggins and Slade, 1997, 

as cited in Hapsari, 2011 p.1).   

      Below is an example of a pre-set. These pre-set up formulaic expressions are explained 

in various manners like the use of video clips of native speakers, use of Thai language 

equivalent e.g. Thai greeting = English greetings, and sometimes a lot of gestures and body 

language (HİŞMANOGLU et al., 2008; Gregersen, 2017). 

 

Figure 1. Sample English Conversation Pre-set 
English Conversation Time:  Monday morning 

Location: Condominium Plus Construction Site 

Persons Involved: Two engineers/ friends/ working in the                    

same company 

Topic: Talk about your recent project 

Opener 1. Greetings (Responses) 

2. Small talk 

Body For example 

 Making a request/clarification/appointment 

Signifying end of 

conversation 

For example 

 It has been nice talking with you. 

 Gotta get going/ It’s getting late. 

Ender  Goodbyes 

 

Figure 1 is an example of an EC pre-set. Here, the scenario gives the students a 

framework to which they would base their conversation on. Time, location, persons 
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involved, and topic are some of the elements specified in the scenarios. Most often, location 

and topics are field-related. The reason for this is that students are more comfortable talking 

about something they are familiar with. “What students already know about the content is 

one of the strongest indicators of how well they will learn new information” (Marzano, 

2004, p.1).  Tobias (1994); Alexander & Jetton (1996, cited in Lehman et al., 2001) state 

that situational interest is greatly affected by prior knowledge. Further, the National 

Research Council mentioned, “All learning involves transfer from previous experiences. 

Even initial learning involves transfer that is based on previous experiences and prior 

knowledge” (2000, p. 236).And it is hoped that the familiarity of the topic would help them 

integrate EC expressions meaningfully. Also, it is a great avenue with which they could 

apply new vocabulary they have learnt during the CLIL-inspired input. Additionally, EC 

pre-set also includes an opener, body, signifying end of conversation, and ender. These are 

basic conversational structures. 

 

B. Challenge 

      There seems to be a dichotomous feel in the students’ conversation unlike when they 

speak of, for instance, Civil Engineering jargons like blueprint, beam, and load; or even of 

more general terms like construction, bridge, or equipment, (regardless of the 

pronunciation) there is connection between the speaker and the words in the moment of 

utterance. This, however, is not the case during EC role-plays as utterances of EC 

expressions are detached, as if students speak of these expressions without feeling them.  

There is no connection between the speaker and the EC expressions unlike the “speaker 

and the Civil Engineering jargons/terms”.  The connection that existed between the 

“speaker and the Civil Engineering jargons/terms situation” is what the teacher is trying to 

capture and replicate in her EC speaking activities may it be with Civil Engineering or 

other group of students. 

 

Realization 

It was realized that these English jargons used by students (Engineering or other 

field) are loan words that they have been using and have attained full grasp of their meaning 

such that there is a sense of connection in the moment of utterance. 

Action Taken 

        In light of the challenge and realization mentioned, the teacher utilized CLIL-

inspired input in her EC class.  Prior to CLIL, collaborative group and class discussions 

were employed, wherein groups or the whole class interact and share ideas about a certain 

field-related topics, this however, was unsuccessful due to communication problems.  

Students are hesitant and to some point reluctant to talk. As a result, using CLIL-inspired 

input was thought of. Content Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is a teaching approach 

wherein a teacher use English in teaching other subject matter like Science and History.  In 

EC class, due to the teacher’s limited knowledge of other field, say, Civil, Electrical  

Engineering or Electronic Business Management, she would just take on a particular topic 

e.g. Geodesic dome. Here, the teacher would teach about the parts and functions of a 

geodesic dome and later on asks students to construct their own using recycle paper and 

clips. After which each group presents their finished products to the class following a set 
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of guide questions and where at this point tackling of ideas, questions, and comments from 

other groups are strongly required. This approach has been relatively successful in terms 

of generating field-related vocabulary and in coaxing students to talk and express their 

thoughts. 

 

C. Challenge 

         Students dislike non-scripted, impromptu, or spontaneous role-plays. Non-scripted 

role play does not sit well with Thai teachers, neither is a favorite among low-proficient 

students (Sinwongsuwat, 2012). Having no previous training on non-scripted role play, 

university students have more inclination towards scripted role play.  On the other hand, 

Chotirat & Sinwongsuwat (2011) argued that even though non-scripted role-play is 

oftentimes disliked and used less frequently due to the pressure it puts on students, teachers 

should somehow reconsider employing this as often as possible as it is more effective way 

of helping students learn English language used in naturally occurring conversation. 

Looking into the teacher’s experiences, non-scripted role-play had not gained a positive 

result in a sense that students would refuse to do the speaking activity and would 

vehemently beg to be given time to write down their lines. 

 

Realization 

      It was realized that a combination of scripted and non-scripted role play may be 

best employed to aid students’ gradual transition. Students dislike for non-scripted role-

play may not only be due to their lack of vocabulary but can also be traced culturally; and 

that it has become a part of their system. So to break the ice gently a combination of both 

scripted and non-scripted role-plays are employed. However, the manner of 

implementation is slightly different, a gradual transition from scripted to non-scripted role- 

play is believed to be ideal. 

 

  Action taken 

        Students were asked to do a weekly situational role play.  During the first half of the 

semester role plays are scripted but delivered without a copy. This is not the case however 

during the second half as role plays are delivered spontaneously with 5-minutes of 

preparation only.   

 

Conclusion 
Thus far, the following approaches were employed by the teacher in EC class.  

These teaching approaches as good as they are, did not work well with the group of students 

she had. Perhaps these may work well in other teaching environment. 

 Collaborative work through group and class discussion. Discussion is one great way 

to engage students and express themselves orally. However, as it requires a certain 

level of English proficiency which the teacher’s beginner learners lack, the goals 

of employing this approach were not attained. 

 Teaching EC expressions or formulaic language without having students memorize 

them.  As soon as students stepped out of the English classroom, the terms and 

vocabulary are forgotten; especially that there are not much exposure to English 
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outside the classroom specifically in Songkhla. And students, although, most are 

tech savvy and frequent internet users, most often than not, access videos, songs 

and other media in Thai. A good estimate as per teacher’s experience, only one or 

two students access English songs or watch videos in English regularly. 

 The employment of non-scripted role-play also did not gain positive results.  As 

mentioned previously, Thai students disliked this, and the teacher’s EC students are 

no exception.  From experience, it was not a pleasant undertaking on the part of the 

students, as most end up standing awkwardly in front of the class, looking at the 

ceiling, and grinning nervously. 

The following approaches are employed by the teacher as an aftermath of the 

previous unsuccessful ones. These have relatively gained positive results, although, the 

teacher has yet to prove this quantitatively. Qualitative wise, through observation, random 

talks with students, and the overall improvement of students’ performance in EC from mid-

term to the final term, these approaches have promising effects on students EC 

performance. 

 CLIL-inspired input. This approach requires an enormous preparation on the part 

of a teacher. Not to mention the need to do further research especially if the teacher 

has limited knowledge on a certain topic. However, it is one great way to eke out 

authentic field-related vocabulary, and with help from administrators in terms of 

teachers’ number of teaching load, this can be one of the approaches that could lift 

up beginner learners English proficiency level. 

 Requiring students to memorize EC expressions or formulaic language. This was 

one of the strategies used by the teacher when she was a student herself. Although 

it was used in conjunction with other means like reading, writing, and interacting 

with other people, memorizing EC expressions, idioms, phrases is one great starting 

point. As mentioned previously, students required to memorize EC expressions 

were able to spontaneously respond to the teacher’s random, on the spot 

conversation than those students who were not required. 

 Scripted to non-scripted role-play.  Forcing something before it is ripe for the 

picking might just have adverse effects. So to break something culturally-ingrained 

as this, it has to be gentle and gradual.  During the final term when students are 

asked to do non-scripted role-play, although the struggle is still there, students are 

more receptive because they have memorized several significant EC expressions 

and repetitively used them during the mid-term. 

These approaches were employed having in mind the English proficiency level of 

the teacher’s students. For advanced learners, more level-appropriate approaches must be 

used. Further, these must not be construed as the perfect approaches for English 

Conversation Teaching. Teaching is a process, and it is dynamic. What might work in 

certain condition might not work in another.   
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Abstract 
 Affective needs of learners learning English as a foreign language are as crucial as 

their cognitive needs. Earlier studies demonstrate that learners’ affective needs are not 

given due considerations by EFL educators or rather they tend to pay insufficient attention 

to these needs. In general, this paper reports on the literature within the last 10 years which 

delves into the influence of affective variables on learners’ language acquisition in an EFL 

classroom. Specifically, this paper examines the factors contributing to learners’ affective 

filter, namely, anxiety, motivation, and self-confidence and how each could impede 

learning process. Then, it presents research-based/proven pedagogical approaches on how 

teachers could create an anxiety-free learning environment for students and lower their 

affective filter to facilitate language acquisition. It is suggested that when teachers’ 

instruction is guided by the theory of Affective Filter, learners’ ability to take in input and 

produce language with little interference improves. 

 

Keywords: Affective needs; Affective variables; Affective filter; Anxiety-free learning 

environment; Input 

 

Introduction 

 Theories and principles behind Second Language Acquisition (SLA) do not only 

account for learners learning a second language (L2), but also those who are learning a 

foreign language. After all, SLA studies how learners learn another language aside from 

their native tongue (L1). Ellis (1985) considers SLA an open question since its acquisition 

process and the different situations involved in it may be similar or different as that of 

foreign language acquisition. Moreover, he used the general term SLA to refer to both 

untutored and tutored acquisition which could be used as approaches to teaching English 

as a second and or foreign language. 

 Educators need to be knowledgeable of SLA theories and hypotheses as well as the 

studies that had been carried out to investigate the veracity of certain processes in SLA, 

because such insights could help them to define clearly their objectives in teaching English 

as a foreign language and be able to provide better instructions to their learners in the most 

possible effective ways. 

 Apart from the cognitive aspects of SLA, EFL teachers should also put equal regard 

to the psychological aspect of the learners learning the language or what is more 

specifically known as the “learners’ affect.” The term affect in psychology refers to the 

feeling experienced in response to a thought or other stimulus and is manifested through 

one’s behavior. This is where the Affective Filter Hypothesis, which was first proposed by 

Dulay and Burt in 1977 and was eventually used by Stephen Krashen in 1982 as one of the 
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hypotheses in his Monitor Model, appears to have a huge relevance in pedagogical 

discipline. 

 EFL learners could have optimum acquisition and learning of the language if 

teachers realize to not only cater to their linguistic needs, but also to their affective needs 

(Lei, 2007). 

 This paper generally intends to review some scholarly papers written and researches 

conducted over the last 10 years that look into ‘affective filter’ and or relevant studies as 

regards the learners’ emotions involved in learning the English language. Specifically, this 

article will explain briefly the factors that increase learners’ affective filter and what occurs 

when teachers fail to recognize the importance of affective filter hypothesis in classroom 

teaching. Also, salient points of the literature reviewed will be discussed to support the idea 

as to why the learners’ affect are not being given ample considerations by educators, to 

explain the findings of research or studies relevant to the subject, and to stress the need for 

teachers to reflect on how their instructions or practices in language teaching could 

unintentionally heighten their learners’ affective filter. It should also be emphasized that 

this paper does not intend to disprove each researcher’s claims. Lastly, this paper will 

explain how appreciating affective filter hypothesis as an EFL teaching element can help 

teachers to tackle their learners’ affective-related problems that cause language acquisition 

difficulties and, in general, improve their quality of instructions in the classroom. 

 

The Affective Filter 

 Affective filter is the psychological barrier that becomes elevated and hence 

prevents learners from internalizing the subject matter, concepts, or ideas presented to them 

(Chametzky, 2013b). 

 As cited by Ellis (1985), Krashen relates motivation, self-confidence, and anxiety 

as factors that determine the intensity of learners’ affective filter. These affective variables 

are interrelated to each other and should be viewed by teachers as factors that could affect 

their learners’ language learning as well as contributing factors for a successful teaching-

learning process. 

 Passer and Smith (2004) define motivation as the process that influences the 

direction, persistence, and vigor of goal-directed behavior. Explaining the importance and 

benefits of learning the English language can arouse the interest of students and make them 

better engage in any classroom activities. Learners’ motivation could be internal or 

external, but whichever their motivation is classified, teachers should provide additional 

support to reinforce their motives of learning the language. 

 The next affective variable is self-confidence. It is the belief or assurance in oneself. 

A learner has this quality if he trusts his own abilities, judgments, or decision (Colman, 

2015).Learners who are sociable (extrovert) have high self-confidence and it is easier for 

them to express their ideas. On the other hand, those who are shy or silent type of learners 

(introvert) could have little self-confidence. However, that is not always the case for some 

silent type of learners may not raise their hands when the teacher asks a question, but could 

confidently articulate their thoughts or give a sensible response when asked. 

 However motivated or confident a learner is, anxiety can interfere with his overall 

learning experience. Morris and Maisto (2005) describe anxiety as intense feelings of 
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uneasiness, apprehension, or worry. Learners who feel anxious in class participation can 

be noticed through physical manifestations and behavior such as when they are shaking, 

blushing, stuttering, lack of eye contact, being overly quiet or even absenteeism. 

 Ellis (1985) pointed out that learners with high motivation and self-confidence and 

with low anxiety have low affective filters, and thus receive more input. On the contrary, 

those with low motivation and self-confidence and with high anxiety have high affective 

filters resulting to difficulty in input reception. 

 

Affective Filter: A Neglected Element of EFL Teaching 

 When EFL teachers teach in class, how much care or attention do they put to cater 

to their learners’ affective needs? Teaching is not just about being able to transfer the 

knowledge or skill to learner. Rather, teaching should also be equipped with sensitivity to 

learners’ emotions or feelings. To ensure that learners acquire and learn what they need to, 

their emotions that come with the learning process should also be taken into account. Some 

of the following researches conducted over the past decade would provide some insights 

on the common problems in EFL teaching in relation to learners’ affect.  

 Yaikhong and Usaha (2012) investigated the Thai students’ anxiety level in using 

English in public speaking. By adopting items from Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety 

Scale (FLCAS) by Horwitz et al. (1986) to develop a Public Speaking Class Anxiety Scale 

(PSCAS) as a tool to measure the Thai students’ anxiety level, they found that one of the 

factors contributing to the learners’ anxiety was the fear of negative evaluation as 

evidenced by feeling less competent than others. The source of the learners’ anxiety 

obviously derives from the learners’ thought of comparing themselves to their fellow 

learners. Furthermore, this anxiety is caused by the fear of making mistakes which 

suppresses learners to participate actively in class. A study by Juhana (2012) involving 

Indonesian senior high school students revealed that learners’ fear of making mistakes were 

due to their fear of being laughed at by their peers. Such psychological factor along with 

shyness, lack of confidence, and lack of motivation is what hinders the learners from 

speaking in English class. 

 Lack of competence in using the language is another source of learners’ anxiety. 

Hurd and Xiao (2010) had proven this upon investigating the anxiety and affective control 

of the distance EFL learners in China. They found out that the inability to apply basic 

knowledge of grammar and acquired vocabulary contributed to learners’ anxiety. 

 Classroom interaction in itself can also cause unpleasant feeling for learners. In  

the study conducted by Ahmed (2015), he found out that EFL learners at a public university 

in Malaysia had fear towards classroom interaction. He related this fear to the teachers’ 

tendency to become coercive in executing their lessons due to the size of the class or 

teacher-student ratio. As a result, teachers would tend to care less about individual learning 

strategies of each learner. Also, a big size of class could pose problems to classroom 

management and would not be conducive to effective learning. Teachers could experience 

stress in managing class that would make it difficult for them to maintain their composure 

and consequently intimidate learners.   

 Surprisingly, evaluating or giving feedback to some degree generates anxiety for 

learners. Studies have shown that teachers’ feedback may have a negative impact on their 
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learners and so providing feedback is something that teachers should be cautious about. Ni 

(2012) confirmed it by revealing that students are concerned about the specific way of 

teachers’ corrective feedback as it contributes to students’ emotional states and it affects 

their motivation and self-confidence. 

 Didau and Rose (2016) explained that, in some cases, well-intentioned feedback 

could lead learners to give up or lessen their desire to learn. They added that, sometimes, 

giving no feedback at all might be better and just giving them feedback might be harmful. 

This means that feedback could increase students’ anxiety especially when teachers do it 

that their self-confidence is hurt. Learners would develop fear of hearing unpleasant 

remarks or even well-intentioned or corrective feedback whenever they are faced with tasks 

or activities they need to perform in front of their fellow learners. Similarly, the results of 

the study done by Hays, Kornell, and Bjork (2010) suggested that providing feedback to 

learners is not universally beneficial as, in some instances, it could have a negative net 

effect on learning. A study done by Lei (2007) on EFL teachers’ factors and students’ affect 

revealed that students wanted to receive feedback that is positive and encouraging. And 

because affective filter is psychological, teachers should adopt research-based pointers or 

suggestions on how to properly give feedback to their students. Harsh feedback could make 

students lose their motivation and could affect their self-confidence.  

 Motivating students is certainly one of the challenging tasks for teachers and their 

foremost objectives in teaching. According to Ranjbar (2016), some students have weak 

performance on the second language acquisition due to having little or no motivation. Also, 

the researcher found out that teachers’ integrative motivation was the most important factor 

in motivating the students. As cited in his study, Gardner and Lambert (1972) define 

integrative motivation as “learning the language with the idea of taking part in the culture 

of its people.” This means that teachers may tend to offer insufficient activities which 

results to learners not enjoying their lessons and not having ample opportunities or time to 

interact with their fellow learners through exchanging thoughts and personal experience. 

Khamkien (2010) perceives learners’ motivation as the strongest factor contributing to the 

success or failure of learning a second or foreign language. 

 Students’ lack of confidence is another area that teachers also need to pay attention 

to. Jamila (2014) investigated the lack of confidence affecting spoken English of university 

level adult learners in Bangladesh. The researcher found out that the lack of confidence 

ranked as the first barrier or the primary factor that interferes with the progress of the 

students in their speaking abilities. 

 The above studies only show that EFL teachers may tend to pay little or insufficient 

attention to learners’ affect that is why learners become anxious in performing tasks, 

develop certain fears and apprehensions towards their teacher and fellow learners, and have 

low motivation and self-confidence. Not only educators, but also schools in general, need 

to take measures in addressing these learners’ affective-related problems to be able to help 

learners improve their overall performance in using the language.  

  

Consideration on Learners’ Affect to Improve Learners’ Performance 

 Intellectual capacity of the learners could not be changed. However, affective 

variables can and should be taken into account by teachers in teaching their students so as 
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to facilitate learning process (Ducca, 2012). More so, if the connection of teachers’ 

affective factors and student learning is not given regard, it will result to negative influence 

on the teaching and learning process (Ranjbar, 2016). The findings of the researches 

conducted on the learners’ affective variables, namely, anxiety, motivation, and self-

confidence and their relation to SLA could serve as basis of EFL teachers to improve their 

instructions to meet their students’ affective needs and have better understanding of their 

learners’ behavior in language learning. 

 To alleviate learners’ anxiety, a teaching technique through implementing “out-of-

class” activities such as watching movies is one way to do it. Nath, Mohamad, and Yamat 

(2017) found that employing movies as a learning tool could enrich students’ vocabulary 

and pronunciation knowledge as students’ anxiety was lowered for they were relaxed while 

being engaged in the activity. Furthermore, students were motivated as the content of the 

materials had aroused their interest. This implies that selection of movies is crucial to 

achieve success in enhancing learners’ acquisition of English when one wishes to employ 

this teaching technique. 

 For communicative activities, a teaching technique that was found to help in 

lowering learners’ anxiety is the use of small talk cards. La Spisa (2015) hypothesized that 

the use of such instructional materials would help lower the affective filter of adult learners 

of the English language. The researcher’s data indicated an increase in the ability of the 

learners to engage in conversations. The learners became more motivated as they were able 

to use their background knowledge and formulate ideas of their own through the speaking 

material. This implies that learners become more comfortable as participants in 

communicative activities when they are provided with prompts as they need not to worry 

in producing any language. 

 In terms of motivation, Williams and Williams (2011) pointed out that in order for 

educators to arouse their learners’ interests, they should look into the five key ingredients, 

namely: student, teacher, content, method/process, and environment. They suggest that 

teachers could select few strategies and try them as possible tools to enrich students’ 

motivation, in some sense, applying trial-and-error method.  They added that teachers could 

observe themselves and their own behaviors to become self-aware of new understandings 

as regards motivation. By doing so, teachers would be able to determine the pros and cons 

of each motivational tool for learners and discover how these tools should be properly 

employed to achieve a desired outcome. 

 Ryan and Deci (2000) propose that in maintaining learners’ motivation, whether it 

is intrinsic or extrinsic, educators should ensure that social contextual conditions are meant 

to support learners’ feelings of competence, autonomy, and relatedness. They emphasized 

that learning could be facilitated if classrooms in schools satisfy the learners’ basic needs, 

i.e. to feel connected, effective, and agentic as being exposed to new ideas and set to learn 

new skills. 

 Teachers should be aware that how they connect with their students or how they 

treat them has an impact on their affect. Ebata (2008) specified that having good teacher-

learner relationships as well as good learner-learner relationships help to motivate learners 

in language learning. Upon surveying the learners, the researcher ascertained the learners’ 

preference of teacher, more specifically the personality of a teacher that enables learners 
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to engage in language learning such as having sense of humor, being caring, friendly, 

tolerant, and responsible. 

 When it comes to improving learners’ confidence, a study conducted by Doqaruni 

(2014) involving EFL Iranian male university students revealed that incorporating 

additional speaking activities into the classroom and encouraging learners to collaborate 

with their peers could increase self-confidence. Likewise, the use of small talk cards 

proposed by La Spisa which was discussed earlier could not only alleviate learners’ anxiety 

but also increases learners’ self-confidence as they could reuse the language that is already 

provided with them and prompts them to add up their own words.  

 Lin (2008) confirmed the effectiveness of pedagogies based on Krashen’s theory 

of affective filter. The researcher’s respondents were students from MingDao University 

in Taiwan led to learn English in a motivating atmosphere. Their teacher saw to it that they 

were not nervous or anxious during their lessons. As a result, students’ confidence and 

language acquisition were enhanced by the teacher’s way of teaching based on Krashen’s 

theory of affective filter along with the use of varied student-centered communicative 

activities. This suggests that teachers should endeavor to create a friendly-learning 

environment to make students feel at ease and motivated to learn in class. 

 Du (2009) concludes that only the teachers who pay attention to the role of the 

learners’ affect in L2 teaching could guarantee learning effect and reveal the value of L2 

teaching.  

  

Conclusion   

 Indeed, EFL teachers could provide better instructions when they are aware of the 

influence of affective variables on their learners’ language learning. Based on the literature 

review, it is of great importance that teachers endeavor to lower the affective filter of their 

learners. To do this, teachers need to create an anxiety-free classroom, i.e. free from the 

tension formed among the learners to the teachers’ manner of teaching. As for the learners’ 

fear of receiving negative evaluation from their peers, teachers need to emphasize that 

making mistakes is integral to their learning progress. In other words, learners must be 

informed that making mistakes is normal and should not hinder them in practicing their 

language skills. Furthermore, teachers need to monitor themselves making sure that the 

way they teach their learners make them feel relaxed. It is equally noteworthy for teachers 

to be cautious about providing feedback to their learners as research demonstrates that 

doing so can raise students’ affective filter even if it is done with good intention. 

 Educators could benefit from Krashen’s Affective Filter Hypothesis, but only when 

they realize how affective variables influence the success and failure of the learners in 

language learning. Learners’ affective needs must be met in order to help them obtain more 

input to produce language better. 
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Abstract 

This study compares teaching English to two groups of students in a university 

mixed credit and noncredit English language learner’s class.  The English/Thai students 

and the international English as second language (ESL) students are compared using a 

survey based on Gardner’s motivation theory. T-tests compared the average of the 

motivation scales and showed there was no significant difference in the motivation of the 

two groups. 
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Introduction 

The research involved observing a teacher’s classroom to gather information for 

doing an action research project.  Observations for this class were done in a university Inter 

2 level, ESL/Thai English class. The lecturer has 25 years’ experience teaching Asian ESL 

students in Taiwan and Thailand. 

The observed students from Southeast Asia are in a class learning English as a 

second language (ESL).  They appeared to have different attitudes towards the subject 

being taught.   Some of them were attempting to learn English well enough to pass the 

university language requirements for acceptance to other degree programs and will be 

identified here as ESL students.  They were not earning credit towards a degree.  The rest 

of the class were Thai national students working toward a degree in English which would 

allow them to teach English or work in jobs requiring English communication skills.  They 

will be identified in this study as Thai Program students or in the figures as Thai students.  

Both groups of students are required to do the same coursework.  

The ESL students appeared to show more indifference to the lectures, class learning 

activities, and assignments than the Thai Program students.  This was demonstrated by a 

lack of attention or note taking (active listening), talking with a friend, frequent tardiness 

or absence, and poor to apathetic involvement in the collaborative learning activities in 

class.  The teacher indicated similar results in the students’ attitudes and execution of 

assigned work, quizzes, and tests, as well.  From the classroom environment, it appeared 

the Thai Program students were more involved and intentional in the learning process 

because they were using active listening skills, were prompt, absent less often, and 

generally took a more diligent approach to their studies.  Not all students of either group 

exhibited the characteristics attributed to their entire group.   

Is the Thai Program student’s motivation for learning English different than that of 

the ESL student? 
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Literature Review 

Schunk writes that achievement motivation theory tries to find the motive behind 

one’s achievement in education and asks the student to identify the task needing to be 

accomplished; question if they are achieving the expected learning outcomes; and deciding 

how they will monitor themselves. (2012)  Care must be given when the learning is 

designed to make it appropriate for the abilities of the students.  The student’s perception 

of an assignment’s difficulty or its value to them will cause them to put forth little effort, 

quit altogether, or to put forth extra effort to accomplish the task which is the desired 

outcome. 

Teachers continually seek new methods to encourage students to study more 

diligently and achieve self-regulation. Flores (2015) writes that motivation is exhibited 

through a student's personal choice to become involved in some pursuit and the amount of 

energy they are willing to invest to achieve their goal of success. 

A study was done on the motivation of Thai English majors at Asia-Pacific 

International University toward the learning of English (Kitjaroonchai & Kitjaroonchai, 

2012).  It compared the motivation of the students and their GPA, not comparing the 

motivation of the two different responding groups (Kitjaroonchai, 2012).  In this study, 

integrative and instrumental motivation were compared.  Integrative motivation in 

language acquisition is the learning of the language with the intention of becoming a part 

of the culture or spending time being engaged with the culture (cultural integration) where 

the language predominates (Muftah & Rafik-Galea, 2013).  Instrumental motivation is 

based on a student’s desire to learn the language to acquire financial, social, academic or 

other rewards which come with its knowledge. These ideas come from Gardner’s and 

Lambert’s ESL motivation studies (as cited in Muftah, 2013).  One conclusion Muftah’s 

study reached was that students are more motivated when they have specific reasons for 

learning English. 

Another study compared the learning habits of Asian international students and 

Australian students in an Australian university with no significant differences being found 

in the two group’s learning approaches, however, each group exhibited significant learning 

preferences quite different from the other (Ramburuth & McCormick, 2001).  Guilloteaux 

(2008) reports in a study concerning motivation in English language learning in a South 

Korean university class which found that when a foreign language class is a graduation 

requirement or pre-requisite for another, there was a clear “required orientation” in 

student’s motivation. She further relates how required classes were found to give 

motivation to South Korean elementary students and how another study in Taiwan found 

similar results. Warden and Lin (as cited in Guilloteaux, 2008) found that this “required” 

motivation might be a link to the Confucian belief system found in Asian society.  

No research comparing two groups of international credit-earning and noncredit-

earning students in the same ESL class was available at the time of this study. 

Another fact which makes this study unique is that both groups are 2L English 

students even though one group is in their home country. The teacher indicated that the 

ESL students come from a culture where there is heavy parental involvement in the 

learning process.   The non-Thai students were removed from their homes but not their 
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cultures.  One study was done in which Chinese international students in three American 

universities showed significant correlations with self-efficacy, procrastinating in academic 

settings and acculturation difficulties (Lowinger, He, Lin & Chang, 2014). There were no 

correlations with age, undergraduate or graduate status, or marital status, but there were 

significant correlations with gender. Males showed significant correlation with 

discrimination and homesickness, while females exhibited correlations with self-efficacy 

and English language ability. 

One of the first year students in the ESL program has had difficulty in the past with 

focusing on his studies, so his mother came with him from their homeland and enrolled 

with him in his ESL classes to ensure his academic success.  The teacher said this is a 

traditionally Asian practice even though it seems foreign to many western parents.  It is an 

example of the extent to which some Asian parents will go to help their children succeed 

(Ho, Chen, Tran & Ko, 2010). This could also help explain why some of the students in 

this study have difficulty with self-regulation and motivation when they leave home. 

It was noted by the teacher that the ESL students initially have better academic 

scores than the Thai Program students because of the difference in their prior level of 

English knowledge.  She reported that this was due to the ESL students’ culture which 

included extensive parental involvement in the learning process at home before they came 

to the university.  Parental involvement has been found to be important as it concerns the 

self-efficacy and academic achievement of students (Choi, Chang, Kim & Reio, 2015). 

Initially many of them would have had difficulties with the Control Beliefs of their abilities 

since they would have felt incompetent in a new learning environment (Schunk, 2012). 

This didn’t remain consistent through the duration of the course, however, since the Thai 

Program student’s grades tended to surpass those of the ESL students as their competency 

with English increased.  Schunk would say this is due to the change in the student’s 

Capacity Beliefs as their self-confidence increased. 

Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are two of the primary forms of motivation for all 

students (Flores, 2015). Intrinsic motivation comes from an inner desire to learn and a sense 

of high self-efficacy which leads to long-term memory retention while extrinsic motivation 

comes from external motivators like a desire for acknowledgment from others, higher pay, 

and making others happy, but results in only short-term memory retention (Dadach, 2014).   

Motivational and self-regulatory learning theories can be used to help the students 

focus on their learning experience.  Dale H. Schunk and Ellen L. Usher (as cited by Ryan, 

2014) use Bandura’s social cognitive theory to demonstrate that learning occurs through 

social interaction and that motivation is a factor of this process.  They write that self-

evaluation and self-monitoring of goals people have made give them a sense of progress 

which then motivates them based on the self-efficacy which results from their progress. 

Can this type of goal-setting behavior change the learning environment in the classroom? 

Brett Jones has developed a method for teachers to guide the development of the students’ 

motivation using these ideas.  He calls it MUSIC which is an acronym and stands for:  

“The instructor needs to ensure that students:  

1) feel eMpowered by having the ability to make decisions about some 

aspects of their learning, 
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2) understand why what they are learning is Useful for their short- or 

long-term goals, 

3) believe that they can Succeed if they put forth the effort required, 

4) are Interested in the content and instructional activities, and 

5) believe that the instructor and others in the learning environment 

Care about their learning and about them as a person.” (Jones,  2009) 

This program suggests the teacher will make a difference in a student’s motivation 

through their teaching methods and relationship with the students.  

In a 2016 study of British boarding schools, the researchers found that the 

opportunities for advancement in academic and personal growth were very different than 

in day school because of the missing parental influence (Pavletic, Duke, Greene, Taylor, 

& Gilpin, 2016).  They concluded that it was important for the health and well-being of the 

students to have mentoring and support from concerned adults. Schunk also proposes there 

are humanistic principles which are highly relevant to effective teaching:     

● Show positive regard for students. 

● Separate students from their actions. 

● Encourage personal growth by providing students with choices and 

opportunities. 

● Facilitate learning by providing resources and encouragement (Schunk, p. 

356, 2012). 

No research had been found at the time of this study comparing the motivations of 

two groups of international credit-earning and noncredit-earning students in the same ESL 

class. Further research is needed to discover if there is a correlation between the ESL 

student’s motivation and English Thai Program student’s motivation for learning English.  

 

Methodology 
This study is a quantitative study with data collected from an online survey using 

Google Forms.  To measure their motivation, the ESL/Thai Program students were invited 

to take a survey of 14 questions with ten questions identifying motivations.  Five evaluate 

the level of intrinsic motivation and five evaluate the level of extrinsic motivation. The 

demographic data collected consisted of the program: ESL or Thai, the student's gender, 

their level in the program, and their age range. 

The ten survey questions were modified for this study from Gardner’s 

Attitude/Motivation Test Battery (AMTB) with additional ideas from the Intrinsic 

Motivation Inventory (IMI) questions (Spence, 2014; Gardner, 2004; Vallerand et al., 

1992). Permission was granted to use the AMTB questions.  

The AMTB is used widely for testing the motivation of students learning a foreign 

language.  It has been used in many studies of English language learning and translated to 

many other languages because of its reliability and validity (Cokley, 2000; Jowkar, 

Motlagh & Mirshamis 2017; Saranraj, Ahmad Khan & Zafar, 2016). 

The Likert Scale was used to indicate the degree to which the respondent agreed 

with each of the ten statements.  On the scale, one was used as strongly agree and 5 was 

the strongly disagree choice.  If the chosen value was above the neutral point of 3 on the 
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scale (4 or 5) the students were given the option to explain the reason for their answer. A 

timestamp was automatically recorded for each respondent’s data submission. 

Due to the respondents’ differing levels of English competency, the ability to 

answer the questions in the proper context is possibly limited.  This was evident in some 

of the comments which were not relevant to the question asked.   

The survey was administered anonymously and didn’t require any personally 

identifying information nor is any recorded which can be used to identify the student 

(Roberts & Allen, 2015). According to the ethical principles of the American Psychological 

Association (APA), the participants were treated with respect as independent persons, were 

not exposed to any unnecessary risk or harm and were shown fair and equal consideration 

in the design and execution of this survey (APA, 2012). 

 

Data collection and analysis 

The survey was conducted over a two day period via an online questionnaire using 

Google Forms. The data generated by the questionnaire was collected in a spreadsheet.  Of 

the 132 students from all of the ESL and Thai Program courses which were invited, 78 

responded.  Of those responding, 37 were Thai Program students (52% of the 71 Thai 

enrolled) and 41 were ESL students (67% of the 61 ESL students enrolled).  The Thai 

Program respondents were composed of 30 females (38% of respondents) and seven males 

(9%) while the ESL students were 20 females (26% of respondents) and 21 males (27%).   

Figure1 shows the distribution of male and female respondents by type of program.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Gender distribution in the ESL and Thai Programs 

Source:  From the questionnaire Motivations for Learning English, Google Forms. 

(Motivation for Learning English, 2018) 
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Figure 2.  Class distribution by level in ESL/Thai Program 

Source:  From the questionnaire Motivations for Learning English, Google Forms. 

(Motivation for Learning English, 2018) 

Figure 2 shows the class distribution of the respondents.  It should be noted that the 

Advanced level class usually doesn't have as many ESL students since they will take the 

language proficiency test as soon as possible to enter the university courses.  

Is the Thai Program student’s motivation for learning English different than that of 

the ESL student? 

The mean was computed for each of the respondents.  The use of a t-test analysis 

can be done when comparing two different sets of data.  This will demonstrate if there is a 

correlation between the two sets of data.  If there is no correlation, then the data is 

considered to be similar and to have a correlation.    

In this study, the results of the t-tests show a correlation between the different sets 

of related data.  When a T-test comparison was made between the extrinsic scores for the 

ESL (mean = 2.62, standard deviation (sd)=0.676) and the Thai Program (mean=2.654, 

sd=0.773) it showed there was no significant difference in the means of the two sets of 

data.  This was computed with a confidence of 95% as shown in Figure 3.  It means there 

is no difference in the motivations of the two groups compared. 
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Figure 3  T-test results of Extrinsic motivation between ESL (left) and Thai Program (right) 

respondents. 

Source:  Data collected from Motivations for Learning questionnaire on Google Forms. 

(Motivation for Learning English, 2018)  Computations by (Two-Sample T-test, n.d.) 

 

Figure 4 T-test results of intrinsic motivation between ESL (left) and Thai Program (right) 

respondents. 

Source:  Data collected from Motivations for Learning questionnaire on Google Forms. 

(Motivation for Learning English, 2018) Computations by (Two-Sample T-test, n.d.) 

 

Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison between the Intrinsic data scores for the ESL 

(mean=2.443, sd=0.659) and the Thai Program (mean=2.384, sd=0.78)  As in Figure 3, 

there is no significant difference in the correlation of the means, so there is no difference 

in their intrinsic motivation. 
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Comparisons were also made between the means of the male ESL and male Thai 

Program respondents and female ESL and female Thai program respondents using the 

means from both the extrinsic and intrinsic motivation scores.  Each comparison gave 

similar results showing no significant difference in correlation with 95% confidence.   

 

Table 1  Comparison of Means of Each Question 

Comparison of Means of Each Question 

Boldface scores show which is most strongly agreed with. 

Extrinsic 

Scale 

 

 

 

1. Good 

English 

communication 

skills will 

increase my 

salary. 

 

2. I study 

English 

because my 

family wants 

me to. 

 

 

3. People will 

respect me if 

I can speak 

English. 

 

 

4. I study 

English to 

pass the 

university 

entrance 

exam. 

 

5. Good 

grades are 

more 

important 

than learning 

English. 

 

ESL 2.21 2.66 2.53 2.45 3.29 

Thai/English 2.25 2.78 2.53 2.50 3.22 

Intrinsic 

Scale 

 

 

6. It is exciting 

to learn 

English. 

 

7. Learning 

English is a 

privilege. 

 

 

8. I enjoy the 

challenge of 

learning 

English. 

 

9. I do well in 

English class. 

 

 

10. I can learn 

English by 

working hard. 

 

ESL 2.08 2.37 2.11 2.92 2.45 

Thai/English 2.03 2.28 2.00 2.88 2.35 

Source:  Data collected from Motivations for Learning questionnaire on Google Forms. 

(Motivation for Learning English, 2018)  

  

Table 1 indicates there is some difference in the mean scores for each question in 

the questionnaire, but the t-test indicates no statistical difference in the correlations, so the 

differences are not sufficient to say the motivations between the two groups of students is 

different. 

 

Findings 
Is the Thai Program student’s motivation for learning English different than that of 

the ESL student?  The statistical analysis shows no significant difference in the correlation 

of the data to verify a difference in the motivations of the ESL and Thai Program students.  

More research for the disparity in the achievement of the students is needed. 

In a follow-up interview, the instructor related how inviting the students into her 

office, asking about their families and spending time getting them to focus on their 

motivations and goals has had a positive effect on their classroom and learning behavior.  

This reflects the direct parental involvement found in many Asian cultures.  Further study 
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on the influence of appropriate staff/student mentoring relationships might prove useful to 

develop efficient methods to help these students who are going through the stress and 

disorientation of leaving their homes and their cultures.   Young people exposed to fewer 

restrictions on their freedoms than they usually have at home, often struggle with the stress 

of maintaining motivation and self-regulation as borne out in the research.  Based on the 

results, the students should be taught practical methods of self-regulation in their classes.  

This will enable them to take ownership of their future and give them a perception of 

control which Schunk and Zimmerman (2012) indicate is imperative to one’s motivation.  

Two interventions could be implemented to increase the student’s motivation in the 

classroom.  The first would involve individual conferences where the teacher visits 

individually with each student, either informally or formally, with the intention of having 

the social interaction which has been shown by Ryan to be useful in increased self-

motivation (Ryan, 2014). This should involve an encouraging discussion, letting the 

students know the teacher is concerned about their well-being and progress.  The 

occasional congratulatory word for quality work or encouragement to do better will 

reinforce this process.  As many students as possible should be involved with this, but if 

there are too many, underachievers should be targeted specifically.  There should be no 

need for emphasizing the importance of these conversations being based on the teacher’s 

genuine, heartfelt concern and not being seen as being simply a requirement because 

students will know if the teacher is authentic or not and the effectiveness will be lessened. 

Students respond to those who are successful.  For the second mediation find 

alumni of the ESL and Thai Program who have found success through their studies.  Invite 

different individuals to speak on a regular basis in a general assembly of the English 

language learners. Ask them to relate how skills they learned have helped most in their 

occupations as well as encourage those having problems.  These could be students who 

have successfully passed the English entrance exam for the university and are successful 

there or those who have graduated.  Be sure to find speakers who are dynamic enough to 

get and keep the students’ attention.  Allow time for question and answer sessions so the 

students can become part of the conversation.  This could be done each semester following 

the release of the first grade-reports in order to provide encouragement to those who are 

struggling.  
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Abstract 

This preliminary study aimed at providing empirical evidence regarding what 

parents think of bilingualism and how they raise their children to be bilingual. Twenty- 

seven parents participated in this study. Questionnaire responses were collected from 

twenty-two parents, and in-depth interviews were conducted with selective five parents. 

The results revealed that most parents understand the concept of bilingualism and have 

positive attitudes towards bilingualism and see it as beneficial in providing their children 

more opportunities in education and workforce. In their attempt to raise bilingual children, 

these parents used a particular language, either English or Chinese, with their kids, 

provided them with various resources and practice with languages such as reading story 

books, listening to music or watching movies, and joining an online bilingual parenting 

group for sharing experiences. 

 

Keywords: Bilingualism; Bilingual children; Parental attitudes 

 

Introduction  

In a globalized world, Thai society has been largely influenced by English, Chinese 

or Japanese languages. This includes a small section in the society, which is family. Hoping 

their children to be prepared for the changing world, many parents seek to raise their 

children to be multilingual, believing that multilingualism will bring a better life and a 

better job.  In his article regarding the importance of second language learning, Leonardo 

De Valoes (2014) points out that the ability to communicate in multiple languages becomes 

a necessity in a global business community, providing additional job security and 

advancement opportunities in uncertain economic times. Amanda Chatel (2014) adds that 

multilingual persons “had higher levels of cognitive brain function and were more adept at 

solving problems, planning, and other mentally demanding tasks”. Most Thai parents have 

been aware of this phenomenon and, therefore, have encouraged their children to learn and 

use more than one language. Some sent their children to study in schools that provide 

English Program or International Program. Others taught their children by speaking the 

languages with them. Nowadays teaching children to be bilingual or multilingual becomes 

an important issue.  Many parents have tried to find ways to raise bilingual or multilingual 

children. This research was, thus, conducted as an attempt to explore parents’ attitudes 

towards raising bilingual children and intended behaviors of bilingual children. 

mailto:kanya.po@psu.ac.th
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Objectives 

This study aimed at exploring: 

     1. how much parents know or understand about bilingualism; 

     2. how some parents raise their children to be bilingual; and 

     3. what parents think about raising bilingual children and what they expect from  

         them in terms of behavior 

 

Research Questions 

1. How do parents define bilingual children in their own term? 

2. How do they raise their children to become bilingual children? 

3. What are the parents’ attitudes and expectation towards bilingual children? 

 

Concept theory framework 

 

Bilingualism 

In term of linguistics or language field, the word of bilingualism is about a person 

who speaks two languages (Birner, n.d.). Aziz (2012) also defined the similar meaning of 

bilingualism. Bilingualism is a phenomenon in which a person can speak more than one 

languages. Vaynman (2013) is another researcher defined bilingualism in different view as 

a social phenomenon. It is a process by which the child internalizes the system of norms 

and values that belong to that particular language as part of his own. Socialization takes 

place in the interaction between the child and the social group that forms part of that 

interaction, whilst Bhatia in Oxford research encyclopedias described bilingualism as a 

lifelong process involving as host of factors such as marriage, immigration, and education, 

different processes, and yielding differential end results in terms of differential stages of 

fossilization and learning curve. Similar to American Speech-Language Hearing 

Association (n.d), they recognized bilingualism as the use of at least two languages by an 

individual. It is a fluctuating system in children and adults whereby use of and proficiency 

in two languages may change depending on the opportunities to use the language and 

exposure to other users of the languages.  The researches of Lee, Shetgiri, Barina, Tillitski 

and Flores (2015) in Raising Bilingual Children: A Qualitative Study of Parental Attitudes, 

Beliefs, and Intended Behaviors and Lee Ting Chui (2007) in Successfully Raising 

Bilingual Children: An Analysis of Methods Used by Parents in the Fostering of Child 

Bilingualism have supported the above concept that to become bilingualism is not about 

the ability of speaking two languages, but it also has other factors such as culture, society 

or circumstances to be influenced of being bilingualism.  

 

Bilingual Child 

To become bilingual children is the way to see how children acquire languages. 

Most researchers have discussed that to develop the children to become bilingual based on 

child’s age, child’s ability, language exposure, and social interaction (Fierro-Cobas, and 

Chan (2001), Ghazali (2006) and Jayasundara (2015). Language acquisition in terms of 

bilingualism can be distinguished into three types according to Aziz (2012) and, Rabanes 

and Velez (2016). It is based on cognitive view. The first, co-ordinate Bilinguals are those 
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people who have learnt both languages in different environments. The languages would 

most probably be used for different functions. In other words, it indicates that the 

linguistics codes of an individual are stored and organized separately in other words these 

bilinguals have two different systems of meaning for words. The second, Compound 

Bilinguals are those people who have learnt both languages from the same environment. 

The languages would not have separate system in the mind, but they will have one system. 

Lastly, Subordinate Bilinguals are those people who have learnt a second language and 

cannot understand it without the help of their first language. Such people will translate the 

words of second language in their mother tongue, then they would be able to understand 

them. Moreover, Rabanes and Velez (2016) also provided that another dimension of being  

bilingual children can come from competence aspect as well. It focuses on the relationship 

between the two possible linguistic competences of individual. It can be divided into two 

types. Firstly, Balanced bilingual refers to a person whose competence in both languages 

is well developed. Individual has the capacity for using two languages for different 

purposes, contexts, and different types of interlocutors. Then Dominant bilingual implies 

an individual whose competence in one language, more often his/her mother tongue, is 

superior to his or her competence in other language.   

According to Fierro-Cobas, and Chan (2001), Jayasundara (2015) and American 

Speech-Language Hearing Association (n.d) have distinguished bilingualism acquisition 

into two types which are Simultaneous bilingualism and Sequential bilingualism. 

Simultaneous bilingualism is when a young child has had significant and meaningful 

exposure to two languages, the child will have equal quality experiences with both 

languages, whilst Sequential bilingualism occurs when an individual has had significant 

and meaningful exposure to a second language, usually after the age of 3 and after the first 

language is well established. Therefore, to become a bilingual child can happen many 

various dimensions, it depends on how the parents want their children to acquire two 

languages.  

 

Methods 

 

Participants 

 

For in-depth interview. Five Thai nationality parents were selected purposively. 

The sampling group was parents who were selected and informally contacted for an in-

depth interview. All of them were known to raise their children Thai-English bilingual.   

The first participant is a famous host of an entertainment English television program. He 

speaks English with all of his children who studied at an International school. The second 

participant is an online books shop owner. She and her husband speak English with her two 

children starting from their birth date. The last two participants are researchers’ colleague. 

One of them has a four-year-old daughter whom he speaks English with since she was 

born. Another person has two children, one daughter and one son. Although she speaks 

English with her two children at different ages, she gains a good result.  
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For questionnaire. As this research aims at identifying parents ‘attitudes and 

expectations in raising bilingual children, Thai parents’ online questionnaire was posted 

randomly in different online bilinguals groups in Pattani and Sonkhla, Thailand on 

Facebook and Line. However, only 23 responded returned. 

Totally there were 27 parents participating in the study: four for an in-depth 

interview, and 22 for questionnaire.  The target languages in the study referred to the 

parents raising bilingual children using either English or Chinese and Thai.   

 

Research Instruments 

1. A questionnaire consisting of two parts: Part I dealing with general or  

personal information of participants; Part II intended to gather information regarding their 

attitudes and expectation towards raising bilingual children; and 

2. An in-depth interview  

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

 The data were collected from the questionnaire responses from 22 parents and the 

interview responses from 5 parents.  The data were then analyzed by using Microsoft Excel 

and the content analysis.  

 

Results  

Below are results of the study. 

Table 1: General information of parents  

Information Number of 

responses 

Percentage 

Age: 

- 25-32 years old 

- 33-44 years old 

- 45-55 years old 

 

2 

19 

1 

 

9.1 

86.4 

4.5 

Relationship with a child /children 

- Father 

- Mother 

- Others 

 

0 

22 

0 

 

0 

100 

0 

Educational Background 

- High school 

- Bachelor’s degree 

- Master Degree 

- Doctoral Degree 

 

0 

14 

6 

2 

 

0 

63.6 

27.3 

9.1 

Place of Graduation 

- In Thailand 

- In foreign country 

 

18 

4 

 

81.8 

18.2 

Second language skills (English or Chinese) 

- Speaking Skill 

   Very good 

   Good 

 

 

2 

7 

 

 

9.09 

31.82 
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Information Number of 

responses 

Percentage 

   Fair 

   Average 

   Least 

- Listening Skill 

  Very good 

   Good 

   Fair 

  Average 

   Least 

- Reading Skill 

  Very good 

   Good 

   Fair 

   Average 

   Least 

- Writing Skill 

   Very good 

   Good 

   Fair 

   Average 

   Least 

10 

3 

0 

 

3 

5 

11 

3 

0 

 

3 

10 

7 

2 

0 

 

1 

6 

11 

3 

1 

45.45 

13.64 

0 

 

13.64 

22.73 

50 

13.64 

0 

 

13.64 

45.45 

31.82 

9.09 

0 

 

4.55 

27.27 

50 

13.64 

4.55 

Occupation: 

- Government officers 

- Self employed business 

- Employees 

- Housewives 

 

7 

6 

6 

          3 

 

31.8 

27.3 

27.2 

     13.6 

Salary: 

- Less than 10,000 baht 

- 10,000-20,000 baht 

- 20,001-35,000 baht 

- 35,001 – 50,000 baht 

- More than 50,000 baht 

 

2 

1 

7 

5 

7 

 

9.1 

4.5 

31.8 

22.7 

31.8 

Number of children: 

- One  

- Two  

- Three  

- More than 3  

 

10 

11 

3 

0 

 

45.5 

50 

13.6 

0 

Children’s age: 

- The first child: 

   0-1 years 

   2-5 years 

   6-8 years 

 

 

1 

12 

5 

 

 

4.55 

54.55 

22.73 
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Information Number of 

responses 

Percentage 

   More than 8 years 

- The second child: 

   0-1 years 

   2-5 years 

   6-8 years 

   More than 8 years 

- The third child 

   0-1 years 

   2-5 years 

   6-8 years 

   More than 8 years 

3 

 

2 

6 

3 

0 

 

1 

2 

0 

0 

13.63 

 

9.09 

27.27 

13.64 

0 

 

4.55 

9.09 

0 

0 

Study Program for children: 

- Regular Program 

- Bilingual Program (English or Chinese Program) 

- International Program 

- Others: Homeschooling 

 

13 

7 

1 

1 

 

59.1 

31.8 

4.5 

4.5 

Languages that parents speak with children: 

- Fathers speaking a target language;  mothers speaking 

native language 

- Mothers speaking a target language; fathers speaking  

native language   

- A target language being used at school; parents’ native 

language being used at home 

 

0 

 

15 

 

 

5 

 

0 

 

75 

 

 

25 

Children’s exposure in the target language: 

- All the time  

- In some situations such as commanding or being angry 

- In some periods of time such as in the morning or 

before going to bed 

- All the time at home 

- All the time outside  

 

9 

6 

5 

 

2 

0 

 

40.9 

27.3 

22.7 

 

9.1 

0 

Languages that a child feels confident to use: 

- Parents’ native language (Thai language) 

- either English or Chinese 

- Both languages (English and Thai/ Chinese and Thai) 

          

         11 

2 

9 

 

50 

9.1 

40.9 

 

Table 1 showed that parents aged 33 to 44 raise bilingual children and that most of 

the mothers raising bilingual children are university graduates (63.6%) with a fair level of 

the target language (English / Chinese) skills. It means they can communicate with others 

in the target language. These parents are government officers with a salary ranging from 

20,001 to more than 50,000 baht.  Each family has at least one child aged between two to 

five years old. Most children are enrolled in a regular program. To teach their children to 

be bilingual, the mother speaks the target language with their children while the father uses 
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the native language (Thai). Moreover, many parents tried to use the target language with 

their children all the time. However, the study of parents’ response also showed that 

bilingual children feel confident to use the parents’ native language (Thai) at 50% and both 

languages (either English or Chinese and Thai) at 40.9 %. This result of finding came from 

the parents’ views. Their children might be or might not be confident in using the target 

languages. This is beyond our study since we didn’t interview the children themselves.  

 

1. How do the parents define bilingual children in their own term? 

Generally speaking, parents understand what bilingualism means.  They know that 

bilingual children are children who can use two languages fluently and naturally. For 

example, No.1 (personal communication, February 20, 2018) said that “bilinguals means 

being able to understand and interact to two languages without having to take time to 

translate”. The interviewee no. 2 (personal communication, February 23, 2018) said “the 

bilinguals is communicating with other people by any language as naturally”, and the 

interviewee no. 3 (personal communication, February 23, 2018) said “bilinguals is a person 

who is able to use two languages fluently”. 

 

2. How do they raise their children to become bilingual children? 

Most Thai parents raise their children to become bilingual by creating learning  

environment at home, in which their children can be exposed to the target language as 

much as possible.  They use the target language (English or Chinese) to communicate with 

their children at home, either in a form of words, command, requests or a full discussion. 

Interviewee No.2 (personal communication, February 23, 2018) said “she has always 

spoken English with her child”. The interviewee no.5 (personal communication, March 

5,2018) is another example, “she and everyone in the family has also spoken Chinese with 

her child and set the rules that everyone must speak Chinese when they are at home”. The 

reason that the parents create learning environment at home is that they are quite confident 

with their ability of using the target language with their children. In addition; resources 

such as story books, cartoons, movies or language games from websites or online bilingual 

parents’ groups are employed in promoting the target language. 

 

3. What are the parents’ attitudes and expectation towards bilingual   

children? 

Thai parents have positive attitudes towards raising their bilingual children 

since they believe second languages, especially English and Chinese, are important in this 

century. They also see that English and Chinese languages are predominant in Thai society, 

in particular the media. Moreover, the parents have been influenced from the books about 

bilingualism such as the books called “Dek Song Phasa: Pho-Mae Sang Dai” known as 

Bilingual Children: You can create them or bilingual websites like www.2pasa.com that 

show the advantages of raising bilingual children. This related to the reasons to raise 

bilingual children. The parents have strongly believed that if their children can speak or 

use two languages, it can be their advantages for their future education and career, as well 

as open their worldview. For instance, the interviewee no. 2 (personal communication, 

February 23, 2018) said that “Opportunity to do more. "If you know English you can 

http://www.2pasa.com/
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explore the world". It a quote from once professor that inspire me long time ago”. The 

parents’ expectation towards bilingual children depends on the children’s ability of using 

two languages effectively and the children’s adaptation when they socialize with different 

people in the society likes the interviewee no. 3 (personal communication, February 23, 

2018)  also referred into a research that  “according to many pieces of research, a bilingual 

brain tents to be more flexible, it can adjust to a new environment more easily”. 

 

Conclusion 
Starting the use of second or third language since the baby starts to acquire his/her 

language is the best method in raising bilingual children (Jayasundara, 2015, Ramirez and 

Kuhl, 2016). Ramirez and Kuhl’s research (2016) reveals that optimal learning is achieved 

when children start learning two languages at an early age through high-quality interactions 

with live human beings, and both languages are supported throughout the toddler, 

preschool, and school years. Thai parents responded in the questionnaire all started the 

second target language since they were pregnant or since the child were born. It can show 

that Thai parents prefer to raise their bilingual child as the type of simultaneous, which is 

creating the environment and exposing two languages at the same time (English and Thai 

or Chines and Thai). Their main strategy is to use the target language with their child as 

much as possible. Some speak the target language with their children all the time, while 

others only speak in a particular situation using only commands or request. Ellen’s research 

(2017) has supported about raising bilingual children at the early ages at home influenced 

the positive efficiency of children’s cognitive and linguistic development.   

The latter group often sends their children to an English program school.  They 

leave the ‘actual daily use’ of the target to teachers. A reason that parents do this because 

they are not strongly confident to use the target language (English or Chinese) with their 

children. Therefore, the ability of bilingual children development is not similar level of 

language acquisition because the success of raising bilingual children depends on the 

proficiency in the language of instruction, a relationship that holds for important linguistic 

activities, non-verbal computational subjects and content-based curricula (Ellen, 2017).  

Thai parents raising bilingual children also support their children by providing 

second resources of target language such as watching cartoons, listening to songs and 

participating in bilingual children’s workshop or joining a bilingual children’s club. 

According to Ramirez and Kuhl (2016), supportive environments for bilingual learning 

encourage parents and caregivers to use the language in which they are most fluent and 

comfortable, value both languages equally, and view bilingualism as an asset that brings 

about important cognitive, social and economic benefits.  Besides starting at the early age, 

De Houwerand Lanza (cited in King and Fogle, 2006, Fierro-Cobas and Chan (2001), 

Ghazali (2006), and Jayasundara (2015) further inserted that positive attitudes of parents 

towards bilingualism is also an important factor.   

In the conclusion, Thai parents have very strongly positive attitude of raising 

bilingual children. They expect that their bilingual children can effectively use two 

languages (their native language and target language) for their future. In this study, it 

showed that social changes around the world are the major factor that influences Thai 

parents how they raise their children.    
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Abstract 

Inside-Outside Circle Technique is a technique that works for open discussions. It 

allows students to speak in pair rather than in whole-class. This paper aimed to improve 

students’ speaking ability using inside-outside circle (IOC) technique in group discussion. 

The research was a classroom action research (CAR) consisted of two cycles. The 

participant of this research was “A” class of third semester English students in 

Muhammadiyah Surabaya University in academic year 2017/2018. The class was consisted 

of 16 students which had 4 men and 12 women. The data were qualitative and quantitative. 

Quantitative data was taken from students’ speaking performance and students’ response. 

In addition, qualitative data was taken from observation checklist and redesigned lesson 

plan. Moreover, the procedures were planning, acting, observing, and reflecting. This study 

showed that the use of inside-outside circle technique improved the students’ speaking 

ability. The observation checklist showed that the students became more active and had 

positive feedback towards the inside-outside circle technique. They were encouraged to 

bravely speak English in front of the class or with the other friends. It could also be seen 

from comparing their score of speaking performances in pre-activity, after cycle 1, and 

cycle. 

 

Keywords:  Inside-outside circle; Technique; Speaking ability; Group discussion 

 

Introduction 
English is used as foreign language in Indonesia. There are four English skills 

which are very important to be had. There are listening, speaking, reading and writing  

(Brown, 2007). Indonesian students learn English since they were kids. In kindergarten, 

they are taught English by their teachers. They have learned English for about 14 years. 

The reality is their competence in speaking of English is not as good as the other country 

such as Malaysia. It is because Indonesian students mostly learn about grammar. The 

students master grammar more than speaking because they are shy to practice English 

speaking in their routine. According to Kayi (2006), there is a link between speaking 

ability, individual, and society to elaborate the ideas and beliefs in spoken way. That is the 

reason why the students never practice to speak English because the societies speak their 

local language all the time. It seems awkward to hear people speak English in daily life.  
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Speaking becomes the difficult ability to be practiced by the students. Students are 

always afraid to practice their English speaking in front of the class. In Indonesia, the 

speaking activity mostly delivered by oral presentation. The students are given a topic to 

speak and the teachers give them some minutes to prepare. After that, the students will 

speak in front of the class one by one. It does scary the students and make them afraid of 

making mistakes. The freshmen of English education major also feel the same difficulty. 

In other hand, there are several students who are confident enough to speak but they feel 

very nervous and become blank. Teacher need to vary the teaching technique to make the 

students feel encouraged to learn especially in speaking activity (Klancar, 2006). 

As teachers, the researchers need to solve this problem by managing a classroom 

action research to make students learn English speaking better. There are several alternative 

solutions to solve the problem. The examples are varying the teaching aids, joining teacher 

training or workshop, adding the interesting materials beside the course book and finding 

an effective teaching technique to be applied in the learning process. One solution chosen 

by the researchers is to find an effective teaching aid to solve the problem in the class. One 

of the techniques used to solve the problem is called Inside-Outside Circle. Inside-outside 

Circle (IOC) is a cooperative learning that provides the students a way to share their ideas 

and help each other get the information. 

Accordingly, by managing a classroom action research by applying inside-outside 

circle technique, the researchers formulated two research questions in the following: 

1. How is the students’ improvement of speaking ability after learning with inside-

outside circle technique? 

2. How is the students’ response about the implementation of inside-outside circle 

technique? 

 

Literature Review 

 

Speaking  
       Speaking is one of four skills in English which is needed to be mastered. Speaking is 

productive skill. Furthermore, the main aim of speaking is to communicate and convey 

your thought effectively.  There are 5 basic types of speaking (Brown, 2007) : 

- Imitative means that this activity only focuses on practicing the pronunciation 

like imitate what teachers say. 

- Intensive means leaners practice some phonological and grammatical aspects 

of language. 

- Responsive means that learners interact with the others. For example is they 

have short conversation with their partner such as greeting, small talk, 

comment, and request. 

- Interactive has same meaning with responsive but it has longer duration of talk. 

- Extensive is the highest level of speaking because learners can deliver the 

speech, oral presentation and also story telling. 

Inside-outside circle technique is adapted three basic of speaking based on Brown. 

There are responsive, interactive, and extensive. It is because the short goal of applying 

this technique through speaking class is to make the students interact with others. Speaking 
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is very essential because it is used to communicate with others. Then it should be interactive 

which means it has two way communications both for the speaker and the listener who 

gives feedback. The long term goal of inside-outside circle technique is to make extensive 

speaking in order to make the students can talk in longer duration. 

 

  Inside-outside Circle Technique 
         Inside-outside circle technique is speaking activity technique that works well for 

open and group discussions or literature circles (Brown, 2007). Inside-outside circle is a 

part of cooperative learning technique. It makes students share the idea with others by using 

two concentric circles. It allows students to speak in a smaller group rather than in whole-

class discussion. In this technique, the students will be divided into two circles which face 

each other. The students in inside circle will be the speaker and the students of outside 

circle will be listener. The listener will be the assessor to evaluate how their partner 

speaking performance.  

       There are four characteristics of successful speaking activities (Ur, 2009). First, the 

learners should talk a lot. This seems obvious but mostly times are taken up by teacher’s 

talking. The second is the participation. All learners should have chance to speak and 

participate. The third is high motivation. Teacher should encourage the students to be 

interested on the topic of speaking. Inside-outside circle technique is able to fulfill the 

criteria stated by Ur. It consists of longer duration of talking, participation, and motivation 

because they are given the feedback from their partner as assessor. 

 

         Group Discussion 
        Teachers have many techniques to help learners speaking English. According to 

Harmer (2007, p. 348) there are some techniques of teaching. One of them is discussion. 

By discussion, they can gain many benefits in learning speaking. One of the benefits is they 

can exchange the information because each person has their own way and opinion in 

understanding the issues or problems. Moreover, they can learn that different opinion is 

not a problem. Being tolerance of what people think is additional goal of group discussion. 

 

Previous Study 
        The recent research using inside-outside circle technique is written by Mochammad 

Sudrajad in 2016 which the tittle is The Effectiveness of Inside-Outside Circle Method by 

Using Cue Card for Students’ Speaking Ability at Seven Graders. The research design was 

an experimental research by using snowball sampling. The participant was seven graders 

of SMP Muhammadiyah 11 Surabaya. The result shows that inside-outside circle technique 

by cue cards is effective for students’ speaking ability in seven graders.  

 

Research Method 
The researchers conducted a classroom action research. The problem is experienced by 

the students in speaking class. The object of research was the 3rd semester of A class in 

English department, Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, University of 

Muhammadiyah Surabaya, Indonesia. The students were 4 men and 12 women. The 
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researchers used purposive sampling because it was found that students’ were still afraid 

to speak English during the class.  

      This classroom action research is used the stages of Kemmis and mc Taggart. He said 

that the steps are plan, action, observation, and reflection (Kemmis in Sugiyono, 2010). 

This classroom action research was done in two cycles. One cycle has three meetings. 

Before conducting cycle one, the researchers had a speaking test which was formed into 

students’ speaking performance. The test was speaking test which duration was 3 minutes 

for each students. The researchers had chosen the topics which were about current issue in 

the society such as drugs, human trafficking, and others. It aimed to know the students’ 

ability. The observation check list was also provided to help the researchers during the 

observation. There would be a speaking activity performance after conducting the cycle 2. 

The goal was to know the improvement of the students’ significance difference. At the last, 

the questionnaire would be given to the students to know their response about the applied 

technique. 

 

Figure 1: Inner-Outer Circle Technique 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: carla.umn.edu/assessment/VIB/documents/Insideoutside.pdf  

 

Results and Discussion 

Results 

Quantitative Data 

          The data were qualitative and quantitative data. The quantitative data was from the 

pre-activity score (speaking performance) before doing the cycle 1. The students were 

asked to have a speaking performance which form was in oral presentation. They were 

asked to speak and elaborate as they knew about the topic. The topic was their argument 

about the issue which was the peaceful of different religion. This topic was chosen based 

on the recent issue and it aimed to make them have critical opinion about the topic. The 

scoring rubric used a rating score of oral test by David P. Harris. The components of scoring 

are pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. 

Maximum score of each component item is 5. The result of pre-activity score in speaking 

performance was explained in the following: 
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Table of Students’ Speaking Performance in Pre-Activity 

Studen

t 

Components of Speaking Score 
Score 

(max. 

25) 

Final 

Score 

(PG=70

) 

Pronu

n 

Gramma

r 

Voca

b 

Fluenc

y 

Comprehe

n 

1 3 2 4 3 4 16 64 

2 2 2 2 3 3 12 48 

3 3 2 3 3 3 14 56 

4 2 3 4 3 4 16 64 

5 3 4 3 4 3 17 68 

6 4 3 2 4 4 17 68 

7 3 3 3 3 3 15 60 

8 4 4 4 5 4 21 84 

9 2 3 4 2 4 15 60 

10 2 2 3 3 3 13 52 

11 3 2 3 2 3 13 52 

12 3 3 3 3 3 15 60 

13 4 3 3 4 4 18 72 

14 3 3 4 5 4 19 76 

15 3 3 3 3 4 16 64 

16 3 3 4 4 4 18 72 

 47 45 52 54 57 51 - 

Final 

Score 

58,75 

 

56,25 

 

65 

 

67,5 

 

71,25 

 
Averag

e 
63.75 

 

Based on the table, there were 4 students who passed the passing grade which 

was 70. The lowest score of the component item is grammar which is 56.25 and the 

highest is comprehension which is 71.25. The average of pre activity in speaking 

performance is 63.75.  By analyzing the pre activity speaking performance, the 

researchers could know the students skill. 

 

The second quantitative data was from the analysis of the students who could 

pass the passing grade (70). 
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Table of Students’ Speaking Performance in Pre-Activity, 

After Cycle 1 and 2 

Student 

Speaking Score 

Pre After After  

Activity Cycle 1 Cycle 2 

1 64 68 70 

2 48 56 64 

3 56 62 68 

4 64 70 70 

5 68 72 74 

6 68 70 74 

7 60 66 70 

8 84 86 90 

9 60 64 70 

10 52 60 64 

11 52 58 62 

12 60 64 64 

13 72 78 80 

14 76 78 80 

15 64 68 70 

16 72 76 80 

Students who 

pass the passing 

grade 

4 7 11 

  63.75 68,5 71,875 

 

           The score was analyzed by using Microsoft Excel 2013. Based on the table above, 

we could analyze the speaking score in pre activity, after cycle 1 and after cycle 2. The 

mean of pre-activity speaking performance was 63.75 which had 4 students passed the 

passing grade. The mean of speaking performance after cycle 1 improved into 68.8 which 

had 7 students who passed the passing grade. The last was after cycle 2 which mean score 

was 71.87. There were 11 students who could pass the passing grade.  

 

Qualitative Data 

 

Observation and Lesson Plan 

        The qualitative data was taken from the observation while applying the inside-outside 

circle technique. The researchers had a checklist about the assessment component such as 

their participation, their enthusiasm, their feedback, and many others (see the form in 

appendix). Furthermore, the document of qualitative data was that the writer redesigned 

the lesson plan. The change of lesson plan can be found from the class activity. In the 
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previous lesson plan, the students might speak in front of the class individually and the 

assessment done by the researchers. In the redesigned lesson plan, the students’ activity 

was in pair. One acted as speaker and the other was listener and assessor. The speaker 

would deliver their opinion about the topic (in cycle 1, the topic was about corruption). 

Then the listener would also assess them by writing the score of peer assessment (see in 

the appendix). 

 

  Cycles 1 and 2 

       Cycle one was held in 3 meetings. It started on 9 to 16 October 2017. The material was 

about using inside-outside circle for speaking activity in group discussion. In the end of 

this cycle, the researchers did a reflection. Because of the lowest score was grammar. The 

researchers add the material about how to state the opinion by using simple present tense. 

It did help the students to speak better. The reflection was about the vocabulary component. 

Although some students performed better in the grammatical term, some of them still had 

limited vocabulary and background knowledge. Sometimes, they looked like no idea to 

talk about the topic. It made the researchers to conduct one more cycle to reinforce them 

with various topics to talk about. 

        Cycle two was held in 2 meetings started on 23 to 30 October 2017. It was prepared 

by giving simpler topic to the students such as their opinion about cheating in the test. It 

was simpler than the previous topic which was about the corruption. By renewing the topic, 

they were encouraged to think the relation between corruption and the newest topic which 

was cheating in the test. The simpler topic enhanced their opinion. They shared their 

argument why they supported to stop cheating in the test. Several arguments were in the 

following: 

“I think I disagree with doing cheating in the test because it is not an honest 

behavior. If a student practices to cheat since he was kid, it will make habits. It 

affects our social life in the future. The long term effect, we are going to be a 

corruptor because we can do something because of “self-benefit” by giving gift as 

stimulus. It is not honest behavior.” - .FajarEka J.  

“I should say that I t is not appropriate to be used in learning experience. In our 

religion, it is also forbidden to lie. We need to believe in or self that we can pass it 

without cheating. The power of study and pray will help us in the test.”- Siti Aisyah. 

Both statements were said by some of the students. They could give some 

arguments because it was simpler. Furthermore, they had experienced it in their education 

in high school so they could share their opinion. The cycle 2 was more interesting because 

they were enthusiastic during the speaking activity. The passive student became active and 

brave to deliver their thinking. The reflection in cycle 1 was resolved in cycle 2. After cycle 

2, the teacher had a core of speaking performance. It was same as the test before by using 

scoring rubric for both the researchers and the listener. The students needed to state their 

opinion plagiarism issue. After that, the researchers scored them by using the scoring 

rubric. To sum up, the cycle 2 was successful to be implemented. It was proven by 

calculating 71.87 as the mean score after doing cycle 2. 
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Discussion 

The improvement of students’ speaking ability by Applying Inside-Outside circle 

technique in group discussion 

      The improvement of students’ speaking ability after conducting two cycles of 

classroom action research can be seen in the table below. Students’ speaking ability is 

improved after applying inside-outside circle in group discussion. Based on the table, the 

students who can pass the passing grade is increased. In pre activity, the students whose 

score of speaking performance can pass the passing grade is only 4 students. in after 

conducting the cycle 1, it is increased into 7 students and 11 students after cycle 2. In the 

end of cycle 2, the percentage of students who can pass the minimum score is 68.75%. So, 

the improvement of the cycle 2 based on the pre activity is 43.75%. It is significant 

improving because the pre activity is only 25%.  

 

The Table of the Improvement of Speaking Score Performance 

in Pre-Activity, Cycle 1, and Cycle 2 

Passing 

Grade 

Speaking Performance Score Percentage of Students Who 

Can Pass 

Pre 

Activity 

After 

Cycle 1  

After 

Cycle 2 

Pre 

Activity 

After 

Cycle 1 

After 

Cycle 2 

>70 4 7 11 25% 43.75% 68.75% 

  

         The improvement not only can be seen by the total of students who can pass the 

passing grade but also their participation in both cycles. The participation of the students 

becomes more active. Every student participated in the speaking class. All students have 

the job as the speaker and the listener/assessor. Students can also learn about self-reflection. 

It is because they get the peer review from the listener. Someone can get the evaluation 

from their peer if they do not pronounce clearly. The feedback is very useful for their 

improvement. The listeners or assessors have their turn to be the speakers. All students can 

be the speakers, the listeners, and also the assessors. 

          While students enjoyed their speaking, the researchers could observe the students 

speaking skill. In the inside-outside circle, the researchers who are also the teachers play 

roles as the controllers. Teachers have several roles such as controller, resource, tutor, and 

participator (Harmer, 2007). While observing, the researchers also found that speaking to 

the partner is the good way to share understanding and their opinion rather than speaking 

alone in front of the class. They could elaborate themselves in talking to their peer. Their 

peer could also motivate them by giving suggestion of the way their partner speak. As 

Harmer (2007) said, “motivation is some of internal drive which pushes someone to do 

things in order to achieve something”. The peer assessment is also helpful to encourage 

them to speak better.  

          Furthermore, there are some factors which affect the improvement of 

students speaking skill by using Inside Outside circle technique; 1) low affective filter 

which places students in their comfortable zone so that they feel 
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free to speak, 2) students’ enthusiasm which allows them to explore 

themselves in further learning and 3) peer pressure which turns out to be 

positive that enables the students to practice a lot with their peers. 

 

The students’ responses according to the implementation of Inner-Outer circle 

technique in group discussion 
     After conducting 2 cycles, the researchers asked them to fill the questionnaire. It 

was about their response after applying inside-outside circle in speaking activity with 

various recent issues. The researchers evaluated the result of questionnaire after the cycle 

2. The results are summarized in the chart below: 

 

Diagram 1: Students’ Response after Using Inner-Outer Circle Technique 
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Technique can improve students’ speaking skill of “A” class in English department 

in the third semester in University of Muhammadiyah Surabaya in cycle 1. The 

improvement not only can be seen by the total of students who can pass the passing grade 

but also their participation in both cycles. The participation of the students becomes more 

active. They participate actively during the class. All students have the job as the speaker 

and the listener/assessor. The reflection was about the vocabulary component. Although 

some students performed better in the grammatical term, some of them still had limited 

vocabulary and background knowledge. Sometimes, they looked like no idea to talk about 

the topic. It made the researchers to conduct one more cycle to reinforce them with various 

topics to talk about. That is the reason why the researchers need to do cycle 2. Accordingly, 

the Inside-Outside circle technique is successful to improve the students’ speaking ability.  

Based on the result of the student’s response, mostly students enjoyed the speaking class 

using this technique. They are encouraged to bravely speak English in front of the class or 

with the other friends and enthusiastic to practice speaking more. 

 

Conclusion and Suggestion 
       The researcher suggests the implication of this research to the English teachers and the 

next researchers are in the following:  

        The researchers should give the clear guideline to conduct this activity in speaking 

because some students still feel confused at the first time implementing this technique. 

Moreover, it is suggested to make the technique’s movement into other technique which is 

similar to Inside Outside circle technique.  The alternative is Bamboo Tree in order to avoid 

students’ boredom; 

(1) The other English teachers in any classes can use Inner-Outer 

Circle in teaching speaking because sometimes students’ need to learn something by using 

different learning style. It can encourage them to learn better. The teachers can combine 

this technique based on the problem occurred in the class; 

(2)  For the next researchers, this research focuses on the process of develop students’ 

speaking ability by using inside-outside circle technique. The researchers do not explain 

the detailed improvement of the students. The next researcher can study more about the 

detailed improvement in experimental research design. 
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APPENDIX 1 OBSERVATION CHECKLIST 

OBSERVATION GUIDELINE OF CLASSROOM ACTION RESEARCH 

The Component of Student 

No Object of Observation 
Score 

1 2 3 4 

1 Students’ Participation 

a. Students are active to follow the discussion. 

b. Students are active to ask question. 

c. Students are active to talk about their idea. 

 

 

  

 

√ 

 

√ 

 

√ 

2 Students’ Focus 

a. Students are silent while the teachers give the 

instruction. 

b. Students focus on the learning process. 

c. Students are enthusiastic to learn by using 

inside-outside circle technique. 

    

√ 

 

√ 

√ 

 

3 Discipline     

https://doi.org/10.21070/jees.v1i1.146
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          Assessor, 

 

            (Name) 

 

a. Students are discipline to participate the 

learning process. 

b. Students come on time before the class. 

c. Students finish the class on time. 

√ 

 

√ 

 

 

 

 

√ 

4 Activity 

a. The students speak as speaker with their peer. 

b. The students are the listener and do 

assessment for their peer’s presentation. 

c. The students do the class activity based on the 

instruction. 

    

√ 

√ 

 

√ 

Note: 

1 = Very Poor 

2 = Poor 

3 = Good 

4 = Very Good 

 

APPENDIX 2 SCORING RUBRIC FOR THE STUDENT ASSESSOR 

 

Name   : 

Student Number : 

No Name Components of Assessment Total 

Score 
Pronun

ciation 

Gramm

ar 

Fluency Vocabul

ary 

Compre

hension 
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Abstract 

Pragmatics instruction is integral in the development of students’ communicative 

competence. However, it continues to be taken for granted in the language classroom: it is 

either taught minimally or it is completely absent in the curriculum. Many factors 

contribute to this, but mainly the problem can be traced to the dearth of materials or the 

lack of training of teachers to teach pragmatics. This paper theorizes and conceptualizes 

how a cross-cultural and interlanguage study on the speech act of complaints can help 

develop culture- and context-appropriate materials that will pave the way for an informed 

and reflective teaching of pragmatics. To be set in Dumaguete City, Philippines, the study 

aims to compare and contrast the ways Americans and Cebuanos realize their complaints 

in order to predict communicative problems, which will guide in the design of classroom 

activities and materials.  

 

Keywords: Pragmatics; Pragmatics instruction; Speech act; Complaints; Language  

                    teaching; Speech act of complaints 

 

Introduction 

 The phenomenon of globalization has rendered the world into a small, inter-

connected village whose necessary currency is cooperation and mutual respect. More than 

ever, interactions among different cultures are easily mediated by the onset of technologies 

and innovations. While the media have made the process easier, effective interactions of 

varied cultures and ways of life can only happen when meanings and ideas are seamlessly 

transferred. Thus, along with globalization is the further solidification of English as a 

global language. 

As a vehicular language, English has been used for different purposes: for 

education, commerce, cultural exchanges, and others.  Consequently, the teaching and 

learning of it has become even more important. 

But what is the goal of language teaching and learning? Perhaps, a major, if not the 

ultimate goal, is to develop learners’ communicative competence, an idea advanced by 

Hymes (1972), an anthropological linguist who believed that meaningful communication 

does not only rely on the linguistic factor but also on sociolinguistic and pragmatic factors. 

That is, learners do not only have to master the grammatical rules of the language but must 

also “know what to say to whom in what circumstances and how to say it.” Over the years, 

many models of communicative development have been developed, and one that has held 

ground for many years is by Canale and Swain (1980), which posited that communicative 

competence includes grammatical competence, discourse competence, sociolinguistic 
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competence, and strategic competence. Brown (2000) observed that this model features the 

balance between the linguistic system and the functional aspects of communication. 

In the Philippines, English language teaching has undergone several paradigm 

shifts. The current approach claimed to be used is communicative language teaching; that 

is, classes are aimed to make learners proficient in using the language and communicatively 

competent. Despite this claim, it is interesting to note that some English classes still lean 

heavily on instruction that caters to developing students’ linguistic competence and taking 

for granted the other competencies. One of the obvious weaknesses in English classroom 

practice is the limited inclusion, or worse, complete absence of pragmatics instruction. 

 

Identifying the Problem 

Pragmatics is important because it is the “study of how a speaker uses language in 

social interaction and its effect on other participants in the communicative event” 

(Kasper,1997, 2001, as cited in Brock & Nagasaka, 2005, p. 18). As such, pragmatics is 

not only concerned with the linguistic form; it also deals with the interrelationship between 

language form, messages, and language users, exploring how people communicate direct 

and indirect messages and how people interpret these, “why people choose to say and/or 

interpret something in one way rather than another,” and how contextual factors affect 

people’s process of producing and interpreting language (Spencer-Oatey & Zegarac, 2010, 

p.70).  

 However, teaching pragmatics can be challenging. Bardovi-Harlig and Mahan-

Taylor (2003) observed that traditionally pragmatics is absent in language teaching 

curricula, perhaps, because being subconscious, pragmatic rules only become apparent 

when they have been broken. Matsuda (1999, p.40) also expressed some teachers’ 

hesitations to teach pragmatics. She wrote, “Teaching pragmatics is a difficult and sensitive 

issue due to the high degree of face threat it involves.” Understandably, analysis of the 

social contexts requires the speaker’s world knowledge, which is sifted by the person’s 

value (Thomas, 1983 as cited in Matsuda, 1999). Another constraint to the teaching of 

pragmatics is the availability of pedagogical resources and also the training of English 

language teachers to teach pragmatics. 

 Elements of pragmatics may find their way in available textbooks, but they appear 

unsystematic and incomplete. Regrettably, the teaching of pragmatics is also not 

sufficiently highlighted in the teacher preparation curriculum or even in English graduate 

program curriculum. For instance, in 2007, Vasquez and Sharpless found out through a 

phone survey with directors of 100 graduate TESL programs in the United States that 

although pragmatics is taught in their programs, the degree to which it is taught varies 

(cited in Cohen, 2008). This reality is similar in the Philippines, where pragmatics as a 

discipline is studied, but as to how it could be explicitly taught is not thoroughly delved 

into.  

Thus, if pragmatics instruction is to be effectively integrated in the English 

language curriculum, then the challenges of doing so need to be addressed. That is, there 

should be a closer examination of what aspects to teach, what materials and activities to 

develop, and how best to implement them in the language classroom. 
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The Importance of Pragmatics Instruction 

Since the world is getting more connected, there are more opportunities for people 

from different backgrounds and culture to interact, consequently increasing the need for 

them to improve their pragmatic ability, which according to Cohen (in Ishihara & Cohen, 

2010, p. 16) means “being able to go beyond the literal meaning of what is said or written, 

in order to interpret the intended meanings, assumptions, purposes or goals, and the kinds 

of actions that are being performed.” This demand necessitates the explicit teaching of 

pragmatics, adapting an exploratory approach to pragmatics; that is, rather than being 

prescriptive, students are made aware of the language choices of the second language users, 

the reasons why meanings vary in the second language, and the ways second language 

speakers’ pragmatic behavior is influenced by many factors such as their beliefs and 

assumptions (Cohen, in Ishihara & Cohen, 2010).  

 Bardovi-Harlig and Mahan-Taylor (2003) contended that the nature of pragmatics, 

being subconscious, does not lend itself easily to instruction; hence, it is traditionally absent 

in the curriculum. Nevertheless, they said that its value cannot be underestimated because 

it is through pragmatics instruction that students get to learn to avoid pragmatic hazards 

like sounding inappropriate, brusque, or even ignorant. For them, language classrooms 

remain the best avenue to allow students to observe language and “help … [them] 

understand when and why linguistic practices take place” (p. 38). 

 Besides, the way second and foreign language learners use English is somewhat 

different from the way native speakers use the language (Bardovi-Harlig & Mahan-Taylor, 

2003), so explicit pragmatics instruction will benefit them (Kasper, 1997; Kasper & Rose, 

2001). Since learners are studying pragmatics in the second language, there is a high 

possibility of students diverging from what is expected to be native-like language use, and 

this is true even to the most advanced and proficient second language learners. Ishihara and 

Cohen (2010) identified five causes of this divergence, which may lead to learners’ 

pragmatic failure: “negative transfer of pragmatic norms, limited grammatical ability in the 

second language, overgeneralization of perceived second language pragmatic norms, effect 

of instruction or instructional materials, and resistance to using perceived pragmatic 

norms” (p.77). Of course, the goal is not for them to conform to native-like language norm, 

but “…to help learners become familiar with the range of pragmatic devices and practices 

in the target language” (Bardovi-Harlig & Mahan-Taylor, 2003, p. 38). 

 

Researching the Speech Act of Complaints: A Starting Point 

Perhaps the most accessible aspect of pragmatics is speech acts because they 

happen to be the most researched. However, it must be noted that although there have been 

studies done on speech acts, their results cannot automatically be used in the language 

classroom because although speech acts are universal, their actual realization could be 

culture-specific. Consequently, an informed pragmatics instruction is rooted on the context 

in which it is going to be taught. It can then be argued that researching pragmatics, one 

speech act at a time, leads to a more judicious teaching of pragmatics. 

The concept of speech acts was first introduced by the British philosopher John 

Austin. He contended that when we say something, we also do something (Parker & Riley, 

2005). For example, when one says, “It is so cold here,” one does not only describe what 
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it is like being in the room; one could also be making a request – perhaps hinting at the 

addressee to close the window or increase the temperature of the air conditioner. Thus, he 

demonstrated that an utterance could have three levels of action: locutionary, illocutionary, 

and perlocution. Bach (1998) described these three actions as acts that involve what is 

being said, “what one does in saying it,” and “what one does in saying it.” There may be 

many speech acts, but according to Searle, they can usually be categorized into six: 

representatives, which describe some state of affairs (Riley & Parker, 1995); directives, 

which prompt an addressee to do something; commissives, which commit the speaker to 

perform an action in the future; expressives, which express the speaker’s feelings about 

some state of affair included in the propositional content; declarations, which when 

performed change the status or condition of the addressee; and questions, which ask for 

some information from the addressee.  

The proposed study focuses on the speech act of complaints because it is one of the 

speech acts that have not been thoroughly explored. Other speech acts have been 

investigated worldwide (Al-Zumor, 2011; Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper, 1989; Al-

shboul, Maros, & Yasin, 2012; Beebe, Takahashi, & Uliss-Weltz, 1990; Holmes, 1986; 

Wang & Tsai, 2003; Jaworski, 1995; Chen, 1993). De Leon and Parina (2016)  offered a 

possible reason it is rarely investigated, especially in the Asian context. They said it could 

be because the speech act is a high face threat, always involving a negative evaluation of 

an addressee’s action or speech. Citing Cohen and Olhstain (1993), De Leon and Parina, 

(2016) also said that “…complaints consist of different speech acts or speech act sets that 

are sensitive to a lot of factors such as power, distance, and rank of imposition” (p.191). 

Specifically, this proposed study aims to examine the similarities and differences 

in the way Americans and Cebuanos realize and express complaints. As such, it will take 

both cross-cultural and interlanguage approaches because it will attempt to compare a 

speech act realization and expression of participants coming from two different cultures 

and at the same time, examine non-native speakers’ use of the English language. Data that 

will be gathered will serve as a rich resource for the development of activities and materials 

that are context-sensitive, making the teaching of pragmatics more relevant and meaningful 

for the learners. 

The study will be lodged in Silliman University, a Christian university located in 

Dumaguete City, Philippines. Established by American missionaries, it has continuously 

attracted many local and foreign students. As with other universities in the Philippines, 

English is the medium of instruction in Silliman. 

 

Theoretical Considerations 

 When performing the speech act of complaint, “the speaker expresses displeasure 

or annoyance as a reaction to past or ongoing action, the consequences of which affect the 

speaker unfavorably” (Olshtain & Weinbach, 1987, p. 195). Certain pre-conditions enable 

for the performance of the speech act: (1) a speaker’s expectation is not met; (2) the speaker 

perceives this to be negatively affecting him/her; (3) the hearer is held accountable for this 

offensive act; (4) the speaker expresses his/her annoyance or disappointment. 

In issuing a complaint, people are said to follow a certain pattern. Schaefer (1982, 

in Celce-Murcia & Olhstain, 2000) identified the components that make up what is 
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considered the semantic formula of complaints. These include the opener, which begins 

the comment; the orientation, which gives the hearer an idea about the identity of the 

complainer as well as the reason for the complaint; the act statement, which is the 

complaint itself; the justification, which allows the complainer to give some reasons for 

the complaint or to give some justifications for the hearer’s actions; the request for 

remedy, which asks the hearer to repair what is perceived to be an offense; a closing, which 

signals the end of the complaint; and the valuation, which expresses the speakers’ feelings 

about the offense or the person who committed it. It must be noted that all these 

components do not necessarily have to be present in all realized complaints. 

Based on Searle’s classification of speech acts, a complaint is a speech act of 

expressive because to perform it, a person has to make one’s distaste for an act known. 

However, in most cases, a person complaining does not only express a disapproval; s/he 

also demands some form of repair for their perceived damage. Hence, complaints carry 

both expressive and directive functions (Trosborg, 1995). 

Because of this, the speech act of complaint is a high threat to the face, a concept 

adopted by Brown and Levinson (1987) from Groff to refer to one’s self image that needs 

to be maintained and protected. A person is said to have two faces: positive and negative. 

Brown and Levinson defined the positive face as one that is linked to a person’s desire to 

be appreciated and wanted while the negative face is the one linked to a person’s need to 

be free from imposition. Typically, a complaint threatens both faces. When a person 

expresses a dissatisfaction, s/he threatens the positive face of the addressee, which seeks 

for approval and acceptance. When a speaker demands for some form of remedy, s/he 

threatens the negative face, imposing an action from the addressee that might curtail his/her 

freedom to do as s/he pleases (Ghaznavi, 2017). Brown and Levinson then suggested to 

use politeness strategies to cushion the damage to the face.  

People realize complaints in different ways. Brown and Levinson (1987) 

maintained that any face-threatening act can be calibrated on three variables: the 

interlocutors’ social power and social distance, and the act’s degree of imposition, or in the 

case of complaints, the act’s severity of offense. Olshtain and Weinbach (1987) developed 

a five severity scale of complaints, and this has been widely used and improved. The five 

categories include: below the level of reproach, when the speaker opts out and not say 

anything; expression of annoyance or disapproval, when the speaker vaguely and 

indirectly expresses the complaint;  explicit complaint, when the speaker directly calls out 

the offense and/or the offender; accusation and warning, when the speaker strongly 

condemns the act and places sanctions on the hearer; and immediate threat, when the 

speaker openly attacks the hearer, often using strong language such as expletives and 

curses. 

With these strategies are modification devices, which are “peripheral elements that 

accompany the head of speech acts” (Soler, Jorda, & Martinez-Flor, n.d., p. 3). Although 

they do not alter the propositional content of the message, they soften or strengthen it, 

modifying the politeness degree of an utterance. It is said that a person’s appropriate use 

of modification is reflective of his/her pragmatic proficiency. According to Soler, Jorda, 

Martinez-Flor (n.d.), effective use of modifiers necessitates linguistic, socio-cultural, and 

context knowledge. There are two kinds of modifications: internal modifications, made up 
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of linguistic parts forming the head act or complaint; and external modifications, made up 

of linguistic contexts surrounding the speech head act. 

 

Approaches 

 The study will take both cross-cultural and interlanguage approaches. The cross-

cultural approach will be taken because it will attempt to compare how American native 

speakers and Filipino native speakers of Cebuano complain. While complaining in both 

cultures are common, there are definitely similarities and differences in the way they 

realize their complaints. To this end, Malinowski’s idea of context is important. According 

to Malinowski (1923, in Martin 2001), context has two aspects: the context of situation and 

the context of culture. He maintained that any utterance’s sense can only be understood if 

one considers the context of situation: who is speaking, what is being said, why is it said, 

etc. However, he said that the establishment of the context of situation will not suffice. An 

utterance cannot be fully understood if the culture, in which it is embedded, is taken for 

granted. Thus, the context of culture is important. 

In many cross-cultural communication studies, Hoftede’s Cultural Dimensions 

Theory (1973) is widely used. In Hoftede’s model, he presented four indexes; however, 

only the individualism vs collectivism dimension will be used in this study. Individualism 

“refers to the degree to which people in a country prefer to act as individuals rather than as 

members of groups” (Hofstede, 1993, p.89). The contrast is collectivism. While an 

individualist thrives on independence, a collectivist nourishes a sense of community and 

loyalty. Related to this dimension is the concept of high- and low-context cultures. Hall 

(1976) maintained that high-context cultures have people who are strongly involved in each 

other’s affairs. Hence, hierarchies are formed, making people extra careful with their 

speech and action. On the other hand, low-context cultures have highly individualistic 

members. Because they care more about protecting themselves and their properties, their 

speech is more explicit and nonpersonal.  

Indeed, many cross-cultural pragmatics studies cited these concepts to explain the 

results of their study. In their study in Iran, Yarahmadi and Fathi (2015) examined the 

complaint strategies of Persian speakers and Australian native speakers of English. They 

found out that both groups used indirect strategies, but the Australian group had more 

explicit complaints. The researchers cited Persia’s high-context culture as a possible reason 

for the Persian speakers’ penchant for using indirect complaints. For their part, Chen, Chen, 

and Chang (2011) examined the complaint strategies of American and Taiwanese students. 

They found out that although there was no difference in their complaint realizations 

quantitatively, qualitative data showed a striking difference. Especially when there was 

power involved, Chinese speakers were more careful in their speech. Chen et al. (2011) 

attributed the differences to the universality/culture specificity perspective, saying: 

“Although languages may share major categories of strategies in realizing a given speech 

act, the attached social meanings and their application vary from culture to culture” (p. 

254). 

Aside from the cross-cultural approach, this study will also be interlanguage 

because it will involve participants who have learned English as a second language but 

who also have different proficiency levels. Despite their long exposure to the language, 
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their use of it is still different from that of native speakers. Kasper defined interlanguage 

pragmatics as “…the study of nonnative speakers’ use and acquisition of L2 [second 

language] pragmatic knowledge” (cited in Cai & Wang, 2013). 

It is worth noting that many of the studies done on the speech act of complaints had 

been lodged in places where English is used as a foreign language. Unlike them, the 

proposed study will be done in the Philippines, where the English language is used as a 

second language and enjoys a status as an official language. While it can be argued that 

Filipinos are more proficient in the language compared to their EFL counterparts, the fact 

remains that they are still nonnative speakers of the language and may therefore express 

themselves in the target language quite differently compared with the native speakers. On 

this note, the proposed study is distinct from those already done. Aside from this, many of 

the studies take an either-or approach; that is, they are either doing a cross-cultural or an 

interlanguage pragmatic study. This proposed study will attempt to do both approaches. 

 

Methods  

 The study will employ mixed methods. The data sets are largely qualitative because 

they are complaint realizations produced by the participants, but their analysis will use 

quantitative methods, specifically frequency counts and percentages.  

Complaint realizations will be elicited through a written discourse completion task 

(WDCT), which has English and Cebuano versions. Situations included in the WDCT will 

be calibrated on the three variables mentioned by Brown and Levinson (1987): social 

power (low, equal, and high), distance (unfamiliar, familiar, and close), and severity of 

offense (high and low).  

 Since the study is cross-cultural and interlanguage, the research participants will 

comprise four groups. The first group is made up of 30 American English native speakers 

who are enrolled in any program at Silliman University and whose first and only language 

is English. The second group is made up of 30 Cebuano native speakers. They will be 

chosen based on the following criteria: 1) that Cebuano is their first language; 2) that they 

are high school graduates but are not enrolled in the university; and 3) that they are working 

in any service industry. These criteria were set to ensure that this group is distinct from the 

interlanguage groups, which will be described shortly, and that they have limited 

opportunities to use the English language and therefore, have to use Cebuano extensively. 

The last two groups make up the interlanguage group. They are made up of 60 students 

enrolled in Basic Communication classes at Silliman University. They will be chosen from 

among the students who will be given an English Test. The 30 students with the highest 

scores and the 30 students with the lowest scores will make up the high proficient and low 

proficient groups respectively. 

 Answers to the WDCT will be analyzed for their semantic formulae, complaint 

strategies, and use of modifications to strengthen or cushion a complaint. For the semantic 

formulae, the framework of analysis to be used is by Schaefer (1982, in Celce-Murcia & 

Olhstain, 2000). For the complaint strategy use, the framework of analysis to be used is 

adopted from Li and Suleiman’s framework (2017), which is also an adaptation of the 

works of  Olshtain and Weinback (1987), Trosborg (1995), and  Laforest (2002).  For the 
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modifications, the frameworks of Trosborg (1995) and House and Kasper (1981) will be 

used.  

Since this proposed study relies heavily on qualitative data, coding is of utmost 

importance. Since coding includes decisions on how to classify or categorize data, it is 

important to have more than one coder to increase readers’ confidence on the results and 

the conclusions of the study. To calculate interrater reliability for this study, the simple 

percentage agreement will be employed, which Mackey and Gass (2005) considers to be 

the easiest way to do it. 

Focus group discussions will also be conducted to clarify, corroborate, and expand 

data elicited from the WDCT. 

 

Implications 

 This undertaking hopes to initiate the development of resource materials for 

pragmatics instruction that are context-sensitive. Up until now, many pragmatics studies 

done are in places where English is learned as a foreign language (EFL); very few are in 

places where English is a second language (ESL). Although those in the ESL countries are 

more exposed to the language than those in EFL countries, they are still nonnative speakers 

of the language who are also prone to experiencing pragmatic failure. Results of this study 

will then provide a baseline data that shows how Americans and Cebuanos differ in their 

realization of a speech act and how the Cebuano way of realizing a speech act could seep 

into the way Cebuanos realize complaints in English. 

 This baseline data can be used to develop pedagogical resources that are more 

relevant to the learners as they are based locally, unlike textbooks that cull information 

from somewhere, reflecting realities that are remote from those of the users. With this, 

communication problems can be identified, predicted, and prevented. 

 The developed materials can then expand the repertoire of students, empowering 

students to have more choices in language use. This will fulfill a major goal of pragmatics 

instruction, which Bardovi-Harlig and Mahan-Taylor (2003) said is to familiarize students 

with an array of pragmatic devices and to provide them with many opportunities to practice 

in the target language. 

 

Conclusion 

 Pragmatics instruction should be integrated in the language curriculum, but it can 

only be done when pedagogical resources are available. It is then imperative to identify 

what aspects of pragmatics are teachable and to seek ways to elicit information that will 

guide in the development of materials. 

 Speech acts are manageable units that can be introduced in the classroom. They can 

be easily integrated in the language syllabus, which is anchored on communicative 

language teaching. Therefore, to create good materials researching speech acts, one at a 

time, is prudent. 

 This paper starts the initiative by examining complaints, which is a highly 

threatening speech act. Its cross-cultural and interlanguage approaches will yield rich data 

that can guide applied linguists to develop materials that are not devoid of context. 
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Abstract 

       Misplacement of English stress is a commonplace problem that impairs Chinese 

college non-English majors’ speaking skills. Since classroom instruction appears to have a 

negligible impact on learners’ spoken English, and lack of motivation hinder them from 

gaining any improvement in speaking, scholars such as Wang (2014), Peng and Ali (2015) 

in recent years have examined students’ motivation based on Gardner and Lambert’s 

(1972) motivation theory, which is the fundamental theory of second language (L2) 

learning motivation, and suggest that adopting modern technology and choosing interesting 

teaching materials could be effective ways to cultivate students’ learning motivation. To 

shed new light on the English stress learning of Chinese college non-English majors, a 

study was conducted to evaluate a new type of instruction which integrates Keller's (2010) 

motivation model, song lyrics and mobile assisted language learning (MALL) with English 

stress instruction. Two groups of non-English majors (N=60) participated in the study by 

separately receiving MALL-based lyric-reading instruction and in-classroom lyric-reading 

instruction. Based on the results of surveys and interviews, students with the former 

instruction reported higher levels of learning motivation. Those findings, which will be 

discussed in this article, would appear to confirm the potential benefits of incorporating 

lyric-reading and MALL into the learning of English stress.  

 

Keywords: English stress; Song lyric-reading; Mobile assisted language learning 

(MALL); Learning motivation 

 

Introduction 

The English stress system confuses most Chinese learners, and addressing this issue 

appears to have become an irresistible trend (Zhang & Yin, 2009, p. 145; Xia, 2012, p. 

235). English stress comprises of word stress and sentence stress. Word stress refers to the 

stress of particular syllables of individual words, while sentence stress, which is also known 

as primary or prosodic stress, is the stress placed on selected words within sentences 

(Schmerling, 1976; Cai, 2008). Chinese learners tend to make mistakes such as over-

stressing syllables in terms of both word stress and sentence stress, bringing breaks in the 

“continuous flow” of their speeches (Juffs,1990, p. 107; Chen, Fan, & Lin, 1996; Zhang & 

Yin, 2009, p. 145). 

Although many instructors and scholars accentuate the importance of fostering 

college students’ speaking competence, particularly in terms of English stress, there are 

two blatant barriers precluding them from gaining improvement in the quality of their 
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speaking skills. The first barrier, according to Li (2011, p.15), lies in the lack of learning 

motivation, which hinders the majority of college students, especially non-English majors, 

from improving their speaking ability. The second barrier is the apparent negligible impact 

of classroom instruction on learners’ speaking skills, especially in large-class teaching with 

over 80 students, where students seldom have chance to practice oral English (Meng, 

2009).   

The present study aims at designing a new type of out-of-classroom instruction 

which integrates Keller’s (2010) attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction (ARCS) 

motivation model, mobile assisted language learning (MALL) with song-lyric reading with 

a view to motivating Chinese college non-English majors to improve their speaking skills 

in terms of English stress. In keeping with the need for a serious investigation of the 

potential use of this MALL-based lyric-reading instruction, a single research question is 

formulated: How does MALL-based lyric-reading instruction affect Chinese non-English 

majors’ motivation? 

 

Literature Review 

Dating back to last century, Gardner and Lambert (1959) are the pioneers who 

proposed a theory of second language (L2) learning motivation, and introduced the 

categories of instrumental and integrative motivation. In their views, the difference 

between those two categories lies in the learning goals. Learners with instrumental 

motivation are normally studying L2 for instrumental goals, such as studying abroad or 

applying for better jobs; learners with integrative motivation are aiming at cultural 

integration or communication with the L2 native speakers (Gardner & Lambert,1972). 

Their theory has dominated the language learning motivation studies for several decades 

and inspired scholars and researchers to recognize the importance of motivation in 

language learning. From the instrumental motivation perspective, Peng & Ali (2015, p. 

190) point out that most Chinese non English majors learn English just to pass various tests 

for career development or other pragmatic reasons. However, the national College English 

Test (CET), which is designed to examine the English proficiency of non-English majors, 

mainly focus on the testing of listening, reading comprehension and writing. CET – Spoken 

English Test (CET-SET) is only available to those candidates who score above 80% on 

CET, and is not a regular component of CET. Since the most dominant test taken by non-

English majors does not focus on speaking, students’ English studies become “mute” (Peng 

& Ali, 2015, p. 190). 

Wang (2014) examines the integrative motivation of Chinese college students and 

concludes that nearly half of the students are willing to communicate with English-

speakers. To enjoy English music, movies and other types of culture are also factors that 

are identified as having a strong influence upon the motivation to study English. Wang 

therefore advocates that adopting modern technology and choosing interesting teaching 

materials could be effective ways to cultivate students’ learning motivation. 

Thus, the idea of creating a new type of instruction incorporating new learning 

technology and interesting materials provided the impetus for the conception of the present 

study. MALL is a subarea of the developing field of mobile learning. It has caught scholars’ 

attention and been advocated for out-of-class pronunciation education, mainly because the 
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widespread use of mobile phones, and advantages of mobile phones such as mobility, 

localization, and personalization (Saran, Seferoglu & Cagiltay, 2009). Among the new 

learning technologies embedded on MALL, Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) has 

attracted attention and appears to demonstrate an encouraging potential for pronunciation 

improvement (Ahn & Lee, 2015, p. 780). According to Neri, Mich, Gerosa & Giuliani 

(2008), ASR could help EFL learners gain improvement in pronunciation faster than 

traditional training. Ahn & Lee (2015) report on their implementation of an ASR-based 

mobile application for students to practice speaking. Although students’ actual 

improvement in speaking was not measured, they showed great interest in ASR and 

indicated that they were motivated by it. Following the above positive experiences of 

adopting new tools to deliver instructional materials, more interesting teaching materials 

for English stress learning, going beyond the traditional textbook, need to be explored. In 

2013, the poem-reading based instruction was applied to freshmen whose L1 is Chinese, 

and the results showed that poems could be effective texts for students to read in order to 

learn English stress (Ting et al., 2013). While “popular songs are poems and should be 

treated as such” (Gioia, 2003; Bradley, 2009; Jones, 2012), and reading song lyrics needs 

the understanding of the sense of the inherent stress patterns, such as distinguishing 

between strong and weak syllables (DeSantis, 2015, p.220), popular song lyrics appear to 

merit being considered as valuable new materials to motivate students to learn English 

stress. 

 

Method 

Design of the Study 

The study adopts a quasi-experimental design and took place at a university in 

China. Participants were 60 non-English majors (majoring in Applied Biology, Chemistry, 

Physics, and Tourism Management). They were randomly allocated to the experimental 

group (EG) and numbered from E01 to E30, taking MALL-based lyric-reading instruction, 

or to the control group (CG) and numbered from C01 to C30, taking in-classroom lyric-

reading instruction. Table 1 summarizes the procedures involved in the study. 

 

Table 1: Design of the Study 
Week EG CG Topics of the Stress Lesson Lyric-reading materials 

1 Pretest   

2  

 

 

 

MALL-

based lyric-

reading 

instruction 

 

 

 

 

In-classroom 

lyric-reading 

instruction 

Introduction of syllable and stress My heart will go on 

3 Pronouncing full, clear vowel 

sounds 

Let her go 

4 Stress of compound nouns Baby 

5 Unstressed syllable: schwa Rolling in the deep 

6 

 

Strong forms and weak forms of 

function words (1) 

You belong with me 

7 

 

Strong forms and weak forms of 

function words (2) 

Pretty boy 

8 Sentence stress (1) As long as you love me 

9 Sentence stress (2) Someone like you 

10 Post-test, interview and 

ARCS survey 
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Design of the Instruction 

MALL-based Lyric-reading Instruction 
One of the most widely mentioned and used theories to guide instructional 

designers to integrate motivational strategies into their own instruction is Keller's 

“attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction (ARCS) motivation model”, a model 

based on Keller’s (1979) proposal that external conditions can be constructed to promote 

learners’ learning motivation. This model is also demonstrated as effective for the design 

of numerous types of student-centric instruction (Keller, 2010; Liu & Chu, 2010). The 

present study follows the ARCS model for the instruction design while adopting English 

learning applications on mobile phones as the learning platforms, for recent evidence 

shows that learners could benefit from the use of such applications (Conroy, 2010; Basal, 

Yilmaz, Tanriverdi, & Sari, 2011; Liu & He, 2014). Two applications were finally selected 

for the experimental instruction. They are:  

(a) QQ, the most popular instant messaging mobile application in China. It was 

adopted as the platform for receiving and watching stress lessons (in video format).  

(b) Duo Shuo Ying Yu, which literally means “speak English more”, features lyric-

reading, ASR as well as self-correction feedback functions, and was used for lyric-

reading exercises. For convenience, Duo Shuo Ying Yu will be referred as “Speak 

English More” hereinafter.  

     The MALL-based lyric-reading instruction was then configured by implementing 

English stress lessons and English stress exercises on these two applications, as illustrated 

in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1． Configuration of the MALL-based lyric-reading instruction 

 

Content of Stress Lessons and Lyric-reading 
The content of stress lessons was compiled based on a well-received phonetics 

textbook, Pronunciation and Intonation for Communication (second edition) (Wang, 2005), 

which is designed for students in China at the college level. Song lyrics for reading were 

selected from the repertoire of Speak English More in accordance with the theme of each 

stress lesson. All compiled stress lessons and selected song lyrics were examined and 

approved by three phonetics experts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speak English More 

 

 

 

QQ 

A Stress Lesson 

(45 minutes) 
A Set of Lyric-reading 

Exercise (45 minutes) 

MALL-based Lyric-reading Instruction 
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Steps of the Exercises 

The exercises of lyric-reading consisted of four steps (45 minutes in total): 1. listening 

to the model reading recorded by native speakers in Speak English More; 2. reading aloud 

with feedback; 3. blind reading with feedback, and 4. reading aloud. Step 1 served the need 

of perception and experiencing the stress pattern before engaging participants in the 

following exercises. Step 2 required participants to read lyrics out aloud after listening to 

the model lyric-reading recording in Speak English More. In step 3, participants repeated 

what they had done in the second step without looking at the lyrics. In both step 2 and step 

3, participants were required to check the recordings of their own reading supplied by ASR 

function embedded in Speak English More for self-correction. Those two steps also helped 

participants practice stress in accordance with what they had learned in the stress lesson. 

The last step was the stage where learners re-examined their oral outcomes in terms of 

English stress. 

 

In-classroom Lyric-reading Instruction 
In-classroom lyric-reading instruction, which is based on traditional classroom 

teaching methods, serves as the benchmark for assessing the effect of MALL-based lyric-

reading instruction. Stress lessons (45minutes per week) in this instruction share the 

content as MALL-based lyric-reading instruction, but are presented and practiced in a 

traditional way. Lyric-reading exercises (45minutes per week) are also carried out in the 

classroom with learners working in pairs. In this instruction, the model lyric-reading 

recording was played by the researcher through a pair of speakers and feedback of learners’ 

reading was given by their partners as peer feedback enhances students’ learning 

(Falchikov, 2001). 

 

Data Collection and Analysis 

The data of the present study were collected by both qualitative and quantitative 

methods. Quantitative data included the scores of the ARCS survey. The ARCS survey, 

which was developed based on Keller's ARCS model, was used to collect participants’ 

learning motivation towards each type of instruction. This survey covered four sub-scales: 

Attention (Group A), Relevance (Group R), Confidence (Group C) and Satisfaction (Group 

S) with a total of 15 statements, which are itemized in Table 2. Participants were asked to 

respond to the statements based on a five- point Likert-scale: 5 for “strongly agree”,4 for 

“agree”, 3 for “neutral”, 2 for “disagree” and 1 for “strongly disagree.” The study adopts 

the procedure recommended by Liu & Chu (2010, p.637), using Cronbach’s α to confirm 

the internal consistency of the ARCS survey. After calculation, each subscale reports the 

Cronbach’s α as 0.801, 0.847, 0.832 and 0.812, respectively; the Cronbach’s α for the 

survey was 0.924. These alpha coefficients exceed 0.7, which confirms the internal 

consistency of the survey. Qualitative data included a pretest survey that was used to collect 

the basic information of participants, and an interview that was used to investigate 

participants' reactions in terms of feelings and perspectives after studying with the MALL-

based lyric-reading instruction.  
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Table 2: The ARCS Survey Statements 
Item Statement 

 

 

 

Attention 

A1 Song lyric-reading attracts my attention.  

A2 Reading song lyrics helps me focus my attention. 

A3 I can concentrate on the learning activities. 

A4 Reading song lyrics can arouse my curiosity.  

A5 Reading song lyrics is interesting for me. 

 

 

Relevance 

R1 I can relate the content of song lyrics to the knowledge that I am already familiar with. 

R2 The content of song lyrics is linked to my interests in English learning. 

R3 The content of song lyrics is worth learning. 

R4 Reading song lyrics has been very helpful to me. 

 

 

Confidence 

C1 The progressive method of song lyric-reading meets my expectations. 

C2 I can control my progress in song lyric-reading exercises. 

C3 I am confident that I can accomplish all the exercises in song lyric-reading. 

C4 I am confident that I can apply what I learn from song lyric-reading to my spoken 

English. 

 

Satisfaction 

S1 I enjoy song lyric-reading exercises. 

S2 I am satisfied with my learning achievement in song lyric-reading. 

 

The study adheres to the principle that three experts is the minimum acceptable 

number for a content validation effort (Lynn, 1986). Therefore, the ARCS survey and the 

interview questions were sent to three phonetics experts to assess the content validity. The 

final versions were then confirmed based on their feedback. The Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to analyze the data from the ARCS survey, with the 

significance level set at p < 0.05） 

 

Results and Discussion 

Learning Motivation 

A total of 60 valid ARCS surveys were submitted after the experiment, with a 

response rate of 100%. Fig. 2 shows the two groups’ mean scores of the ARCS survey 

responses.  
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Figure 2．Mean scores of ARCS surveys. 

 

As shown in Fig. 2, the scores of EG were higher than those of the CG on 13 of the 

15 items. A t-test (independent samples) comparison of the mean scores of the two groups 

confirmed that there were significant differences between the groups in all categories 

except Relevance. 

There was a significant difference in Item A2 (t = 3.207, p = 0.002), suggesting 

participants in EG show higher levels of attention than those in CG. There was also a 

significant difference in Item A3 (t = 4.199, p = 0.000) in terms of the perceived 

attractiveness of those two types of instruction. EG participants appear to show a high level 

of agreement in concentrating on learning activities. As for Item A5 (t = 2.157, p = 0.035), 

learners’ interest in lyric-reading, participants in EG found lyric-reading more interesting 

than those in CG.  

  A significant difference was also found in Item C1 (t = 4.188, p = 0.000) in response 

the statement about whether song lyric-reading meet participants’ expectations. According 

to the interview responses, the “use of mobile technology” may be the main reason leading 

to this result. Participants in EG showed greater preference for lyric-reading practice. This 

result mirrors Wang’s (2014) conclusion that adopting modern technology could be an 

effective way to cultivate students’ learning motivation. There was also a highly significant 

difference in Item C2 (t = 5.981, p = 0.000) which is about controlling the progress of the 

learning activity; participants in EG believed they had more autonomy in controlling the 

learning progress.  

      Significant differences were also found in Item S1 (t = 3.779, p = 0.000) and Item 

S2 (t = 5.215, p = 0.000), which demonstrate that lyrics reading on mobile phones is judged 

to be more enjoyable and satisfactory than lyrics reading in the classroom. The 
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questionnaire findings were augmented by the interviews, where nearly 20% of the 

participants in EG stated that the visible achievements on the screen “motivate them to 

surpass the past and to achieve a new higher score”. They also mentioned that since there 

were no temporal and spatial limitations with mobile learning, they could repeat lyric-

reading exercises until satisfactory scores were displayed.  

      The interview data also provided some interesting insights into students’ motivation 

concerning MALL. For example, one student in the EG pointed out that the pronunciation 

of model recordings in Speak English More was more authentic and standard than that of 

their teachers’. This perception is in accord with Adams-Goertel’s (2013, p. 120) and Liu’s 

(2015, p. 596) observation that “one of the most formidable challenges facing the L2 

learner is their language instructor”. It is important to recognize that many language 

learners only hear the target language modeled by their instructors, who are non-native 

speakers who may also suffer from insufficient prosodic skills. 

 

Conclusion  
     Although Chinese learners’ lack of motivation towards developing speaking 

competence in English has been reported (Zhang, Nissen, & Francis, 2008), few studies 

have proposed effective instruction that might address this problem, particularly in terms 

of English stress. This article reports the results of an empirical study which examines how 

integrating song lyric-reading and MALL can influence Chinese college non-English 

majors’ motivation towards English stress learning. The use of MALL to supplement 

formal classroom instruction seeks to address the issue of insufficient mastery of English 

stress in college English education in China, as well as making an effort to enrich the 

research of Chinese students’ use of MALL. The questionnaire results confirm that 

participants with the MALL-based lyric-reading instruction reported a high level of 

learning motivation for Attention, Confidence and Satisfaction. According to the 

interviews, participants in EG thought song lyric-reading was more fun than textbook 

reading, which they regarded as boring and sterile. In contrast, participants in the CG stated 

that reading lyrics was fun but reading in front of others was still a challenge which made 

them uncomfortable sometimes. All in all, the empirical findings of this study confirm the 

effectiveness of the MALL-based lyric-reading instruction in terms of motivating students 

to enhance their acquirement of English stress. However, apart from stress, intonation and 

rhythm also play important roles in gaining improvement in the quality of speaking skills. 

Therefore, it is worth exploring the possibility of utilizing MALL and lyric-reading to 

motivate students to learn other features of pronunciation in the future, particularly in 

situations where class sizes are large.  
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Abstract 

Collaborative learning has conspicuously been crucial scaffolding on learning a 

target language over the past decades. This study aimed to explore students’ perceptions of 

vocabulary learning through collaborative small group works. Additionally, it attempted to 

figure out what activities effectively supported this process including the potential 

difficulties students encountered while participating in small groups collaboratively in EFL 

classroom during four consecutive months. Thirty-four English for International 

Communication (EIC) students were chosen purposely as participants. The data were 

gathered by means of the questionnaire including 20 items of learner perceptions and one 

open-ended question to express students’ learning problems. The obtained data was 

quantitatively transcribed on the perceptions and qualitatively justified vocabulary learning 

troubles. Findings indicated that participants believed collaborative small group work has 

obviously been practical. Most of them admitted that they could gradually memorize more 

new lexical items. Furthermore, enlarging more unfamiliar words and phrases while 

working with their classmates showed greatly beneficial result rather than working 

individually. It was noted that over half of students have been firmly certain that six diverse 

small group tasks enable them to learn a great number of lexical items. However, there 

might probably be some particular drawbacks on the process.  

 

Keywords: Small group activities, Collaborative learning, English vocabulary  

                   learning, EFL         

 

Introduction 
Since Thailand has been one of the developing countries where people basically 

learnt English as a Foreign Language (EFL), Thais are likely to convey English in order to 

communicate and negotiate in terms of International commerce, trading and other business 

or even educational purposes. With regard to English language teaching, Alqahtani (2015) 

and Cameron (2001) stated that the role of vocabulary has apparently been vital and 

essential on language learning. It is not only ultimate items for reading and writing but also 

for listening and speaking skills in EFL classroom (Nation, 2001). Additionally, learners 

are not able to transmit their messages without vocabulary although those have individually 

had grammatical knowledge (Wilkins, 1972).In other words, the insufficiency of 

vocabulary would be the main obstacles on English language learning. Vocabulary appears 

to be the core of EFL language learning as learners eventually express their thoughts and 

needs to the others through a wide range of communicative ways. 
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According to pedagogical approaches in EFL environment, there might be a great 

deal of teaching methods which have been facilitated and practical mediums in the 

classroom. Learners could probably not be taught by means of only teachers talk and 

individual assignments, on the other hand, they often tackle all classroom tasks with their 

partners as well.Collaboration is considered as 21st century learning skill among other three 

essential innovative competencies: communication, critical thinking, and creativity 

(Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2014).Wigglesworth and Storch, (2009) emphasized 

that working in groups has been tremendously manipulated not only in early education but 

also in undergraduate classrooms.Small group-based learning has considerable advantages. 

Strauss and U, (2007) noted that working with teammates could eliminate some foreign 

language difficulties as well as learners greatly have a number of chances to share their 

thoughts and ultimate ideas among group members. In addition, getting rid of stress on 

target language learning is another benefit of participating in small groups collaboratively 

in university classroom (Mutch, 1998). 

Thailand has encountered different problems in teaching and learning English over 

several past decades (Noom-Ura, 2013). Shelby (2015) pointed out an inadequate 

vocabulary becomes one of fundamental language learning factors which has prevented 

learners from learning foreign languages. Although they continuously students have taken 

many different English courses, they still have not been capable of enhancing their English 

language competence.  

As regards Thai students who are currently studying at Rajamangala University of 

Technology Tak Campus (RMUTL Tak), they have experienced vocabularydifficulties and 

language learning obstacles. English language teachers are gradually attempting to figure 

the troubles out focusing on some potential pedagogical approaches that concerned with 

pair or even small group activities in the classroom as well as any other assignments after 

class. It might probably be because of some earlier teaching methods especially an 

individual successhas not assistedthose who arepoorly weak in English and fairly 

demotivated by a stronger one. Collaborative learning and mastering foreign language may 

thereforeenhance and fosterlearners’ vocabulary learning. The present study consequently 

promoted and investigated collaborative working in small groups to heighten English 

vocabularyknowledge of first year undergraduate students at RMUTL Tak, Thailand. 

 

Literature review 

Collaborative learning has conspicuously utilized in the classroom (Webb & 

Mastergeorge, 2003) and been crucial scaffolding on learning a target languageover the 

past decades(Storch, 2002). With respect to previous studies, there appears a great deal of 

studies on working in groups or even in pairs. Dobao, (2014) investigated the comparison 

between vocabulary learning in small group work and pair. The lexical language-related 

episodes (LREs) were primarily focused on the study. The findings revealed working in a 

small group generated more lexical LREs rather than pair interaction. Surprisingly, one 

previous study revealed that working in groups was more effective not only individual 

activity but also in pairs on writing tasks (Dobao, 2012). However, Kim, (2008) pointed 

out the comparative study on both collaborative and individual tasks related to L2 

vocabulary acquisition. Even though the finding of collaborative task has shown the 
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relatively similar numbers of language–related episodes as learners individually dealt with 

tasksprovided, those who collaboratively worked had better scores on the vocabulary tests 

significantly.Regarding collaborative learning in ESL or EFL classroom, several prior 

researches have generally conducted in terms of writing skill (Sajedi, 2014; Wigglesworth, 

& Storch, 2009). The study particularly figured out the comparison between working in 

pair and cope with themselves. Likewise, the experimental study was conducted on 

collaborative writing. The findings have eventually met the significant and positive 

development of ESL writing. Another language competence investigated in terms of 

collaborative dialogue which associated with learner’s language use on pursuit the 

assignment goal (Zeng & Takatsuka, 2009). It was found that learners relied on each other 

to cope with dialogue that they further empower their target language learning. 

 It could obviously be  seen that several prior studies are likely to carry out the 

comparisons between individual works and collaborative works. Those findings revealed 

successful and practical outcomes, in other words, working in pairs and groups would 

enable learners to attain their objectives of vocabulary learning. Additionally, to improve 

learners’ writing, reading and speaking skills, collaborative approach is supposed to 

principally be brought into the EFL classroom and other kind of language courses. The 

current study eventually attempted to examine EFL learneres’ perspectives on 

collaborative small groups by means of six various activities in and out of the classroom. 

 

Objectives of the Research 
In conducting the current study,here are three main objectives as follows: 

1. To explore the perceptions of undergraduate students on vocabulary learning through 

collaborative small groups. 

2. To investigate the class activities and tasks assisting this process effectively. 

3. To examine potential obstacles students encounter while participating in small group 

activities. 

  

Research Questions 

1. To what extent does collaborative small group support students on vocabularylearning? 

2. What class activities and tasks help this process effectively? 

3. What main obstacles do students encounter while participating in small groupactivities? 

 

Research Methodology 
The studywasan exploratory study related to quantitative as well as qualitative 

aspects. It took place over four consecutive months. 

 

Participants 
The participants wereselected by means of utilizingpurposive sampling. They 

were34 maleand female students who were the first year undergraduate, majoring in 

English for International Communication, Business Administration and Liberal Arts 

faculty. They have already taken the pretest and posttest as an English Placement Test 

before the first semester started. Their English proficiency mostly reached average scores 

of English placement test at 61.27 out of 80. They enrolledin English for Everyday 
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Communication (GEBLC 101), the compulsory course, in the first semester, academic year 

of 2017 at Rajamangala University of Lanna Tak, Thailand. 

 

Data Collection 

In the study, the questionnaire was employed to collect and gather the data. The 

questionnaireapplied quantitative and qualitative methods whichentirely assessedstudents’ 

perceptions on collaborative small group works, the most effectiveand practical 

collaborative activities and the primary possible obstacles while participating in small 

group of two to four (Elbaum, Schumm & Vaughn, 1997; Slavin, 1987).All the items in 

the questionnaire were designed on a Likert scale response using a five-interval scale of 

“strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “neutral”, “agree” and “strongly agree”, except for open-

ended question on expressions of potential vocabulary learning difficulties. The content 

validity of research tool was evaluated by two English language lecturers. It was later 

piloted on 20 RMUTL students who speak English as a foreign language and Thai (their 

mother tongue). The Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficient of the questionnaire was 

significantly at 0.75. 

 

Data Analysis 

The questionnaires were analyzed by employing Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (SPSS). In order to sort out the two first research questions, the descriptive 

statistics of frequencies, percentage, mean and standard deviation(SD) were used. 

Regarding the responses of open-ended question, all obtained data was categorized into 

primary two perspectives including internal as well as external problems of small group 

participation. Every single perspective was calculated as percentage of all participants. 

 

Results 
Findings in table 1, 2 and 3 were basically interpreted overall mean (Basöz, 2016)as 

follows: 

 1.00 – 1.79 =  strongly disagree 

 1.80 – 2.59 = disagree 

 2.60 – 3.39 = neutral 

3.40 – 4.19 = agree 

4.20 – 5.00 = strongly agree 

 

1. To what extent does collaborative small group worksupportstudents onvocabulary 

learning? 

 Table 1 reveals the results on collaborative small group works assist students to 

learn English vocabulary session in several different ways. It can be seen in table 1, most 

of student agreed that collaborative small group work enable them to slightly 

memorizemore new vocabulary than usual (94.2%). They mostly believed that small group 

works could help them gradually gainmore unfamiliar words and phrases than working 

individually (91.2%). Over 80% of them felt certain that small group activities were able 

to encourage them to spell every single word more correctly. 
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 Additionally, 76.5% of participants thought that when they worked in a small 

group, they learnt vocabulary more rapidly and efficiently. They mostly ensured that they 

were capable of eliminating some unexpected anxiety and stress 73.6% and pronounced 

word correctly (73.5 %). Moreover, 70.5% of them were able to create and write some 

simple sentences in various context while participating in small group works. They also 

believed that working in a small group could be able to reinforce self-motivation as well 

as lexical knowledge and continuously retain those target words over a long period of time 

(61.7%).  

 

Table 1: Perceptions of collaborative small group works on vocabulary learning 
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Mean 

(S.D.) % (f) % (f) % (f) % (f) % (f) 

Collaborative small group works enable students to… 

1

. 

gradually gain more unfamiliar 

words and phrasesthan working 

individually 

0 0 8.8(3) 61.8(21) 29.4(10) 4.21 

(.592) 

2

. 

slightly memorize their new 

vocabulary than usual 

0 2.9(1) 2.9(1) 61.8(21) 32.4(11) 4.24 

(.654) 

3

. 

decrease unexpected anxiety 

while learning new words 

0 5.9(2) 20.6(7) 47.1(16) 26.5(9) 3.94 

(.851) 

4

. 

continuously retain those target 

words over a long period of time 

2.9(1) 35.3(12) 0 38.2(13) 23.5(8) 3.79 

(.914) 

5

. 

accurately spell every single 

word 

2.9(1) 0 14.7(5) 52.9(18) 29.4(10) 4.06 

(.851) 

6

. 

pronounce unfamiliar words 

correctly  

0 5.9(2) 20.6(7) 35.3(12) 38.2(13) 4.06 

(.919) 

7

. 

learn new vocabulary more 

rapidly and efficiently 

0 0 23.5(8) 47.1(16) 29.4(10) 4.06 

(.736) 

8

. 

reinforce self-motivation and 

lexical knowledge 

0 0 38.2(13) 38.2(13) 23.5(8) 3.85 

(.784) 

9

. 

create and writesome simple 

sentences in various contexts 
0 2.9(1) 26.5(9) 52.9(18) 17.6(6) 3.85 

(.744) 

 

2. What class activities and tasks help this process effectively?  
Table 2 shows six different class activities and tasks enhancing students’ 

vocabulary, that are, Jigsaw Reading, Role-Playing, Drawing and Writing a Weather 

Report, Adding Suffixes for Jobs, Chain Writingand Giving Direction. According to table 

2, most of participants firmly believed that Drawing and Writing a Weather Report, Role-

Playing and Adding Suffixes for Jobs could gain theirlexical knowledgeat 88.3%, 85.3% 

and 85.3% respectively. In addition, the rest of three class activities they mostly ensured 

that Giving Direction, Jigsaw Reading and Chain Writing were able to entirely foster new 

vocabulary at 91.2%, 73.6% and 73.6% respectively. 
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Table 2: Six different class activities and tasks enhancingstudents’ vocabulary 

Statements 
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Mean 

(S.D.) 

% 

(f) % (f) % (f) % (f) % (f) 

Six class activities 

10

. 

Jigsaw Reading is able to 

promote learning English 

vocabulary. 

0 0 26.5(9) 47.1(16) 26.5(9) 4.00 

(.739) 

11

. 

Role-Playing is capable of 

maintaining unfamiliar words. 

0 0 14.7(5) 50(17) 35.3(12) 4.21 

(.687) 

12

. 
Drawing and Writing a 

Weather Report directly enrich 

their lexical learning. 

0 0 11.8(4) 55.9(19) 32.4(11) 4.21 

(.641) 

13

. 
Adding Suffixes for Jobs 
enables them to gain new words. 

0 2.9(1

) 

11.8(4) 47.1(16) 38.2(13) 4.21 

(.770) 

14

. 

Chain Writing fosters new 

vocabulary acquisition. 

0 2.9(1

) 

23.5(8) 47.1(16) 26.5(9) 3.97 

(.797) 

15

. 

Giving Direction encourages 

their unfamiliar English 

learning. 

0 0 8.8(3) 64.7(22) 26.5(9) 4.18 

(.576) 

 

Figure 1 indicatespercentage of students preferring small group activities. Students 

mostly felt certain that six class activities could be able to enhance their vocabulary 

knowledge. Regards with figure 1, it can be seen that a great number of students (91.2%) 

believed that “Giving Direction” was capable of fostering their unfamiliar words and 

phrases. Furthermore, 88.3% of them preferred participating in Drawing and Writing a 

Weather Report as a small group work. Furthermore, they agreed that two class tasks, Role-

Playing and Adding Suffixes for Jobs, were their favorite collaborative class activities 

(85.3%).Lastly, 73.6 % of them ensured that Jigsaw Reading and Chain Writing became 

the least preferable small group assignments when compared to other class tasks. 

 

Figure 1: Percentage of students’ preference on collaborative small group activities 
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3. What main obstacles do students encountered while participating in small 

groupactivities? 

 Table 3 displays obstacles students encountered while participating in small group 

activities. Generally, all of participants were pretty neutral and indifferent to particular 

problems in terms of small group works. Regarding table 3, one third of student (35.3% 

and 32.4%) needed much more time to handle small group tasks and working in group of 

twoto four seemed to be ineffective. Moreover, 26.5% of them felt more anxious and 

uncomfortable when participating in a small group. Almost one-fourth of 

respondentsoccasionally turned to be confused some class activity instructions (23.5%). In 

addition, some of them (14.7%) finished all group tasks themselves during coping with 

small group activities. 

 

Table 3: Students’ difficulties while working in collaborative small groups  

Statements 
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Mean 

(S.D.) 
% (f) % (f) % (f) % (f) % (f) 

16

. 

I feel more anxious and 

uncomfortable. 

17.6(6) 14.7(5) 26.5(9) 32.4(11) 8.8(3) 3.00 

(1.255

) 

17

. 

I need much more time to 

handle small group works. 

11.8(4) 11.8(4) 35.3(12) 26.5(9) 14.7(5) 3.21 

(1.200

) 

18

. 

Working in group of twoto 

four seems to be ineffective. 

14.7(5) 20.6(7) 32.4(11) 20.6(7) 11.8(4) 2.94 

(1.229

) 

19

. 

I always have done all group 

tasks myself. 

14.7(5) 23.5(8) 14.7(5) 29.4(10) 17.6(6) 3.12 

(1.365

) 

20

. 

I get confused about some 

class activity instructions. 

17.6(6) 23.5(8) 23.5(8) 17.6(6) 11.8(4) 2.74 

(1.310

) 

 

 Table 4 shows internal and external problems students found while participating in 

collaborative small group works. According to one open-ended question “What potential 

problems do you encounter during handling small class activities?”, all obtained problems 

were mainly categorized in two aspects which consisting of internal and external problems 

(Mahmoudi& Mahmoudi, 2016; Mirhadizadeh, 2016) as can be seen in table 4. 

As regards internal problems, some of them expressed that they could not properly 

manage their time to handle some assigned activities with their friends out of class so, they 

weredemotivated and unable to finish their assignments on time (2.9%). In addition, they 

believed that they merely lacked of self-confidence and were weak in English. They had 

insufficient vocabulary knowledge as well (5.9%).  
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According to external problems, 8.8% of participants needed more time on every 

single task. They mentioned that their teammates did not willingly participate in class 

activities (14.7%). Lastly, a few students (5.9%) emphasized that their group members had 

far more diverse opinions on particular tasks. 

 

Table 4: Categorized description of internal and external problems students encountered 

while participating in small group works 

 

 

Discussion  
The findings of the study could be concluded in primary three topics: the 

perceptions of collaborative small group works, six class activities and potential difficulties 

emerged during participating in small groups. 

First, participants believed that collaborative small group work has obviously been 

practical on vocabulary learning which supported the previous research (Chih-Cheng, 

Hsin-Jung & Hsiao, 2011; Dobao, 2014; Bruton, 2007; Kim, 2008).Most of them were 

likely to think that they were gradually able to memorize more new lexical items when 

working in small groups. In addition, enlarging more unfamiliar words and phrases while 

working with their classmates was greatly beneficial result of collaboration rather than 

working individually (Strauss & U, 2007). Likewise, the small group activities encouraged 

and facilitated them to spell some single English word more correctly (Shehadeh, 

2011)especially when they worked on collaborative writing tasks. Furthermore, three-

fourth of them agreed that they have learnt more quickly and successfully as well as they 

have been less anxious and more confident on working in small groups (Al-Jamhoor, 2005; 

Lan, Sung & Chang, 2007; McDonough, 2004; Mutch, 1998; Pi-hua, 2015; Wigglesworth, 

& Storch, 2009). It might be because small group tasks allow participants to spend more 

time on working with two to four teammates, that’s why they felt more confident to tackle 

the tasks assigned.Additionally, they have merely not only pronounced single words 

correctly (Pi-hua, 2015) but also been able to write up a great deal of simple sentences 

(Dobao, 2012; Storch, 2005).Since they have had many opportunities to elicit ideas and 

Internal Problems External Problems 

Self-Motivation: 

-They felt demotivated and could not 

properly manage their time to handle 

assigned activities with their friends 

out of class. (2.9%) 

Intelligence: 

-They felt certain that they were weak 

in English. (5.9%) 

-They believed that they had 

insufficient vocabulary knowledge. 

(5.9%) 

Time: 

-Time provided in classwas 

inadequate.(8.8%) 

Teammate Participation: 

-Some teammates did not willingly 

participate in class group activities. 

(14.7%)  

Distinct ideas: 

-A few group members had far more 

diverse opinions on particular tasks. 

(5.9%) 
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feedbacksfrom their partners, those have eventually resulted in the greater grammatical 

knowledge and vocabulary accuracy. Apart from this, small groupwork enabled 

participants to reinforce self-motivation and heighten lexical knowledge (Brown, 2008) as 

collaborative learning obviously empoweredthe motivated learning environment. With 

regard to unfamiliar words, working in small groups was gradually retain lexical 

items(Chih-Cheng, Hsin-Jung & Hsiao, 2011; Dobao, 2014; Swain & Lapkin, 1998). 

Besides several beneficial findings students could gain a large number of lexical 

items while working in small groups, class activity hasprecisely been a tangible and vital 

role directly affecting students’ vocabulary learning.In addition, it could be seen that over 

half of students have been firmly certain that six diversed small group tasks (Jigsaw 

Reading, Role-Playing, Drawing and Writing Weather Report, Adding Suffixes for Jobs, 

Chain Writing and Giving Direction) foster them to learn a great number of lexical items. 

Aparently, six class activities fundamentally empaphazied three main English language 

skills, these were, speaking, reading and writing. Jigsaw Reading (Reading), Role-Playing 

(Writing and Speaking), Drawing and Writing Weather Report (Writing), Adding Suffixes 

for Jobs, Chain Writing (Writing) and Giving Direction (Speaking). Aydın & Yıldız, 

(2014) stressed that collaboration was a scaffolding to improve learner’scognitive and 

linguistic abilities as well as exchange feedback promoting optionallanguage use and 

elaborated ideas. Regarding writing skill, it was no longer an individual task but an 

interactive process among partners (Biria & Jafari, 2013). Collaborative small group works 

on writing gradually provided learners opportunities focusing on accurate 

grammar,organization, content and word choice (Kim, 2008; Hirvela, 1999; Sajedi, 2014; 

Storch, 2002, 2009; Wigglesworth & Storch, 2009).With repect to speaking, the present 

study promoted Role-Playing and Giving Direction as collaborative class tasks. Role-

Playing became challenging and interesting activities and meaningful drillin relaxed 

environment in the classroom (Nunan, 2003; Wu, 2008). While participants were dealing 

with collaborative speaking group activity, they were helping each other language form 

and then slightly improved language accuracy and attained their language learninggoals 

(Zeng &Takatsuka, 2009). 

Lastly, although collaborative small group works have definitely been effective and 

fruitful teaching method in the English language classroom, there might probably be some 

particular drawbacks and difficulties occurred while getting involved in small group 

activities. The obtained data was saperately investigated from the checklist and open-ended 

questions on the questionnaire precisely indicated. Generally, students mostly believed that 

they felt indifferent and even undecided in terms of any difficulties on collaborative tasks. 

In contrast to the open-ended question, some of students expressed that they could not 

tackle the class assignments on time since some teammates were irresiponsible and 

unwillingly to share their thoughts(Shea, 1995).A few of them were less confident due to 

the fact that they were not good at English and did not have enough lexical knowledge as 

other friends did. In addition, time provided in class was inadequate and inappropriate, so 

it caused them not to handle class activities in limited time. Another trouble was that group 

members did not willingly participate in group tasks, so they left the stronger students 

tackle most of the assignments(Randall, 1999). 
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Conclusion 
The current exploratory study has basically looked through the perceptions of 

collaborative small group works, six class activitiesand the difficulties happened. All those 

six different class activities were primarily based on the content in particular and compiled 

English language material, so it might not be considered that all these small group works 

would be the most effective and practical ones. Nevertheless, those would be the apparently 

potential guideline and practical scaffolding when learners had better collaboratively 

manipulated particular tasks assigned in EFL classroom. The stronger learners could 

contribute their right answers or even greater ideas among their teammates. In other words, 

the collaborative learning seems not to leave the poor learners alone, however, they 

establish social skills and help each other cope with class tasks. Undoubtedly, working in 

small groups of two to four is capable of eliminating foreign language anxiety as well as 

slightly build up their positive attitude towards English language learning and enhance 

English vocabulary in terms of pronunciation, speaking, reading and writing. 

With respect to some drawbacks, very little of all participants revealed they 

encountered personal troubles while taking a part in group works. All obtained data has not 

adequately generalized as all respondents as a whole, in contrast, those reflections were 

probably meaningful to revise the classroom management, small group task designs and 

assignment instructions. Some should be still existed but the rest of them might be finally 

kept away. A number of learners in a small group could possibly be from two to four since 

they have an individual opportunity to be one of the successful group task. 

As for the limitation of the present study, it should be noted that the attention was 

focusedon single group of students who have had moderate English scores on the English 

placement test. Additionally, the study only generally explored the perceptions on 

collaborative working in small groupsand only six of class activities were intentionally 

chosen and based on the content of the complied material. The further study would not 

only compare learner’s vocabulary size among three groups which are higher, moderate 

and poor scores but also deliberately determine what collaborative activities would be far 

more effective and fruitful rather than the old ones. Students’ reflections and teacher’s 

observation should be employed on collecting data as a longer period of time. 
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Abstract 
      This research aimed to pragmatically analyse and to demonstrate the illocutionary acts 

of the 70 selected utterances of the two main characters in the film Zootopia based on 

Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1971) speech acts theory. The results showed that utterances 

produced by Judy Hopps and Nick Wild were categorised as: 1) 10 utterances of the 

assertive level; functioned as stating, claiming, lying, hypothesising, and describing, 2) 20 

utterances of the directive level; functioned as ordering, asking, warning, requesting, 

commanding, challenging, and defying, 3) 20 utterances of the commissive level; 

functioned as intending, promising, swearing, threatening, and negotiating, 4) 20 

utterances of the expressive level; functioned as saying goodbye, complaining, 

encouraging, thanking, consoling, blaming, apologising, greeting, priding, mocking, and 

admiring, and 5) the declarative level was not found in the 70 selected utterances of the 

two main characters. The research findings could assist ESL and EFL learners 

understanding of the filmatic utterances for deeper appreciation of literary works. In 

addition, the findings could give raise to the application of films as teaching tools to teach 

pragmatic skills and enhance the understanding of speakers’ implicit linguistic meanings 

for ESL and EFL learners.   

 

Keywords: Speech acts; Illocutionary act; Film; Zootopia; Utterances 

 

Introduction 
        Communication has become one of the main parts in human lives because people use 

language for communicating (Zumaroh, 2012). In language studies, speech produced by a 

speaker in the form of utterances is combined with direct and indirect actions which are 

called speech acts. According to Austin (1978), when humans speak, they do not only 

produce utterances containing grammatical structures and words, but they also express an 

emotion in their utterances. Searle (1971 as cited in Schane, n.d.) noted that in uttering an 

illocution, the speaker expresses a particular state of mind, hence the illocution becomes 

an outward expression of the speaker’s belief, intent, desire, or feeling in regard to the 

content of the illocution. The speaker often speaks implicitly, so the hearer must interpret 

the speaker's emotions to avoid misunderstanding. 

Khorshidi, Mobini, & Nasiri (2016) mentioned that humans produce words and 

phrases with different implicit actions or meanings and if the hearers cannot get the 

intention of every utterance, it will lead to misunderstanding. Thus, speech acts can help 
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people to avoid the confusion between sentence meanings and utterance meanings ( Allan 

& Jaszczolt, 2012). 
Speech acts theory has been applied in several studies on English Language 

Teaching (ELT) as the researchers pointed out the advantages of applying speech acts that 

a) knowledge about speech acts theory is beneficial for learners to use language effectively 

and properly when they face different social factors (Kuhi & Jadidi, 2012), b) speech acts 

could assist EFL Chinese students’ more effective communication as speech acts increased 

the learners’ awareness about cultural differences (Zhao & Throssell, 2011), c) speech acts 

could provide learners with strategies, knowledge, and skills for appropriate and effective 

language use (Hadhi, 2013), and d) explicit instruction on speech acts could assist learners’ 

understanding of different kinds of pragmatics information and could help the learners to 

have a clearer picture of the role of language transfer (Cohen et al., 1990). 

Besides, speech acts theory has been employed in studies to pragmatically analyse 

characters’ utterances from movies for deeper understanding about the meanings of 

dialogues and as illustrations of the analyses of conversation which can assist EFL and 

ESL learners’ understanding about the theory itself and the ways they can apply speech 

acts theory in daily life. In the film Air Force One for example, utterances categorized into 

illocutionary levels were found as the characters used the utterances in the forms of both 

direct and indirect speeches for stating, commanding, and controlling situations. The 

functions of the utterances were differently implied from daily conversation as they were 

soldiers’ communication (Zumaroh, 2012). Illocutionary acts found in the three main 

characters’ utterances in the film Pearl Harbor were effectively showed the speakers’ 

purposes of speaking and what they wanted the listeners to do (Khasanah, 2012). 

Moreover, an analysis of Jack Sully’s utterances in the film Avatar revealed that all levels 

of illocutionary acts were found that the utterances of the assertive level were mostly found 

(50.28%). The functions of the selected utterances were assertion, informs, conclusions, 

reports, insists, suggestions, and claims as the movie is based on science and the army 

(Sitanggang & Natsir, 2013). Furthermore, an analysis of the characters’ utterances in the 

film Titanic showed that the assertive, the directive, and the commisive levels were found 

which the directive level was the most dominant level of illocutionary acts influenced by 

the characters’ psychological and social factors in movie’s situations (Hernawati, 2013). 

Lastly, the understanding of illocutionary acts: assertive, directive, and expressive levels 

found in the characters’ utterances in the film Penguins of Madagascar can assist the 

understanding of the utterances themselves and functions of the utterances (Nurcahyati & 

Lailiyah, 2016).  

As the characters’ conversations in films are similar to daily conversations, films 

are normally used and applied as teaching materials in English language classrooms.  In 

2016, the animated film Zootopia of Walt Disney Studios achieved huge success. Because 

of the attractive plot about “fear-based social control”, Zootopia is Walt Disney’s eleventh-

biggest movie ever and is the second-biggest “original” movie ever released with $991 

million worldwide (Mendelson, 2016). The film also won several awards for example, the 

2017 Oscar winner of Best Animated Feature Film of the Year, the 2017 Golden Globes 

winner of Best Motion Picture – Animated, the 2017 Alliance of Women Film Journalists 

winner of Best Animated Film, the 2016 Awards Circuit Community Awards winner of 
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Best Animated Feature Film, the 2016 winner of British Academy Children's Awards, the 

2016 Broadcast Film Critics Association Awards winner of Critics Choice Award, and the 

2016 New York Film Critics Circle Awards winner of Best Animated Film (IMDb, 2017).  

Due to the success of the film, Zootopia was analysed and applied in terms of 

English language teaching and social studies, namely a critical analysis of accent use in 

Disney animated films (Soares, 2017), a study on subtitle translation of reception theory 

(Zeng & Li, 2017), a study of the narrative art and the social value (Xue, 2016), and the 

application of Zootopia for teaching social justice (Chandler, 2017).  

As seen from the previous mentioned studies that the utterances which can be 

categorised into illocutionary acts conveyed implied meaning based on the speakers’ 

intention. Thus, the understanding of speech acts theory can help ESL and EFL learners 

get the clear picture of effective communication and avoid misunderstanding and 

misinterpretation of the language in films. Recently, the characters’ utterances in the film 

Zootopia were analysed only in terms of commisive level of locutionary, illocutionary, and 

perlocutionary acts. The analysis revealed that commissive level utterances produced by 

the characters conveyed the speakers’ intention in order to promise and to say what the 

speakers will do in the future (Purwandaru, 2017). However, Purwandaru’s (2017) study 

focused only on the commissive level of the speech acts. Therefore, in the present study 

aims to find out the implicit functions of the two main characters’ utterances, Austin’s 

(1962) and Searle’s (1971) 5 levels of illocutionary act was employed to analyse the 

characters’ intention to achieve their certain communication purposes. 

 

Theoretical Framework 
The main framework was Austin’s and Searle’s speech act theory focused on 

illocutionary act. Speech act theory was first launched in linguistics by the British 

philosopher John L. Austin in his 1959 book, “How to Do Things with Words”. Austin 

(1978) stated that people are not only just ‘say’ things, but we also ‘do’ things. Thus, to 

view language along with speech act theory, the speaker utters a meaningful utterance 

which conveys the speaker’s intention leading the interlocutor perform the action of the 

speaker’s utterance. 

 

           According to Austin (1978), there are 3 kinds of acts performed in the same time: 

a) locutionary act: the basic form of linguistic act for conveying meaning or ‘what 

is said’ 

b) illocutionary act: the act which adds the speaker’s intention of making the 

utterances 

c) perlocutionary act: the act gives effects on the hearer of the utterances and the 

hearer performs the action of the addressed utterances 

 

For example, ‘I’m cold.’ 

From the example, the speaker just tells the coldness of him/herself to perform a 

locutionary act. Then, the utterance conveys the speaker’s intention such as a request to the 

hearer to close the window (an illocutionary act). The speaker’s intention achieves by the 
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hearer when the hearer closes the window as requested (perlocutionary act) (Birner, B.J., 

2013, pp. 186-188; Levinson, 2003, pp. 236-237). 

Austin (1978 as cited in Levinson, 2003, pp. 226-227) stated that illocutionary act 

is the utterances which performed for specific purposes in communication, for example, an 

offer and a promise. The speakers produce the utterances of illocutionary act with clear 

functions of speech in their mind. The illocutionary act is divided into 5 levels: 

a) assertive: the speakers state their beliefs or the truth through their utterances   

    such as asserting, stating, concluding, hypothesizing, describing, boasting,   

    swearing, claiming and suggesting. 

b) directive: the speakers attempt the listeners to perform or not to perform  

                future actions such as advising, commanding, challenging, requesting,   

                suggesting, questioning, inviting, ordering, and daring. 

c) commissive: the speakers commit themselves to perform or not to perform   

    future actions such as promising, threatening, intending, pledging, vowing,    

    offering, and refusing. 

d) expressive: the speakers express what they feel through the utterances such  

    as welcoming, greeting, congratulating, thanking, apologizing, and     

    complaining. 

e) declarative: the speakers of the utterances have special institution roles to  

    produce declarations that immediately change the situations such as firing,   

    hiring, declaring, baptising, resigning, and arresting (Levinson, 2003; Yule,   

   1998). 

On the ground of the notion of speech act theory which is not discussing just about 

the surface meanings of the utterances, but discussing in details about the meaning-making 

and the actions of the utterances. Thus, the illocutionary act of speech act theory is suitable 

for analyzing the two main characters’ utterances in the film Zootopia to find out their 

intentions of performing utterances. 

 

Research Objectives 

This study was conducted with two purposes: 

1. To analyse the 70 selected utterances of the two main characters in the film 

Zootopia by employing speech acts theory focusing on Austin and Searle’s levels of 

illocutionary act. 

2. To demonstrate the functions of the 70 selected utterances of the two main 

characters in the film Zootopia. 

 

Research Questions 

Two research questions are addressed to accomplish the purposes of this study: 

1. What are the levels of illocutionary acts of the 70 selected utterances of the two 

main characters in Zootopia? 

2. What are the functions of illocutionary acts of the 70 selected utterances of the 

two main characters in Zootopia? 
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Methodology 

Data and Data Selection 
The data used for the analysis in the study was 70 selected utterances in the film 

Zootopia which demonstrate 5 levels of illocutionary act and functions of illocutionary act 

of the 2 main characters: Judy Hopps and Nick Wilde when they communicate with each 

other and with other people.  

To collect the data, the researchers studied the film Zootopia by watching the DVD 

of the film and its subtitle. The utterances were identified and selected only the utterances 

focused on illocutionary act in the film based on Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1971) 

speech act theory which were in line with the research questions. 

 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was presented in a description format. The data was analysed and 

identified based on Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1971) speech acts theory focusing on 

illocutionary act. The 70 selected utterances of the two main characters in the film Zootopia 

were identified to reveal the levels of illocutionary act and functions. The levels of 

illocutionary act and the functions of the 70 selected utterances were identified and 

analysed according to the sequence orders of the film Zootopia. 

 

Reliability and Validity of the Analysis 
The researchers selected 100 utterances of two main characters: Jody Hopps and 

Nick Wilde from the film Zootopia and made an identification in those utterances based on 

Austin’s (1962) and Searle’s (1971) speech acts theory in terms of levels of illocutionary 

act and functions of the utterances. The researchers analysed the 100 utterances again to 

ascertain the reliability of the analysis. Then, the 70 utterances were selected in relation to 

the agreement of the results from the experts to ascertain the validity of the analysis. 

 

Results of the Study 

The results of this study could be concluded to answer the two research questions 

as follows:  

 

Research Question 1: What are the levels of illocutionary acts of the 70 selected 

utterances of the two main characters in Zootopia? 

 

Table 1: The Frequency of Levels of Illocutionary Acts  

Levels Frequency 

Assertive 10 

Directive 20 

Commissive 20 

Declarative 0 

Expressive 20 

Total 70 
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Table 1 shows that four from five levels of illocutionary act were found in the two 

main characters’ 70 selected utterances in the film Zootopia. The dominant levels of 

illocutionary act were the directive level, commissive level and expressive level (20 

utterances per level) while the declarative level was not found in the 70 selected utterances. 

According to the film itself, the conversation between the two main characters-Judy Hopps 

and Nick Wilde were categorized mostly into the directive level because while they were 

working together, they also gave each other commands in the first place as they were very 

antagonistic towards each other. Moreover, they had to ask for help for finishing the Otter’s 

case. The utterances of the commissive level demonstrated their intention in committing to 

do what they told each other and the interlocutors of the conversations. In addition, the 

utterance of the expressive level showed that even the films was presented in forms of 

animal characters, but social manners of greeting, thanking, or apologising was appeared 

in filmatic dialogues. 

 

Research Questions 2: What are the functions of illocutionary acts of the 70 selected 

utterances of the two main characters in Zootopia? 

 

Table 2: The Demonstration of Functions of Utterances in Assertive Level  

Functions Frequency 

Stating 2 

Claiming 1 

Lying 1 

Hypothesising 1 

Describing 

Asserting 

Concluding 

2 

2 

1 

Total 10 

 

As can be seen from table 2, stating, describing, and asserting were the dominant 

functions of speech of the assertive level. According to the film, Judy Hopps and Nick 

Wilde tried to say the truth and describe things or state of affair clearly and firmly. 

Examples of utterances in the assertive level was provided below: 

 

Utterance 4:   
Judy’s dad: Really, it's kind of a proud-scared combo. I mean, Zootopia. So  

         far away, such a big city. 

Judy:           Guys. I’ve been working for this my whole life. 

Situation: Judy’s family gave her farewell speech before Judy left home to Zootopia.  

                  Her parents still worried Judy about her safety. 

Minutes: 00:08:23     

Level of illocutionary: Assertive    

Function: Asserting 
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Description: Judy’s utterance was categorized into the assertive level and the function of 

the utterance was asserting because her parents were still worried about her safety as she 

had to go to Zootopia. So, Judy firmly stated to her parents as she wanted them to 

understand her dream and accept her intention to be a police officer. 

Utterance 19:   

Nick: Alright look, everyone comes to Zootopia thinking they can be  

anything they want. Well you can’t. You can only what you are. Sly fox. 

Dumb bunny.   

Situation: Judy tried to catch Nick as Nick was lie to her and sold the illegal popsicle  

sticks. However, Nick told Judy that she cannot do that because she was not the 

real cop. Nick also describe what he realized about Zootopia to Judy. 

Minutes: 00:25:33 

Level of illocutionary: Assertive 

Function: Describing 

Description: Nick’s utterance was classified into the assertive level and the function of the 

utterance was describing. According to the scene, Nick realized Judy’s good intention to 

be a good police officer. As a former, Nick saw what people were actually like in Zootopia. 

So, he described the fact to Judy that Zootopia was a very big city that everyone dreamt of. 

All animals thought that they can be anything and can do what they wanted to do, but they 

were still what they were. Nick’s utterance of ‘Sly fox’ and ‘Dumb bunny’ emphasised 

his description of Zootopia’s vision on the ordinary animals. Hence, Nick’s utterance 

clearly described the fact of Zootopia’s society and Judy’s status in Zootopia. 

 

Table 3: The Demonstration of Functions of Utterances in Directive Level 

Functions Frequency 

Commanding 7 

Questioning 2 

Warning 2 

Requesting 6 

Challenging 2 

Advising 1 

Total 20 

 

Table 3 demonstrates that commanding was the most dominant function of speech 

of directive level as the main character-Judy was a police officer. Thus, the majority of her 

utterances were produced in form of command. For example, 

 

Utterance 24:  

Judy: Stop! Stop in the name of the law! 
Situation: Frantic Pig’s shop was just robbed. Judy tried to help Frantic Pig by  

                  catching the thief. 
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Minutes: 00:28:41 

Level of illocutionary: Directive    

Function: Commanding 

Description: Judy’s utterance was classified into the directive level and the function of the 

utterance was commanding. According to the scene, Judy tried to catch the thief who 

robbed Frantic Pig’s shop. Judy chased the thief as fast as she could, and she shouted “Stop! 

Stop in the name of the law!” to the thief in order to command the thief to follow what 

she had said. In addition, being a police officer, Judy had the right to command the thief to 

stop doing bad things ‘in the name of the law’ as she said. 

 

Utterance 36:   

Nick: Give me the pen please. 
Situation: After Nick helped Judy find the information of the Otter’s case at the  

     Mystic Spring Oasis, he asked Judy to give him the recording pen. 

Minutes: 00:40:17 

Level of illocutionary: Directive 

Function: Requesting 

Description: Nick’s utterance was categorised into the directive level and the function of 

the utterance was requesting. From the situation that Nick has to help Judy in the Otter’s 

case unless he would be arrested for tax evasion, so Nick accompanied Judy to the Mystic 

Spring Oasis to find information and evidence. They received useful information from the 

Yak. Before they left the place, Nick though that he already helped Judy. He really wanted 

to get the recording pen because he did not want to go to jail. He asked Judy to give him 

the recording pen. Thus, Nick’s utterance demonstrated requesting. 

 

Table 4: The Demonstration of Functions of Utterances in Commissive Level 

Functions Frequency 

Intending 9 

Promising 2 

Pledging 2 

Threatening 4 

Negotiating 3 

Total 20 

 

Table 4 indicates that the majority of Judy Hopps and Nick Wilde’s utterances were 

classified as intending of the commissive level. According to the film, Judy tried to prove 

that she was the real police officer, and she paid her great intention to do her best. 

Moreover, Nick tried to prove himself to Judy that he was not a roguish fox, and he also 

tried to help Judy along the way in the Otter’s case. Hence, most of Judy and Nick’s 

utterances were produced in the form of intending to show their intention. The examples 

of utterances in the commissive level are provided below: 
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Utterance 27:  

Judy:  Sir, I don’t want to be a meter maid... I wanna be a real cop. 

Chief Bogo:  Do you think the Mayor asked what I wanted when he assigned  

you to me? 

Judy:   But sir, If ... 

Chief Bogo:  Life isn't some cartoon musical where you sing a little song and your 

insipid dreams magically come true! So let-it-go. 

Situation: After catching the thief, Judy was blamed by Chief Bogo because she 

abandoned her post, stopped putting tickets on parked cars. 

Minutes: 00:31:36 

Level of illocutionary: Commissive    

Function: Intending 

Description: Judy’s utterance was categorised into the commissive level and the function 

of the utterance was intending. According to the film, Judy was assigned to put tickets on 

parked cars and everyone called her a meter maid which she was not happy. Chief Bogo 

blamed that Judy was irresponsible because she abandoned her duty of putting tickets on 

parked cars to catch the thief instead. So, Judy tried to clearly state her intention to be a 

real police officer who can protect people from danger by saying “I wanna be a real cop.” 

 

Utterance 31:  

Judy: Actually, it’s your word against yours. And if you want this pen,  

you’re going to help me find this poor missing otter or the only   place 

you’ll be selling popsicles is the prison cafeteria.  It’s called a hustle, 

sweetheart. 

Situation: Judy wanted Nick to help her in the Otter’s case, but Nick denied. While talking, 

Nick accidentally told how much money he earned from selling popsicle sticks since he 

was 12 years old. Judy recorded Nick’s utterance and was going to arrest him by using the 

voice recording pen as the evidence of his tax evasion. 

Minutes: 00:36:21 

Level of illocutionary: Commissive 

Function: Threatening 

Description: Judy’s utterance was categorized into the commissive level and the function 

of the utterance as threatening. According to the scene, Judy promised to Chief Bogo to 

finish the Otter’s case within 48 hours. If Judy could do it, Judy must get promote by Chief 

Bogo. Judy came to Nick asking him to help her in the Otter’s case, but Nick denied to 

help her. Judy really hoped to get promote and took action as a real police officer. So, she 

recorded Nick’s utterance about his tax evasion as an evidence and threatened to arrest him 

if he did not help her. However, Judy gave Nick a choice. If Nick helped her in the Otter’s 

case, she would give Nick the recording pen and did not arrest him. Thus, Judy’s utterance 

conveyed threatening meaning. 
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Table 5: The Demonstration of Functions of Utterances in Expressive Level 

Functions Frequency 

Complaining 2 

Saying goodbye 1 

Encouraging 2 

Thanking 4 

Consoling 1 

Blaming 2 

Apologising 3 

Greeting 1 

Priding 1 

Mocking 1 

Admiring 1 

Surprising 1 

Total 20 

 

Table 5 shows that thanking was the dominant function of speech of the expressive level. 

As can be noticed from the film’s storyline, Judy Hopps and Nick Wilde helped each other 

along the way under the Otter’s case. They got through many obstacles which caused them 

to be in deep trouble. For example, 

 

Utterance 49:  

Judy:  I'm gonna let go! 

Nick:  No! You what?! 

Judy:  One... Two... 

Nick:  I said do not... Rabbit!  Carrots, you saved my life! 

Judy:  Well, that's what we do here at the ZPD. 

Situation: While Nick and Judy ran away from the savage jaguar in the Rainforest District, 

they felt from the cliff. Nick was extremely frightened; however, Judy can save him. 

Minutes: 00:55:20 

Level of illocutionary: Expressive    

Function: Thanking 

Description: Nick’s utterance was classified into the expressive level and the function of 

the utterance was thanking. In fact, Nick was not willing to help Judy to do the case, and 

he did many annoying things to Judy. When they faced the savage jaguar which was very 

dangerous, Nick was nearly caught by the jaguar. Nick thought that Judy might left him 
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alone, but he found that Judy tried as much as she could save him from danger. Thus, Nick 

really thanked Judy by saying “Carrots, you saved my life!” 

 

Utterance 63:   

Judy: Wait! Wait, please. I know you’ll never forgive me. And I don’t  

blame you. I wouldn’t forgive me either. I was ignorant and 

irresponsible and small-minded... But predators shouldn’t suffer because 

of my mistakes. I have to fix this, but I can’t do it without you.  

Situation: Judy realised that it was her fault for giving the interview about the violent of 

the predators. She wanted to apologise for letting Nick down because Nick was a fox which 

was in the predators. 

Minutes: 01:20:26 

Level of illocutionary: Expressive 

Function: Apologising 

Description: Judy’s utterance was categorised into the expressive level and the function 

of the utterance was apologising. According to the film, Judy gave an interview after she 

and Nick helped the Otter. However, she discussed about the differences between the 

species and mentioned that the predator family animals could go savage easily. Nick was 

very disappointed because he believed that he and Judy could be best friend even they were 

from different species. Judy realised that her interview destroyed Nick’s feeling and their 

friendship. In fact, Judy trusted Nick. So, she tried to apologise Nick for her mindless 

words. Hence, Judy would like to sincerely apologize to Nick by saying “I know you’ll 

never forgive me. And I don’t blame you. I wouldn’t forgive me either. I was ignorant 

and irresponsible and small-minded...” 

 

Discussion 

According to the findings, the two main characters’ utterances in the film Zootopia 

were categorized in the assertive level, the directive level, the commisive level, and the 

expressive level of illocutionary acts. These findings supports the findings of Zumaroh 

(2012), Khasanah (2012), Sitanggang & Natsir (2013), Hernawati (2013), and Nurcahyati 

& Lailiyah (2016). The present findings corresponded to those of Purwandari (2017). The 

speakers’ utterances of the commissive level showed the speakers’ intention in committing 

to do something by themselves and both the speakers and the interlocutors can be affected 

by the actions of the utterances.  

Besides, the findings were in accordance with the findings of Zumaroh (2012), 

Khasanah (2012), Sitanggang & Natsir (2013) in revealing that the utterances of the 

assertive level (stating and asserting) and the directive level (commanding) were mostly 

found in the films related to the army and police officers as the dialogues in films imitated 

the real ones. Thus, social factors are parts of factors affected the speakers’ intention.  

Consequently, it could be concluded that the analysis of utterances and the 

implication of speech act theory could enhance the audience’s understanding of the 

intended meanings of the characters’ utterances, especially for ESL and EFL learners. It is 

because misunderstanding of pragmatic meanings affects incomprehension.  
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In terms of the application of speech act theory for ESL and EFT teaching, speech 

act theory has been employed in language classrooms and the findings of the previous 

studies proved that the knowledge of the theory could provide the learners with strategies, 

skills, and awareness of culture differences for effective communication when they face 

different social factors (Kuhi & Jadidi, 2012; Zhao & Throssell, 2011; Hadhi, 2013; Cohen 

et al., 1990). As a consequent, films, speech act theory, and the finding of this present study 

could be applied in teaching discourse and pragmatic skills for ESL and EFL learners as 

they can learn how to interpret linguistic meanings using utterances in films as their 

models.     

 

Conclusion  
This study aimed to figure out the levels of illocutionary acts and to demonstrate 

the functions of speech of Judy Hopps and Nick Wilde’s 70 selected utterances in the film 

Zootopia by employing Austin and Searle’s speech act theory. The findings revealed that 

directive, commissive, and expressive were the most dominant levels of illocutionary act. 

In consequent of the pragmatic analysis of the 70 selected utterances, Austin’s (1962) 

speech act theory and Searle’s (1971) 5 levels of an illocutionary act were proved efficient 

in analysing levels of illocutionary acts and demonstrating the functions of the filmaic 

utterances. According to the findings, the three highest functions of the utterances were 

intending, commanding, and requesting. 

The two main characters conveyed their intention mostly through intending 

utterances (9), especially Judy Hopps that she tried for her best to be a police officer. So, 

Judy’s usually gave utterances that showed her intention for being a real police officer. 

Furthermore, commanding utterances (7) and requesting utterances (6) were often used in 

conveying the speakers’ intention because the two main characters mostly communicated 

as a police officer and an assistance police officer, and along the film they had to ask for 

help from each other and the other characters to complete the Otter’s case. 

It can be seen that in making meaningful utterances, the speakers conveyed their 

intention through their utterances. Sometimes the speakers might gave indirect utterances 

or a lot of information in their utterances to express the real purposes of speaking. If the 

interlocutors understood only the surface meanings or pay attention only semantic 

meanings of the utterances, the speakers’ intention might not achieve their purposes. Thus, 

the knowledge of pragmatic theory like speech act could provide the foundation of 

understanding for ESL and EFL learners when they read, watch television programmes and 

films, or in the real communication. 
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Abstract 

English is the most commonly used language for communication in the airline 

industries, be it among co-workers or with international passengers. In conveying 

information to others in English, especially when it is by a non-native speaker, 

pronunciation is vital for comprehension, and deviation from standard pronunciation may 

hinder intelligibility. Announcements made at airport terminals by ground staff on a daily 

basis can exemplify the situation where English pronunciation plays a crucial role. This 

paper, as part of the main research on Thai English consonantal sounds, accounts for a 

preliminary study on pronunciation of fricative sounds by six Thai ground staff. The 

researcher recorded participants’ boarding announcements in the public domain of an 

airport and examined the pronunciation of English fricative consonantal sounds. Thai 

participants show features of English as an International Language in their pronunciation. 

Findings and implications of the study may contribute to the teaching of English in 

professional contexts. 

 

Keywords:  English fricative consonants; Pronunciation; ESL; EIL; Airlines Oral 

Communication 

 

Introduction 

To interact with one another in a multilingual world, people from different language 

background need a common language for their communication. This interaction requires a 

lingua franca which is considered as a bridge language used to make understanding among 

people who share no common language. 

Since English has been designated the working language of the ASEAN 

community, the Thai government aims at having more effective Thai communicators of 

English and increasingly raising the awareness of English in the country. The goal is clearly 

to prepare for the increasing contacts among the Thais and people from other ASEAN, and 

Non-ASEAN countries for the purposes of business, trades, and other socio-cultural 

reasons.  

One of the most important industries in Thailand that can attract ASEAN and Non-

ASEAN members is tourism and it plays a very crucial role as a major source of the 

country’s income. Air traveling becomes one of the most popular traveling modes these 

days due to reasons such as less travel time, acceptable safety, possible accessibility to 

places, and cost-effectiveness. When traveling by air, an individual will necessarily be in 

contact with staff from the airline industry and other airport personnel. Airline business 

staff can be working not only in the aircraft (such as flight attendants, or pilots), but also 

at the airport (such as ticket reservation, check-in counters, or customer service counters). 
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The airline personnel in general are expected to use English as a medium for 

communication. This is also true in Thai airline industries.  

According to the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), English is a 

required language used in international aviation since 1951 (Uraipan, 2011). People in the 

airline business essentially use English as their everyday working language and their 

English is assumed to be intelligible to travelers. In conveying information to others in 

English, especially when it is by a non-native speaker, pronunciation is vital for 

comprehension, and deviation from standard pronunciation may hinder intelligibility. As 

pointed out by Munro (2008) that intelligibility in pronunciation is often delayed because 

of the nonnative speakers’ mispronunciation at the segmental level. 

At the airport terminal, the communication among travelers and airline ground staff 

is usually made in a form of the announcements. These announcements made over the 

public-address system by ground staff is an example of a situation where English 

pronunciation plays a crucial role. In an ongoing research, the researcher studies the 

pronunciation of English consonants by Thai ground attendants in order to investigate the 

problems and the variations of the pronunciation, also examine the factors affecting the 

variations. 

As part of this ongoing research, this study attempts to examine the pronunciation 

of fricative consonants of English which appeared in the airline announcement context by 

Thai ground staff. The pronunciation of fricative consonants is one of Jenkins’ core 

features of English spoken by non-native speakers to ensure the intelligibility. However, 

only the English fricative consonants occurred in word-initial, word-medial, and word-final 

positions are being considered. Though there are nine fricative consonants in English which 

are represented by the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) as /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, 

/ʒ/ and /h/, the consonant /ʒ/ did not appear in any word in the airline announcements 

recorded. Thus, only eight English fricative consonants were investigated. However, the 

consonant combinations or consonant clusters in which the English fricative consonants 

occurred as a part, for example, three and flight will be investigated separately in another 

paper as well as the fricative consonants occurred as part of word inflection such as pleased 

and passengers. Also, the researcher did not record all types of the airline announcement 

at the boarding gate, only the airline announcements at the boarding gate because of time 

factors. 

 

Literature review 

English in the world today is not a single entity but rather a multiplex, with different 

forms, different identities and different histories. Indeed, the term “English” does not seem 

to capture this sociolinguistics reality whereas the term “Englishes” does at least stress the 

variety. 

There has also been problem of terminology. “World Englishes” seems to focus on 

the identification of varieties in specific geographical areas, while English as an 

“International Language” (EIL) stress more the aspect of communication around the world. 

Llurda (2004) pointed out that EIL has achieved general acceptance as an appropriate term 

to refer to most of the current uses of English worldwide, especially in those lingua franca 
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interactions where non-native speakers interact in English both with native speakers and 

other non-native speakers. 

Jenkins (2000) suggests a Lingua Franca Core for phonological intelligibility; a set 

of unifying features which, at the very least, has the potential to guarantee that 

pronunciation will not impede successful communication in EIL setting. The main features 

of the Lingua Franca Core are: firstly, all the consonants are important except for /th/ 

sounds as in “thin” and “this”. Secondly, consonant clusters are important at the beginning 

and in the middle of words. Thirdly, the contrast between long and short vowels is 

important. Lastly, nuclear (or tonic) stress is also essential.  

As shown in Kirkpatrick (2007) and Galloway and Rose (2015), followings are 

several consonants pronunciation features which appear to be part of an emerging ASEAN 

ELF, however, these features are not always consistent because of the speaker and context 

among other variables. 

- Rhoticity – Philippine English is rhotic, but Singaporean and Malaysian English 

are non-rhotic. 

- Dental fricatives – where other accents of English have dental fricatives, /t/ or /d/ 

are realized word-initially, e.g. thin (tin), think (tink), they (dey). In the word-final 

position, /f/ is realized and voicing contrast is neutralized (e.g. breath as [bref] and 

breathe [brif]. 

- Less distinction between some voiced and voiceless consonants – the voiceless 

stops /p/, /t/, and /k/ at the beginning of words tend to be unaspirated. Likewise, the 

voiced consonants at the end of words may be devoiced, creating similarly 

pronounced word pairs such as leaf-leave. 

- Consonant clusters – the consonants at the end of words may be omitted in clusters, 

as in left as /lef/, and the deletion of /t/ in dialect. The distinction between the 

following consonants may not be made in the Philippines and Singapore: /ʧ/ and 

/ʤ/; /f/ and /v/; /s/ and /z/; /s/ and /ʒ/; and /r/ and /l/. 

- The vocalization of /l/ - Singaporeans vocalize /l/ as /ʊ/ or it is lost together, 

meaning milk is pronounced as [miʊk], well as [weʊ], and tall as [tɔ:] 

Studies have shown that Thai learners of English as a second language have 

difficulty when they produce the sounds of English which do not exist in Thai’s 

phonological system (Briere & Chiachanpong, 1980; Chakma, 2014; Kalra, 2010; 

Kanokpermpoon, 2007; Wei & Zhou, 2002; Winaitham & Suppasetseree, 2012). 

It is known that no language employs the same speech sounds. In English, there is a contrast 

between voiced and voiceless, aspiration and un-aspiration.  In Thai, the articulation of 

“trilled” is very common, while it is absent in English.  

Consonants are classified with three main variables: voicing, place of articulation, 

and manner of articulation. There are 24 consonant sounds in English while in Thai, there 

are 21 consonant sounds. A comparison between two inventories of Thai and English 

consonants showed that these two languages share some phonemes; however, some 

consonants existing in English are not found in Thai and vice versa (Suksiripakonchai, 

2014). He also noted that Thai speakers of English would transfer the Thai phonological 

system by imitating or substituting Thai speech sounds to develop the speech sounds they 

intend to produce in English. It can also be said that Thai speakers would not find difficulty 
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when they produce the speech sounds that are close to the sounds in Thai.  In contrast, the 

speech sounds that do not exist in Thai phonological system would be problematic for Thai 

speakers. 

The pronunciation of English consonants has been brought into focus in order to 

examine the pronunciation problem by Thai L2 learners. The English fricatives were often 

investigated among scholars as they were considered problematic and difficult for Thai L2 

learners (Burkardt, 2008; Chunsuvimol and Ronakiat, 2000, 2001; Kanokpermpoon, 2007; 

Sridhanyarat, 2017) 

According to Jones (1969), fricative sounds are formed by a narrowing of the air-

passage at some point so that, when air is expelled by pressure from the lungs, it escapes 

with a kind of hissing sound. All fricative sounds may be pronounced with a varying 

amount of audible friction. In English, there are nine fricative consonants. They are 

represented in international phonetic alphabet by the letters /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ʒ/ 

and /h/. While in Thai, there are three fricative consonants represented by the IPA symbol 

as /f/, /s/, and /h/. 

Chunsuvimol and Ronakiat (2000) took into consideration the English fricatives 

pronunciation as to whether they were problematic for L2 Thai learners. It was observed 

that Thai students did not find /f/ problematic. They could pronounce /f/ in the initial and 

final position as /f/ without difficulty. Instead it was found that the English fricative /v/ 

posed greater problems for Thai students because this sound does not exist in the Thai 

language system. Therefore, they would have trouble distinguishing such minimal pairs as 

safe and save. To investigate whether /v/ was a real problematic sound for Thai learners, 

Chunsuvimol and Ronakiat (2001) investigated the pronunciation of /v/ in three different 

speech styles namely an informal style, formal style, and very formal style. The results 

showed that there was a significant difference between the use of syllable-initial and word-

final /v/. Most syllable-initial /v/ occurred as /v/ in each style while the word-final /v/ 

occurred most frequently as /f/, followed by /v/.  

Similarly, Kanokpermpoon (2007) explored similarities and differences between 

Thai and English consonants to find the areas of difficulties when Thai learners attempted 

to pronounce English consonantal sounds. English fricatives /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /z/, /ʃ/, and /ʒ/ 

impose great challenges for Thai students to pronounce them correctly since, in English, 

fricatives are very rich compared to Thai fricatives, namely /f/, /s/, and /h/. These three 

sounds occur initially in Thai syllable with no final fricatives at all. This is the reason why 

Thai students may find pronouncing English fricatives difficult. 

Correspondingly, Burkardt (2008) observed eight Thai students in the U.S. to 

determine the pronunciation of English interdental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/. The students were 

given speech tasks of word list and a reading passage. The result demonstrated that Thai 

students had difficulties with these two interdental fricatives and they used a variety of 

substitutions for the target sounds. It was also found that the substitution was dependent on 

the word position. This appeared to be the pattern of the acquisition of the interdental 

fricatives by native Thai learners. 

In the study of the acquisition of L2 fricatives, Sridhanyarat (2017) examined how 

45 Thai undergraduates acquired English marked and marked fricatives in their 

interlanguage. The unmarked fricatives are /s/ and /f/, and marked ones are /ʃ/, /v/, /z/, /θ/, 
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/ð/, and /ʒ/. The participants in this study were divided into three different groups of English 

proficiency according to their O-NET scores, therefore there were high, intermediate, and 

low proficiency groups. Three speech tasks containing the target fricatives were assigned 

to each participant that were word list, sentence list, and oral interview. It was found that 

participants had difficulties producing marked fricatives /v/, /z/, /θ/, /ð/, and /ʒ/. 

Although studies in English fricatives by Thai EFL learners have been mostly 

concerned with the difficulties in pronunciation of fricatives, such studies were conducted 

either with high school students or university students. Little was done with Thai speakers 

in professional contexts.  This study explores the pronunciation of English fricative 

consonants by Thai ground staff in the context of an airport to see any possible variations 

of such pronunciation.  

The objective of the study is to examine the variations of the pronunciation of 

English fricative consonants in the airline announcements made specifically at the boarding 

gate by Thai ground staff where specific information is crucial. According to the objective 

of the study, the research question is: what are the variations of the pronunciation of English 

fricative consonants in the airline announcements made at the boarding gate by Thai ground 

staff? 

 

Methodology 

Participants 

As noted earlier that this study is a part of an ongoing research in which 30 ground 

attendants would participate, then six Thai ground staff comprise of four males and two 

females were selected because of their convenient accessibility to the researcher. Informed 

consent was obtained, and confidentiality of informants was maintained. Their average age 

was 24 years old and their first language was Bangkok Thai. To work as ground staff, 

TOEIC scoring at least 450 was required. The approximate time that they have been 

working in the airline industry was one year and six months. The researcher did not know 

the participants before the recordings were made. However, the researcher had an informal 

conversation with the individual participant to obtain some background information such 

as education, prior pronunciation instruction, and the amount of exposure to the English 

language.    

It was noted that three participants did not study in a program in which English was 

a medium of instruction in high school or the university level. The other three participants 

studied in an international program, but only two participants had studied English 

pronunciation at the university level.  

 

Instruments, Data Collection and Procedure 

Prior to the access to the boarding gate which is only allowed for passengers, the 

researcher asked permission from the airline to conduct the study. Then, the airline 

assigned its supervisor to escort the researcher to the boarding gate. Audiotape recording 

of 28 announcements at the boarding gate counter of the airline made by six Thai ground 

staff were collected as samples of the pronunciation of English fricative consonants. 

The speech data from the 28 announcements were collected, for example, pre-

boarding, priority boarding, final call, gate changed, flight delay, paging passenger 
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announcements. Each ground staff was stationed at the boarding gate according to their 

assigned duty and flight schedule. They had to announce the required announcement 

twenty minutes prior to the boarding time. All announcements were prepared by the airline 

and distributed to the ground staff. Though they could make announcement by reading the 

script, however, because of constant repetition, they made the announcement based on their 

memory most of the time. The time length of the announcement of each ground staff is 

from 1.22 - 2.18 minutes. 

 

Data analysis 

After recording the 28 announcements, the researcher assigned letters and numbers 

to the participants. Each participant was assigned identification code, composed of their 

gender, F for female and M for male, followed by the numbers from one to six, for example 

F06 refers to a female participant number six and M02 is a male participant number two. 

By using the intra-rater, all announcements were listened to by the researcher three times. 

Each repeated listening was made a month apart. Then all announcements were transcribed 

using three levels of transcription which are orthographic, phonemic, and phonetic 

transcription.  

Firstly, the orthographic transcription was used for all words with no special 

features of spoken language. The transcription was not using capitalized letters for proper 

names. Acronyms, abbreviations, and punctuation were not used. Secondly, phonemic 

transcription with one IPA symbol for each phoneme was used. Allophones are not 

distinguished here but appear in the next transcription level. Lastly, phonetic transcription 

took into account features such as allophones and actual articulations of the participants.  

The researcher looked at the words in the announcements that have fricative consonants 

which were represented by the IPA symbols /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, and /h/ and observed 

their pronunciation variations. In the final study, the recordings will eventually be 

transferred into the acoustic wave form to ensure the actual pronunciation. It was found 

from the announcements that fricative consonants occurred in three different positions in 

words. They are word-initial position, for instance, four, thank, the, seventy, zero, who, 

word-medial position, for instance, inform, invite, further, assistance, passengers, special, 

and word-final position, for instance, five, with, please, apologize, has. The examples of 

three levels of transcription are as followed. 

  

Example 1 - [F06] 

Orthographic transcription 

good morning flight eight four zero four eight four zero four is on time and ready 

for departure to [destination] airport we would like to invite [seat type] buddhist 

monk passengers and passengers who require special assistance to begin boarding 

first at gate number seventy two gate number seventy two  

all remaining passengers please kindly wait for further boarding announcement 

and please have your passport or id card with the boarding [pass] ready thank you 

Phonemic transcription 

gʊd mɔːnɪŋ flaɪt eɪt fɔː zɪərəʊ fɔː eɪt fɔː zɪərəʊ fɔːr ɪz ɒn taɪm ænd  
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rɛdi fɔː dɪpɑːʧə tuː [destination] eəpɔːt wiː wʊd laɪk tuː ɪnvaɪt [seat type] bʊdɪst 

mʌŋk pæsɪnʤəz ænd pæsɪnʤəz huː rɪkwaɪə spɛʃəl əsɪstəns tuː  

bɪgɪn bɔːdɪŋ fɜːst æt geɪt nʌmbə sɛvnti tuː geɪt nʌmbə sɛvnti tuː  

ɔːl rɪmeɪnɪŋ pæsɪnʤəz pliːz kaɪndli weɪt fɔː fɜːðə bɔːdɪŋ  

ənaʊnsmənt ænd pliːz hæv jɔː pɑːspɔːt ɔː aɪ di: kɑːd wɪð ðə bɔːdɪŋ  

[pɑːs] rɛdi θæŋk juː 

Phonetic transcription 

gʊd mɔːnɪŋ flaɪ eɪt foʊ si:roʊ foʊ eɪt foʊ si:roʊ foʊ ɪs ɔːn ta:m æn  

rɛdi fɔː dɪpɑːʨə tuː [destination] eəpɔːt wiː wʊd laɪ tuː ɪnwaɪt [seat type]  

bʊdɪs mʌŋ pæsɪnʨəs æn pæsɪnʨəs huː rɪkwaɪ spɛʃɪal æsɪstæns tuː  

bɪgɪn bɔːdɪŋ fɜːs æt geɪt nʌmbə sɛwɛnti tuː geɪt nʌmbə sɛwɛnti tuː  

ɔːl rɪmeɪnɪŋ pæsɪnʨəs pliːs kaɪndli weɪt fɔː fɜːtɜː bɔːdɪŋ  

ænaʊnsmɛn æn pliːs hæp jɔː pɑːspɔːt ɔː aɪ di: kɑːd wɪt də bɔːdɪŋ  

[pɑːs] rɛdi θæŋk juː 

 Example 2 - [M02] 

Orthographic transcription 

good morning [airline name] regrets to announce the delay of flight nine two one 

zero nine two one zero bound for [destination] the boarding gate has been 

changed from gate number thirty three to gate number seventy five  

we apologize for any inconvenience thank you 

 Phonemic transcription 

gʊd mɔːnɪŋ [airlinename] rɪgrɛts tuː ənaʊns ðə dɪleɪ ɒv flaɪt naɪn tuː  

wʌn zɪərəʊ naɪn tuː wʌn zɪərəʊ baʊnd fɔː[destination] ðə bɔːdɪŋ geɪt hæz biːn  

ʧeɪnʤd frɒm geɪt nʌmbə θɜːti θriː tuː geɪt nʌmbə sɛvnti faɪv  

wi: əpɒləʤaɪz fɔːr ɛni ɪnkənviːniəns θæŋk juː 

Phonetic transcription 

gʊd mɔːnɪŋ [airline name] rɪgrɛts tuː ænaʊns də dɪleɪ ɒf flaɪt naɪn tuː  

wʌn si:roʊ naɪn tuː wʌn si:roʊ baʊn fɔː[destination] də bɔːdɪŋ geɪt hæs biːn  

ʧeɪn frɒm geɪt nʌmbə tɜːti thriː tuː geɪt nʌmbə sɛwɛnti faɪf  

wi: əpɒləʨaɪs fɔːr ɛni ɪnkənwiːniəns tæŋk juː 

 

Results 

There were eight English fricative consonants found from the announcements that 

were written in IPA symbols as /f/, /v/, /θ/, /ð/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, and /h/. There are nine fricative 

consonants in English but the sound /ʒ/ was not found in any word appearing in the 

announcements. From the recordings, the fricative consonants were found in three different 

positions; word-initial, word-medial, and word-final.  

As shown in table 1, in the word-initial position, the participants’ pronunciation of 

three English fricative consonants which were /f/, /s/, and /h/ was not varied since these 

three English fricative consonants also exist in the Thai phonological system. This is 

similar to the studies of Chunsuvimol and Ronakiat (2000), Kanokpermpoon (2007), and 

Sridhanyarat (2017). As noted in Sridhanyarat (2017) that /s/ and /f/ are unmarked 

fricatives.  
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Besides, the voiceless interdental fricative /θ/ was produced with three variations 

that were [t], [th], and [θ]. The substitution of the two variations [t] and [th] resulted from 

the native language of the participants since they existed in the Thai language system. The 

voiced fricative consonants /ð/ and /z/, on the other hand, were substituted by /d/ and /s/ 

respectively due to the fact that there was no /ð/ and /z/ in Thai. The substitution of /ð/ as 

/d/ is the similar to the study by Burkardt (2008) and Jenkins’ (2015) study on postcolonial 

English’s phonological features. 

 

Table 1: Fricative consonants occurred in word-initial position and their variations 
C Words No. of Tokens Variations No. of Tokens Variations 

Summary 

 For 28  28  

 Family 1  1  

 Forty 13  13  

/f/ First 8 [f] 8 [f] = 100 % 

 final 5  5  

 Five 16  16  

 Few 2  2  

 Four 49  49  

 thank 28 [t] 36 [t] = 78 % 

/θ/ thirty 18 [th] 5 [th] = 11 % 

   [θ] 5 [θ] = 11 % 

 The 8  8  

/ð/ This 5 [d] 5 [d] = 100 % 

 That 2  2  

 Seat 9  9  

/s/ six(ty) 6 [s] 6 [s] = 100 % 

 seventy 22  22  

/z/ Zero 20 [s] 18 [s] = 90 % 

   [z] 2 [z] = 10 % 

/h/ who 5 [h] 5 [h]= 100 % 

 

Table 2 illustrated the fricative consonants in the word-medial position. Similar to the 

word-initial position, the fricative consonants /f/ and /s/ did not vary because of their 

existence in the Thai. However, the pronunciation of the consonant /ʃ/ which was found 

occurring in the word-medial position only when the participants substituted a similar 

consonant such as the Thai /ʨh/. It was also observed that the voiced fricative consonants 

in English /v/, /z/, and /ð/ were substituted by the voiceless fricative consonants /w/, /s/, 

and /th/. The participants also simplified the consonant /ð/ as /th/ or /d/. Though, the 

substitution of /v/ with /w/ is consistent in Thai speakers, postcolonial English varieties, 

such as Lankan and some Indian Englishes pronounced /w/ as /v/ (Jenkins, 2015).   
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Table 2: Fricative consonants occurred in word-medial position and their variations 
C Words No. of Tokens Variations No. of Tokens Variations 

Summary 

/f/ Inform 2 [f] 2 [f] = 100 % 

/v/ Invite 11 [w] 33 [w] = 100 % 

 Seventy 22    

/ð/ Further 5 [th] 4 [th] = 80 % 

   [d] 1 [d] = 20 % 

 passenger(s) 38  38  

 assistance 6  6  

/s/ Passport 8 [s] 8 [s] = 100 % 

 Proceed 1  1  

 Mister 3  3  

/z/ Present 1 [s] 1 [s] = 100 % 

 Attention 14  14  

/ʃ/ Official 1 [ʨh] 1 [ʨh] = 100 % 

 Special 6  6  

 inspection 1  1  

Yet, when /v/, /ð/, /s/, and /z/ occurred in the word-final position, the participants 

substituted the voiced final consonants with the voiceless ones, for instance, five, the 

participants produced the final /v/ as /f/. It was noted that the word with, the fricative 

consonant at the final position could be produced with either voiced or voiceless sound 

depending on its position in the sentence, but the substitutions that were found were 

voiceless.   

Apart from the substitution, some participants did not produce the final sounds 

since the pronunciation of Thai final consonants is usually silent or not audibly released 

which  was represented by the symbol [  ̚ ] in table 3, for example, this [dɪt ̚  ], pass [pa:t ̚ 

], and please [ p l i : t  ̚   ] .  This feature is in accordance to the pronunciation of consonant 

sounds in some postcolonial Englishes (Jenkins, 2015) that consonants at the ends of words 

tend to be unreleased such as Ghanaian, West Indian, and Singaporean. Moreover, several 

postcolonial Englishes, including Indian, West African, and Papua New Guinean, use 

voiceless word-final consonants. Words such as five, please, and apologize sound as if they 

end in the consonants -f, -s, and -s. 

Table 3: Fricative consonants occurred in word-final position and their variations 
C Words No. of Tokens Variations No. of Tokens Variations 

Summary 

 Five 16 [f] 13 [f] = 48 % 

/v/ Have 7 [f ̚ ] 14 [f ̚ ] = 52 % 

 Of 4    

/ð/ with 7 [θ] 1 [θ] = 14 % 

   [t ̚ ] 6 [t ̚ ] = 86 % 

 this 5 [s] 15 [s] = 94 % 

/s/ plus 5 [t ̚ ] 1 [t ̚ ] = 6 % 

 pass 6    

 please 36 [z] 2 [z] = 4 % 

/z/ Is 14 [s] 46 [s] = 85 % 

 has 3 [t ̚ ] 6 [t ̚ ] = 11 % 

 apologize 1    
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Conclusion and discussion 

Eight English fricative consonants in the airline announcements made by Thai 

ground staff were found in the present study. The emergence of the fricatives was not only 

in the word-initial position, but also word-medial and word-final positions. Thai ground 

staff’s pronunciation of fricatives was found to have characteristics, possibly as a natural 

occurrence in L1 transfer to English as an International Language. As previously indicated, 

the airline announcements contained crucial information for passengers and was 

considered careful speech style. However, the participants did not seem to use such careful 

pronunciation of certain other consonants. 

Corresponding to the previous studies of English fricative pronunciation by EIL 

learners, the voiceless fricatives in English in the word-initial and word-medial position 

were not problematic for Thai speakers of English probably due to the fact that they also 

exist in Thai. However, when occurred in the word-final position, the voiceless fricatives 

in English were silent or not audibly heard as they normally are in English. The reason was 

because final consonants in Thai were not produced as they were considered as closed 

syllables. 

Concerning the voiced fricatives in English, L2 Thai speakers found they were 

problematic. The participants mostly substituted the voiced fricatives in English with 

voiceless consonants in most word positions. From this present study, the participants had 

a tendency to use substitution and simplification in their pronunciation when they made 

announcement in English.  

Though fricative consonants exist in in Thai, Thai speakers of English still 

encounter difficulties in the pronunciation of English fricative consonants, particularly the 

English fricatives /z/, /v/, /θ/, and /ð/. This offers possibilities for further study in that the 

variations of English fricatives /z/, /v/, /θ/, and /ð/ could be a barrier of intelligibility. 

However, this study did not address the question of intelligibility.  

Originally, this might have been classified as native language interference (Lado, 

1957). However, more recent studies of English as an International Language (Jenkins, 

2000, 2006, 2015) would find it difficult to accept this position but on the contrary 

considered it as part of EIL. In terms of pronunciation even where some EIL learners 

seemed to have successfully acquired a British/American accent and as such the influence 

of the L1 may appear to be negligible in a person’s speech; their pronunciation is probably 

still being filtered through an overlay of local segmental features and syllable-timed 

prosody (Crystal,2012). What, this may indicate is that in English as an International 

Language there is a process of development by reorganizing as axiomatic the notion of 

variation and change in new cultural contexts and situations. 
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Oral Production Enhancement through Proactive Error Treatment of 

EFL Learners 
 

Saber Alavi, Mansour Amini, Ali Zahabi 

  
 

Abstract 
The current study explored the extent to which reactive and Pre-emptive (proactive) 

focus on form of the linguistic elements and vocabulary through negotiation of meaning 

can enhance the oral proficiency of young adult EFL learners. The participants of the study 

were first/second year non-English major university students. The data from the study 

groups revealed that reactive error treatment yielded more significant results than the 

proactive group whereby the participants produced larger erroneous target language output. 

Moreover, it was also found that learners in the reactive treatment group were significantly 

more successful in obtaining a level of awareness to self-correcting their own errors. This 

study, therefore, argued that although proactive feedback seemed to be effective throughout 

the study as well as the existing literature, it is the reactive feedback of error treatment 

which proved to be more effective. This can be attributed to the impact of developing some 

sense of self and linguistic awareness which are indicative of reactive corrective feedback 

efficacy. 

 

Keywords: Corrective feedback; Reactive/proactive error correction; EFL learner,  

        form-focused classroom; Oral proficiency 

 

Introduction 

It is explained in the literature that learners tend to use more varied and complex 

language structures at the early stages, where their language proficiency level is at the onset 

and have a basic interlanguage knowledge, under planned conditions (Foster, 1996). 

Contrary to the issue that proactive planning proved to be effective on foreign language 

interlanguage production, there have been few attempts to specify whether 

reactive/proactive feedback helps L2 production at a more significant level (Alavi, & 

Amini, 2016). Long (1991), in his study, defines focus-on-form as overtly drawing 

learners’ attention to linguistic elements as they arise incidentally in lessons whose 

overriding focus is on meaning, or communication (Ellis, 1994; Seedhouse, 2004). 

Negotiation over meaning and grammatical features is believed to enhance the language 

uptake in various ways enables the foreign language learners to perceive the language, as 

well as provide them with the opportunities for self-correction and modified output of the 

erroneous parts. Feedback is a term which is used to refer to various techniques that are 

widely used in different ESL/EFL settings to deal with students’ erroneous production.   

When correcting students’ errors, a teacher is usually faced with several options 

before utilizing corrective feedbacks of any type. He or she could simply provide the 

student with the correct form without interrupting the expression of ideas, or the teacher 

could provide a brief analysis of the error, especially when the student is interested in 
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learning the target form. Indeed, classroom feedback studies have developed 

categorizations of teacher feedback over the past two decades, rendering a division of 

proactive and reactive feedbacks. 

 

Literature 

Ellis (2006) has categorized focus on form based on their occurrence before or after 

the errors as planned and incidental focus on form. Planned focus on form involves 

targeting pre-selected linguistic items during a meaning-focused activity, either through 

input (e.g., input flood or input enhancement) or output (e.g., corrective feedback on errors 

in the use of pre-targeted forms). In contrast, the linguistic items addressed incidentally 

focus on form arise incidentally while performing meaning-focused tasks. However, 

language learners seem to benefit from both types of focus on form (Doughty & Williams, 

1998), the degree of efficacy may vary from one to another. On the other hand, planned 

focus on form has been investigated in various contexts (Doughty & Williams, 1998), 

incidental focus on form has been investigated in the literature (Williams, 2005). Carrying 

another name, reactive focus on form is also known as error correction corrective feedback, 

or negative evidence/feedback (Long, 1991; Ellis 2011). A few researches examined the 

efficacy of CF (corrective feedback) on short term and long term second language 

development (Lyster, 2004; Alavi, Foo, & Amini, 2015) and what language learners’ 

perception of negative feedback is (Mackey, Gass, & McDonough, 2000). 

When it comes to the timing of the corrective feedbacks, this refers both to the 

positioning of negative evidence and to the time of correction in classroom interaction. 

With regard to negative evidence, this can be distinguished into proactive or reactive, 

depending on whether it occurs prior or posterior to the occurrence of learners’ errors (Ellis, 

Bastukmen, and Loewen, 2001; Nassaji, 2011; Soltani & Azari, 2013). Hence, proactive 

negative evidence stems from teachers’ assumptions about learners’ linguistic problems, 

whereas reactive negative evidence is contingent upon learners’ errors and for this reason 

is considered more relevant and of greater value to students (Kang, 2010). As expected, in 

the context of interaction, teacher CF is mostly realised as reactive due to its responsive 

nature. As for correction, this can take place immediately after the learner’s error, within 

the interactional context, or it can be postponed to the end of the lesson (Allwright and 

Bailey, 1991). In other words, correction can be immediate or delayed (Nassaji, 2015), 

close to or detached from learners’ errors and, in this sense, its function overlaps to some 

extent with that of the positioning of negative evidence. 

Ellis (2001) also identified pre-emptive focus on form, generally by addressing the 

language elements that the teacher assume might be problematic for the language leaeners, 

“even though no actual problem in production has arisen” (p. 414). They argue that pre-

emptive focus on form tries to deal with the problematic areas whereby the teacher assumes 

that their students might have difficulties that are the perceived gap in the learners’ 

knowledge. Meanwhile, they distinguished between learner-generated focus on form 

whereby learners question the linguistic items versus teacher-initiated focus on form in 

which the teacher asks questions or provided information about specific linguistic items. 

Compared to reactive focus on form, pre-emptive focus on form has been paid much less 

attention in the literature. 
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Ferris et al. (2001, as cited in Bitchener, 2008) have studies the effects of different 

feedback episode conditions on both text revisions and new pieces of writing. Based on the 

results of the study, Ferris (2004) reported that direct error correction led to more correct 

revisions (88%) than indirect error feedback (77%). Over the course of the semester, 

although it came to notice that students who received indirect feedback reduced their error 

frequency ratios substantially more than those who received direct feedback. 

The acquisitional value attached to CF is of direct relevance in FL settings, where, 

by definition, the opportunities for exposure to authentic L2 input and productive use of 

L2 are limited outside the language classroom (Iwashita 2003). Also, it is common in FL 

settings that the teacher becomes the main information provider and source of 

input (Nassaji, 2017), which means that the teacher needs to seek alternative ways to 

maximise his/her learners’ opportunities and compensate for the lack of a rich L2 input 

environment. Referring to classroom. 

The current study tries to focus on the comparison between the efficacy of the 

proactive (pre-emptive)/reactive focus on form and learners’ interlanguage development. 

The purpose of making this distinction between these two feedback types is both theoretical 

and pedagogical. In theory development of SLA, implicit and explicit learning involves 

different levels of cognitive processing (Ellis, 2011; Nassaji, 2017). Generally speaking, 

the main focus of the current study is whether the proactive/reactive focus on form is 

effective in enhancing FLL’s oral proficiency whenever they are engaged in interactional 

opportunities to express their ideas through FL. In doing so, the researchers investigated 

the role of negotiation in addressing spoken errors produced by adult EFL learners in a 

university setting. Contrary to the issue, browsing through literature, only a small number 

of studies addressed the effects of aforementioned corrective feedback types on learner 

error. Therefore, this study focused on comparing the efficacy of these two corrective 

feedbacks on learner error and uptake, attempting to find the effective feedback used by 

their teacher, and finally providing some practical instructions for future teaching and 

researching. The study was first motivated by examining a Thai learning context. SLA 

studies have mainly been focusing on English as a Second Language (ESL) context. Only 

a smaller number of research has aimed an EFL context. Therefore, this study can 

contribute to the small number literature existing in the Thai context by providing 

information on corrective feedback EFL classroom.  

 

Method 

Participants 

The participants were the students, registered in a full-time general English course 

in WULI (Walailak University Language Institute) in Thailand. They were randomly 

assigned to the study through cluster random sampling. Class sizes vary according to their 

levels. Considering their homogeneity the participants had been given an in-house 

placement test earlier in the year to determine their proficiency level. All the participants 

were Thai with the same first language, Thai, which makes them even more homogeneous. 

The researchers randomly selected 2 classes from the language centre and assigned them 

into two experimental groups. Participants were selected at the pre-intermediate level as 

they are more likely to be developmentally ready to perform in the target language. The 
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researcher only choose those participants who never missed the treatment sessions and 

fully participated the course. That gave the choice of 12 students in one group and 13 

students in another group who fully participated the treatment sessions and the researcher 

rounded up to 12 in each experimental group (6 males and 6 females). 

 

Design 
Both experimental groups have received proactive/reactive focus on form strategy 

that deals with the students’ errors beforehand. The pre-test was administered two weeks 

prior to the intervention and the post-test immediately after the treatment was over. The 

targeted structure in this study was the third person singular s/es of the present simple 

which the learners were aware of but they did not consistently use. 

During the two-week treatment, the teacher provided the students with focused 

tasks that were in line with the objectives of the study for the sake of eliciting the linguistic 

features mentioned in the main material of the course. Moreover, the participants 

performed well on the assigned tasks as far as the researchers was concerned. Based on the 

general assumptions built upon the literature, there was no control group in the study to 

compare the general language proficiency development with that of the experimental 

groups since it has been proven in the literature extensively that either form of corrective 

feedback is significantly more effective than the other prevailing methods. The study used 

the pre-test/post-test design to compare the results. 

 

Treatment 

There were two groups; reactive group and pre-emptive group. The groups 

registered for the course which took 12 weeks of total 24 hours to complete. Each treatment 

provided participants with both focused audio-visual and written input on general interest 

topics that covered the target structure (simple present singular –s/es).There were a total of 

10 spoken episodes and audio-visual samples of the target structure across the treatment 

period. The researcher tried his best to make sure that the participants in each experimental 

group, received exactly the same instructions on task completion through student-teacher 

and peer negotiation. The treatment itself involved focusing on the linguistic elements that 

students had difficulty answering during their in-house placement tests, which again 

according to their placement test results, they had difficulty using simple present singular 

–s/es.  

The two classes under observation met three times a week and every session lasted 

90 minutes. Based on a multi-skills syllabus, the pre-intermediate course books covered 

presenting and practicing basic language items with opportunities for personalization from 

the start. The materials include activities designed to develop fluency and accuracy in all 

four skills simultaneously, with more focus on speaking.  

 

Data collection and Analysis Procedure 

The main phase of data collection was the teacher-student interview before the final 

exam. Since the focus of the study was on the oral development of the participants, the 

participants were interviewed over general topics and audio recorded from four to five 

minutes. During these interview sessions, the teacher’s role was and interactant just to help 
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the students produce more language sample up to a few minutes. The interview were then 

transcribed. Another set of data were collected from the participants of both experimental 

groups on their final test (post-test). This test similar to the pre-test mainly focused on 

grammar as both tests were tailor-made standardized tests from Cambridge Grammar in 

Use Series. As participants in the study completed multiple treatments and tests, t-test was 

used to investigate the group performances. The t-test analysis was run to see if the 

comparison between the experimental groups bears any significant difference over their 

pre and post test results. This method is considered liberal in that it compares means for all 

possible data sources separately, rather than combined. For all the statistical analyses, the 

alpha level was set at .05. For effect sizes, Cohen’s d values were calculated.  

 

Results 

In this section, the results of the scores of the participants, the number of 

participants (n) in each group as well as their mean scores, and the standard deviations 

(SD) will be presented.  It is important to remember that depending on the component 

(vocabulary, and grammar), the results vary as the method of coding and calculation 

differs. 

 

Table 1. New Vocabulary Usage 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The results in the above table illustrate an increase in the mean scores between 

the time of the pre-test and the post-tests:  the reactive  group had a mean score of 1.01 

(SD= 0.89) on the pre-test, 3.09 (SD=  1.33) on the post-test.  As for the pre-emptive 

group, it received a mean score of 0.97 (SD= 0.90) on the pre-test, 2.21 (SD= 1.38) on 

the post-test.  The reactive group, according to the results, has outperformed the pre-

emptive group. With respect to the relationship between feedback type and learners 

interlanguage development, the current results are supported by both studies by Lyster and 

Ranta (1997) and Alavi, et. al., 2015; Bitchener, 2008) a noteworthy finding was the high 

rates of uptake and repair of corrective techniques that promote “negotiation of form,” 

termed by Lyster and Ranta (1997). 
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Figure 1. Vocabulary acquisition 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the results from table 1. As it can be seen in the above figure, 

the participants of both experimental groups have almost a similar performance without 

any significant difference. Meanwhile the same two groups’ result varied significantly 

which is attributed to the treatment sessions whereby the reactive group yielded more 

significant in their post-test compared to proactive group. 

 

          Table 2. Oral Output Grammaticality (Accuracy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 provides a resembling increasing results from the pre-test to both post- 

tests between the two groups.  The reactive group had a mean score of 5.97 (SD= 6.81) 

on the pre-test, and 17.63 (SD=7.08) on the post-test. On the other hand, learners from the 

pre-emptive group had a mean score of 5.94 (SD= 6.98) on the pre-test, and 13.37 (SD= 

8.74) on the post-test. Both experimental groups showed some improvements 

throughout the course of the experiment; however, the reactive experimental group 

outperformed the pre-emptive group.  Figures 2 illustrates the means on grammatical 

variable focused upon in the current study. 
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Figure 2. Oral Output Grammaticality Accuracy 

 

Figure 2 also illustrates the results from table 2. Considering the results obtained 

from the pre-test, the participants of the study both shown to be at the same level related to 

their grammatical proficiency or their output grammaticality yet their post-test revealed 

that reactive treatment session was more effective in improving the participants’ 

interlanguage oral accuracy as the reactive group participants produced more grammatical 

chunks of language. 

 

Conclusion 
This study was an attempt to investigate the role of negotiation through 

reactive/pre-emptive focus on form on spoken errors and vocabulary acquisition in an EFL 

classroom whereby speaking was the main skill focused on. This experiment was done 

with the aim to determine if either of these focus on form strategies in EFL context would 

assist interlanguage acquisition, and the variables were limited to vocabulary acquisition 

and accuracy of the EFL learners. The results of the study revealed that in reactive EFL 

classroom, where the teacher dealt with the students’ errors only after they occurred while 

performing the focused tasks to elicit as much target language as possible, reactive group 

outperformed the pre-emptive group where the teacher planned the material and engaged 

the students in the EFL context. This paper has attempted to promote our understanding of 

planning and its effects on EFL performance. To investigate this issue, this paper has 

focused on whether pre-emptive focus on form would yield any significant result in EFL 

learners’ language proficiency. As the results showed, focus on form episodes are effective 

in language proficiency enhancement and yet, the pre-emptive focus on form proved not 

to be as effective as reactive CF has in the literature proven to be, especially when 

introducing new linguistic elements in an EFL context which can also be attributed to the 

activation of background knowledge and the partial mastery over the new linguistic 

elements. Students tend to perform well when they are reflecting upon the martial they 

have already learnt in the class. 

As the results showed a significant improvement from pre-test to post-test condition 

in the participants oral performance in using simple present third person singular forms, it 

can be claimed that both CF episodes tend to contribute to the learners’ interlanguage 
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development even in relatively new forms. In fact, after the intervention CF within the 

experimental groups in total were more consistent with the previously done researches. In 

other words, the statistically significant results from the between-group comparisons of 

this study, as to the differential effect of CF, confirm that learners’ gains were more a result 

of reactive CF rather than proactive one. 

 

Implications 

Building upon this conclusion, the value of applying CF is even more validated 

both by the existing body of literature and the current investigation. Specifically, the 

theoretical underpinnings of the acqusitional value of CFs are mainly derived from the 

processes these entail in accordance with Schmidt’s (1990, 1995) Noticing and Swain’s 

(1985, 1995) Output Hypothesis as well as skill acquisition theory (Lyster, Saito, and Sato, 

2013). Therefore, the deeper awareness the learners gain in terms of noticing and 

understanding surface and underlying L2 patterns (Ellis, 2016), together with their active 

involvement in the hypothesis testing and restructuring of their interlanguage system, 

account for the learning outcomes from prompts (Nassaji, 2016). 

The relatively significant results of reactive experimental group agreed with 

previous studies (Ellis, 2011; Lyster & Saito, 2010). This suggests that the teachers could 

consider more reactive CF when correcting students’ errors, especially when the purpose 

is to improve the participants’ interlanguage level. Then, the students might feel frustrated 

that they were not learning what they were planning to learn. This indicates that applying 

CF techniques in the classroom will raise the students’ attention to their own language 

deficiencies. Some consideration is also needed as to what type of instruction is most 

appropriate for what types of form, especially for completely new and complex ones to 

students. This study dealt with CF instruction in rather less complex structure with EFL 

students of low proficiency, while at a higher or even advanced level, the implementation 

of CF might yield different results. This makes CF-led classrooms seem promising as to its 

prospects, but it leaves open to question what it would be with a longer period of treatment. 

 

Limitations 

The first limitation is the small sample size of this study but it is justifiable as it 

was a case study. The class consisted of 12 students, and not all students were present in 

each lesson. The results might not be representative for all foreign language contexts. And 

the conclusions might not be applicable to a different learner population. In a 

communicative class, for example, one might find error corrections are done in a more 

implicit way with less obtrusiveness. Apply the same method design to a larger sample 

might yield a more robust and generalizable results. Furthermore, experimental studies 

with a design of immediate and delayed post-tests are needed to test the effect of these CF 

types on learning outcomes. 

 

Further Recommendation 
Future experimental studies could use a design of immediate and delayed post-tests 

are needed to test the effect of these CF technique types on learning outcomes. Future 

studies should also include the survey questions to evaluate the students’ attitude toward 
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the provision of CF episodes in the classroom. Another point that is worth consideration in 

future research is the choice of the target forms. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to investigate the perception of both EFL teachers and 

learners on both types of dictionaries. It focuses on the frequency of use of dictionary for 

information and how useful those information is regarded. 25 EFL teachers and 200 

Business English major students were invited to participate in this study by responding to 

the questionnaire and semi-structured interview was also conducted on 10 EFL teachers 

and 25 students. Pearson correlation was used to analyze the correlation between learning 

proficiency and type of dictionaries used. There was a strong positive correlation between 

level of proficiency and dictionaries preferences. High proficiency level students preferred 

monolingual dictionaries as compared to their low proficiency level counterparts. The 

findings also revealed that EFL teachers held different degrees of perception according to 

their experiences. Furthermore, the results highlighted some pedagogical implications for 

language teachers. 

 

Keywords: Bilingual dictionary; Monolingual dictionary; EFL learners 

 

Introduction 

As the dictionary is an indispensable instrument for learning a second or foreign 

language, a lot of research has been conducted into language learners’ dictionaries, which 

has in turn improved the quality of these dictionaries. As Hartmann (1994, pp. 239-240) 

points out, the commercial success of dictionaries for foreign learners of English has been 

made possible by four kinds of research into dictionaries including the history, typology, 

criticism, and use of dictionary. Dictionaries for specific purposes have also been complied. 

The following will look at the strengths and weaknesses of the bilingual, monolingual, and 

bilingualized dictionaries. 

General dictionaries provide the user with information about the meaning, the 

grammatical category, the pronunciation, and the spelling of words. Some also provide 

etymological information or equivalents and include examples to help the user employ the 

word in combination with other words. Furthermore, most dictionaries indicate in what 

social or pragmatic situation a word is appropriate. 

 

Literature Review 
The major function of the bilingual dictionaries is to provide Ll equivalents of L2 

words. This kind of dictionaries are popular because they are useful for quick consultation 

(Bejoint & Moulin, 1987). Observational user studies have also indicated that bilingual 

dictionaries are particularly useful to beginners of L2 (Hartmann, 1983, 1994). The 
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insufficiencies of this kind of dictionaries are that they provide limited information about 

L2 words, and more problematically, the focus on Ll and L2 equivalents will give learners 

the wrong message that there are perfect equivalents in two languages, thereby weakening 

their awareness to the important fact that different languages may have different semantic 

and stylistic characteristics.  

The monolingual dictionaries, on the other hand, are learners' dictionaries in the 

target language such as the Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary and the Longman 

Dictionary of Contemporary English. Unlike the dictionaries for the native speakers of the 

target language, by using restricted vocabulary, monolingual learners' dictionaries, with 

lots of examples and illustrations, give information about the various senses, the 

grammatical patterns, the stylistic usage, the pronunciation and other related information 

of L2 words. The main disadvantage of this kind of dictionaries is that students who are 

less proficient in L2 may not be able to benefit much from them. Nevertheless, "most 

authors agree that the advantage of the monolingual English learner's dictionary in terms 

of its reliance on the target language outweighs the disadvantage ... and the deliberately 

sought semantic, grammatical and stylistic explicitness allows- even encourages -

productive activities" (Hartmann, 1992, p. 153). Recently, with the advance of technology 

and the development in computational linguistics monolingual dictionaries for learners 

have been compiled based on large text corpora. The Cobuild Dictionary, for example, 

"provides new evidence not only on the frequency of vocabulary items but also on the 

syntactic and pragmatic properties of words and phrases" (Hartmann, 1992, p. 153). 

A monolingual dictionary as a language learning tool According to Quirk (2009), 

the main goal of producing a dictionary is to "provide students and teachers with the most 

comprehensive and accurate information on the English language whilst addressing users 

needs". Therefore, EFL students are able to exploit a dictionary for different English 

learning goals, to be precise, there are a large number of dictionaries which are available 

for them at all levels (Chan, 2005). Although, there are high-quality and low-quality 

dictionaries, the thesauri are beneficial to implement it all (Newmark, 1998). For the 

advantages of this material, the dictionary is an essential teaching and learning tool which 

takes a core part in the language learning process, especially vocabulary learning and 

acquisition processes (Ali, 2012). When teachers and students use the dictionary as a 

teaching and learning tool, they should bring key concepts into practice, which Nation 

(2005) mentions are the universal concepts of words to teaching and learning, which are 

"form", "meaning", and "use". Furthermore, the possible reason to support this idea is that 

there are 2000 words from the academic word list (AWL) in the Oxford 3000 word lists of 

general English (The Oxford 3000™), in order to make a relationship with learning, the 

students also express a desire to discern useful dictionary strategies to learn the vocabulary 

items (Coxhead, 2010).  

         In 2008, Wright also creates monolingual dictionary activities for the students to 

practice using a dictionary to gain the ability in learning lexical sets, he provides three core 

dictionary strategies, including "getting started" (diagnosing problems with or reservations 

about dictionary use), "working with meaning" (obtaining high priority to establishing and 

understanding relationship between words), and "vocabulary development”. Furthermore, 

it is imperative that there are varieties of authentic resources of English language in order 
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to produce language contents in the monolingual dictionaries, such as the "Bank of 

English", "Cambridge English Corpus", "Longman Corpus Network", and "The Oxford 

English Corpus". To elaborate this point, the Collins COBUILD dictionary uses the 

resources from the "Bank of English", which contains a wide range of written and spoken 

materials, including websites, newspapers, magazines and published books, radio, and TV 

(Collins, 2014). In the Cambridge dictionary there is now a multi-billion word collection 

of written and spoken English in a dictionary from the "Cambridge English Corpus" 

(Cambridge, 2014). Moreover, the Longman dictionary employs the Longman Corpus 

Network, which presented 65,000 common collocations and 18,000 synonyms in a 

dictionary (Longman, 2014). Furthermore, the Oxford dictionary draws the "The Oxford 

English Corpus" which contains English from around the globe, e.g. the UK, the USA, 

Australia, India, Singapore, and South Africa (Oxford, 2014). 

 

Methodology 

Research questions 

1. What are students’ perceptions towards the two types dictionary, namely Monolingual 

and Bilingual dictionary?  

2. Is there any significant relationship between using monolingual dictionary and 

vocabulary proficiency? 

 

Participants 
The participants of this study were 25 EFL teachers and 200 Business English major 

students in their senior year of study. They were invited to respond to the questionnaire 

and semi-structured interview was also conducted from 10 EFL teachers and 25 students. 

All the participants  participated in a questionnaire survey, which was designed to obtain 

information about their dictionary habits and preferences. The questions were self-

explanatory, and the participants were able to complete them in about 15– 25 min. For 

questions, which required the respondents to choose, only one option from a list of fixed 

choices, the percentage of respondents who chose that option was calculated. For questions 

which required the respondents to choose from 1 – 5 on a Likert scale, the first two options 

on the scale, for example, very frequently and rather frequently, and the last two options, 

rarely and never, were merged to provide two broader categories, very/ rather frequently 

and rarely/never. Answers to open-ended questions were recorded and summarized. 

        A survey on students was regulated to accumulate data about the inclinations to 

lexicons and the recurrence of word reference utilize. The surveys of Tomaszczyk (1979), 

Baxter (1980), Bejoint (1981), Diab (1989), Battenburg (1990), Schmitt (1997), Atkins and 

Varantola (1998), Lew (2004), and Alhaisoni (2008) were audited and certain criteria that 

is by all accounts applicable to the students questionnaires have been utilized for the current 

research. In any case, it required some substance content validation by two refereed 

educators of Applied Linguistics. With a specific end goal to stay away from vagueness in 

the dialect and guarantee content legitimacy of the things, proficient Thai dialect instructors 

investigated the Thai variant of the survey before being directed to the respondents.  

The survey comprises of 22 items to which students are requested to rank on a 5-

point Likert scale running from 1 to 5. A scope of 3.5-5 is thought to mirror the high 
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utilization of that technique, 2.5-3.4 medium utilize, and 1.0-2.4 low utilize (Oxford, 1993). 

The inner dependability examination was performed utilizing alpha to decide the degree to 

which the things in the questionnaires are related to each other. The internal reliability was 

.89 

 

Teacher questionnaire 

A closed end survey was filled by the instructors on an intentional premise. They 

were solicited to react to a range from closed end inquiries identified with word reference 

use in the classroom and the preparation they give in the class. The survey additionally 

centered on statistic data, for example, sex, nationalities, native language and their 

educating encounters 

Gender Male  Female  

10 15 

Native/non native 4 Native  5 Native 

6 Non-native 10 Non-native 

 

 

Years of 

Experience 

0-3 years  4-6 years 6- 10 years More than 10 

years 

3 6 10 6 

 

Semi-Structured Interview 

The analyst utilized a semi-structured interview to test students' utilization and 

inclinations of lexicons and whether they depend on print or electronic word references. 

With a specific end goal to stay away from any impact of the surveys on the students' 

reactions amid the interviewing time frame, the questions that were at that point directed 

to the students were erased from the online interface. The interview was proposed to elicit 

data on the preparation that students got on the utilization of a word reference. Students' 

readiness to partake in the interview procedure was additionally considered before the 

beginning of the interview. A sum of 40 students (male 20, female 20) took an interest in 

the interview. 

 

Procedure 

            The student and teacher questionnaire were uploaded on the Google questionnaires. 

This framework is composed principally just for the year students and educators. The 

students are required to sign on into this framework utilizing their usernames and 

passwords to check their records in the course consistently. The product enables the 

students to have a decision of either skipping it or reacting to the items of the survey 

questions. 

           Once a student fills the questionnaire or opts to skip it, the questionnaire does not 

again appear on the web page for the second time. At the front webpage of the 

questionnaire, students were informed that there were no right or wrong answers to any of 

the given questions. They were likewise informed that their responses stay confidential and 

would be utilized for explore purposes as it were. Information was dissected utilizing SPSS 
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19.0. Frequency, means and standard deviation, t-test, Two-way repeated measure 

ANOVA tests. P value less than 0.05 were calculated which was considered to be 

significant.  

 

Results and Discussions 
To probe the first research question concerning the significant interaction between 

the use of monolingual dictionary and vocabulary learning proficiency, the descriptive 

statistics was calculated, the results of which are indicated, the relationship between the 

use of monolingual dictionary and vocabulary learning proficiency was investigated using 

Pearson product-moment correlation. The preliminary analyses indicated that there was no 

violation of the normality, linearity and homoscedasticity assumptions. There was a strong 

positive correlation between the two variables (r = 0.607, N = 200, p = 0.001). The shared 

variance between the two variables was 0.36 showing a good coefficient of determination. 

Therefore, the obtained results indicated that the more the use of monolingual dictionary, 

the more the proficiency of vocabulary learning. 

         The outcomes show that the recurrence of word reference use by Thai EFL students 

was direct with a general mean of 2.76 and standard deviation 1.23. Thus, none in rated 

‘frequent.' In view of this finding, the students in the present investigation appear to be 

generally less refined word reference users, utilizing all sort of dictionaries at average 

levels. Three conceivable clarifications can be offered for this finding. To start with, the 

instructors don't urge students to purchase dictionaries and utilize them. Second, the 

students think about English in an EFL setting and do not need it for day by day life. In 

this manner, it was not dire for them to utilize dictionaries oftentimes.. Thirdly, it might 

indicate that this sample did not consist of language learners who were as sophisticated as 

other groups in other contexts, and this may be due in part to the lack of an input-rich 

environment.          

 The results showed that bilingual dictionary is used more frequently than other 

types of dictionaries among low proficiency learners. These differences were corroborated 

through one-way repeated measures ANOVA, which showed significant differences in use 

of types of dictionaries by all the subjects (F =117.649, p=.001). To know where the 

distinction lies between the four kinds of dictionaries, Bonferroni balanced different 

correlations were performed. The outcomes demonstrated that the E-T bilingual dictionary 

is utilized essentially more than the various types (p=.001). Besides, the bilingual 

dictionary is utilized altogether more regularly than (p=.001) the E-E dictionary which in 

turn, is the least-frequently used reference work in the study. On the other hand, no 

significant differences were found between other types. 

 The result agrees with the other studies reviewed in the literature which found that 

L2-L1 bilingual dictionaries were used more frequently than other types of dictionaries 

(Tomaszczyk, 1979; Baxter, 1980; Schmitt, 1997; Alqahtani, 2005; Ali & Siddiek, 2015; 

Wolter, 2015). “L2 learners, even those who have achieved a very high level of L2 

proficiency and have been trained in academic skills, including dictionary use, still reach 

out for a bilingual dictionary” (Laufer and Hadar, 1997, p.189).It is very obvious that the 

subjects of the study rely more frequently on L2-L1 bilingual dictionaries. 
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Concerning recurrence utilization of monolingual dictionary, the outcomes 

demonstrate that it was the minimum utilized dictionary (mean, 2.07) (SD, 1.09). This 

outcome runs in accordance with past research (Tomaszczyk, 1979; Baxter, 1980; 

Battenburg, 1989; Wolter, 2012; Al-Amin and El-Sayed, 2014; Wolter, 2015). Alqahtani 

(2005) found in his examination about the utilization of VLS that Saudi students utilize the 

monolingual word reference less every now and again when contrasted and the bilingual 

dictionary and electronic dictionary. In addition, Al-Jarf (1999) found that 23% of Saudi 

college undergraduates utilize the monolingual dictionary. It could be contended that 

absence of L2 vocabulary information to comprehend monolingual sections caused less 

utilization of it. As indicated by Nesi and Meara, 1994, the monolingual clarification is 

regularly just mostly comprehended by a few students and might be misconstrued by a few. 

The information acquired from the questionnaire was investigated utilizing t-test to 

discover the general frequencies of teachers reactions to the inquiries. Besides, the 

contrasts amongst NS and NNS and between experienced teachers and less experienced 

instructors were important to examine. The outcomes demonstrated that instructors 

seriously like dictionary and think of them as valuable with mean (4.38) and (4.67) 

alongside the generally small standard deviations. 

The results also showed no significant differences between NS and NNS and 

between experienced and less experienced which indicates that the teachers have a strong 

overall agreement about liking dictionaries. Regardless, the reactions to the questionnaire 

concerning utilizing a dictionary in the classroom recommend that they are rarely utilized 

with mean 2.7. 

 

Conclusion 
The outcomes uncovered that students claimed to be utilizing bilingual word 

reference more than other kind of lexicons. Moreover, online dictionaries and Google 

translator reported to be used significantly more than print versions. Consequently, it would 

be valuable for educators to find out about the new innovation in looking into words and 

after that prepare their students in its utilization. Innovation, for example, cell phones and 

lexicon applications make getting to word data an advantageous procedure for some dialect 

students. The examination likewise uncovered that significance was accounted for to be 

the most lexical data looked for by the subjects of the present investigation which runs in 

accordance with all the past examinations directed on lexicon utilize and inclination.  

Besides, the findings demonstrated that the vast majority of the students check their 

lexicons for word importance and spelling and they give careful consideration to other data, 

for example, articulation, showed cases, and collocations. It is absolutely a pity that 

notwithstanding the time and endeavors spent by etymologists on providing distinctive data 

other than word definitions, they are not completely used by the clients (Tono, 2001). Data 

about elocution and grammatical form in a passage can be valuable for students to enhance 

their composition and talking capacities with words. The capacity to utilize words in a 

reasonable, understandable and syntactically revise way likewise turns out to be 

progressively essential as students’ progress in their language capability. 
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Abstract 

Despite several different methods of listening instruction being proposed in the 

field of second language acquisition, it still remains unclear which one is the most effective. 

The objective of this paper, which is a part of an ongoing research, is to propose the 

conceptual framework to develop the ability of Thai undergraduate students’ English 

listening comprehension. A conceptual framework of PM DA-SRS refers to an 

instructional process which integrates self-regulatory strategy instruction (SRS) into the 

implementation of dynamic assessment (DA). Being divided into three modules, the 

process consists of self-regulatory strategy instruction, peer mediator training (PM), and 

the application of PM DA-SRS respectively. The justification to integrate all major 

components of PM DA-SRS is included and the suggestions for future research on 

unexplored areas are discussed in this paper. Apart from being a guideline for listening 

instruction in L2 classrooms, the proposed conceptual framework could pave the way for 

English teachers and researchers to conduct further investigations on related issues.  

 

Keywords: Dynamic assessment; English listening skill; Listening instruction; Peer 

mediator training; Self-regulatory strategies                    

 

Introduction 
Listening is considered one of the four important skills in the field of second 

language acquisition. Several language researchers have supported the importance of 

listening skill in language learning. For example, Peterson (2001) states that “…through 

listening, learners can build an awareness of the language systems at various levels and 

thus establish a base for more fluent productive skills” (p. 87). Gilbert (2005) indicates that 

if students are not able to understand spoken English very well, “they are cut off from the 

language, except from the written form” (p.97). Anderson and Lynch (2003) point out that 

listening and speaking are two equally important skills which need to be developed 

together. Similarly, listening is an essential skill for learning purposes since students 

receive information and gain insights (Wallace, Stariha & Walberg 2004).  

 

Current Practices of Teaching Listening in Thai Context   
When considering this issue in the Thai context, the teaching of listening 

comprehension seems to focus more on product-oriented approach. Watthajarukiat, 

Chatupote and Sukseemuang (2012) claim that although listening courses are introduced 
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into language curriculum in the Thai educational system, insufficient listening strategy 

training is still a major concern.  According to Ratanapruk (2015), Thai students listen to a 

listening text before answering a set of comprehension questions in their listening class, 

where there is no explanation on the listening process or how to listen. Ratanapruk claims 

that the students have not really been taught on how to listen since attention is paid to 

reading and grammar instead. Likewise, Sriprom (2011) agrees that there is less emphasis 

on the process of listening while the use of grammar, writing, and reading skills is the main 

focus in the classroom. Ngonkum (2010) claims that a product approach; where individual 

students learn by listening to a text prepared by the teacher and then answer factual 

questions can be found in Thai classrooms. Another common practice in Thai educational 

system which shows that listening skill has not received much attention is the fact that this 

skill is not included in most examinations (Puakpong, 2005). Thai students may perceive 

listening as the least important skill compared to reading which is tested in almost every 

examination. With the problems mentioned above, most Thai students have suffered from 

English listening comprehension as shown in numerous studies (Jierakul, 2003; Puakpong, 

2005 & Ratanapruk, 2015). When compared to those from South-East Asian countries, 

Thai students are still unsuccessful in listening comprehension (Wiriyachitra, 2003). Since 

research on effective teaching of English listening comprehension in the Thai context is 

rare, it is, therefore, important to reconceptualize an instructional process to develop Thai 

undergraduate students’ English listening ability.  

 

The Objective of the Paper 
In order to develop Thai undergraduate students’ English listening comprehension 

ability, it is important to put primary emphasis on the use of process-oriented approach. 

According to Chen (2009, p.55), listening practices should “shift the attention from test-

oriented teaching towards more student-centered instruction, in which the key focus is on 

helping students to develop their listening strategies and learn how to actively listen”. This 

paper, therefore, aims to propose the conceptual framework of PM DA-SRS (Permpoonsap 

& Swetvacharkul, in press), an instructional process which integrates self-regulatory 

strategy instruction (SRS) into the implementation of dynamic assessment (DA). Being 

divided into three modules, the process consists of self-regulatory strategy instruction, peer 

mediator training (PM), and the application of PM DA-SRS respectively.  

 

Definitions of Terms 

 Dynamic Assessment (DA ) refers to integrated listening activities of student 

interactions where a mediator offers assistance (in the form of mediating prompts) to 

students who have listening difficulties in the classroom setting.  

 Self-regulatory Strategy (SRS) refers to an explicit instruction of metacognitive and 

cognitive strategies.  

 PM DA-SRS instructional process stands for peer-mediated DA-SRS and refers to an 

instructional process consisting of three main modules, which are strategy instruction, 

peer mediator training, and PM DA-SRS application respectively. By following this 

process, one appointed student takes the role of mediator offering assistance to other 

students who face listening difficulties.  
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 Listening comprehension ability refers to Thai undergraduate students’ ability to 

understand verbal messages based on daily life context. 

 Peer Mediation refers to the process where a student offers assistance in the form of 

mediating prompts to other students who have listening difficulties. The student who 

offers assistance is called a mediator.  

The following section provides a review of the literature relating to all major 

components of PM DA-SRS.  

 

Review of the Literature 

Why Dynamic Assessment (DA)? 

DA refers to an integration of testing and teaching into a joint activity which helps 

the activation of the learners’ cognitive and Meta Cognitive processes (Ableeva & Lantolf, 

2011). One major element of DA is to provide assistance in the form of mediation, which 

aims to develop the learners’ cognitive processes (Haywood & Lidz, 2007) or to modify 

the learners’ thinking process (Haywood & Tzuriel, 2002). Based on Vygotsky’s 

perspective, mediation is a means of studying social process, which reflects that learning 

occurs from the social mediation provided by interactions .This, therefore, is expected to 

lead to an increased level of the students’ learning performance. Although DA prescribes 

mediated teacher-examinee dialogue during assessment procedure (Sternberg & 

Grigorenko, 2002), the proposed conceptual framework of PM DA-SRS focuses more on 

dynamic listening tasks involving interaction among students rather than listening 

assessments. Many researchers (Ohta, 2001; Swain, Brooks, & Tocalli, 2002) believe that 

language acquisition and learning can be achieved through joint interactions by providing 

prompts, hints, or clarifications. 

Originating from the principles of Vygotsky’s (1978) sociocultural theory or SCT 

which focuses on the role of social interaction towards human learning, DA refers to the 

integrated activities of instruction and assessment with two major approaches: 

interventionist and interactionist (Lantolf & Poehner, 2004). In the interventionist 

approach, the instruction as an intervention in the form of mediation is provided to those 

having learning difficulties. Since the intervention is pre-fabricated or prepared in advance, 

it is considered a more formal and standardized approach. On the other hand, learning 

occurs through an interaction in which the examiner simultaneously reacts to the 

examinee’s needs in the interactionist approach. Since it is a spontaneous interaction, the 

mediation which can be in the form of hints or prompts is not planned in advance. In this 

regard, it can be concluded, that the major difference between the interventionist and 

interactionist approaches in DA lies in their different ways of mediation.  

In most cases, it is normal for one teacher to manage or deal with a group of 

learners. Poehner (2009), therefore, proposes two formats of Group-DA; Concurrent and 

Cumulative, which can be applied in the language classroom. In the concurrent G-DA, the 

teacher interacts with the entire group of students by calling one of them to answer the 

question. Once an individual fails to answer the question, the teacher mediates while calling 

another student to give the answer. The interaction between primary and secondary 

interactants rapidly changes in the concurrent format. In the cumulative G-DA, the teacher 

“conducts a series of one-to-one DA interactions…that is, the individuals take turns 
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engaging directly as primary interactants with the teacher, with the understanding that each 

subsequent one-to-one exchange will have the advantage of building on earlier interactions 

that the class witnessed” (Poehner, 2009, p. 476).   

 

DA and the Student as a Peer Mediator (PM) 
Originally, DA which has been influenced by the SCT theory deals with one-to-one 

interaction between teacher as an expert and student as a novice. The teacher’s role in DA 

classroom is to provide assistance in the form of mediating prompts to those having 

learning difficulties. Several studies (Ableeva, 2008; Sara, Saeed, & Hossein, 2015; Wang, 

2015) have shown that DA with teacher as a mediator can help to develop the students’ 

ability particularly in L2 listening. However, in order to promote a student-centered 

approach, a group of students, therefore, is assigned to be peer mediators in DA format in 

the proposed conceptual framework. There have been numerous research studies proving 

that students were able to be mediators who assisted their peers during small group work.   

A study conducted by Davin and Donato (2013) examined the collaboration in 

small-group tasks of young language learner studying Spanish. More specifically, the study 

sought to determine whether learners were able to mediate their peers during the writing 

task and whether this mediation could be traced back to participation in classroom DA. 

Findings reported that learners were capable to mediate their peers after participating in 

classroom DA. Davin and Donato (2013) conclude that small group activities should be 

embedded in classroom DA.  

With relation to peer assistance in the classroom context, Swain et al. (2002) 

conducted a study on peer-peer dialogue or collaborative dialogue linked to second 

language learning. The study showed that collaborative dialogue occurs in language 

learning process when learners encounter linguistic problems and attempt to solve them 

together. Although few adverse effects of peer collaboration were reported in the study, 

Swain et al. conclude that peer-peer collaborative dialogue mediates second language 

learning and that teaching learners how to collaborate may be important to enhance peer-

mediated learning.  

Another research work relating to peer-assisted learning indicates positive learning 

outcomes: Conducted by Duke and Daly (2011), the study examines the effects of peer-

delivered reading intervention on the oral reading fluency of a first-grade student who was 

considered poor in reading fluency. Through a structured intervention protocol, same-grade 

peers were trained to give mediation to the student who was a poor reader. Results reported 

that reading improvements were observed from appropriate peer intervention as mediators.  

 

Why Self-Regulation (SR)?  
Many research studies agree that self-regulated learning positively relates to 

academic achievement across education levels and subject areas )Dornyei, 2005; Van 

DenHurk, 2006). Dornyei defines self-regulation in second language learning as “the 

degree to which individuals are active participants in their own learning” (p. 191). 

Similarly, Pintrich )2000 (describes self-regulation as “an active, constructive process 

whereby learners set goals for their learning and attempt to monitor, regulate, and control 

their cognition, motivation, behavior, guided and constructed by their goals and contextual 
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features in the environment) ”p. 453.( In the field of second language learning, training 

students to be aware of their own process of self-regulated learning can lead to a better 

understanding of how students select their academic goals, choose their problem-solving 

strategies, and adjust their plans of action and effort in accordance with their success )Paris 

& Newman, 1990 .( 

Oxford’s (2011) Strategic Self-Regulation Model is applied to the proposed 

conceptual framework on the justification that it includes three major learning theories 

which can be categorized into three dimensions: cognitive, affective, and socio-cultural 

interactive. Cognitive strategies refer to strategies used in applying second language 

knowledge during the learning process .Although Oxford )2011 (does not include 

metacognitive strategies in her taxonomy as a separate dimension, she adds ‘meta-

strategies ’that involve metacognitive )managing cognitive strategies(, meta-affective 

)managing affective strategies(, and meta-social strategies )managing socio-cultural 

strategies( instead. 

  

Justifications to Integrate SRS into DA 

The justification to integrate SRS into DA practice is due to the fact that both 

theories share some similarities in terms of their concepts and principles .The concept of 

mediated learning which has been influenced by Vygotsky’s )1978 (socio-cultural model 

is found in dynamic assessment where mediation is offered to learners to help them co-

construct a ZPD )Poehner, 2009.( The zone of proximal development or ZPD can be 

described as the difference between an individual’s current level of performance and the 

increased level of performance after the mediation (Vygotsky, 1978). Similarly, Oxford 

)2011 (mentions in her Strategic Self-Regulation )S2R( Model that learning strategies can 

be learned and developed through help or mediation from others .Oxford explains that this 

concept is the foundation of Reuven Feuerstein’s Instrumental Enrichment )IE (Program, 

which focuses on mediated learning .By incorporating self-regulatory strategies to the DA 

procedure, it is believed that L2 learners can benefit more from training compared to the 

current methods of listening instruction) (Oxford, 2011).  

 

Previous DA studies on English Listening Comprehension Ability 
Numerous studies have been carried out to investigate how to increase the students’ 

English listening performance. Most of them focus on the instruction of listening strategies 

and suggest that listening strategies can and should be taught to enable students to become 

competent listeners (Goh, 2008; Vandergrift & Goh, 2012). Only a few studies have 

examined the pedagogical applications of DA on L2 listening skill.  

A study conducted by Ableeva (2010) reported on a DA project carried out with a 

group of university level intermediate learners of French to improve listening ability. 

Ableeva’s study followed three stages of non-dynamic and dynamic pretest, enrichment 

program, and non-dynamic and dynamic post test. The results revealed that when being 

offered mediation in the form of leading questions, hints, and prompts, the learners showed 

their responsiveness to assistance. Ableeva concludes that the learners’ poor performance 

resulted from a lack of lexical knowledge of L2 with limited knowledge of the L2 culture. 

Another research study conducted by Hidri (2014) investigated a dynamic assessment of 
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listening comprehension of 60 university EFL learners. The learners responded to two 

different listening assessments; static and dynamic. Qualitative findings indicated that the 

new assessment provided better insights into learners’ cognitive and metacognitive 

processes although the raters were still doubtful about the DA practice.  

Browsing the literature of DA research on English listening comprehension ability, 

it can be concluded that most of the studies have relied mainly on one-to-one interaction 

between a teacher and a learner. Therefore, the proposed conceptual framework in this 

study deals with G-DA (see details in section 2.1) in which the students take the mediator 

role instead of the teacher.  

 

Proposed Conceptual Framework: PM DA-SRS  

The proposed conceptual framework can be applied to a group of Thai undergraduate 

students whose English proficiency is considered at an intermediate level, which is 

equivalent to IELTS score of six or TOEFL score of 500 at the minimum. Table 1 proposes 

the schedule of PM DA-SRS instructional process, which approximately lasts for seven 

weeks.  

 

Table 1: Schedule of PM DA-SRS Instructional Process 

Week Session (3 hours) 

1 Strategy instruction 

2 Peer mediator training 

3 PM DA-SRS session I 

4 PM DA-SRS session II 

5 PM DA-SRS session III 

6 PM DA-SRS session IV 

7 PM DA-SRS session V 

  

Table 1 shows the number of PM DA-SRS sessions to be conducted. The following 

sections explain in detail the three modules of PM DA-SRS which are strategy training, 

peer mediator training, and the application of PM DA-SRS respectively.   

 

Strategy Instruction 

Starting from the first week, all students are trained with metacognitive and 

cognitive strategies. Four metacognitive strategies based on Oxford’s (2011) Strategic 

Self-Regulation (S2R) Model selected to be taught to the students are planning, organizing, 

monitoring, and evaluating. 10 Cognitive strategies of training to the students are: 

activating knowledge, conceptualizing broadly, conceptualizing with details, predicting, 

elaborating, inferencing, note-taking, summarizing, focusing attentively, and double-

checking (Oxford, 2011; Vandergrift & Goh, 2012). According to Chamot (2005), many 

factors are included in strategy instruction. The factors include the development of 

students’ awareness of their strategies, teacher modeling of strategic thinking, identifying 

the strategies by name, providing opportunities for practice and self-evaluation.  
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Peer Mediator Training 

During the second week, the students are trained to be ready for the mediator role .

The peer mediator training consists of two components which are as follows:  

 Overview of DA in Practice 

An overview of background in DA is presented to the students in the form of lectures. This 

is to make sure that the students understand the PM DA-SRS instructional process and 

become more confident to follow the process accurately and effectively.  

 Mediator Demonstration and Practice 

Based on Bandura’s (1977) Social Learning Theory, people can learn by observing 

the behavior of others and the outcome of those behaviors. With this in mind, the 

teacher/researcher demonstrates how to act as a mediator to the students following Lantolf 

and Poehner’s (2004, 2011) interventionist approach in a group format where hints are 

fully prepared in advance. After the demonstration, a list of five mediating prompts is 

introduced to the students. Generally, a mediator provides mediation in the form of 

mediating prompts. The mediating prompts used in the proposed conceptual framework 

are adapted from Ableeva’s )2010 (typology of mediator’s strategies used to deal with 

students with listening difficulties in L2 DA context. Since the proposed conceptual 

framework is based on a G-DA in concurrent format where one student takes the mediator 

role instead of a teacher, some mediating prompts were adapted to be comprehensible for 

the students. Table 2 contains five mediating prompts from the most implicit to the most 

explicit ones.  

 

Table 2: Mediating Prompts  

Level of explicitness Mediating prompts 

Prompt 1  Accepting response 

Mediator  “ Yes, Very good, Ok, That’s it ”.  

Rejecting response  

Mediator  “ Did the speaker say that? Are you sure?” 

Prompt 2 Replaying the )Replaying a specific detail( 

Mediator  “ Let’s listen to this part again.” 

Prompt 3 

 

Giving some key words 

Mediator  “ Here are some key words I am going to give 

to you”. 

Prompt 4 

 

Offering choices or a contextual clue such as synonym, 

antonym, definition, or example 

Mediator  “ Mosques for Muslims, church for?     ” 

Prompt 5 Providing explicit explanation by distributing the audio 

transcript with correct response( 

Mediator  “ The correct answer is.”.…… 

Source :Ableeva’s (2010) Typology of mediator’s strategies  
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The students need to know how and when to use each prompt. Therefore, it is also 

important to let students practice taking the mediator role to gain first-hand experience 

(Dewey, 1998). By doing this, the students are expected to become more familiar with the 

process of offering mediating prompts to their peers.  

Before the training session ends, all students are divided into small groups, 

consisting of five members per group. Since there are five sessions of PM DA-SRS, each 

student in the group will have to perform their mediator roles one time during weeks 3 to 

7. It should be noted here that audio scripts and keys to the correct answers should be 

distributed in advance to those who will serve as mediators of the group.   

 

The Application of PM DA-SRS Process 

In the last module, the mediators of each group will follow three stages as follows: 

 Stage one: Assessing the Student’s Listening Ability 

In order to perceive the students’ actual level of listening ability, all students listen to one 

selected listening text together for the first time and try to answer comprehension questions 

in their listening worksheets independently. The suggested source of listening text is BBC 

Learning English, which offers a variety of listening contexts while the listening worksheet 

refers to a set of comprehension questions based on the listening text. Moreover, in order 

to prepare the students to be ready for the listening text, a pre-listening activity to activate 

the students’ background knowledge is also provided in the form of discussion.    

 Stage two: Offering Mediating Prompts 

Once all students finish their listening worksheets, the mediator of each group starts calling 

one of their members to answer the first question in the worksheets. Following Poehner’s 

(2009) Concurrent format of G-DA, if that member gives a wrong response, the mediator 

offers the first prompt as a feedback and calls upon a different member in the group to 

reformulate the answer. In case the answer is still incorrect, the second prompt will be 

offered while another different member is called to provide a correct answer. The process 

continues until the correct answer is reached.  

 Stage three :Discussing Effective Strategies 

When all correct answers are revealed, the students listen to the text for the last time with 

a copy of the audio transcript to read in silence .Then, the mediators of each group discuss 

with their own members the most effective strategies, with particular attention to look for 

other effective methods to complete comprehension questions in next time’s listening 

worksheet with more accuracy   . 

In summary, the PM DA-SRS helps to develop the students’ English listening 

comprehension ability and consists of three modules which are strategy instruction, peer 

mediator training, and the application of PM DA-SRS respectively. The proposed PM DA-

SRS can be summarized in the figure given below:  
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Figure 1: The Proposed PM DA-SRS to Develop English Listening Comprehension           

Ability 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion  
 This paper does not contain data needed for methodology since it is a conceptual 

paper which proposes a conceptual framework of PM DA-SRS as an instructional process 

consisting of three modules; strategy instruction, peer mediator training, and the 

application of PM DA-SRS. It is hoped that an integration of self-regulatory strategy 

instruction into the implementation of dynamic assessment can contribute to some 

theoretical and pedagogical implications for future research. With regard to its 

applicability, DA can be integrated with classroom instruction to develop the students’ 

English listening comprehension ability since DA helps to develop the students’ cognitive 

and metacognitive processes. It is also hoped that the proposed conceptual framework can 

be useful for practitioners to incorporate DA into the listening strategy training practice 

and adjust teaching practices to suit the needs of their own students who may possess 

different learning characteristics.  

 Since studies on training students to be peer mediators in DA format is still limited, 

future research should explore in more detail the mechanisms that make the training 

process become more effective in classroom practices.  
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Abstract  
       The researcher has conducted the research on online gaming addicted children in 

Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province for a year.  The objectives of this 

research are 1. to study the behavior of online gaming addicted children and adolescents 

2.to research into the solution for online gaming addiction among children and adolescents 

3.to research into the model of activities strengthening children and adolescents in order to 

reduce severity of online gaming addiction among them.  

           The sample group of 400 people which were selected by accidental sampling was 

set follow Yamane’ s sample size calculation.  The research tools are 1. literature review 

2. creating questionnaire 3. creating form for evaluation after the activities strengthening 

children and adolescents have been done. The researcher analyzed quantitative data from 

the questionnaires by using the approach of descriptive statistics such as percentage, 

frequency, Mean and standard deviation.  The study was found that, mostly, children and 

adolescents wanted their families and concerning organizations to hold activities making 

use of their time at the highest level (X =4.83). The second most, at the highest level (X
= 4. 43) , wanted concerning organizations hold activities related to using English for 

communication because it was                 an important subject for their future career.  

 

Keywords: English Activities; Self-Esteem; Online Gaming Addiction  

 

Background          
 Receiving the research fund of 2016 from National Research Council of 

Thailand,the researcher had conducted the research on online gaming addicted children in 

Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province for a year.  The reason which the 

researcher conducted research in Sung Noen District was that this area is a big district 

according to big city arrangement done by the Ministry of Interior.  Moreover, the number 

of online gaming addicted children in this area was in Thailand’s top ten ranks arranged by 

the Ministry of Public Health. Both ministries conducted the survey in 2016.  

 The researcher decided to conduct research on children and adolescents because          

these groups are significant human resource of every nation.  They are essential force 

developing their countries for prosperity and stability.  Furthermore, children today are 

going to be adults in the future and be responsible for taking care of their society, economy, 
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culture and any changes on the horizon.  As a result, developing children and adolescents 

to be quality people is an important mission of education personnel and researchers.  

 However, in the age of social media in Thailand, it was found that online games 

have substantial effects on children and youth, that is, a lot of them have been trapped in 

this addiction problem because these children and adolescents cannot analyze and consider 

issues carefully and properly. Consequently, many of them have been addicted to the online 

world.  Online gaming addiction also has negative effects on players such as health 

problems — short eyesight, photophobia, etc. — because they need to keep looking at the 

screens when playing. These can affect nervous system and cause dizziness. Playing games 

for a long time, in addition, can affect the players’ muscles and body movement.  

 

 
 

Figure 1 One game online shop where is located in Sung Noen District, Nakhon  

                Ratchasima Province 

 

 Besides health problems resulted from gaming addiction, there are bad effects on 

mental health because after playing games for a long time, the players are addicted to 

victory and accustomed to competing as well as being able to control because they can do 

when playing games.  They are pleased when everything goes as they wish; therefore, they 

lack in discipline, are unable to restrain themselves and become even more aggressive. 

Online games also result in players’ learning. Lacking in attention, the players cannot learn 

in class, and they do not focus on anything except online games.  These results indicated 

that online games seriously have negative impacts on children and youth.  If these people 

have problems, the society as a whole will be in trouble, too.  Nowadays, there is more 

online prostitution, that is, there are online game communities, and players in the 

communities bet money on the games they play.  If the players losing a bet do not have 
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enough money to pay their debt, they will be harmed or forced to perform sex services for 

money. Playing online games is no longer a minor problem; however, it widely affects the 

society and becomes a part of the crime chain.  

 Because of the online gaming addiction problem among children and adolescents 

in Sung Noen District, the researcher desires to know the variables and factors affecting on 

online gaming addiction in children and adolescents and find the solution with concerning 

parties.  The solution needs to be based on “ acknowledgement of solving methods and 

direct reflection from children. ”  The researcher truly hopes that the research result can 

become an approach for solving online gaming addiction among children in other regions 

in the future.  

 

Literature review 
 The researcher presents related literature and information by separating into 2 

points:  1.definition of online gaming addicted children and adolescents 2. using activities 

to improve children’s and youth’s potential. The 2 points are described in details as follows.  

 

Concept and definition of online gaming addicted children and youth 

This part of literature review is aimed to clarify the definition of online gaming 

addicted children and youth.  Saranya Priwanarat ( 2010)  explained that an online game 

means an activity that a player, or more than one, plays or competes on the computer 

connecting to internet, and many players can play at different places with or without paying 

money.        Saranya’s explanation complies with Nattanit Kanlanopas’s definition (2007) 

explaining that online game is a game played on a computer connecting to the internet 

which enables players to communicate, or there are online activities making players feel 

that they are part of their groups, competition, and gamble anywhere and anytime without 

limit on the number of players. The popular type of online games in Thailand is role playing 

games ( RPG) .  The stories are made up based on the structure of legends, fictions or 

cartoons.  These games have continuous stories to follow and players’ communities.  The 

characters in these games are designed to represent the players’ characteristic to make each 

player involve in the games. When the stories go on, the players will enjoy the virtual 3-D 

pictures with many kinds of music, and these enhance particularity of the games.  From 

these reasons, children and adolescents are excited with online games, and they are trapped 

in this condition for so long that they become addicted to the games.  

Definition of online gaming addiction:  Chanvit Pornnoppadol mentioned online 

gaming addiction that players cannot monitor how long they will play games; thus, they 

can continue playing for several hours. It can affect the children’s responsibility especially 

for studying because children have spent much time on playing games.  They may skip 

classes or sneak out of their houses to play games; as a result, their grades become lower. 

Some of them may ignore socialization and their responsibility.  The severity is separated 

into 2 levels  as follows.  

1.  Addicted behavior of casual gamer means the situation that players spend time 

on playing games for 3 hours a day at maximum or 4- 16 hours a week without showing a 

sign of trouble that may cause physical or mental problems.  However, troublesome 

behavior may be slightly noticed when the players are not allowed to play games.  
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2. Addicted behavior of hardcore gamer means the situation that players spend time 

on playing games over 3 hours a day of 16-30 hours a week or spend the whole time, which 

should be spent on something else, on playing games. The players are obsessed by online 

games so much that they are not interested in any activities or even their own routine. When 

they cannot play games, they will be restless and upset, and this may cause emotional and 

mental problems. 

 

Approaches strengthening children and adolescents through constructive 

Activities 

This part of the study explains the definition and importance of children and 

adolescents development through constructive activities enabling children and adolescents           

to make best use of their free time; therefore, gaming addiction problems among children 

can be lessened. Full details are described below. 

Definition and importance of people development and reinforcement:

 Somchat Kityanyong (2012, p.29) defined the human resource development aiming 

to create the best benefit to each organization and person as an improvement based on 

learner-centered approaches by creating good surroundings during learning, practicing or 

improving process to reach the goals or objectives of changes in human behavior. For 

example, there are good feelings between learners during self-development or learners and 

staff. They can develop good relationship with each other, and that promotes the friendly 

atmosphere for training or human resource development. Friendly atmosphere can bring 

enjoyment and entertainment to the trainees, being challenged of thinking and showing 

knowledge and potential, as well as the activities.  
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Figure 2 Approaches strengthening children and adolescents through constructive              

               Activities 

Source   https://www.google.co.th/search/learning/outcome/English/classroom 

 

      Woradanu Jeeradechakul (2008, pp.111-112) stated that recreation is a kind of 

life experience of people deciding to do or participate voluntarily in their free time.  The 

outcome is pleasure, and the recreation must not be contrary to local or communities’ 

tradition.  People participating in the recreation are required interest, passion and 

willingness.  However, recreation for children has not specific limitation; instead, the 

activity framework is similar to that of adolescents and people in general. As we may know, 

the nature of children is expression and playing for enjoyment; thus, recreation for children 

should be the combination of playing and learning.  The combination is the only way 

corresponding to the nature of children.  In addition, processes and patterns of activities 

need to focus on children’ s development as a whole,that is, physical, mental, emotional 

and social development at the same time.  

 The idea mentioned above corresponds to that of Ajjima Wannakul ( 2016) 

saying that to develop recreation for the best benefit for children and youth, it is important 

to base on these criteria as follows.  1. the activity should enable children to sharpen their 

thinking skill and can be used for other skills improvement in accordance with the 

objectives of this project. 2.the activity should encourage children to be brave and express 

themselves properly.  3.the activity need to enhance children’s prompt decision to be used 

as a solution to pressing problems. 4.the activity need to be conducted with discipline and 

promote love including unity among group members.  5. the activity need to enhance 

participants’ ethics and enable them  to learn follow democracy.  

           Woradanu Jeeradechakul ( 2008, p.142)  said that game is an activity for 

pleasure, and people of all genders at all ages can enjoy it.  Game does not have many 

complicated rules but easy to understand to give players pleasure; moreover, game can be 

adapted to be an activity for skill improvement and become the activity aimed at other 

goals. Goals of playing game are 1) to make children enjoy and have fun 2) to develop fair 

play behavior and sportsmanship 3)  to improve personality, health and body shape 4)  to 

stimulate the whole body’s response function of nervous system that makes children more 

active and ready to learn new things 5)  to improve children’ s self- esteem 6)  to practice 

collaboration in the groups.  

      Furthermore, Jeeracha Jaipiam ( 2008, pp.109- 110)  explained the activity 

framework, that is, there are many large frameworks; thus, activities need to be based on 

willingness, passion and pleasure.  The results from those activities are criteria for 

evaluation.  There is also wide range of activities such as handicrafts, games and sports, 

hobbies, playing music and singing, dancing, rhythmic activities, acting, doing activities 

in suburbs, reading, writing, and speaking, social activities, special activities and volunteer 

activities.  

      Besides these activity frameworks, at present supplementary activities can be 

separated from the main ones, and they can also be outstanding because they are being 

popular among children and youth.  The Ministry of Tourism and Sports have pushed the 

process forward and included it in the curriculum of the Institute of Physical Education. 
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Here are some examples of activities—  travelling, field trips, group or human relation 

activities, recreation for mental development and peace, and recreation for health and 

physical fitness.  

 

Research related to problems of online gaming addicted youth 

      Thawatchai Aeksanti ( 2010)  studied the improvement of prevention and 

solution of online gaming addiction among adolescents by participatory activity of people 

in Muang District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province.  This research is a kind of research and 

development from gaming addiction screening test ( GAST) .  It was found that male 

students have gaming addicted behavior at the percentage of 3. 04, and at 10. 71 are 

infatuated with or almost addicted to the games. Whereas, female students at the percentage 

of 3. 91 are addicted to games, and at 4. 92 are infatuated with or almost addicted to the 

games. Also, the research result of phase     2 revealed that local organizations participated 

in each process of activities very well.  There was participation of committee and 

representatives from many parts. Consequently, community’ s problem prevention and 

solution projects could be embarked on.  In total, there are 8 projects which local 

organizations are on a committee of each.  The committee has assigned these projects to 

plans of many organizations such as schools and local administration organizations. These 

projects are able to help prevent and solve online gaming addiction problems of adolescents 

in the communities.  

 The research above corresponds to that of Pannatorn Chatchawarat and Dolruedi 

Pechkwang ( 2009)  who studied factors of online gaming addiction among adolescents in 

Muang District, Phayao Province.  It was found that adolescents are victim of the games, 

and that leads to more social problems.  As a result, they researched on factors of online 

gaming addiction among adolescents in Muang District, Phayao Province, and the 

objectives are to find the percentage of adolescents addicted to games and to find the factors 

of gaming addiction among adolescents in Muang District, Phayao Province.  The research 

revealed that the characteristic of each adolescent, family, friend and surroundings has 

influences on gaming addiction of adolescents.  If adolescents live in broken families and 

surroundings allowing them to play games and like to stick with their friends, there is a 

good chance that those adolescents will addict to games although they know very well 

about good and bad effects of playing games.  That is why anyone who is in charge of 

taking care of adolescents should give priority to them and realize that problems need to 

be solved seriously by gathering associate members to analyze adolescents’ motivation for 

playing games and find the truly precise solution.  It is also essential to build up the 

adolescents’  strength including potential and allow them to join the campaign and solve 

gaming addiction problem together.  These can solve gaming addiction problem precisely 

and sustainably.  

 

Research methodology 

Population and samples  

         Population of this research is children and adolescents in Makluea Kao 

Subdistrict, Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province.  The sample group of 400 
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people, which were selected from the specific population by accidental sampling, was set 

follow the sample size calculation of Yamane with the use of formula/or tables.  

 

Research tools 

Quantitative research was conducted by tool which was questionnaire about 

strengthening children and adolescents to reduce severity of online gaming addiction 

problem in Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province.  In the questionnaire, 

questions were both open and close- ended, and the researcher created research tools as 

follows. 

  

Literature review 

 Creating 1 set of questionnaires about strengthening children and adolescents 

to reduce severity of online gaming addiction problem in Sung Noen District, Nakhon 

Ratchasima Province, and the structure of this questionnaire can be divided into  4 parts 

as follows.  

 

 Part 1 Questions about survey participants’ information such as gender, 

age,educational level, monthly income, the number of family members, type of 

accommodation, and birthplace 

 Part 2 Questions about online game playing behavior 

 Part 3 Questions about activities requiring support from children’s  

   guardians and concerning organizations to reduce the time for  

   playing online games 

    Part 4 Comments and suggestions  

 

 Creating 1 set of form for evaluation after the activities, which is about 

strengthening children and adolescents to reduce severity of online gaming addiction 

problem in Makluea Kao Subdistrict, Sung Noen District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province, 

have been done. This performance evaluation form is divided into 5 points: 1. competence 

in communicative skill 2. competence in thinking skill 3. competence in problem solving 

skill 4.competence in living a life 5.competence in technology. 

 

Evaluation of research tool quality 

 The researcher evaluated content validity with the help from 3 people, the advisor 

and professionals, reviewing the questionnaire to make it more precise and cover all 

objectives of this research. Then the researcher tested research tool reliability by finding 

the coefficient Cronbach’s alpha and using the questionnaire as a pre-test requiring 30 

children and adolescents in Muang District, Nakhon Ratchasima Province to take. The 

result from questionnaire about strengthening children and adolescents is 0.85, and the 

result from the form evaluating performance of activities, which strengthen children and 

adolescents, is 0.89. This indicates that the reliability of this questionnaire is high, and it 

can convey the precise meaning that matches with the research objectives.  
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Data analysis and statistics  

     Analyzing quantitative data from questionnaire was based on descriptive 

statistics such as percentage, frequency, mean and standard deviation, whereas the data 

form performance evaluation form was analyzed based on mean and standard deviation to 

evaluate the performance.  To process the data, a statistical software was used, and the 

evaluation criteria ( Sorachai Phisayaboot, Saowarot Yaisawang, and Preecha 

Asavadachanukorn. 2006,p.43) can be considered as follows.  

Mean Meaning 

1.00 - 1.80 (significance/performance) lowest 

1.81 - 2.60 (significance/performance) low 

2.61 - 3.40 (significance/performance) medium 

3.41 - 4.20 (significance/performance) high 

 

Discussion 

 The researcher presents 2 interesting tables of data analysis in details below.   

Detail 
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1.For pleasure 304 76.00 81 20.25 15 3.75 400 100.00 

2.For excitement 201 50.25 103 25.75 96 24.00 400 100.00 

3.For relaxation 333 83.25 47 11.75 20 5.00 400 100.00 

4.For stress relief 182 45.50 175 43.75 43 10.75 400 100.00 

5.To keep making new friends   193 48.25 122 30.50 85 21.25 400 100.00 

6.To spend free time most wisely 81 20.25 156 39.00 163 40.75 400 100.00 

7.For sportsmanship 147 36.75 141 35.25 112 28.00 400 100.00 

8.To build up concentration  85 21.25 174 43.50 141 35.25 400 100.00 

9.Being ignored by family members 51 12.75 174 43.50 175 43.75 400 100.00 

10.Parent(s) not having enough time  63 15.75 89 22.25 248 62.00 400 100.00 

 

Table 1    Motivation and causes of online gaming addiction among children and  

      adolescents. 

  

 The table 1 shows that children and adolescents express their ideas about 

motivation for playing online games. Participant, 304 people or at the percentage of 76.00, 

play games for pleasure; 201people or at the percentage of 50.25. There are 333 people, at 

the percentage of 83.25, playing for relaxation, and 182 people, at the percentage of 45.50, 

playing of stress relief.  Many people, at the number of 193 or percentage of 48. 25, keep 

making new friends, whereas 81 people, at the percentage of 20. 25, want to spend their 

free time most wisely.  For sportsmanship, 147 people or at the percentage of 36. 75 play 

online games, and 85 people or at the percentage of 21. 25 do it for concentration.  There 
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are also 51 people, at the percentage of 12. 75, playing games because they have been 

ignored by their families and 63 people or at the percentage of 15. 75 do it because their 

parents do not have enough time for them.  

 
The need for participation in constructive activities 

reducing the severity of online gaming addiction X  S.D. 
Significance 

Level 
Rank 

1.Requirement for families and concerning organizations 

to hold activities for spending free time most wisely.  4.83 0.38 
Highest 1 

2.Requirement of enjoyable activities enabling children 

to learn about nature around their communities.  4.30 0.47 
Highest 3 

3.Requirement of activities and projects creating job 

opportunities and developing further education.  4.20 0.41 
Highest 4 

4.Requirement of sport events developing good 

relationship between people in community to prevent 

drug addiction.  3.90 0.40 

High 5 

5.Requirement for concerning organizations to hold 

activities enabling children to use English for 

communication as it is an important subject for future 

career.    4.43 0.94 

Highest 2 

Total 4.33 0.63 Highest  

 

Table 2 The ideas of children and adolescents suggesting the way to reduce time 

                  spent on playing online games and to stop playing them.   
      

 The table 2 shows that the ideas of children and adolescents, suggesting the way to    

reduce time spent on playing online games and to stop playing them, reaches the highest 

significance level ( X =4.33) .  It is interesting that the first top 3 are in the highest level. 

Considering one by one in details, the researcher found that the requirement for families 

and concerning organizations to hold activities for spending free time most wisely is in the 

first highest level ( X =4.83).  The second highest one ( X =4.43)  is the requirement for 

concerning organizations to hold activities, enabling children to use English for 

communication as it is an important subject for their future career.  The third highest one (

X =3.90) is the requirement of enjoyable activities, enabling children to learn about nature 

around their communities. On the other hand, the last 2 ranks of statistical analysis are the 

requirement of activities and projects creating job opportunities and developing further 

education, and it is in the highest level ( X = 4. 20) .  Last, the requirement of sport events, 

developing good relationship between people in community to prevent drug addiction, is 

in the high level (X =3.90).  

 

Conclusion and Suggestion 
 From the result, it can be concluded that children and adolescents in Sung Noen 

District suggested ideas and solution for online gaming addiction problem in their own 

community.  The interesting point is that parents and concerning organizations should 

create activities and enable children and adolescents to spend their free time wisely so as 

not to be obsessed by online games. Most people need English language activities, and that 

corresponds to informal interview result, that is, children and adolescents see crucial 
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importance of English as it is a subject for their further education and future career. English 

activities need to be enjoyable, not stressful, and encourage participants to use more 

English in their daily lives; moreover, children and adolescents in the sample group 

suggested activities that include knowledge of English related to their communities.  

                The result mentioned above is similar to that of Intuon Panyaworasit ( 2015) 

conducting research on the requirement, made by children and adolescents in Pang Maka 

District, Lampang Province, Thailand, for self- improvement.  The objective is to ask 

children’s and adolescents’ opinions about problems and solutions that they have expected 

their parents, teachers and governmental bodies to help them with.  The research revealed 

that 67 percent of children and adolescents have considered online gaming addiction as 

potential danger leading to crime.  Because online game communities have been created 

while playing, players are induced to supply drugs and prostitute. Whereas, 76 percent have 

expected concerning organizations and their families to support and give them an 

opportunity to do constructive activities that are beneficial to themselves. After conducting 

in- depth interview about the subject they want to study the most, it was found that 81 

percent of them want to take English course the most. Generally, the reason is that English 

is not stressful but fun and it can be applied further to their lives and career development 

in the future. 

 

 
        

Figure 2 The researcher presented the research result for Executive Board of Maklueo 

Kao Subdistrict for adding English activities in Year Plan 2017 to 2020. The main 

purpose is to reduce severity of online game addition in the group of children and 

adolescents. 
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        Figure 3  The researcher set a meeting and brainstormed with teachers who taught  

                         at  Maklueo Kao Schools for creating English curriculum and activities  

                         in 2018. The main objective is to encourage children and adolescents  

                         to be focused in English activities instead of playing game online. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 The example of using English activities to encourage children and adolescents 

to practice English skills instead of playing game online on the weekend, conducted by 

Nakhon Ratchasima Rajabhat Unviersity, Thailand. 
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 Therefore, as a way to support other researchers in conducting English using 

activities to reduce severity of online gaming addiction, the researcher may suggest ideas, 

based on the data from this research, of doing English activities which come in many 

different types.  English using activities can heal and encourage children and adolescents 

to spend their free time most wisely by creating activities focusing on these approaches: 1. 

English Language learning aptitude and student- centered learning approach 2.  English 

Language Activities with Formal and informal learning management.  Some interesting 

researches are appended to the latter part of this research as follows.  

 

 1. English Language learning aptitude and Student-centered learning 

management   

      Student- centered learning management differs from the past when the 

management based on teacher- centeredness.  In fact, student- centered learning 

management has changed      the roles of teachers and students.  Tudor ( 1996)  said that 

Student-centered learning management has two main characteristics indicated below.  

   1. Teaching and learning styles meet with the need, personality and expectation 

of students. 

   2. Students can participate in making decision on what to learn and their own       

      learning plan. 

      Student- centered learning management can respond to students’  differences 

such as gender, age, and interest. Male students may be interested in sports and technology, 

whereas female students’ interest may be nature, beauty and feelings. Moreover, purpose, 

need and concern of students are various. For instance, some students learn English because 

of passion; some do it because of good or better-paid jobs while some are forced to. Having 

these differences, the students will not learn as efficiently as they can if they are not allowed 

to learn in the way they keen on or be familiar with.  Hence, student- centered learning 

management can respond to students’  need, personality and expectation.  That enables 

student to decide and plan their learning style.  For this reason, students can learn English 

better.     

  Student-centeredness leads to better efficiency of learning management because 

of the variety of students. Dickinson (1987) summarized significant differences of students 

and listed in 3 aspects: 

 1.  English Language learning aptitude.  Some students have better aptitude for 

learning language than others.  Although those students have been taught learning 

techniques, they cannot learn as fast as ones who have language learning aptitude.  

 2. Cognitive styles and strategies. Each student has different preferences, that is, 

some prefer to learn grammar while some prefer speaking to writing and attempt to speak 

English without concern about grammatical mistakes.  Besides various preferences, 

learning styles and comprehension of each student also vary.  Some students need to see 

overall picture before they can understand, whereas some can summarize the overall 

picture from the details.  Moreover, some take notes so as not to forget, but some can 

remember since the first time they have listened.      

 3.  Learning strategies.  Each student has his/her own learning strategies, which 

varies, such as how to remember vocabulary, how to study it, etc. 
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 2. English Language Activities with Formal and informal learning 

management  

      Ellis and Sinclair (1993) explained that language learning can be separated 

into  2 ways:  

    1.  Formal learning is a kind of learning about language’ s rules —  grammar 

and pronunciation —  and strategies for language learning with 4 skills:  scanning for 

specific information, Strategies to guess word meaning from listening and reading, taking 

notes after reading to improve writing skill.  Formal learning, in other words, leads to 

precision of language usage.  

   2.  Informal learning is a kind of activities which do not mainly aim for the 

English language learning but for gaining entertainment and receiving information — 

reading newspaper and listening to CNN or BBC news.  These learning methods can 

steadily improve English of students and finally lead to fluency in a language.  

   Hence, formal and informal learning enables students to learn about language 

and practice using it, and both ways of learning can happen inside and outside the 

classrooms. Learning inside the classrooms is a kind of activity for learning and practicing 

language rules — grammar, pronunciation, vocabulary, 4 language skills — as well as self-

study strategy.  In the other hand, learning outside the classrooms is additional practice 

outside the classrooms for using language.  Students need to be responsible for their own 

learning, but teachers may assist them at first.  When students have more confidence and 

know how to learn, they can proceed on their own. Learning outside the classrooms should 

be done both formally and informally, that is, students learn language rules, practice 4 

language skills and apply what they have learned in their real lives.  

 

Conclusion 

 At last, the researcher hopes that the result will be beneficial to reducing severity 

of online gaming addiction among children and adolescents.  In fact, online gaming 

addiction has become a problem at a global level already.  Food and Drug Administration 

declared that online gaming addiction is a kind of disease needed to be cured urgently 

because this problem has been found not only among children but also adults.  The 

researcher also hopes that suggestion in this research can be beneficial to other researchers 

who are interested in creating activities about English and training courses or projects of 

using English.  In the future, children and adolescents can gain benefits from joining 

activities; in addition, this research is one example of researches or projects truly 

responding to the need of local people.  Scholars, specializing in teaching and learning 

English or other languages, can apply these concepts in many counties.  Although the 

context of educational and administrative policies in each country is different, “ teaching 

and learning management responding to the students’  need is the international standard of 

English teaching and learning. ”  The management aims to provide benefits to students in 

terms of English skill practice and the greatest effectiveness of English comprehension.  
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Abstract 
In this study, the Autonomous Learning Process (ALP) is a 15-week training 

program involving learning strategy training based on the four dimensions of learner 

autonomy, speech training, and reflection training. The objective was to examine the effect 

of the ALP on English public speaking ability of nineteen Thai undergraduate students 

enrolling in an international program and its effect size. Quantitative data was collected 

from the speech tests. Two raters assessed the speeches on a public speaking ability rubric, 

and interrater reliability was calculated to ensure the reliability of the speech scores. The 

dependent samples t-test indicated that the average scores of the post-test speech (mean = 

3.90, SD = 0.29) were significantly improved (p < 0.01) from the pre-test speech (mean = 

3.15, SD = 0.35). The effect size is 2.33 which means that its magnitude is “large”. 

Qualitative data was also drawn from the students’ written reflections after the speeches. 

The findings suggested that the ALP improved students’ English public speaking ability 

with regards to speech organization, speech content, speech delivery, and language use. 

The study’s implications and recommendations were also discussed. 

 

Keywords: Learner autonomy; Autonomous learning process; Public speaking ability; 

Reflection practices; English language teaching 

 

Introduction 
In the Thai context, students in speaking classes are found to have low courage and 

confidence to converse in English because they do not want to make mistakes (Boonkit, 

2010; Chinpakdee, 2015). One factor which possibly leads to low confidence to speak 

English is students’ unwillingness to communicate (Forman, 2005). Moreover, as the 

language students used in and outside of class is dominantly Thai, the teaching and learning 

to develop students’ English communication skills can be a major concern for language 

classrooms (Sa-Ngiamwibool, 2010; Suwannopharat & Chinokul, 2015). 

Since English speaking ability is viewed as problematic for Thai students, public 

speaking ability poses a much greater challenge.  In fact, public speaking anxiety, or speech 

anxiety, is considered by many as one of the greatest fear. Speech anxiety is defined as “an 

individual’s level of fear or anxiety associated with real or anticipated communication with 

another person or persons” (McCroskey, 1977, p. 78). Despite a high number of students 

experiencing speech anxiety, only limited studies are available regarding strategies to help 

students cope with such anxiety (Bodie, 2010). 

mailto:XXX@mail.XXXX
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Furthermore, the Thai Ministry of Education has been advocating for learner-

centered classrooms rather than teacher-centered classrooms (National Qualifications 

Framework for Higher Education in Thailand, 2006). Closely related to learner-centered 

approach is the notion of learner autonomy which is considered by many as one of the 

desirable educational goals (Cotteral, 1995; Benson, 2007; and Borg, 2012). As such, there 

is a need to integrate autonomous learning into the classrooms to meet the specifications 

of Thailand Qualification Framework (TQF). 

Especially for the public speaking classrooms, which are the context of this study, 

it is believed that learner autonomy can be applied. The reason is that individual public 

speaking tasks depends upon the students’ responsibility and capacity to manage their own 

learning in preparation and rehearsals of their speeches both in and out of classes. 

Therefore, this study aims to examine the effect of autonomous learning process (ALP) in 

the English public speaking classroom. As a part of an ongoing research project, the goal 

the ALP is to improve students’ English public speaking ability. 

 

Review of the Literature 

Learner Autonomy 

The concept of learner autonomy originated from the learner-centered approaches 

which began since 1970s (Benson, 2012). In learner-centered classroom environment, 

students are active participants in their own learning processes (Nunan & Lamb, 2001). 

Students’ active participant means that the students take responsibility in their knowledge 

creation based on their discovery (Knowlton, 2000; Nunan, 1999). In the context of 

language classrooms, the aims of the learner-centered classrooms should be to achieve both 

the language goal and a learning process goal (Nunan & Lamb, 2001). In this sense, learner-

centered approaches are bound to learner autonomy pedagogy. 

Learner autonomy is defined by Holec (1981) as “the ability to take charge of their 

own learning” (p. 3) which signifies learners’ responsibility in all aspects of the learning 

process. Benson (2011) then further defined learner autonomy as “the capacity to take 

control of one’s own learning” (p. 58) because the construct “control” is more open to 

investigation than Holec’s constructs of “charge” and “responsibility”. In a practical sense, 

for the development of learner autonomy, learner training is believed to be an integral part 

of learner autonomy pedagogy (Smith, 2008). Particularly, according to Wenden (1991), 

learners should be explicitly trained on the use of learning strategies as it can apparently 

lead to learner autonomy.   

Indeed, definitions of learner autonomy is believed to be complex and varied and 

is often viewed as multidimensional (Benson, 1997; Little, 1991; Pennycook, 1997). Many 

models of learner autonomy were also developed (Benson, 1997; Littlewood, 1996; 

Macaro, 1997; Oxford, 2003). However, the most comprehensive is Oxford’s (2003) which 

is an expansion of Benson’s (1997). Oxford’s (2003) model of language learner autonomy 

encompasses four dimensions namely technical, psychological, political-critical, and 

sociocultural.  

To summarize each dimension, Technical dimension views autonomy as the 

language skills and strategies conducive for independent learning situations. Psychological 

dimension focuses on the combination of learners’ attitude and emotion. Political-critical 
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dimension focuses on learners’ self and identity which is in line with Pennycook (1997) 

who suggested that development of autonomy involves learners becoming the owner of 

their own world. For sociocultural dimension, learner autonomy is developed through 

interdependence and social mediated learning processes (Benson, 2007).   

Keeping in mind the interconnectedness of each dimension described above, this 

study was set out to examine learner autonomy in the English public speaking class from 

all four dimensions.  

 

Learner Autonomy and English Public Speaking Ability 
English public speaking classes require students to develop not only speaking 

ability, but also motivation to speak, critical thinking skills, creativity, and social 

interaction skills to captivate the audience. In this regard, learner autonomy can be applied 

to public speaking classrooms since, for each speech, students’ capacity to manage their 

own learning is essential. Individually, students need to have capacity to select a topic, plan 

speech outline, prepare speech content and speaking notes, rehearse, and deliver a speech. 

However, literature regarding learner autonomy and public speaking ability remains 

limited. 

Available literature on public speaking in Thailand is largely in the area of speech 

anxiety. Findings from many studies suggested that speech anxiety can be experienced 

regardless of proficiency or perceived proficiency level (Plangkham & Porkaew, 2012). 

Additionally, Thai students also feel incompetent when speaking in the public setting 

especially with strangers (Dilbeck, McCroskey, Richmond & McCroskey, 2009). Despite 

increasing effort from universities in Thailand to offer English public speaking courses to 

develop Thai students’ public speaking ability, students tend to avoid taking the course as 

they fear giving a speech even for the classroom (Plangkham & Porkaew, 2012).   

 For the reasons described above, the Autonomous Learning Process (ALP) for 

English public speaking ability central to this study was developed as a pedagogical tool. 

Indeed, to foster students to become autonomous, learner training or learning strategy 

training plays a vital role in the autonomous learning process (Little, 1995). 

 

Autonomous Learning Process (ALP) for English Public Speaking Ability 
In this study, the ALP is defined as “a learning process for English public speaking 

ability involving learner training in four dimensions of learner autonomy which are 

technical, psychological, political-critical, and sociocultural through reflection activities: 

written self-reflection, written peer feedback, and group interactive feedback.” 

The dimensions in the ALP was developed based on Benson (1997), Murase 

(2015), Oxford (2003) and related literature as well as the researchers’ observations in 

English public speaking classrooms. All four dimensions were employed in the study 

because they are believed to be interconnected in a holistic manner (Benson, 1997; Murase, 

2015; Oxford, 2003). For public speaking ability development, all four dimensions are also 

crucial as students should be trained to use, monitor, and plan their learning strategies 

(Technical Dimension), to manage their anxiety (Psychological Dimension), to creatively 

and critically deliver the speech (Political-Critical Dimension) and to engage their audience 

(Sociocultural Dimension).  
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For the ALP, speech training, reflection activities which include self-reflection, 

peer feedback, and group interactive feedback, and autonomy training were embedded in 

the course syllabus.  The ALP training can be explained as 1) Pre-speaking training: 

cognitive and affective strategy training for the students to prepare, rehearse, deliver the 

speeches, and manage their anxiety before each speech, 2) Whole semester training: 

activities to develop students’ confidence, motivation, creativity, critical thinking skills, 

and collaboration, and 3) Post-speaking training or reflection training: metacognitive and 

social strategy training so the students can self-reflect, write peer feedback, and participate 

in the group interactive feedback sessions after each speech. 

The ALP training can be summarized in Figure 1. More detailed descriptions of the 

ALP training framework with suggested teaching and learning activities can be found in 

Boonma & Swatevacharkul (In press) and Boonma (2016). 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The ALP for English Public Speaking Ability Framework 

 

Research Objective and Hypothesis 

The research objective of the study is “To examine the effect of autonomous 

learning process (ALP) on public speaking ability and the effect size”.  

 

The hypothesis is “Public speaking ability of the students in the post-test will 

significantly increase from the pre-test (p = 0.05).” 

 

Research Methodology 

Context of the Study 

The context of the study was a mandatory fourth-year Public Speaking in English 

class of an undergraduate Business English program at an international university in 

Thailand where all classes are taught in English.  Prior to taking Public Speaking in English 

class, students had passed all of the required English foundation courses. Classes met twice 

a week for 15 weeks. Each class lasted one and a half hour. The length of the course in a 

semester is equivalent to 15 weeks or 45 hours. 
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In a semester, each student was required to individually deliver speeches of six to 

seven minutes four times with and without visual aids. The first two speeches were 

informative while the last two were persuasive. Students were encouraged to freely choose 

any topics of their choice. The speech topics were on a first come first serve basis so as to 

prevent duplications of topics. 

 

Research Design  

This study employed a mixed-methods approach where quantitative and qualitative 

methods are combined in the data interpretation. The quantitative data was gathered using 

a Speech Test (pre-test and post-test) and the differences between students’ pre-test and 

post-test scores were compared to determine students’ improvement. The qualitative data, 

the students’ written reflections after the speeches, were also gathered to provide more 

insight into the effect of the autonomous learning process (ALP). 

 

Population and Subjects 

The population for this study consisted of students who enrolled in all sections of 

Public Speaking in English class in Semester 1/2017 (August to November, 2017). In this 

study, a cluster sampling technique was employed to select one section. As the scope of 

the study is Thai students only, nineteen Thai students in the section were the subjects of 

the study. On average, the students’ English proficiency is approximately between IELTS 

5.5-6.5, or intermediate level. 

 

Research Instruments 

The first instrument is Speech Test which served as a pre-test and post-test, to 

determine students’ public speaking ability. The speech duration for each student was 3-4 

minutes. The topic for the pre-test and post-test was: “Describe any product or service of 

your choice (existing or non-existing) and convince your audience to buy/use your product 

or use your service”. Although the topic for the pre-test and post-test was the same, the 

speech contents were different. Students delivered the pre-test speeches on Week 1 and 

delivered the post-test speeches on Week 15. 

The scores on the pre-test and post-test were rated and compared using a 5-point 

Public Speaking Ability Rubric, adapted from Schreiber, Paul, & Shibley (2012) and 

Wimolkasem (2011). The adapted rubric also comprises additional criteria essential to the 

ALP which are creativity and critical thinking skills. The rubric comprises 12 criteria in 4 

categories namely, organization, content, delivery, and language. The evaluation criteria 

of the public speaking ability were:  deficient (0.00-1.50), minimal (1.51-2.50), basic (2.51-

3.50), proficient (3.51-4.00), and advanced (4.51-5.00). 

Moreover, students’ written reflections after the speeches served as both 

pedagogical and research tool. Students were trained to reflect on: speech preparation, 

speech rehearsal, speech delivery, peer feedback received, and feedback given to others. 

Altogether, there were 14 guideline questions. For the research tool, two overall reflections 

were drawn. The first was from mid-semester (after informative speeches) and the second 

was from the end of the semester (after persuasive speeches). 
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Data Analysis 

For the quantitative data analysis, two raters, who were trained on the use of the 

Public Speaking Ability Rubric assessed the speeches (pre-test and post-test). The interrater 

reliability was ensured by means of Pearson correlations (Pre-test Speech: rxy = 0.95 and 

Post-test Speech: rxy = 0.94) which suggested that the correlations were very high. 

Additionally, the overall written reflections were analyzed employing thematic content 

analysis. The interrater reliability was also ensured (First Reflection: rxy = 1.00 and Second 

Reflection: rxy = 0.99). The correlations were also very high. 

 

Findings and Discussions 

To answer the research objective, the dependent samples t-test was calculated to 

test the hypothesis. It was determined that the students’ scores of the Speech Post-test were 

significantly higher than the scores of the Speech pre-test (t(18) = 10.13, p < 0.05) (Table 

1). The hypothesis is accepted. 

 

Table 1: Statistical Test of Mean of the Speech Test  

Speech 

Test 
N Mean SD Assessment 

Mean 

Gain 
t df 

Sig. 

(One-

tailed) 

Pre-Test 19 3.15 0.35 Basic 
0.75 10.13 18 0.00 

Post-Test 19 3.90 0.29 Proficient 

 

Furthermore, the effect size (ES) was measured by Cohen’s d and the computed ES 

yielded d = 2.33. Cohen’s d values and the interpretation for the magnitude of the effect 

are specified as d < 0.20 = small effect, d > 0.2 and < 0.5 = medium effect, d > 0.8 = large 

effect (Cohen, 1988). Therefore, it can be inferred that magnitude of the effect of the ALP 

on English public speaking ability is large. 

To compare, the students’ average score of the Speech Pre-test was 3.15 (SD = 0.35), which 

indicated that their English public speaking ability was ‘Basic’ according to the assessment 

criteria on the Public Speaking Ability Rubric. The minimum score was 2.42 or ‘Minimal’ 

and the maximum was 3.75 or ‘Proficient’. On the other hand, the students’ average score 

of the Speech Post-test was 3.90 (SD = 0.29), or ‘Proficient’. For the Post-test, the 

minimum score was 3.17 or ‘Basic’ and the maximum was 4.33 or ‘Proficient’. 

The Speech Test scores were assessed based on four categories namely 

organization, content, delivery, and language. Comparisons between the Speech Pre-test 

scores and Post-test scores are exhibited in Table 2.  
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Table 2: Statistical Comparison of the Speech Test Scores     

Criteria 
Speech 

Test 
n Mean SD Assessment 

Mean 

Gain 
t df 

Sig. 

(One-

tailed) 

Organization 
Pre 19 3.16 0.39 Basic 

0.75 7.05 18 0.00 
Post 19 3.91 0.66 Proficient 

Content 
Pre 19 3.05 0.44 Basic 

0.82 7.23 18 0.00 
Post 19 3.87 0.39 Proficient 

Delivery 
Pre 19 3.00 0.62 Basic 

0.87 5.90 18 0.00 
Post 19 3.87 0.47 Proficient 

Language 

Use 

Pre 19 3.50 0.60 Proficient 
0.50 3.78 18 0.00 

Post 19 4.00 0.65 Proficient 

 

The results in Table 2 indicated that the Speech Post-test scores were significantly 

increased from the Pre-test scores in all four categories (p = 0.00). The area students 

improved the most is delivery, followed by content, organization and language used. To 

elaborate, students’ public speaking ability improved from Basic to Proficient with regards 

to their speech organization, speech content, and speech delivery. The students also 

significantly improved on their language use but remained in the same range as Proficient.  

Therefore, it can be concluded that students’ public speaking ability significantly 

improved after the implementation of the ALP. The results of this study are also in line 

with Nakatani’s (2005) which indicated that learning strategy training can significantly 

improve students’ oral proficiency test scores. Possible reasons for the improvement can 

be explained as:  

 

Increased Confidence and Satisfaction towards Public Speaking Ability  
The first possible effect of the ALP concerned students’ confidence and feelings 

towards their public speaking ability which led to improved public speaking ability. From 

the Speech Test, students’ highest improvement was in the category of Delivery. In this 

category, students improved the most on the Nonverbal Behaviors from Basic (mean = 

2.68, SD = 0.89) to Proficient (mean = 3.79, SD = 0.54). 

To elaborate, nonverbal behaviors are nonverbal signs of anxiety and low self-

confidence which can be visually observed as eye-contact avoidance, shaking of hands, 

and other fidgets (Chinpakdee, 2015). In the ALP, students were trained to use various 

affective strategies to cope with anxiety and to develop confidence which can be resulted 

in improvement in nonverbal behaviors. In fact, such signs of anxiety were much less 

apparent on the post-test than on the pre-test. Concerning anxiety and confidence, excerpts 

from students’ first overall reflection (mid-semester) and second overall reflection (end of 

the semester) were compared to illustrate the point. Some examples are: 
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First Reflection Second Reflection 

“In the real speech, I always feel nervous 

because I am a shy person.” (Student 5) 

I did not feel nervous in the last speech. I 

had more confidence... I am satisfied with 

my speech because I presented my 

experience and I need to share to my 

audience” (Student 5) 

“I am so dissatisfied with it (the speech) 

because I cannot remember the quote and 

many things I write.” (Student 15) 

I am most satisfied with my last speech 

because I used less script… although I 

forgot some points, but it was ok and 

smooth.” (Student 15) 

 

Evidently, students expressed less anxiety, more confidence, and more satisfaction 

on the second reflection than on the first reflection which was in line with their improved 

scores on the post-test. From the ALP, as students delivered the speeches with enhanced 

motivation to share with others, they were able to better cope with anxiety. They also 

became less reliant on the speech script and were able to speak more naturally from their 

own understanding. Hence, students’ willingness to communicate and the capacity to 

choose their own topics can then lead to lower anxiety, increased confidence, and more 

satisfaction of their speeches. Similar to the findings of Akkakoson’s (2016), as students 

develop familiarity with each other, anxiety can also decrease, and confidence can be 

developed. Both confidence and satisfaction are believed to be a part of an affective 

development crucial to the development of learner autonomy especially in the public 

speaking class. 

Students’ Vocal quality also significantly improved from Basic (mean = 3.32, SD 

= 0.58) to Proficient (mean = 3.95, SD = 0.52). Similar to nonverbal signs of anxiety, 

verbal signs of anxiety can include fillers and unusual speed of the speech. Therefore, when 

the speech is smooth, the voice is clear with appropriate volume, and with appropriate pace, 

it can be implied that the speakers can handle speech anxiety and are able to use affective 

strategies. 

  

Enhanced Cognition and Critical Thinking Ability in Persuasion 

The second possible effect of the ALP concerned students’ improvement in the 

Content of the speech. Within the aspect of content, students improved the most on 

Persuasion. Comparing to informative speeches, persuasive speeches indeed required 

higher effort in credibility building as well as cognitive and critical thinking ability in 

supporting or refuting claims. 

For Persuasion, students’ scores increased from Basic (mean = 2.74, SD = 0.73) to 

Proficient (mean = 3.79, SD = 0.54). The students’ reflections also revealed their cognitive 

strategy at the preparation stage to enhance credibility of the speaker and evidences of their 

speech (claims and evidences) in order to persuade. In the ALP, students were trained on 

the use of cognitive strategy for speaking skills. The strategy directly related to persuasion 

is analyzing and reasoning strategy. In addition, students were also trained to exercise 

critical thinking skills through debates. Some of the excerpts from students’ second 

reflection with regards to reasoning strategy in the speech preparation are: 
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“I tried to find some sources on the Internet or research to support my idea in order 

to build my credibility.” (Student 7) 

“I research for more information (online) to enhance my knowledge regarding the 

content.” (Student 19) 

The findings implied that the students engaged in critical thinking as they sought and 

selected evidences supporting their claims and enhancing the credibility of the speeches. 

At the same time, in order to persuade, students must also convey their conviction and 

passion towards the topic. Some excerpts from students’ reflections include: 

“I must know seriously about the topic in order to share to my audience.” (S5) 

      “I picked the topic that I think it is interesting and I have passion toward it.” 

(S19) 

Therefore, for the persuasive speeches, as students selected the speech topic and 

prepared the speech contents, their cognition, particularly analyzing and reasoning, and 

critical thinking skills were developed. 

 

Increased Metacognition to Improve English Public Speaking Ability 

The third possible effect of the ALP concerned students’ improvement on 

Organization and Language Used.  The improvement in the two areas suggested that the 

students used metacognitive strategy to evaluate their progress and make plans for 

improvement. In other words, to improve, students must monitor how they performed and 

make adjustments to their speech organization and language use. The results here also 

corresponded to Yamkate and Intratat’s (2012) which stated that upon reflection on the 

speech delivery, students can identify areas to be improved which enhances students’ 

metacognitive strategy use. 

For Organization, students improved from Basic (mean = 3.00, SD = 0.47) to 

Proficient (mean = 3.84, SD = 0.37). The following excerpt revealed that the students 

evaluated their performance in order to make improvement.  

“Since I’ve done everything in the class; I think I’ve improved in organization of the 

speech, eye-contact, and somewhat choice of words. Therefore, it means that I can 

be better throughout time. I just need to keep practicing.” (Student 13) 

For Language Use, students improved in Choice of Words from 3.47 (SD = 0.70) to 

4.00 (SD = 0.67) and in Pronunciation from 3.53 (SD = 0.61) to 4.00 (SD = 0.67). Both 

were in the level of Proficient. The following excerpts from students’ reflections also 

suggested their plans for improvement in the language use criteria. 

“I need to improve my pronunciation skills. My plan to improve pronunciation skill 

is I will try to repeat many words I have heard in any movies or songs. (Student 3) 

“I have to improve in speaking smoothly and with good pronunciation. I tell myself 

to try more and more because I think I can be more perfect” (Student 14) 

From the reflections, although students were not trained in English pronunciation in 

the ALP, the findings suggested that it was one of their concerns. The implication is that 

since they have already taken pronunciation courses, students should be explicitly guided 

to check their pronunciation when rehearsing the speeches.  
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Evidently, from the ALP, students became accustomed to reflection activities. By 

reflecting, students can better identify the areas to be improved and select appropriate 

strategies to succeed. In other words, the ALP helped students to develop metacognitive 

skills conducive to the learning and practice of English public speaking.  

 

Conclusion 

To conclude, the study was set out to examine the effect of the autonomous learning 

process on Thai undergraduate students’ English public speaking ability. The findings 

revealed that the students’ public speaking scores in the post-test significantly improved 

from the pre-test scores in all criteria of the Public Speaking Ability Rubric. Besides public 

speaking ability development, students’ use of learning strategies also helped increase 

confidence and satisfaction towards their speeches. Critical thinking skills were also 

enhanced, especially in persuasion. Moreover, students’ metacognitive skills also 

improved as students self-reflected after each speech and determined the improvement 

plans. For these reasons, the effect size of the ALP is large. Such improvements also 

potentially point to a higher level of learner autonomy.  

Lastly, the recommendations for this study can be divided into instructional and 

methodological aspects. Instructionally, although the ALP is effective for students with 

intermediate English proficiency to develop public speaking ability, it should be explored 

further whether the ALP will be effective for students of different level of English 

proficiency. Methodologically, future studies should employ an experimental design with 

a control group to empirically compare the effectiveness of the ALP to other instructional 

processes. 
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Abstract 

This study employs White’s (1998) and Martin and Rose’s (2007) Appraisal 

System as the analytical tool to reveal how the language is used to serve the ideology which 

is embedded in business articles related to America and China. By comparing the articles 

written about the two countries and drawn from a mainstream weekly news magazine, the 

result of this study finds out that more attitudes occur in the category of ‘appreciation’ 

rather than ‘affect’ and ‘judgment’ for both American and Chinese business articles. Even 

more interestingly, it also uncovers the media’s narratively different representations of 

American and Chinese business images, and It also substantiates the fact that news report 

is never bias-free. The findings of this study are expected to contribute to wider range of 

research related to Appraisal Framework. Moreover, the implications for English Language 

Teaching of this study are to show students, particularly Thai EFL undergraduate students, 

how the attitude is embedded and unveiled in the public articles or news. With the aim to 

promote students’ critical reading skill, such an ability leads to the improvement in both 

linguistic and intellectual potentials of students. 

 

Keywords: Appraisal System; Attitudinal meaning; Affect, Judgment, Appreciation; 

Journalistic discourse; Critical reading 

 

Introduction 

According to Krashen (2004, p. 147), reading provides knowledge, knowledge of 

the world as well as subject matter knowledge. It is widely known that most practices in 

reading classes are traditional, which concentrates on discrete points of which the text has 

been built to come up with comprehension (Hamp-Lyons, 1985). Lack of background 

knowledge and vocabulary is usually solved by explicit explanation and/or definition of 

any concerned issues. However, reading comprehension is more than just an understanding 

of the words/texts, but a personal representation of its meaning, made up of the information 

from the text itself alongside with our general knowledge of the words and the topic, as 

well as cognition. As a result, reading comprehension does not only require the ability to 

understand and gain meaning from what has been read, but also the ability to extract and 

construct meaning through what the writer intended to convey in writing (Snow & Sweet, 

2003; Grabe, 2009: 14). To be able to do so, critical reading ability is needed. 

Brookfield (2012) states that in order to read critically, the following features are 

required: 
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 An effort to reveal the assumptions the author has in order to produce such a 

text; 

 A reliable and valid appraisal (or theoretical explanation) of the author’s 

intention; 

 An assessment of the clarity of the text, i.e. to which degree its meaning is 

communicated and/or whether any examples are illustrated; 

 An overall evaluation of the quality of the text – both as an individual piece of 

work and in comparison to others in the same area. 

 

Recent research conducted by Wei, Wherrity and Zhang (2015) states that the 

application of appraisal theory has been adopted in many types of discourses, including 

media and news discourse. Appraisal has its roots in Systemic Functional Linguistics 

(SFL), originated by Michael Halliday. It is a tool for understanding how language works 

and for analyzing language in use. Language is multifunctional – it does several things at 

the same time. Grammar is described as systems not as rules, on the basis that every 

grammatical structure involves a choice from a desirable set of options, and that 

grammatical system has a restricted set of options. Halliday (1985) explains that discourse 

analysis or text linguistics cannot be done without grammar as “a discourse analysis that is 

not based on grammar is not an analysis at all, but simply a commentary on a text.” All 

languages have three kinds of semantic components: ideational, interpersonal and textual 

components. In other words, these mean resources for construing experience (i.e. to tell 

about subject matter: FIELD), resources for enacting humans’ diverse and complex social 

relations (i.e. to interact with other people: TENOR), and resources for enabling these two 

kinds of meanings to come together in coherent text (i.e. to structure the text: MODE), 

respectively (Halliday and Hasan, 1989).  

Emerging from interpersonal component of SFL, Appraisal is a framework for 

investigating all evaluative uses of language, including those kinds of attitudes that are 

negotiated in a text, the strength of the feelings involved and the ways in which values are 

sourced and readers are aligned. Some key references on Appraisal System include: Iedema 

et al. (1994), Martin (1995), White (1998), Martin and White (2005) and Martin and Rose 

(2007), in chronological order. 

This study relies primarily on White’s (1998) and Martin and Rose’s (2007), and 

focuses specifically on Attitude, a sub-system of Appraisal. As negotiation is the 

interactive nature of both spoken and written discourse, appraisal is used to tell others what 

our attitudes are. Foley (2011:23) refers to attitude as languages resources which are used 

to make either positive or negative evaluation of someone or something, and these 

resources build particular relationships with readers or listeners. Marin and White (2005) 

states that attitudinal meanings tend to spread out and color a phase of discourse as speakers 

and writers take up a stance oriented to 3 main regions of feelings: affect, judgment, and 

appreciation. These three main regions or types can be elaborated as follows: 

 

 Affect is about how people express their feelings toward the content of the texts or 

messages. According to Halliday (1994), the realizations of affect comprise 

modification of participants and processes (affect as ‘quality’), affective mental and 
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behavioral processes (affect as ‘process’), and modal adjuncts (affect as 

‘comment’). It is also possible to group the meanings of Affect into three main 

categories: those to do with happiness, security and satisfaction, all of which are 

based on polarity which can be either positive or negative (Foley, 2011). In other 

words, do we have good feelings or bad feelings?  

 Judgment is about judging people’s character. Similar to affect, judgment can be 

positive or negative. In contrast to affect, however, judgments differ between social 

esteem (personal judgments of admiration or criticism) and social sanction (moral 

judgments of praise and condemnation). Judgment of esteem deals with ‘normality’ 

(how unusual someone is), ‘capacity’ (how capable they are), and ‘tenacity’ (how 

resolute they are); whereas judgment of sanction deals with ‘veracity’ (how truthful 

someone is) and ‘propriety’ (how ethical someone is).  

 Appreciation is about how we appreciate things or people (not their behavior), 

especially things we make and performances we give, as well as natural phenomena 

– what such things are worth or how we value them. Just like affect and judgment, 

things can be appreciated positively or negatively. Generally, appreciation can be 

divided into 3 sub-types: ‘reaction’ to things, ‘composition’ (balance and 

complexity), and ‘value’. Eggins (2004) suggests that we can think of these sub-

types in relation to mental processes – the way we look at things – which are 

affection, perception and cognition, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 1: Overview of Appraisal System 

 

Corpus and Procedure 

This study employs Appraisal System as an analytical tool in exploring differences 

in stances expressed specially in the business articles related to American and Chinese 

businesses. The corpus of this study comprises 4 business articles from TIME magazine. 
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TIME magazine was purposively chosen as the main source of the articles because the 

magazine had been used as a requited text of Reading in Business English Course at 

Assumption University. The articles were divided into two sets. Each set contains articles 

about Amazon (American business) and Alibaba (Chinese business), with comparable 

length and similar topics of discussion. The articles are listed below. 

 

Table 1: List of articles in the corpus 

Set(s) Article(s) Length Topic(s) 

A 

A1: Amazon is Teasing a Huge Digital Sale for 

Dec. 30 

(By Lisa Eadicicco) 

Issue: December 29, 2016  

297 

Online 

retailers’ 

events 
A2: Today is ‘Singles’ Day’, China’s Massive 

Shopping Holiday  

(by Victor Luckerson) 

Issue: November 11, 2015  

295 

B 

B1: Amazon is Rolling out Stealthy New 

Discounts. Here’s How to Find Them  

(by Brad Tuttle) 

Issue: November 6, 2017 

473 

Discount/Sale 

Strategies B2: China’s Singles’ Day is Coming. Here’s 

What It Means 

(by Eli Meixler) 

Issue: November 10, 2017 

520 

 

The articles were analyzed, employing White’s (1998) and Martin and Rose’s 

(2007) Appraisal System as the main analytical tool to unveil and identify authors’ attitude 

toward the content of the articles. It can then be concluded that these four articles were 

chosen for analysis to showcase how attitudes were embedded in the articles related to 

American and Chinese businesses in such a mainstream magazine as TIME. 

 The analysis was carried out manually by the researcher to extract Attitudinal 

patterns of the selected articles in a sentence-by-sentence manner. Although subjective, 

which is inevitable in most discourse analysis studies, accurate discernment of Attitudinal 

stances, type (Affect, Judgment or Appreciation) and polarity (positive or negative) were 

emphasized by the use of percentages of occurrences. Since the total numbers of the stances 

for each article were not equal, the simple percentages of the total occurrences were 

calculated manually in an attempt to equalize the total numbers, making the comparisons 

of types and polarity easily identified.  

 

Data Analysis and Discussion 

 The results of data analysis and their relevant discussions are presented in this 

section. Tables containing the frequencies of attitudinal types and polarity are displayed 

below for a more tangible view, resulting in easier comparison of them.  
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1. Distribution of Attitudinal Types and Polarity in the Whole corpus 

The distribution of Attitudinal types in the whole corpus is shown in the below table. 

Table 1.1: Distribution of Attitudinal types in the whole corpus 

Type)s( Affect Judgment Appreciation 

Instances 6 26 53 

Percentages 7.06% 30.59% 62.35% 

 

 It is obvious that instances of Appreciation are of higher frequency than those of 

Judgment and Affect. As displayed in Table 1.1, Appreciation outnumbers Judgment and 

Affect by a fair margin in the whole corpus. Percentages of Appreciation, Judgment and 

Affect are 62.35%, 30.59% and 7.06%, respectively. These results tend to agree well with 

the ideal of objectivity which has long been considered as an important feature of those in 

journalistic and media profession (Schudson and Anderson, 2009). In order to appear 

neutral, authors are not supposed to talk directly through the use of Affect or Judgment 

(Hadidi and Parvin, 2015: 137). Attitudinal choices are then expected to be more on 

Appreciation than on Affect and Judgment, as Appreciation is concerned with disclosure 

of evaluation of semiotic phenomena by writers/speakers, not on their emotional reaction 

or assessment toward behaviors of other people (Martin and White: 2005). This is also in 

line with a suggestion by White (1997) that explicit judgments are likely to be avoided by 

journalists, or appear only in the form of quotes from sources. Apparently, such 

expectations have been accomplished by the 4 authors of these articles. Examples for each 

category mentioned above are as follows:  

 … ensure that …  Affect (positive) 

 Even stranger, ...   Judgment (negative) 

 … has grown into a multibillion-dollar enterprise.  Appreciation (positive) 

  

Table 1.2: Distribution of polarity of Attitudinal stances in the whole corpus 

Polarity Positive Negative 

Instances 52 33 

Percentages 61.18% 38.82% 

 

 From Table 1.2, the polarity of Attitudinal stances in the whole corpus for both 

positive and negative realizations is at 61.18% and 38.82% respectively. In other words, 

this shows that the four articles were clearly embedded with more of positive realization. 

Examples are as follows: 

 The world’s largest shopping holiday …  Positive (Judgment) 

 … seems particularly confusing.  Negative (Appreciation) 

 

By looking at the whole corpus representing through the two tables above, these 

four articles from TIME magazine appear to adhere to objectivity which plays an important 

role in protecting journalists from and “removing their subjectivity from the stories, and 

hence ensures that they appear impartial, as required by the liberal democratic model of 

media operation” (Wahl- Jorgensen, 2013).  
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2. Distribution of Attitudinal Types and Polarity in Each Set of Articles 

Table 2.1: Distribution of Attitudinal types and polarity in Set A 

 Types  

& Polarity  

Affect Judgment Appreciation 

 + - + - + - 

A1 
Instances 1 - 2 - 3 2 

Percentages 12.50% - 25% - 37.5% 25% 

A2 
Instances - - 3 4 13 3 

Percentages - - 13.04% 17.40% 56.52% 13.04% 

 

 Table 2.1 shows clearly that instances of Appreciation are of higher frequency than 

those of Judgment and Affect for both Amazon’s and Alibaba’s articles, which is consistent 

with the result from Table 1.1. However, more detailed analysis shows that negative 

realization of Attitudinal stances appears more frequent in the article “Today is ‘Singles’ 

Day’, China’s Massive Shopping Holiday”, especially in the use of Judgment based on 

social norms. Examples are as follows:  

 … as its ad encourages shoppers …  Affect, positive 

 … retail giant …  Judgment, positive 

 … and far off from a peak …  Judgment, negative 

 … is teasing a huge digital sale …  Appreciation, positive 

 … available at a discounted price.  Appreciation, negative 

 

Table 2.2: Distribution of Attitudinal types and polarity in Set B 

 Types  

& Polarity  

Affect Judgment Appreciation 

 + - + - + - 

B1 
Instances 3 1 6 2 8 8 

Percentages 10.71% 3.57% 21.43% 7.14% 28.57% 28.57% 

B2 
Instances - 1 4 5 9 7 

Percentages - 3.85% 15.38% 19.23% 34.62% 26.92% 

 

 … ensure that …  Affect, positive 

 … seemed mystified …  Affect, negative 

 Normally, …  Judgment, positive 

 … down from a bizarrely inflated list price …  Judgment, negative 

 … even larger-ticket goods …  Appreciation, positive 

 … the murky world of …  Appreciation, negative 
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 Set B’s articles are still about both giant online e-commerce retailers, but with more 

emphasis on their discount/sale strategies. The instances of Appreciation are of higher 

frequency than those of Judgment and Affect for both Amazon’s and Alibaba’s articles. 

However, when looking at the polarity in both articles, overall positive and negative 

realizations of Attitudinal stances in Alibaba’s article yield equal percentages at 50% for 

both, but with higher frequency on negativity in Judgment. Once again, it can then be 

concluded that the author’s assessment of Alibaba’s discount/sale strategies were based on 

social norms with more weight on criticism. 

 

3. Distribution of Attitudinal types and polarity in the American and Chinese business 

articles 

Table 3.1: Distribution of Attitudinal types and polarity in the American and Chinese 

business articles 

 Types  

& Polarity  

Affect Judgment Appreciation 

 + - + - + - 

US 
Instances 4 1 8 2 11 10 

Percentages 11.11 2.78 22.22 5.55 30.55 27.78 

China 
Instances - 1 7 9 22 10 

Percentages - 2.04 14.29 18.37 44.89 20.41 

 

According to White (1997: 107), explicit judgments about the morality, 

competence, normality, etc. of participants tend to be avoided by reporters. The results 

from the above table are then quite interesting as percentages of Judgments in the articles 

about Amazon (US) and Alibaba (China) are at 27.77% and 32.66%, respectively. And 

even more interestingly, the articles about Alibaba were clearly embedded with more of 

negative realization. On the contrary, as the most common form of Appraisal, Appreciation 

expressed by journalists does not necessarily rub up against manners of objectivity, but 

“could frequently be seen as purely descriptive” (Wahl-Jorgensen, 2013).    

 

Conclusions 

 From the analyses, it can be concluded as follows:  

1. Attitudinal Types: Appreciation exceeds Affect and Judgment, based on the ideal 

of objectivity which is “a cornerstone of journalistic profession and central to 

accounts of its emergence, development, historical and contemporary ideals” 

(Schudson and Anderson, 2009). 

2. Polarity: As shown earlier in Tables 2.1 and 2.2, Positive Attitudes were used more 

often than the Negative ones. However, when considering objectivity and 

neutrality, it can be seen clearly that negative realization is more apparent in the 

articles about Alibaba. Accordingly, this uncovers the media’s narratively different 
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representations of American and Chinese business images, and substantiates the 

fact the news report is never bias-free.  

 

It is also necessary to stress that since Judgment is so highly determined by cultural 

and ideological values, it should not be assumed that the same sub-categorizations will 

apply universally on other cultural contexts. In other words, what seems to be normal in 

one context may appear not so normal in another, and vice versa.  

From the analyses, it can be seen clearly that news articles are never bias-free. The 

ideology and attitudes of the TIME authors were quite permeating, embodied in an 

association of relationships and discourses which could affect readers. Even though all 

articles talked about the events and discount/sale strategies which were proven to be 

successful to both Amazon and Alibaba, careful and thorough analyses using White’s 

(1998) and Martin and Rose’s (2007) Appraisal System help reveal how linguistic devices 

can be used to embed their ideology. 

As a result, Appraisal System can also be applied into teaching, aiming at equipping 

EFL students with the ability to approach texts with greater awareness of stances taken by 

the authors. For English teachers, the finding can then be adapted into lessons, e.g. to 

explain to students how certain linguistic devices can be used to present the authors’ point 

of view. This ability can help students to go beyond the surface structure to the underlying 

meaning in the discourse.  
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Abstract 

This study was conducted to examine the improvement of academic essay for high 

school and tertiary in preparation for the advanced level in the higher education. Action 

research was done to explore this method with a group of twelve students who were 

learning academic essay writing. It aimed to find out if classroom interactional competence 

approach was effectively used as a strategy to support and develop students’ writing 

abilities. The research set up a course and the main concentration was illustrating a mind 

developing concept on the thesis and supporting with evidences. It was found that students 

become interdependent, confident and gradually improved as the learning processes 

through classroom interaction, brainstorming and use of mind mapping concept were 

consistently and purposely modified. The researcher explored learners’ problems in written 

communication by using strategy review on the main components of a good academic 

essay: well composed and precise topic, introduction including the thesis statement, unique 

three body paragraphs, and conclusion. The author discussed the tone, purpose, overview, 

accuracy of information, coherence, cohesion, and appropriate language, use of 

collocations, grammar structures, tenses and punctuations. The implications of these 

preferences were discussed on the students’ and lecturers’ perceptions of the effectiveness 

of academic writing activities. 

 

Keywords:  Academic essay; Brainstorming; Classroom interactional competence; Mind 

developing concept; Writing skills 

 

Introduction  
Nowadays, when studying spoken interaction with students with written 

communication have different levels of competence and varying abilities to express their 

ideas and achieve understanding. This is true both in and outside classrooms, of native and 

non-native speakers, regardless of their language proficiency. Institutions are increasingly 

multicultural and multilingual in education with some students are better able to write than 

others, while some learners seem to have difficulty in conveying the simplest meanings. 

Much of what happens in language classrooms is concerned with individual performance 

rather than collective competence.  In other words, teachers are constantly evaluating 

and assessing their learners’ ability to produce accurate, fluent and appropriate linguistic 

forms. In the later research, pragmatic competence has been incorporated into a broader 

conceptual framework that focuses on the dynamic and dialogic aspects of communication. 

Most notable in this trend is the emergence of interactional competence as an alternative 
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to the traditional models of communicative competence (Young, 2011). Interactional 

competence views language knowledge and ability as locally situated and jointly 

constructed by participants in discourse. The adaptation of classroom interaction 

competence approach together with positive and supportive relationships within the school 

community is evident. In particular, teacher-student relationship supports and increases 

student learning motivation and success in their school life. Moreover, these guide the 

teaching and facilitation in every institution wherein the students acquire skills, knowledge 

and disposition to manage self-relationships effectively and make responsible decisions 

that are essential for personal and social well-being.  Academic writing is “thesis-driven” 

which means that the starting point is a particular perspective, idea, or thesis applied to the 

chosen research problem, such as establishing, proving, or disproving solutions to the 

questions posed for the topic; simply describing a topic which the research questions do 

not provide. A simple definition of academic writing is hard to come by because it refers 

to writing done for several reasons. In addition to this, it is used in many different forms, 

characteristics, explanations, examples, and a list of works where academic writing is used. 

The writer of the academic essay aims to persuade readers of an idea based on evidence. 

The beginning of the essay is a crucial first step in this process. In order to engage readers 

and establish authority, the beginning of essay has to accomplish certain aspects. The 

beginning should introduce the essay, focus on it, and orient readers. Effective academic 

essay writing should incorporate the five elements represented by: (a) orienting readers by 

locating them in the discussion, (b) providing information and explanations wherever 

necessary for the readers’ understanding, (c) questions of length and order of which the 

length should be proportionate to the length and complexity of the whole essay, (d) opening 

strategies to establish the context of the essay; and (d) modifying the idea. This is true in 

both a teaching and testing context where there is a tendency to emphasize an individual’s 

ability to produce written works and interact with the instructor meanings or clarify a point 

of view or idea. Academic writing focuses heavily on accuracy, grammatical structures, 

and range of vocabulary and so on. Brainstorming between the teacher and the students 

considers how effectively a candidate interacts or how well a candidate co-constructs 

meanings with another person. All attention is directed towards the individual’s ability to 

produce accurate, appropriate and body paragraphs. Outside the classroom, of course, 

effective communication rests on an ability to interact with others and to collectively reach 

understandings. Interactional competence is what is needed in order to survive most 

communicative encounters which eventually useful in writing texts. Accuracy and 

insufficiency of vocabulary words and texts were evident. Writers of L2 need to be able to 

pay attention to the local context, to listen and show that they have understood, to clarify 

meanings, to repair breakdowns and so on. All of this requires extreme mental and 

interactional ability, the kind of ability which will not, arguably, be trained by taking part 

in pair-work tasks or group discussions. However, there were also some reading problems 

encountered such as having inadequate vocabulary in reading, unfamiliar texts in passages 

and reading long passages. There are ample evidences that Thai learners lack self-reliant, 

focus and independence to meet the required standard of grammar and the learning 

strategies on how to mind map and how mind developing concept helps students 

comprehend, create new ideas, and build connections. Instinctual positive, confidence, 
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creativity, imaginative, and working cooperatively with the coach/mentor will lead to 

effective writing for academic essay. 

 

Objectives of the Study 

The study aimed 

(a)  to evaluate the use of mind maps as a pre-writing brainstorming strategy;  

(b)  to explore students’ writing skills from outlining into paragraph development; and 

(c)  to measure how classroom interactions competence approach enhance the ability to  

write well-meaningful essays. 

 

Research Questions 

(a) In what ways do mind-mapping and brainstorming enhance the writing competencies 

of the students?  

(b) How do the students’ writing skills develop with regards to classroom interaction 

competence? 

(c) Is CIC approach an effective way to stimulate writing tasks?  

 

Definition of Terms 

a. Brainstorming is relating to a conference technique of solving specific problems, 

amassing information, stimulating creative thinking, developing new ideas, etc., by 

unrestrained and spontaneous participation in discussion. 

b. Classroom Interactions Competence Approach is defined as teachers and learners ability 

to use interaction as a tool for mediating and assisting learning. 

c. Collective Competence is a complementary concept to individual competence that is 

relevant in healthcare as patient care is dependent on teams and networks of individuals 

working together within a complex system. 

d. Individual Performance is assessing students' performance that involves assessments 

that are formal or informal, high- or low-stakes, anonymous or public, individual or 

collective. 

e. Mind Mapping is a diagram used to visually organize information. It is hierarchical and 

shows relationships among pieces of the whole. It is often created around a single 

concept, drawn as an image in the center of a blank page, to which associated 

representations of ideas such as images, words and parts of words are added. Major 

ideas are connected directly to the central concept, and other ideas branch out from 

those. 

 

Review of Related Literatures  

    Classroom interactional competence approach is marked by several features. First, 

the focus is always a particular topic or theme that is both interesting to the students and 

intellectually challenging. Second, the discussion is managed in such a way that all students 

are highly involved. From this notion, the teacher acts as a discussion leader and facilitator, 

allowing the students to initiate turns and when necessary, drawing out and helping the 

learners to draw their ideas. Finally, the teacher helps the students link their background 

experiences and making sure that the contribution on writing is highly responsive, 
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interconnected and extended. As Steve Walsh concluded that placing interaction at the 

center of learning, he argued that in order to enhance learning opportunity, teachers should 

begin by developing their own interactional competence (Walsh, 2012). It was evidently 

seen now that turning to a conceptualization of classroom interactional competence (CIC), 

defined here as teachers and learners ability to use interaction as a tool for mediating and 

assisting learning to students (Walsh, 2011). The starting point is it acknowledges the 

centrality of interaction to teaching and learning. In the same way, we have seen that 

interactants display and orient to learning through interactions which are co-constructed 

and demonstrated differing abilities to jointly create discourse which is conducive to 

learning. A second feature of CIC is that it facilitates interactional space: learners need 

space for learning to participate in the discourse, to contribute to class conversations and 

to receive feedback on their contributions. As Markee pointed out that developing 

interactional competence in a second language involves learners co-constructing with their 

interlocutors locally enacted, progressively more accurate, fluent, and complex 

interactional repertoires in the L2 (Markee, 2008).   

       The methods of bringing enhancement in the writing performance of students during 

examinations were explored by Wallace (1997) with the use of the technique of mind 

mapping. Moreover, the repetitive style of action research gives current opportunities to 

teachers, who demonstrate and elevate their personal manner of teaching. Jarf (2009) 

explored the compelling distinction among the group of students who used the software of 

mind mapping while writing and the ones who did not. The researcher stated that the 

software of mind mapping could be used to help students in brainstorming, development 

of new ideas, making correlations among various concepts and supporting details as 

students face problems in propagating ideas in EFL and writing paragraphs with topic 

sentences and supporting details. Davies (2011) carried out research in which he explained 

a number of techniques and tools used in mapping, as well as distinctions among those 

methods. According to Davies, choosing a mapping tool is principally dependent upon the 

primary objective or aim for which that relevant tool should be used and that the tools may 

be well concentrated on offering instructions as still inferential and potentially interrelated 

functions. As stated by Goldenberg, as instructors, interactional competence approach can 

be a rich pattern of teacher-student interaction and can be purposively assist students’ 

understanding and ability to communicate about concepts and ideas that are central to their 

learning. This focuses on engaging the students in a productive interaction that would help 

them develop complex knowledge and behavior at the same time that it reflects 

responsibility for their own learning (Goldenberg, 1991).  As exemplified, this provided 

evidences that it is useful for analysis of literary or other kinds of texts for learning and 

understanding complex concepts and for discussing issues from multiple perspectives. 

 Nguyen also mentioned that through communicating and negotiating openly with 

each other, instructors also attained a mutual understanding of what they were trying to do 

to support each other’s learning and teaching practices in a way that respected individual’s 

preferences, and that built a supportive, collaborative, responsible, inspiring and  learning 

environment (Nguyen, 2015). Pawapatcharaudom clearly expressed that it can be 

concluded from the studies that Asian students encountered the linguistic problems such as 

writing composition, listening comprehension and plagiarism and these problems are 
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obstacles to achieve academic learning (Pawapatcharaudom, 2007). As further suggested 

by Walsh, what is needed is a rethinking of the role of the teacher so that interaction is 

more carefully understood and played a more central role in shaping learners’ 

contributions. Shaping involves taking a learner response and doing something with it 

rather than simply accepting it. For example, a response may be paraphrased, using slightly 

[Novitas-ROYAL (Research on Youth and Language), 2012, 6 (1), 1-14]. Seven different 

vocabulary or grammatical structures; it may be summarized or extended in some way; a 

response may require scaffolding so that learners are assisted in saying what they really 

mean; it may be recast (c.f. Lyster 1999): handed back to the learner but with some small 

changes included. By shaping learners’ contributions and by helping learners to really 

articulate what they mean, teachers are performing a more central role in the interaction, 

while, at the same time, maintaining a student-centered, decentralized approach to 

teaching. Optimizing competence in a classroom can be integrated with writing skills. 

Thus, classroom interaction is creating opportunities for learning and based where the 

interaction takes place. From this, the quality of academic essay writing can be improved 

when a fair amount of time is spent and rehearsing it orally before putting into words. 

 

Methodology and Research Procedures 

The data in this research consisted of 12 high school students of different 

international schools in Bangkok who are currently studying in private and international 

institutions with different levels of English proficiency, extensive program and ages. Fifty-

eight percent of this population is currently studying in international schools and forty-two 

percent in private secondary schools. The participants of this study were high school level 

learners. The learners were aged 13-19. 4 are males and 8 are females. The selection 

technique is purposive sampling. A type of non-probability sampling technique was 

employed. Altogether were 5 students taking IELTS Writing, 2 students taking TOEFL 

Writing, 2 students taking Academic Essay Writing, 1 student taking ACT Writing, 1 

student taking GED Writing and 1 student taking IGCSE Writing. Sixty-seven percent of 

the population has been studying since primary school levels in international schools 

(International Program) while the remaining thirty-three percent in private schools 

(Bilingual Program).  The researcher administered 30 lessons to the 12 students including 

interactive grammar, vocabulary enrichment, reading, writing and revision. They have 

been studying for four months and this writing course is in need for their college 

preparation and entrance exam in different universities in Thailand of which writing skill 

is the most important factor to be considered among the four skills of English. During the 

preliminary test, sixty-two percent of them are considered in the intermediate level while 

the remaining thirty-eight percent are on the advanced level. They still find difficulties in 

creating structures such as logical progression, increasing significance, coordination, 

chronological order, narrative sequence, and category groupings.  The classroom 

interactional competence approach strategies adapted in the 20-60 hours completed by 

students’ in-class and out-class, done by students individually and can be done through 

brainstorming, mind-mapping, reading research studies and use of collocations. The 

students had shared commonality and desired learning outcome is attained throughout the 

study. It would be possible for the instructor to transmit grammatical structures to students 
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of different writing competencies. As small class sizes have swelled in schools and 

universities, it became easier for teachers to give personal attention to each student. In fact, 

through this period of research, continuous process of developmental writing is 

consistently applied and encouraged the teacher to treat all students in the same way, 

despite the fact that students have distinctive personalities and learning needs. The learners 

were consistently nourished with intellectual curiosity as students. 

 

Table 1: Lessons covering for Academic Essay Writing 
Units Contents Writing Strategies (2 hours per lesson) 

1 Identifying academic sources Academic sources of information, or evidence, differ 

from…… 

• Your own opinions 

• Conclusions or outcomes of discussions on the issue 

with friends or relatives 

• A celebrity’s opinion 

• Articles in popular magazines, like the Women’s 

Weekly 

• Opinion columns in newspapers (as opposed to 

newspaper articles) 

2 A list of verbs is provided to add 

variety to your sentence embedded 

Citations 

agrees, asserts, believes, claims, comments, concedes 

that, challenges, concludes, compares, defines, 

describes, examines, explains, explores, echoes, etc. 

3 Brainstorming and mind-mapping Ask the students to generate ideas into the paper with 

the coaching of the teacher. 

4 Putting authors’ ideas into own 

words 

summarizing, paraphrasing 

5 Verb list for academic writing analyze, examine, evaluate, scrutinize, criticize, 

…report, record, collect, collate, categorize, 

document, …,  etc. 

6 Changing the sentence structure and 

form 

Restate the information, embed the author at the 

beginning of the sentence, the middle, or at the end, 

sentence starters. 

7 Linking words Be more specific, giving an example, clarifying, 

introducing parallels, mentioning a common point, 

acknowledging something and moving onto a 

different point, following a line of reasoning. 

8 Expand and elaborate Write more supporting details. 

9 Think about the topic It is essential that you interpret the topic correctly. 

This can be achieved by brainstorming to generate 

ideas, and then formulating a point of view, even if it 

is a very rough one. Some people have found that 

reading around the assignment topic, by looking up 

some of the key words in their course materials and 

textbooks or glancing through relevant readings in 

their study guide, is helpful in familiarizing 

themselves with the question. 

10 Research topic Try to look at everything they read in terms of whether 

it is worthy of summarizing on paper. Simply writing 

something down in your own words will help clarify 

your understanding of the topic. 
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Units Contents Writing Strategies (2 hours per lesson) 

11 Plan your essay With your argument in mind and write down the main 

points that support it. Make sure they are in complete 

sentences, and arrange them in the order that best 

supports your standpoint. These sentences can 

function as an essay plan. Each sentence represents a 

paragraph in your essay. 

12 Write your essay Start with getting your ideas down on paper. After the 

first draft, you can work on refining them. If you have 

already made summaries and notes, the process of 

writing your essay may be easier. However, if you are 

having difficulty, try writing some headings that are 

relevant to the essay topic – perhaps they summarize 

each of the main points you want to make 

– or perhaps they are just words that have some 

relevance to the topic. Under each heading, start 

summarizing information from one book or study 

guide reading. 

13 Revise your essay Look over your essay to make sure that you have 

answered the essay question. 

Have you stuck to the topic? 

Have you left out anything vital? 

You may have to revise your essay several times 

before it effectively addresses the topic and question. 

14 Edit your essay You should check for errors (punctuation, spelling, 

grammar), bad sentence structure, jargon, slang etc. 

Is your presentation well-defined? Can it be 

improved? Is the referencing correct? 

15 Planning an assignment Actual assignment topic means and then reading 

through some course material to get a broader view 

or a more in-depth view of the issues. 

 

Findings 

The researcher used the classroom interactional competence approach, which 

turning now to a conceptualization of classroom interactional competence (CIC), defined 

here as “teachers and learners” ability to use interaction as a tool for mediating and assisting 

learning’ (Walsh, 2011, p.158), the starting point is to acknowledge the centrality of 

interaction to teaching and learning. In the same way, we have seen that interactants 

displayed and oriented to learning through interactions which are co-constructed and 

consequently demonstrated different abilities to jointly create discourse which is conducive 

to learning. CIC focused on the ways in which teachers’ and learners’ interactional 

decisions and subsequent actions enhanced learning opportunities. From the extracts of 

data below, these considered how teachers and learners displayed CIC and discussed the 

implications of this for gaining closer understandings of the relationship between L2 

learning and interaction. The assumption turned to first understanding and then extending 

CIC, there will be greater opportunities for learning was enhanced CIC results in more 

learning-oriented interactions. Based on my findings, teachers have helped the students 

created a space for learning which in turn provided interactional space which is appropriate 

for the specific pedagogical goal which is relating to the practice of teaching and methods 
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of a writing class. One on one instruction , increased student’s energy, maximizing their 

potentials, attitude formation, motivational skills, studying habits, and performance peak 

attained through the classroom interactional competence approach. Students began to ask 

for more confirmation, clarification and advice from the teachers as coach and mentors. 

The goals were achieved by helping students developed deep knowledge, self-directed 

learning, effective collaboration skills, intrinsic motivation and extrinsic rewards among 

themselves. Thus, CIC learning strategies brought out the flow of communication between 

the instructor and the students that encouraged student-to-student communication with a 

moderator. Indeed, this created a space for learning and acknowledges the needs to adjust 

linguistic and interactional patterns to the students’ particular goal. After the 20-60 hours 

of teaching and learning with the students, the following outcomes were attained:  

transformed the low proficiency students into intermediate level; enhanced students’ 

engagement in brainstorming and mind mapping; created a clear structure in a firm essay 

plan; persuasive or logical sequence of the parts of an essay;  narrative sequence; category 

groupings; topics to be covered dealing with the smaller and less important items; and  

leaving the larger and more important issues until the end of the essay. These resulted to 

constructive inference and more sophisticated ways of writing which were great impacts 

for the readers in more purposive and persuasive means. The greater the instructors’ 

support in students’ academic achievement, the greater the motivation and interest among 

learners. The teachers can facilitate effective communication and provide a sense of 

belongingness and identity for a controlled number of students inside the class. The 

classroom environment created a good atmosphere and culture to identify, classify, and 

describe their unique experiences and relationships. New vocabulary words, linking words 

and connectors were created inside the class as part of their vocabulary expansion and 

retention to describe new ideas and common experiences. From the dominant culture of 

the learners gradually shifted to co-culture which facilitated effective communication by 

using and encouraging feedback and keeping the lines of communication open and are 

means of improving intercultural communication.  From this research, it was found out that 

small group communication is becoming more processed, accomplished their tasks, more 

spontaneous and casual, and interchange of writer/editor roles is evidently seen. Immediacy 

of feedback and creation of outcomes as individual learners are illustrated. Thus, as with 

classroom interactional competence learning methods are apparent, will allow all 

participants to have an equal share in and an equal responsibility for what happens inside 

the class. The following teachers and students major needs are achieved: academic 

objectives of the institution are met, socially and emotionally healthy classroom 

environment, greater student’s motivation, interest, enjoyment, and consistency in writing 

engagement. Characteristics were enhanced including: (a) teacher sensitivity to students’ 

needs; (b) warm, friendly, respectful and nurturing teacher-student relationship; and (c) 

self-discipline among students in writing consistently. In the emergence of the 21st century, 

as innovations and transformation in educational setting were discovered for Thai learners, 

it is imperatively implied that using classroom interactional competence approach 

methodology in a classroom setting will enable students to write an academic essay in 

English in a more sophisticated pattern of writing. For future research studies, it is deemed 

important to share and reflect upon classroom experiences with other teachers which can 
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be a rich source of support and comfort in a positive attitude towards teaching and learning. 

  The findings showed that classroom interactional competence is an effective way 

to motivate and engage students who are exposed in a learning environment as shown on 

the following tables. The information demonstrated that this instructional approach has a 

high impact in an academic environment: more structured, meticulously planned, better 

informed, familiar with the subject matter and the considerable in the pattern of interaction 

between teachers and students as well as among students. They frequently interacted with 

each other, shared information and handily related to common interests. They visibly 

worked individually with their teacher’s guidance and emotional support. Eventually, they 

were engaged in speaking and writing English in everyday life. The researcher’s role was 

developing more highly-structured academic essay writing in real life situations and related 

issues in the era of globalization. The profiles of the students (mixture of males and females 

personnel) were presented in the table and their corresponding final mark after classroom 

interactional competence method was applied in teaching and learning. 

 

Table 1. Profile of Students 
Personnel Gender Institution 

(International/ 

Private/Public) 

Course 

 

Duration of 

the Study 

Age 

Participant 1 F International IGCSE Writing 60 hours 13 

Participant 2 F Private GED Writing 20 hours 18 

Participant 3 F Private IELTS Writing 20 hours 16 

Participant 4 F Private TOEFL ITP 20 hours 15 

Participant 5 F Private TOEFL Writing 60 hours 16 

Participant 6 M Private IELTS Writing 20 hours 15 

Participant 7 M International ACT Writing 20 hours 18 

Participant 8 F International Academic 

Writing 

20 hours 19 

Participant 9 F International IELTS Writing 20 hours 19 

Participant 10 F International IELTS Writing 20 hours 19 

Participant 11 M International IELTS Writing 20 hours 18 

Participant 12 M international Academic 

Writing 

40 hours 16 
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The above charts have shown that 58% of the respondents affirmed that they 

brainstormed before writing an essay as it gave better and more ideas on a particular topic, 

9% stated  that they used reading before writing an essay as it enhanced their thinking 

skills, 25% of the respondents asserted that they used mind maps before writing an essay 

as it provided a concrete structure to a particular topic and 8% of the respondents attested 

that they used analysis  before writing an essay as it helped in differentiating between 
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positive and negative ideas. It is clear from the above chart that using classroom 

competency approach as a strategy used before essay writing administers more ideas on a 

particular topic, enhances the student’s thinking skills, allows for a concrete structure of 

the assigned topic and also helps in making a distinction between positive and negative 

ideas that arise before writing an essay. 

Effective written communication is enhanced throughout the study. The primary 

requirements for the participants should manifest good listening skills, open-mindedness, 

the ability to focus on grammar and vocabulary, enhancing reading and writing tasks.  

During the 60 hours study duration, the students became enthusiastic, excited, 

interdependent, more active learners and competent. Classroom interactional competence 

can be integrated with analytical reading and creative writing skills to improve the 

academic writing essay in a persuasive way. The course is mainly framing an approach, 

posing the question, leading to the ideas, stating a thesis, paragraph writing, focusing on 

the grammar structures, establishing the essay's context, limiting the topic, paragraph 

development, centralizing the essay main points, processing the essay, editing, concluding 

and orienting the readers. In the entire writing tasks, these engaged readers and established 

authority. The beginning of the essay accomplished certain business by introducing the 

essay, focusing on it, and orienting readers. These were given more emphasis in the course 

in the teaching time allocated and the weighted of coursework, tutoring, examinations and 

evaluation. 

As such, reports written mainly focused on the writing skills of the students. The 

researcher used classroom interactional competence support for interactive grammar, 

brainstorming, mind mapping, frequently use of collocations and consistent peer review 

that provided students with multiple brief opportunities for a structured writing style. In 

contrast to the traditional lecture and addition to active learning style, this involved more 

students’ engagement and explicated opportunities for students’ creative thinking, 

responding, and competency in writing different forms of essay. 

In addition to learning styles, the students become field-sensitive learners who 

preferred to learn with multiple coaches, sought guidance from the teachers, and received 

rewards based on individual accomplishment. Researchers perceived that Thai learners are 

more on field-sensitivity on studying habits. Brainstorming and mind mapping were 

adapted and continued to enhance through the length of the study which are effective forms 

of teaching methodologies to find out students’ preference in learning by engaging 

themselves in a writing task and learning to do it by trial and error or whether they prefer 

to be coached  first and then,  attempt the task. Repetitive tasks were employed and learners 

practiced over and over, expected and accepted mistakes, until they become skilled. In 

other cultures, students are expected to continue to watch how something is done as many 

times and for as long as necessary until they feel they can do it. Through this teaching 

methodology, learners became more open-minded about contradictions, differences, and 

uncertainties. 

 

Discussions 

With the extensive use of classroom interactional competence techniques, this 

created more competencies in the academic essay writing of Thai students. Students are 
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more likely to engage. The teacher is focusing on the topic that allows the readers know 

what the essay is mainly about. Internationalists approach created positive feelings, 

channeling energy into positive results and envisioning success in academic achievement 

of the students. Furthermore, both the teacher and the students can identify skills and 

competencies for a favorable writing output. The findings also reflected common essay 

problems: relevance, signposting, commenting on the process, posing questions, owning 

argument, referencing, and creating structures. Students learned on creating a firm essay 

plan, executing logical sequence of the parts of an essay, and determining the nature of the 

subject through logical progression, increasing significance, equal significance, 

chronological order, narrative, sequence and category groupings. Students manifested 

responsibility, organization of thoughts, how to engage themselves in writing and still be 

task oriented on a clear, well-structured essay. As evidently seen, they worked hard to meet 

externally set, reasonable standards of achievement and a sense of accomplishment. 

 

Limitations of the Study 

As the participants in this research were selected twelve students who are studying 

academic essay writing in a language institute, they represented different levels of 

competency. Moreover, the participants constituted the experienced writers on expository 

and persuasive essay construction, the forms and styles were used by an array of authors. 

The population group is mixed-ability level. Regardless of gender, ages, educational 

attainment and acquired writing skills, and level of competency, this further supports 

students’ benefits in a challenging school. Given the challenges teachers and students 

adapting classroom interactional competence approach, growing evidence suggests that a 

key component in meeting educational goals for students is to help them develop strong 

foundation on the writing skills and teachers must be willing to integrate a CIC learning 

curriculum as part of their academic standards. 

 

Conclusions and Implications 

Many teachers are highly motivated to give attention to classroom interactional 

competence approach learning that integrates styles to maximize learning among students. 

This clearly indicated that brainstorming and mind mapping techniques can act as powerful 

tools, not only in boosting the confidence level of the students on their capabilities to 

generate, imagine, and write logical, well-organized and allied essays, but also in writing 

faster in more efficiently detailed ideas in their paragraphs. Furthermore, the present study 

declares a positive impact on the attitude of students approaching the technique of 

classroom interactional competence approach as a prewriting activity. The effective traits 

that resulted are confidence, assertiveness, activeness, decisiveness, and results-oriented.  
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Abstract 
Nowadays technology plays an important role in education, including language 

teaching and learning.  With the integration of technology, learners have more means to 

enhance their language skills. Also, Mobile Assisted-Language Learning (MALL) has been 

developed to serve that purpose. Above all types of MALL devices, mobile phone is the 

most possessed device that can be used for entertainment and academic purpose. Therefore, 

this study aimed to examine the effectiveness of using an application on the mobile phone 

to improve listening skill of students and to examine the attitudes of students towards using 

the mobile app as a supplementary learning tool for English listening. The participants were 

forty-four students majoring in Information System and Technology in the faculty of 

Business administration at Rajamangala University of Technology Krungthep. Four 

research instruments were employed in this study: a mobile app, a listening test, a 

questionnaire and an interview. The results revealed that the mobile app can effectively 

improve listening skills of students in the experimental group. In addition, students show 

positive attitudes towards using the mobile app for English listening. Consequently, the 

students regarded listening practice with the mobile app as effective and motivational, even 

for their general language study in the future.      

  

Keywords: English teaching and learning; Mobile Assisted-Language Learning  

                    (MALL); Listening skill 

 

Introduction 
Listening is a very important skill in language learning, as it is the receptive skill 

that students use at the very beginning of the learning process. Listening seems to be a 

simple process; however, it is not as easy as it seems to be and sometimes it is neglected in 

a language classroom (Richards & Schmidt, 2010). This is because many teachers believe 

that listening skill can be developed naturally within the process of language learning. Yan 

(2005) investigated EFL teaching in China. The result showed that with a teacher-centered 

teaching method and an examination- focused system, the teaching of listening is often 

ignored and finally leads to the unsatisfactory listening skill of the students.   

Many scholars (Underwood, 1989; Rivers, 1992; Elkhafaifi, 2005; Richards, 2008) 

have tried to find the effective ways to improve English listening pedagogy. The traditional 

ways of teaching in a classroom may not be enough to enhance students’ listening ability 

due to several limitations. Overcrowded classrooms may cause problems for both teachers 

to teach listening and for students to develop their listening. This problem would be more 

serious in English Conversation class, which requires a teacher to check and give feedbacks 
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to all forty students’ listening and speaking.  Moreover, the lack of efficient laboratories, 

especially for listening and speaking courses, reduce both the chances for students to 

develop their listening and their interest in English learning (Hamouda, 2013).   

Other causes of listening problems in a traditional classroom are related to teaching 

materials and the students. Tilahun (2008) studied the factors that contribute to the 

problems encountered in an EFL listening comprehension class, and it showed that poor 

quality material used in the classroom had a negative impact on the learner. In addition, 

Underwood (1989) pointed out other kinds of listening problems that are related to students 

themselves. Students lack the control of speed of the speaker as well as the inability to have 

things repeated. They are afraid of asking the speaker for a lower speed or asking for 

repetition.  Some students even have anxiety on listening.  Yan (2005) stated that some 

students feel anxious when they have formal listening style in the classroom. They are 

afraid that they cannot grasp the main ideas and important words.  Moreover, they fear the 

humiliation and the embarrassment when they cannot answer questions in class.         

However, with the integration of technology, students can have more means to 

develop their listening skills. Technology is beneficial for teaching and learning listening 

because students can discover the listening strategies that suit them by using various types 

of technology. Not only developing students’ listening skills, technology can enhance 

students’ confidence in listening, especially when they have limited access to native 

speakers. Technology also provides some important concepts, such as cross-cultural, 

interactional, critical, and contextual dimensions of listening, to be developed while 

making learning process of listening more entertaining (Flowerdew & Miller, 2005).  Once 

the learning is entertaining and enjoyable, the students will be more motivated to learn and 

easily acquire the language, as described in Krashen’s (1982) affective filter hypothesis. 

The learning process seems to mainly depend on the mood of the learners. Learners with 

high motivation, self – confidence, and low anxiety can be more successful in second 

language acquisition (Krashen, 1982).  

In addition, students in this era are born as digital natives, or people that grow-up 

in the digital age while many teachers are still digital immigrants, or people who were 

exposed to technology later in life. The digital natives are familiar with technology like the 

internet, computers and mobile devices since they are very young, and often use these 

technological devices in their daily lives. There is some possibility that the digital natives 

need different teaching styles because their early exposure to technology might make them 

think differently from adults.    As a result, integrating technology in teaching may be an 

effective way to teach them (Prensky, 2010).    

Despite the above - mentioned limitations in traditional classroom teaching, 

technology can fulfill those loopholes, especially with the use of Mobile Assisted Language 

Learning (MALL) which becomes more popular in language learning and teaching these 

days (Kukulsha-Hulme & Shield, 2008; Chen 2013).  According to Alexander (2004), 

MALL is a subset of Mobile Learning (M-learning) or the ability to learn independently 

without the limitation of place and time because it contains wireless information systems 

and mobile technology. Learning language through MALL provides benefits which are not 

available in the traditional classroom as students can learn and practice their language skills 

anytime and anywhere by using their mobile devices such as mobile phones, tablets, and 
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PDAs. Some learning theories that are related to mobile learning are behaviorism, 

cognitivism, constructivism, situated learning, problem-based learning, context awareness 

learning, collaborative learning, lifelong learning, and informal learning, etc. (Keskin & 

Metcalf, 2011). However, two theories of learning that strongly influence the teaching of 

language are behaviorism and constructivism (Schcolnik et al., 2006). Behaviorism focuses 

on the reinforcement between the stimulus and the response.  In mobile learning, the mobile 

devices show learning materials, gain responses from the learners and give them the 

appropriate feedback while forming the reinforcement.  In addition, the constructivism 

approach focuses on collaborative learning to construct knowledge in the form of a social 

process. Mobile learning can help support the learners to interact and collaborate in order 

to build up a mutual knowledge. The learners can share their information and communicate 

via a shared data network.   

Mobile learning can be applied to enhance students’ listening skills as a supplement 

tool inside and outside the classroom in various ways. One of them is to use the language 

practice mobile applications (mobile app). They are very beneficial to be used in language 

teaching because these applications emphasize on language content and four skills of 

language practice. “English Conversation Practice” is one of the most outstanding mobile 

applications that can be used to practice listening and speaking skills of the users. Walker 

(2011) suggested six domains in an evaluation rubric for the mobile app: curriculum 

connection, authenticity, feedback, differentiation, user friendliness, and student’s 

motivation. “English Conversation Practice” comes up with the features that are relevant 

to those domains. First, the language content in the mobile app is similar to the contents in 

the textbook of the course (curriculum connection). Second, the content in the mobile app 

contains daily lives conversation that can provide authentic learning experience 

(authenticity). Third, students can do the quizzes and check the right answers after listening 

(feedback). Fourth, this mobile app is different from other language mobile apps as it 

contains drilling part with the software which is recordable (differentiate). Fifth, this 

mobile app is easy to use with simple functions (user friendliness). Sixth, this mobile app 

makes effective use of sound, graphic, and audio that is appropriate for language learning 

(student’s motivation).     

As “English Conversation Practice” is an outstanding app in terms of functions and 

language contents, it is hoped that this mobile app can help Thai students to develop 

English listening skill as a supplementary tool for listening practice outside the classroom. 

Moreover, it is believed that the positive attitude towards the mobile app can produce 

positive outcome in the learning of English, specifically listening skill. The current study 

was conducted with the purposes as follows: 

1. To examine the effectiveness of using the mobile app (English Conversation 

Practice) to improve listening skills of students in Rajamangala University of Technology 

Krungthep  

  2. To examine the attitudes of students towards using the mobile app as a 

supplementary learning tool for English listening.  
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Methodology 

Participants 

The population was students at the Rajamangala University of Technology 

Krungthep. In this study, the participants were selected by purposive sampling. It consisted 

of forty-four students majoring in Information System and Technology in the faculty of 

Business administration. They were equally divided into two groups: the control group and 

the experimental group. The reason to choose this group of participants was because they 

are studying in the major subject related to computer and technology. Therefore, they might 

be interested in technology integration in language learning. All of the participants were 

enrolled in English Conversation course which focused on listening and speaking during 

the second semester of academic year 2017.   

 

Research Instruments 

Four research instruments were employed in this study: a mobile app, a listening 

test, a questionnaire and an interview. 

“English Conversation Practice” is the mobile application that was used as the first 

research instrument. It was developed by TalkEnglish in 2016 and is available in both App 

store for Apple and Play Store for Android. This mobile app provides many lessons 

designed for English conversation practice. With the features in this application, the users 

can improve both listening and speaking skills at the same time.  It contains conversation 

sound clips with listening scripts and quizzes to check the users’ listening comprehension. 

As for the speaking part, it provides drill conversation practice feature to improve speaking 

and also conversation recording tool to share with their friends.      

The listening test was also used to measure the students’ listening ability for both 

pretest and posttest. The content of both tests was the same and was taken from the previous 

listening quizzes from the exam question bank of the foreign languages department at the 

Rajamangala University of Technology Krungthep. It was consisted of the first three units 

of the course syllabus. The test contained 30 items in multiple choices and was examined 

for effectiveness, validity, and appropriateness by three experts with an IOC value over 

.50.   

Regarding the third instrument, the students in the experimental group were asked 

to complete a questionnaire to investigate their attitudes toward using the mobile app both 

before and after the treatment. The questionnaire was adapted from Chan et al. (2011) and 

was examined for reliability before being used with the experimental group. All twenty 

items in the questionnaire obtained an Index of Item-Objective Congruence (IOC) value 

over .50 from three experts in the Foreign Languages Department in Rajamangala 

University of Technology Krungthep while the alpha coefficient is .830, suggesting that 

the items have relatively high internal consistency. The content in the questionnaire was 

divided into two sections: Personal information, and Students’ attitudes regarding the 

mobile app. It was also translated into Thai for better understandings of the students.   

Moreover, an interview was also employed to gather in-depth information about 

students’ perceptions and attitudes toward using the mobile app as the supplement tool in 

English learning. The interview questions were developed based on the questionnaire and 

were also examined by three experts and the IOC of each item was over.50.  Eleven 
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students (fifty percent) of the whole participants in the experimental group were randomly 

selected for the interview.   

 

Data Collection 
The participants were divided into two groups, the control group (traditional 

teaching style only) and the experimental group (mobile app learning in addition to 

traditional teaching). The researcher taught three units of the text books in three weeks. 

Before the experiment, all of the participants were asked to take the listening 

comprehension pretest to ensure that all of them had the same level of listening ability. The 

independent sample t-test was used to examine the difference of students’ listening ability 

between both groups. In addition, the participants in the experimental group answered the 

questionnaire together with the test. After the teaching session each week, the participants 

in the experimental group were assigned to practice English listening outside classroom 

via the mobile app entitled “English Conversation.”  In the fourth week, the participants 

from both groups took the posttest which contained the same items as in the pretest. 

Moreover, the questionnaire was re-administered to the students in the experimental group 

to explore their attitudes toward using the mobile app for three weeks. Finally, eleven of 

them were randomly selected for the interview for more specific details and for checking 

their participation in using the mobile app. 

 

Data Analysis 

The data collected from the research instruments were analyzed using the mixed 

methods design.  For the quantitative analysis, an independent sample t-test was used to 

compare participants’ ability in the posttest scores between the control and experimental 

groups while a paired sample t-test and descriptive statistics were employed to find the 

difference in students’ attitudes before and after using the mobile app. Then, the qualitative 

analysis was applied to analyze students’ responses from the interview.   

 

Results 

The Improvement of the Listening Skill 
Table 1: The Independent Sample t-test of the Posttest of the Experimental Group and the 

Control Group 

                        Participant group Mean SD SE F t df p 

Posttest score 

Control Group 17.68 3.747 .799 .053 -2.421 42 .020* 

Experimental 

Group 
20.41 3.725 .794 

    

        *P < .05 

The independent sample t-test in Table 1 shows that there is statistically significant 

difference in students’ listening ability between the experimental and the control groups (t 

= -2.421, p < .05); the experimental group (M = 20.41) scored higher than the control group 

(M = 17.68).  
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The Attitudes and Perceptions toward the Mobile app for English Listening based on 

the Questionnaire 
The results show that the overall attitudes of students in the experimental group towards 

the Mobile App after the pretest and posttest are different. Before using the mobile app, 

the average mean is 3.44 (SD = .256) while after using the mobile app, it is 4.04 (SD = 

.219). The students chose “Agree” with most of the statements in the questionnaire, 

meanwhile there were three items that the means fell into “Strongly agree”: item 4 (M = 

4.27, SD = .631), item 7 (M = 4.32, SD = .477), and item 20 (M = 4.23, SD =.429).  

 

Table 2: Paired-Sample t-test of Students’ Attitudes towards the Mobile App 

 

 

Paired Differences t df Sig. 

(2-

tailed

) 

M SD SE 95% 

Confidence 

Interval of 

the 

Difference 

Low

er 

Upper 

Pair 1 The number of units in the mobile app is 

appropriate. 
 -.682 .477 .102 -.893 -.470 

-

6.70

8 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 2 The length of each unit in the mobile app is 

appropriate. 
 -.591 .666 .142 -.886 -.296 

-

4.16

1 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 3 The mobile app is easy to use  -.773 .752 .160 

-

1.10

6 

-.439 

-

4.82

2 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 4 The mobile app is effective in improving English 

listening skill 
 -.545 .739 .157 -.873 -.218 

-

3.46

4 

21 .002* 

Pair 5 The mobile app is effective in improving other 

skills of English. 
 -.318 .646 .138 -.605 -.032 

-

2.30

9 

21 .031* 

Pair 6  The mobile app is useful for other aspects of 

English learning 
 -.455 .800 .171 -.809 -.100 

-

2.66

4 

21 .015* 

Pair 7 The quizzes and exercises in the mobile app are 

useful 
 -.591 .590 .126 -.853 -.329 

-

4.69

5 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 8 The contents on the whole to be relevant to my 

learning. 
 -.636 .727 .155 -.959 -.314 

-

4.10

7 

21 .001* 

Pair 9  I enjoy practice English listening to the mobile 

app. 
 -.591 .734 .157 -.916 -.265 

-

3.77

5 

21 .001* 

Pair 10  The topics of the mobile app appeal to my 

interest 
 -.545 .739 .157 -.873 -.218 

-

3.46

4 

21 .002* 
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*P < .05 **P < .01 

Table 2 reveals the differences in students’ attitude towards the mobile app in the 

experimental group before and after using the mobile app. The t-test was processed and 

the results show that there is significant difference in students’ attitude toward the mobile 

app before and after using the app (p < .05). Moreover, there are ten pairs that were highly 

significant at p < .001. They are item 1, item 2, item 3, item 7, item 13, item 15, item 16, 

item 17, item 19, and item 20. 

As the researcher attempted to triangulate students’ perception toward the smart 

phone app on listening more, a semi-structured interview was also conducted. 

 

The Analysis of Semi – Structured Interview 

Most of the results from the interview are consistent with the results from the 

questionnaire. In terms of the improvement of the language skills, the results from both 

instruments revealed the students’ agreements that the mobile app is effective in improving 

English skills including listening and other skills such as speaking and reading (item 4 and 

item 5 in the questionnaire). In addition, both the questionnaire and the interview 

demonstrated the students’ positive attitudes towards the mobile app (item 1, item 2, item 

Pair 11 The audio in the application is clear  -.455 .800 .171 -.809 -.100 

-

2.66

4 

21 .015* 

Pair 12 The overall technical quality to be good. .  -.409 .666 .142 -.704 -.114 

-

2.88

1 

21 .009* 

Pair 13 After using this mobile app, I am now more open 

to learn through other mobile app for English learning in 

the future. 

 -.682 .568 .121 -.934 -.430 

-

5.63

1 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 14 Listening to the mobile app has made me more 

motivated to learn English. 
 -.591 .796 .170 -.944 -.238 

-

3.48

0 

21 .002* 

Pair 15 The mobile app improves my attitudes towards 

learning in class 
 -.682 .568 .121 -.934 -.430 

-

5.63

1 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 16 I can learn English on my own when using the 

mobile app. 
 -.545 .596 .127 -.810 -.281 

-

4.29

4 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 17 Studying with the mobile app reduce listening 

test anxiety 
 -.773 .612 .130 

-

1.04

4 

-.501 

-

5.92

3 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 18 I believe my test scores will improve when using 

the mobile app 
 -.500 .673 .143 -.798 -.202 

-

3.48

7 

21 .002* 

Pair 19 The mobile app helps me learn English better  -.727 .703 .150 

-

1.03

9 

-.416 

-

4.85

6 

21 
.000*

* 

Pair 20 In general, the mobile app is good.  -.727 .550 .117 -.971 -.483 

-

6.19

7 

21 
.000*

* 
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3, item 6, Item 7, item 8, item 9, item 10, item 11, item 16, item 17, item 18, and item 20 

in the questionnaire) as well as their positive attitudes toward English learning in the future 

(item 13, item 14, item 15, and item 19 in the questionnaire). However, the students 

reported a few technical problems about the mobile app which is slightly different from the 

questionnaire (item 12).       

Based on the students’ perception, there were many advantages of the mobile app 

“English Conversation Practice.” Most of the students agreed that the mobile app can 

improve their listening skill. First, this mobile app comes up with listening script, so the 

students can go back to check the sentences or words that they missed the script. Second, 

the listening comprehension quizzes can be used to check their understanding about what 

they have listened.  Third, the content in the conversations in the mobile app is fun and 

seems like authentic conversations in their daily lives, so they can practically apply it 

outside the classroom. The content in the mobile app is relevant to the content of their 

English conversation course, such as greetings, meeting people, hobbies and routines, and 

giving directions. Moreover, some students suggest that this mobile app can help them 

practice speaking. Over fifty percent of the students love the function of drill practice with 

the software, in which they can chose a role and paired speaking with another role in the 

conversation. The voices of the native speakers in the mobile app are clear and easy to 

listen, so the students can imitate the intonation and accent from the sentences and repeat 

after those voices as a speaking practice. Also, with the function of conversation recording, 

some students recorded their voices speaking to the software, and share them with friends 

and teachers for a feedback about their speaking. Regarding other comments, many 

students refer to the ability of “study on the go.” They can learn English whenever they 

want to or during their free time. Some students said that the mobile app can encourage 

them to self-study, which can be another way to enhance their English skills outside the 

classroom. 

On the contrary, some disadvantages and weaknesses of the mobile app were 

pointed out by the students. First, some students claimed that their English ability is on the 

low level, so they think that the content in the mobile app is quite difficult for them. Most 

of them suggested that they need Thai translation because they don’t understand every 

word in the conversation. It wasted their time to leave the app for the dictionary and return 

to the app again.  Moreover, there were a few technical problems about this mobile app. 

Sometimes the mobile screen became unresponsive while using this app and it required the 

internet connection when they access to the app. Lastly, one student complained that the 

quiz part should contain statistical data to keep the user’ previous results in the quizzes. 

When focused on the language skills or knowledge that can be improved through 

the use of mobile app and to what extent, seven of ten students point out at the listening 

skill. They believe that their listening skills have fairly improved and it was shown in their 

posttest after using the mobile app. In addition, three students claimed that their English 

speaking is better in terms of pronunciation and accent while one student think that this 

mobile app has helped her in English reading through the activities of reading the script 

and completing the quizzes. 
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Regarding the improvement of the students’ attitudes toward English learning, ten 

students reveal more positive attitude toward English learning. After using the mobile app, 

the students said that they are motivated to learn English than before. They think that 

English is not as difficult or boring as it used to be. One student reported the integration of 

technology turns language learning into an interesting activity for her. However, only one 

student admitted that he still dislikes English because he thinks it is still the most difficult 

subject for him. 

All of the students agreed that mobile app can be an effective learning tool to use 

for language learning and English listening practice, but it is suitable to use as a supplement 

or self – study outside the classroom.  Practicing English listening via the mobile app is 

easy and fun. They can do it anytime and anywhere without feeling tensed or anxious as in 

some other classrooms. However, most of them think that the availability of mobile 

application cannot affect their classroom attendance. They still need the “real teacher” to 

instruct and guide them as well as some friends to practice with and share ideas about their 

learning.   

 

Discussion 

The improvement of students’ listening ability 

The mobile app which was used as a supplementary tool for English listening 

practice played an important role in improving listening ability of students in the 

experimental group. It was shown in the statistical difference in the posttest between the 

experimental group and the control group. In other words, the experimental group 

demonstrated an obvious development in listening ability compared to the control group. 

Moreover, according to the obtained data from the questionnaire and the interview, the 

students strongly agreed that the mobile app is effective in improving English listening 

skill. It was clearly seen by the very high mean of item 4 in the questionnaire while seven 

of eleven students revealed that the mobile app can improve their listening skill. When the 

students kept on practicing English listening by using the mobile app, their listening skill 

was improved. The results from this study corresponded with the studies from several 

researchers in terms of the efficiency of MALL to improve students’ listening ability 

(Chen, 2013; Huang and Sun, 2010; Pérez et al., 2011; Kim, 2013).  

According to SLA theories, Behaviorism focuses on the reinforcement between the 

stimulus and the response. In mobile learning, the mobile devices show learning materials, 

gain responses from the learners and give them the appropriate feedback while forming the 

reinforcement (Naismith et al.,2004; Smith & Ragan, 2005). By using the mobile app, 

students listened and checked their comprehension by completing the quizzes. Then, they 

received feedback in the form of automatic checking by just clicking a button. The findings 

from the interview also illustrate students’ opinions about the quizzes. They thought that 

quizzes and exercises in the mobile app are useful; therefore, they kept on practicing and 

the improvement was shown in the posttest scores.  

The use of mobile app to teach listening is the integration of authentic materials 

and technology in language learning which is considered by Chapelle (2003) as a solution 

to solve listening problems of the students. With this mobile app, students can practice 

listening to daily lives conversation that can provide them an authentic learning experience. 
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Moreover, a good mobile app should provide the contents that the students need and are 

relevant to what they are studying.  The increased scores in the posttest may be caused by 

the content in the mobile app that is similar to the content in the students’ subject. With the 

similar contents, students acquired vocabulary, expressions, pronunciation and accents. 

Major listening problems are inadequate vocabulary and the lack of necessary background 

knowledge to interpret the context that they are hearing (Underwood, 1989; Renukadevi, 

2014) as well as the phonological differentiation which the listeners cannot distinguish 

varieties of sounds and converts meanings (El-Desouky Gaber, 2015). The frequent use of 

this mobile app can reduce those listening difficulties for the students.    

Furthermore, the mobile app can encourage students to practice listening outside 

classroom. This is consistent with Rivers’ (1992) suggestion that students need to find a 

chance for listening practices on their own outside the classroom because the listening 

ability can be developed over time and with a lot of practice.  Only studying in the 

classroom may not be sufficient to develop listening skills due to some limitations such as 

the large number of students in a class and the equipment used in the classroom. Students 

needed an extra practice by themselves with the help of mobile app, so their listening ability 

was improved as shown in the pretest and posttest scores. 

One outstanding benefits of the mobile app is the combination of listening and 

speaking practices. It is more effective to practice both listening and speaking skill 

although our main focus is on listening. There is a strong relation between listening and 

speaking because listening is important for the development of speaking, as Saitakham 

(2012) stated that listening helps students developed better speaking practices as they 

absorb spoken English every time they listen to it. From the interview, some students 

reported that their speaking skill and reading skill are also improved after using the app, 

not only the listening skill.  

 

The students’ attitudes and perceptions on the mobile app 

The data obtained from the questionnaire and interview demonstrated the positive 

attitudes and perceptions toward the use of mobile app in language learning, including 

listening. It is consistent with some studies (Yang et al., 2012; Azar and Nasiri, 2014; Steel, 

2012; Nah et al., 2008). 

The attitudes of the students in the experimental group are improved because they 

feel that the mobile app could assist them in learning listening even though there was not 

a highly significant difference in students’ attitudes toward the mobile app before and after 

using the app.  This is because the participants are studying in the major of Information 

System and Technology. Therefore, they get acquainted with technology and can expect 

the functions of the mobile app before using it.  

Moreover, the increased attitude of students might be caused by the reduction of 

anxiety in the listening test after using the mobile app. Underwood (1989) recommended 

two difficulties in listening that may lead to anxiety. The listeners cannot control the speed 

of the speakers and cannot ask the speakers for repetition. Some students found these 

problems, especially in the classroom where they sometimes cannot ask for the repetitions 

from the teachers. However, many students revealed that the mobile app can reduce their 

anxiety and enhance their confidence in English listening because they can replay the sound 
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file and read the scripts as many times as they want when practicing listening with the 

mobile app.  

According to Kukulska-Hulme (2009), the merge between MALL and the 

traditional classroom is the best solution to improve the teaching and learning processes. 

From the interview of the students, most of them agreed that the mobile app can only be 

used as a supplement for listening practice because they still need a teacher in the 

traditional classroom to teach and guide their learning. No matter how excellent the 

mechanical devices are, real human beings are still the most favorable instructor for the 

learners.     

 

Conclusion 

This study aims to examine the effectiveness of using the mobile app to improve 

listening skills of students in Rajamangala University of Technology Krungthep and to 

discover the attitudes and perceptions of students towards using the mobile app as a 

supplement learning tool for English listening. The results revealed that the mobile app can 

effectively improve listening skills of students in the experimental group. In addition, 

students show positive attitude towards using the mobile app for English listening. Most 

of the students stated that the mobile app was favorable because of the accessibility and 

flexibility. It seems to be effective for learner-centered opportunity which enables students 

to study at any time and place. Students also found it effective to improve other skills of 

English such as speaking and reading. Furthermore, they revealed not only the 

improvement of English listening skills but also interests to learn through other mobile 

apps for English learning in the future.  

The main implication of this study is that the language learning mobile app should 

be applied in language teaching, both inside and outside the classroom. The teachers can 

use the mobile app in the classroom as an additional teaching material apart from the text 

books and assign their students to use it as a self-study or homework. Because learning 

through the mobile app provides language learning with enjoyment and the widespread use 

of mobile phone over computers, the mobile app and other learning media in MALL can 

become the most important learning tools in the future. 
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Abstract 
 Many researchers have come to an agreement that Communication Apprehension 

(CA) causes fear or unwillingness to communicate with others in second language. Taken 

by this theoretical notion, the researcher conducted a mixed-method study to investigate 

factors which lead to CA in an EFL classroom in a Thai context. Questionnaires and 

interviews were employed to collect the data in this study. The sample of the study 

consisted of 90 EFL university students who enrolled in English for Everyday Life Course 

at Master University (pseudonym). The findings revealed that Thai EFL university students 

were experiencing anxiety due to myriad factors in their EFL classroom. Moreover, 

students’ positive attitudes towards speaking English in the classroom were reflected, 

whereas negative attitudes for their English speaking were reported. The study also 

provides some suggestions on how to reduce communication apprehension for future study 

in both English teaching and learning.  

 

Keywords: Communication Apprehension; Speaking Anxiety; EFL Students; English 

Language Learning; English Communication 

 

Introduction 
 English plays the major role in communication today. It is adopted as a 

communication medium between two or more parties from different linguistic 

backgrounds. Many countries have shown interest in promoting English Language 

education in both academic and professional contexts. However, meeting such high 

demands for communicating in English is a simple task, it is found that many English 

language learners have difficulty in communication in English despite their early exposure 

to the language at schools or university. Also, the graduates have had problems conversing 

in English at job interviews. This is because, those English language learners may have 

communication problems or communication apprehension (CA), which is "an individual's 

level of fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated communication with 

another person or persons" (McCroskey1977, p.78). This problem may cause fear or 

unwillingness to communicate with others in English language.  

 In response to the significance of CA, in the field of foreign language education, a 

number of researchers have variously defined communication apprehension (CA). For 

example, Communication apprehension (CA) has been defined as an "individual level of 

fear or anxiety associated with either real or anticipated communication with another 

person or persons" (McCroskey, 1977). Lucas (2009) contended that CA is some levels of 

fear (nervousness) we experience in speeches. It is a normal one that could be experienced 
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by everyone, yet it may harm or help the communicator. According to Brown (1993), 

“anxiety is associated with feelings of uneasiness, frustration, self-doubt, apprehension and 

worry”. It also plays an important role in EFL learning because CA can be positive or 

negative according to how greatly it is felt by the learners.  

 Unfortunately, in Thailand, English is a foreign language that students rarely use 

and practice. They speak English only in the classroom. The lack of practices may affect 

students’ low abilities in English communication which may finally affect their English-

speaking skill when they enter the workforce. There are many factors that affect the 

students’ communication apprehension, especially non-English majors who study English 

as a required course for future educational and professional needs. To investigate factors 

which lead to CA in the EFL classroom would help English teachers learn how to modify 

their teaching techniques in order to lessen the undesirable effects of CA in the EFL 

classroom. Also, English language learners themselves can remind that it is natural to make 

mistakes and errors because they learn from their own mistakes which finally help 

encourage them to speak English.  

 

Background and Literature Review 

 The English Department program at Master University (pseudonym) offers English 

for Everyday Life Course as a requirement for all university students regardless of their 

specialization or level of study. Some objectives of this course are to improve the students’ 

oral English skills through meaningful communication activities. This course also aims at 

helping students in their English usage both in academic and everyday lives.  

 By observing students’ participations and interviewing from the teachers, it was 

found that most of the students who enrolled this course are non-English major students 

who are unwilling to speak in class. They are shy and nervous to lose face in front of their 

classmates unless they are encouraged by the teachers.  Some are unable to communicate 

in class because their lack of confidence.  

 Communication apprehension (CA) is one pattern of anxiety which may affect the 

students’ oral communication and students’ achievement. In university level, many 

students’ language anxiety is highlighted due to self-expectation, poor preparation, 

teachers’ evaluation and peers’ reactions.  According to McCroskey (1970), CA is broadly 

based anxiety related to oral communication. He added that there are four types of 

communication apprehension: anxiety related to trait, context, audience, and situation that 

contribute to speaking anxiety.  

 Trait anxiety measures how people generally feel across situations and time periods 

(Witt, P. L., Brown, K. C., Roberts, J. B., Weisel, J., Sawyer, C., & Behnke, R., 2006). 

This means that some people feel more uncomfortable than the average person regardless 

of the context, audience, or situation. Trait anxiety is not the same as shyness, those with 

high trait anxiety are more likely to avoid exposure to speak in public, so their nervousness 

might be compounded by lack of experience or skill. 

Context anxiety refers to anxiety prompted by specific communication contexts. Some of 

the major context factors that can heighten this form of anxiety are formality, uncertainty, 

and novelty. 
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 Audience anxiety describes communication apprehension prompted by specific 

audience characteristics. These characteristics include similarity, subordinate status, 

audience size, and familiarity. 

 Situational anxiety, McCroskey explained, is the communication apprehension 

created by “the unique combination of influences generated by audience, time and 

context.” (McCroskey (2001).  

 However, Horwitz et al. (1986) argued that CA is a type of shyness characterized 

by fear of or anxiety about communication with people. According to the above definitions, 

there are many forms of CA and that fear of oral communication is not limited to a certain 

ae or level of study. It is linked to interaction among people in different settings.  

 In the field of English language education, language researchers, educators, and 

scholars in various contexts have also realized the significance of CA. In response to this, 

they have begun to investigate the causes of CA in EFL classroom. Price (1991) 

investigated the causes of anxiety in foreign language classrooms. He found that for EFL 

learners, speaking English in the classroom is the main cause of anxiety. His suggestion is, 

teachers should help students by encouraging them to speak in class even if they make 

mistakes in the class because classroom is a place for learning and communication.  

 Burrill (1985) argued that the students’ reasons for speaking in a fading or low-

volume voice may be linguistic, cultural or personal. She noted that a subdued voice is a 

characteristic of female speakers.  Males and females in an EFL classroom may speak in a 

soft voice to show respect to a person of authority in their culture. Students who are shy or 

insecure about their English abilities will often speak in a subdued voice. Moreover, the 

students also feel relaxed when studying with female teacher with the subdued voice.  

 Similarly, Amogne & Yigzaw (2013) noted that apprehension profoundly affects 

how people communicate, and communication is critical to success in academic settings as 

well as virtually all other environments. The researcher noted that the students felt anxiety 

or apprehension because they did not practice their English conversation enough.  

 Agreed with Amongne & Yigzaw (2013), Yahya (2013) investigated the factors 

which lead to speaking anxiety among 104 students at the Arab American University in 

Palestine. The three domains that usually affect students’ performance (test anxiety factors, 

communication anxiety factors, and fear of negative feedback anxiety have been 

investigated by means of a well-known scale (FLCAS). The results showed that having 

oral communication without good preparation and extension vocabulary can lead someone 

to be anxious and more apprehensive.  

 Fear of English communication in class may happen in a person’s native language. 

McCroskey et al. (1999) examined levels of CA among Japanese students in native and 

second language (English). The results indicated that Japanese students have high CA in 

both languages. If students are not confident in their native speaking, they also fear to speak 

in foreign language.   

 Moreover, warm and sympathetic atmosphere in classroom can lessen the student’s 

fear and tension. Izzo (2012) found in his study that in order to avoid boredom, the teacher 

should have a variety of teaching techniques. His study indicated that learners are 

influenced by the setting they learn a language and by the teacher who teaches them.   
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 Culture and society also affect students’ performance in EFL classroom. Strevens 

(1978) indicated that one of the most important conditions for success in a foreign language 

is the community.  Oller and Richards (1973) proposed that learners who have positive 

attitude toward the culture and the speakers of the target language will be motivated and 

willing to learn the target language. 

 The review of the aforementioned studies offered some insights into 

communication apprehension (CA) among language learners and also factors lead to CA 

inside the EFL classroom. However, more studies on this particular issue are still needed, 

as it seems rather shortsighted to conclude that what happens in one context may be the 

same as in other contexts.  

 To categorize factors that lead to CA, Thaher (2005) borrowed the concept 

McCroskey’s (1977), and gathered the data by taking part in classroom discussion, she 

could classified the factors that lead to CA inside the EFL classroom into three categories 

: (1) psychological factors which include emotion, self-esteem, anxiety, attitude, fear and 

motivation, (2) instructional factors which include goals, teacher, method, text, time, 

intensity and means of evaluation, and (3) sociocultural factors which include 

acculturation, social distance, second versus foreign language learning and culturally 

accepted thought.  Borrowing the concept of Thaher (2005), the researcher in this present 

study focused on the three factors that lead to CA in English classroom including: 1) 

psychological factors, (2) instructional factors, and (3) sociocultural factors.  

 In particular, the researcher decided to conduct study in a Thai context to 

investigate factors which lead to CA in an EFL classroom so that teachers can more 

effectively help their students to communicate in English class. 

 

Research Question 

Particularly, one research question helped frame the study; what are the factors that 

lead to Communication Apprehension among Thai university students?  

 

Mode of Inquiry 

 The researcher employed the concept of mixed methods research design in this 

study (Caracelli & Greene, 1993; Cresswell, 2006; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003).  Two 

data collection tools including questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were used to 

gather the data in the study 

Questionnaire 

 The researcher used a questionnaire in order to investigate the factors that lead to 

CA in EFL classroom. The present study employed the questionnaire of Thaher’s (2005) 

in order to investigate factors that lead to CA in EFL classroom. This questionnaire consists 

of a 65-item-Likert-type questionnaire with five-scale regarding (1=strongly disagree; 2= 

disagree; 3=undecided;4 =agree; 5=strongly agree). The questionnaire was translated into 

the Thai language and adapted to suit the Thai context. The researcher distributed 90 

questionnaires and read the items in front of the students to see if there were unclear items.  

Interview 

 Each interview took approximately thirty minutes, depending on the participants’ 

responses. Field notes were taken during the interviews. All interviews were conducted in 
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Thai and, with permission from the participants, were audio-recorded for further 

transcription, translation, and analyzes.   

  

Participants 

 Overall 90 EFL university students who enrolled in English for Everyday Life 

Course at Master University (pseudonym) were randomly chosen to participate in this 

present study. They were non-English EFL major students. All the subject had experienced 

in English instruction at least 12 years. Altogether, 5 students volunteered to participate in 

semi-structured interview.   

 

Data Analysis  

 The present researcher employed SPSS program to analyze the quantitative data 

gathered from the questionnaires. The descriptive statistics was employed to investigate 

the factors that lead to CA in EFL classroom. Moreover, open and axial coding (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990) were the technique the researchers used to analyze the interview data.  

 

Results 

 To answer the research question, the researcher used Means, Standard Deviations, 

percentages and ranks for each domain and the items within each domain. 

 

A. Psychological Factors Domain Results 

 Table (1) shows the means and standard deviations, percentages and ranks of the 

students’ responses for the items under psychological factors domain. It was shown that 

the students’ responses in the psychological factors domain are moderate with a mean of 

(3.22) and a percentage of (64.31%). It is clear that students’ responses are very high on 

item 4. “The English teachers’ gender doesn’t affect my classroom participation.” and high 

on item 3, “I feel relaxed to speak English when I prepare.” and item 9, “I feel better to 

communicate in English with female instructors.”  

Table 1: The means and standard deviations, percentages and ranks of the students’ 

responses for the items under psychological factors domain. 

 
No. Item No. in 

questionnaire 

Means SD Percentages Ranks 

1. I don’t like making 

strange sounds in the 

English class. 

2 3.16 0.92 63.1 moderate 

2. My desire to speak 

English is more than my 

desire to write or read it. 

15 3.49 1.00 69.8 moderate 

3. I feel relaxed to speak 

English when I prepare. 

3 3.86 0.70 77.1 high 

4 The English teachers’ 

gender doesn’t affect my 

classroom participation. 

4 4.17 1.14 83.3 very high 
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5. I would rather listen to a 

good lecture or a speech 

in English. 

1 3.47 0.86 69.33 moderate 

6. I like talking with 

foreign people in 

English. 

7 2.86 0.89 57.1 low 

7 In English large classes, 

I feel neglected. 

17 2.98 1.07 59.6 low 

8. I feel better to 

communicate in English 

with male instructors. 

19 2.92 0.90 58.4 low 

9. I feel better to 

communicate in English 

with female instructors. 

18 3.57 0.96 71.3 high 

10. I like the sound of the 

English Language. 

6 3.29 0.74 65.8 moderate 

11. I don’t like English 

people but I like 

learning English. 

14 2.79 1.02 55.8 low 

12. I am afraid of making 

errors when I speak in 

English classes. 

11 3.63 1.03 72.7 high 

13. I am a timid person by 

nature and I get nervous 

easily. 

10 3.38 1.02 67.6 moderate 

14. I feel afraid to discuss 

my problems with my 

English teacher outside 

the classroom. 

5 3.23 1.05 64.5 moderate 

15. I feel shy to speak 

English in front of male 

students. 

13 2.63 1.16 52.7 low 

16. I make a fool of myself 

when I speak up English 

in the class. 

8 3.02 1.02 60.4 moderate 

17. In order not to 

participate in the English 

class, I like to sit at the 

back rows. 

9 2.48 0.94 49.6 very low 

18. I feel shy to speak 

English in front of 

female students. 

16 2.94 1.03 58.9 low 

19. My voice is not pleasant 

to hear. 

12 3.24 0.92 64.9 moderate 

Psychological factors domain 3.22 0.97 64.31 moderate 

 

As a part of qualitative results, all analyzed interview data revealed the insightful 

participants’ responses of psychological factors domain. Overall, five students’ 

descriptions of the psychological factors were in line with their responses to the 

questionnaire. Most students admitted that they feel better relaxed if they have time to 

practice before speaking English. One students said that; 
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“I am not good in English so I am not confident to speak English. I don’t know 

much vocabulary but if my teacher asks me to prepare at home and present the 

week after, I think I can do it. I don’t like to speak English without preparation. I’m 

shy to make mistakes in front of my friends.”  

Similar to another student in the same class, he is shy to speak without preparation and 

also to make some errors in class. In his own words,  

“I’m not confident to speak English in class. I don’t like when my friends laugh at 

me. Although I prepare, I am still feel nervous but it is better to prepare for a few 

minutes before presenting something in English.”  

 

B. Instructional Factors Domain Results 

 As it is shown in table 2, students’ responses in the instructional factors domain are 

moderate with a mean of (3.22) and a percentage of (64.5%). It is clear that students’ 

responses are very high on item 20, 21,22,23,25, 30 36, and 47. However, they are very 

low on item 28, 33, 35, 39, 42, 43, 45, and 48. 

  
Table 2:  shows the means, standard deviations, percentages and ranks of the students’ 

responses for the items and instructional factors domain. 
No. Item No. in 

questionnaire 

Means SD Percentages Ranks 

20. English is an 

international language 

so we should learn it. 

32 4.38 0.82 87.6 very high 

21. My English teacher 

responds in a friendly 

way. 

44 4.44 0.70 88.9 very high 

22. There are grades for 

classroom participation 

in English. 

29 4.23 0.77 84.7 very high 

23. My English teacher 

encourages us to write 

things down and take 

notes. 

27 4.08 0.77 84.7 very high 

24. I don’t have the 

opportunity to speak 

English outside the 

classroom. 

33 3.18 1.25 63.6 moderate 

25. Learning English helps 

me in my academic 

study of other courses. 

38 4.07 0.98 81.3 very high 

26. The language laboratory 

helps the student to 

speak English. 

40 3.56 0.90 71.1 high 

27. The English teachers 

inspire confidence in us 

to speak English. 

41 3.99 0.77 79.8 high 

28. Giving the English class 

in the afternoon affects 

36 2.20 0.86 44 very low 
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my classroom 

participation. 

29. My English vocabulary 

is limited. 

24 3.47 0.91 69.3 moderate 

30. English teachers use 

naming to encourage 

students’ performance 

and facilitate 

communication. 

43 4.19 0.81 83.8 very high 

31. I make noticeable errors 

of grammar and word 

order when I speak 

English. 

21 3.41 0.82 68.2 moderate 

32. Giving five points for 

classroom participation 

is not enough to 

encourage students to 

participate in English. 

49 3.06 1.11 61.1 moderate 

33. The English textbook 

doesn’t have 

communicating 

activities. 

35 2.07 1.12 41.3 very low 

34. My English teacher 

explains the activities 

and difficult expressions 

in Thai. 

23 3.71 1.27 74.2 high 

35. English classroom 

activities are neglected. 

34 2.20 1.02 44 very low 

36. The English teacher 

varies his teaching 

techniques in teaching 

the communication 

skills. 

47 4.26 0.71 85.1 very high 

37. My English teacher 

speaks English 

exclusively in the 

classroom. 

26 2.56 0.98 51.1 low 

38. Three hours of learning 

English per week is not 

enough. 

37 2.90 1.02 58 low 

39. My English teacher 

doesn’t allow me to 

speak Thai in the 

English class. 

22 2.06 1.03 41.1 very low  

40. I speak English with 

traces of Thai accent. 

25 3.93 0.88 78.7 high 

41. The English class is so 

over-crowded that the 

teacher can’t pay equal 

attention to all students. 

39 2.77 1.07 55.3 low 

42. The English teachers 

use naming only as a 

42 2.49 1.19 49.8 very low 
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tool for behavioral 

control. 

43. English teachers praise 

the quiet student. 

30 2.29 1.02 45.8 very low 

44. The English teacher 

doesn’t teach us the 

non-verbal 

communication system 

in English. 

46 2.69 1.21 53.8 low 

45. I don’t like to speak 

English because my 

English teacher corrects 

most of the mistakes 

that students make. 

45 2.48 1.09 49.6 very low 

46. English teachers don’t 

like the quiet students. 

31 3.31 1.08 66.2 moderate 

47.  The English teacher 

uses audio-visual aids to 

help us speak English. 

48 4.24 0.74 84.9 very high 

48. My English teacher 

doesn’t give me time to 

collect my thoughts. He 

moves quickly to 

another student. 

20 2.34 1.04 46.9 very low 

49.  My English teacher 

corrects my errors in a 

bad way. 

28 2.06 1.15 41.1 very low 

Instructional factors domain 3.22 0.96 64.5 moderate 

 

The data from semi-structure interview also helped broaden deeper information about how 

instructional factors affected students’ communication apprehension in English class. One 

student explained that her teachers’ use of various kinds of activities in class affects to her 

self confidence in English speaking class. In her own words, 

“I enjoy when I learn English since my English teacher employs a lot of activities 

that encourage us to speak English. She divides us in group and let us work together 

so the high proficiency students can help other low proficiency students in group. I 

think this can encourage everyone to speak English because we can help each other 

and no one feel nervous or shy to speak English because we do group work 

activity.”  

Similar to another student who admitted that teachers’ teaching methods encourage 

him to speak English in class. He said, 

“I love when my teacher calls my nickname. When I am asked to answer something 

in English, someone may think it is a punishment. But for me, I think my teacher 

helps me practice English speaking. I love when my teacher prepares the activities 

outside the textbooks. It means a lot for me that she is well-prepared and I love it 

very much. I love to answer although I cannot answer correctly.”  

Interestingly, the interview data also highlighted the importance of English. All 

students noted that English is useful for their work in the future, so if English teachers 
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provide interesting lesson for them, it would help them a lot in other subject as well. One 

participants opined, 

“English is very useful nowadays. People who can speak English well can get the 

better job than who doesn’t. In English class, if teachers provide interesting 

activities to practice speaking more often. I think, at least, we can speak English 

confidently.”  

Sharing more or less the same as the above participant, one fishery major student 

shared her experience that speaking in English class could help her in other class. In her 

own words, 

“Actually, I’m a shy student. I don’t like to answer in any class. I’m a passive 

learner. But with my English teacher’s method of teaching, it is found that I enjoy 

when speaking in English class. She never blames me when I say something wrong 

or I use the Thai accent. This makes me feel more confident, so in another class, I 

try to answer the teacher’s question. I am so proud of myself when I can pronounce 

some technical vocabulary in English in that class.” 

 

C. Sociocultural Factors Domain Results 

 According to table 3, the results show that students’ responses in Sociocultural 

Factors Domain are moderate with a mean of (3.20) and a percentage of (64.03%). Items 

50, 51, 53, 54, and 56 are very high and low on items 58, 61,63,64, and 65.  

Table (3) shows the Means, Standard Deviations, Percentages and Ranks of the students’ 

responses for the items under sociocultural factors domain. 
No. Item No. in 

questionnaire 

Means SD Percentages Ranks 

50. My religion encourages 

us to learn the language 

of other people. 

51 4.03 0.73 80.7 very high 

51. English is necessary to 

tell people in the world 

about the Thailand. 

64 4.17 0.77 83.3 very high 

52. I don’t like the attitudes 

of English people 

toward the Thais.  

57 2.86 1.17 57.1 low 

53. In our culture, students 

should ask and search.  

50 4.14 0.77 82.9 very high 

54. English is the language 

of knowledge and 

civilization so its 

learning is essential for 

all. 

54 4.09 0.73 81.8 very high 

55. The English society is 

more developed than 

the Thai society. 

55 3.92 0.85 78.4 high 

56. My family encourages 

me to speak English. 

65 4.44 0.95 88.9 very high 

57. People who know to 

speak English are 

52 3.54 1.06 70.9 high 
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respected in our 

society. 

58. I hate the English 

people because they 

occupied our 

homelands in the past. 

56 2.37 1.22 47.3 very low 

59. When I speak English, I 

feel that I am superior. 

58 2.94 1.15 58.9 low 

60. I must speak good 

English in order to be 

judged a competent 

person. 

53 3.68 0.97 73.6 high 

61. Group work is not 

encouraged in our 

society. 

63 1.92 1.05 38.4 very low 

62. I like to speak English 

in large classes in order 

to be famous. 

59 2.79 1.02 55.8 low 

63. English is not important 

for my future 

profession. 

61 2.06 1.19 41.1 very low 

64. In my culture, girls 

shouldn’t ask questions. 

62 2.13 1.17 42.7 very low 

65. I will lose my Thai 

identity if I speak 

English. 

60 2.13 1.11 42.7 very low 

Sociocultural Factors Domain 3.20 0.99 64.03 moderate 

 

 To support quantitative data above, the results from semi-structured interview 

revealed how sociocultural factors affected students’ communication apprehension. They 

admitted that religion, culture, and family were the factors that may cause their English 

speaking in classroom. One students said,  

“I think Thai people are humble and shy. This may cause students’ reluctance to 

speak in class.”  

Another student believed that religion factor forces him to learn English because 

he can make friends and understand other people. He said,  

“I think it is good that I am a Buddhist. It’s free for us to learn other religion or 

other culture. English is a medium language that people use around the world. If 

we can speak English, we can understand people.”  

Family also one factor that encouraged student to learn to speak English, one 

student opined,  

“My mom works at a restaurant in Phuket. She always forces me to be confident in 

speaking English. She told me that people who know English, know everything. 

Although I am a non-English major student, I try to do my best in English subject. 

At least, I should be able to speak English confidently with foreigners.” 
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D. The Ranks of the Students’ Responses for the Different Domains 

 Table 4 shows that the students’ responses are moderate in the third domains. It is 

(3.22, 3.22, 3.20). The highest rank is the psychological domain (3.22) and Instructional 

domain and the lowest is the socio cultural (3.26). 

Table 4: Means and Standard Deviations for the different domains that lead to CA in EFL 

Classroom 

Domain Mean S.D. 

Psychological factors 3.22 0.97 

Instructional factors 3.22 0.96 

Socio-Cultural factors 3.20 0.99 

Total Score 3.21 0.97 

 

Discussions 

 The main purpose of this present study is to investigate factors that lead to CA in 

EFL classroom. Based on results, it was found that students’ emotion, self-esteem, anxiety, 

attitude, fear, motivation, together with instructional factors including goals, teacher, 

method, text, time, intensity and means of evaluation are the main factors that affect to 

students’ English communication in classroom. The results show that the students’ 

responses in the psychological factors domain are moderate with a mean of (3.22) and a 

percentage of (64.31%). It is clear that students’ responses are very high on item 4. “The 

English teachers’ gender doesn’t affect my classroom participation.” and high on item 3, 

“I feel relaxed to speak English when I prepare.” and item 9, “I feel better to communicate 

in English with female instructors.” The results were in line with Burrill’s (1985) study 

which revealed that the students feel relaxed when studying with female teacher with the 

subdued voice. Moreover, the results also revealed the students’ responses in the 

instructional factors that English teachers and their teaching affects students’ 

communication. This is related to domain Izzo (2012), the study showed that in order to 

avoid boredom, the teacher should have a variety of teaching techniques. Not only 

psychological and instructional factors, socio-cultural factors also affect to students’ 

English communication in classroom. Aspects of students’ native culture heavily influence 

their overall communicative English learning.  

 It is worth mentioning that the results of this study showed feelings towards 

speaking English by non-English majors in a Thai EFL classrooms. Those students have 

different interests and outlooks, different areas of difficulty and require different classroom 

activities since they study the language as a core-requirement at university level. English 

teachers should be aware of these differences and vary their techniques which are 

appropriate to their learning. At least, this could help them develop a positive image of 

themselves and others toward English communication.  
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Abstract 
    Within ELT, learners’ achievements in reading and writing have long been 

regarded as benchmarks of progress, while the assessment of listening and speaking skills 

have often been considered arbitrary and subjective. However, less subjective ways to 

assess speaking and listening have emerged. For example, task-based language teaching 

has proposed communication scenarios that require participants to facilitate understanding 

to achieve outcomes. This research posits the relevance of Strategic Competence within 

transactional communication by analyzing the directive function of language. Through a 

transactional assessment based on Yule’s theory of Referential Communication, this study 

observes six international university students and their ability to negotiate meaning to 

complete a closed task. The investigation focuses on achievement strategies such as asking 

for clarification or confirmation and interactional strategies such as comprehension checks. 

The research found that the referential nature of the task and the directive function of 

language instigated a variety of Language Related Episodes that varied in their complexity. 

These episodes demonstrated that there is a necessity for the greater awareness of 

communication strategies to enhance the Transactional Competence and resulting 

communicative performance of international university students.  

 

Keywords: Transactional competence; Strategic competence; Communication strategies; 

Communicative performance; Language related episodes 

 

Introduction 

As English continues to dominate the world stage, there are a growing number of 

students who are studying through English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI) in 

international universities. These students who speak English as an additional language need 

to demonstrate confidence in giving directives and being able to negotiate meaning or 

express nonunderstanding in situations where the difference between understanding and 

misunderstanding could be vital to passing a course or performing other duties. The risk of 

miscommunication depends on the language skills of the interlocutors involved. Each 

person is unique, and in L2 dialogues some may lack the shared linguistic resources that 

they would have when communicating in their L1. Such hindrances to communication 

could be physical with regards to phonetics and phonology, or cognitive with regards to 

giving directives, processing meaning, and understanding, or some combination of these 

factors. These types of Language Related Episodes (LREs) require specific strategies to be 

implemented to keep the doors of communication open. If such episodes are perceived to 

be too formidable to overcome, it creates obstacles to the negotiation of meaning, and as a 
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result, communicative performance is affected. The stakes become even higher when 

traversing these limitations requires a specific task to be performed or a problem to be 

solved. Thus, the transactional function of language is essential because this is the language 

of doing, and as such, relies on illocutionary meaning. Such interactions require achieving 

the desired result which will depend on an even more significant understanding of one 

another and a higher degree of strategic competence. Therefore, the directive and 

informative functions of language are of the utmost importance because of the roles they 

play in problem-solving as it relates to task-based communication and being transferrable 

to the real world. One way to investigate these functions of language is by exploring the 

Transactional Competence of international university students by answering the following 

research questions:  

 

1. What are the dominant strategies used for transactional communication by international 

university students using English as a medium of instruction? 

2. What factors determine international (EMI) university students' choice of 

communication strategies? 

 

Literature Review 

The complexities and interrelatedness between Communicative, Strategic, and 

Transactional Competence are all bound by their effects on communicative performance. 

Brown and Yule (1983) as found Yule (1997, pp.12-13) were interested in the transmission 

of  “factual or propositional information” where “the receiver is expected to understand 

clearly what was in the message” thus “transactional language is message oriented.” In 

transactional communication and hence Transactional Competence, a clear understanding 

of giving and receiving directives is imperative and requires the use of Communication 

Strategies (CSs). Therefore, transactional communication is more demanding than 

conversational or even interactional communication because avoidance strategies are a 

hindrance to performing the task while the proper use of achievement strategies is most 

likely a necessity. 

The research herein follows the two perspectives of CSs considered to be either 

Interactional or Psycholinguistic. Tarone (1981, p. 49 as quoted in Ellis, 2008, p. 503) 

provides an interactional definition of CSs as “a mutual attempt of two interlocutors to 

agree on a meaning in situations where requisite meaning structures do not seem to be 

shared.” Within this interactional paradigm, Tarone (1980, p. 420) explains that “CSs are 

seen as tools used in the joint negotiation of meaning where both interlocutors are 

attempting to agree as to a communicative goal.”  

This explanation differs from the Psycholinguistic perspective where CSs are used 

in two phases for speech production. The first step is planning which requires the speaker 

to determine what to say with regards achieving their communication goals. After a plan 

has been contrived, the second phase, correct execution takes place. This execution requires 

the speaker to be able to convey the intended meaning and purpose of the plan. If there is 

a failure to communicate as a result of problems with the plan or execution, CSs may be 

called upon to try again by modifying the existing plan or starting anew. This modification 

is known as an Achievement Strategy where the original goal is still sought. If a new plan 
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cannot be conceived or executed, and the initial goal disregarded, this lack of attempt is 

considered an Avoidance Strategy. As a result, avoidance strategies are a hindrance to task-

based communication (Faerch and Kasper, 1983). 

Researchers tend to fall into one of these two groups but the author of this paper, 

like Ellis (2008, pp. 503-504), believes that the distinction between these two concepts is 

not as black and white as some may want it to be. For example, Dornyei and Scott (1997, 

p. 183) concluded that there are three types of problems that result in the need for CSs: 

 

1. Own-performance problems: the realization that something one has said is 

incorrect or only partly correct. 

2. Other-performance problems: something perceived as problematic in the 

interlocutor’s speech, either because it is thought to be incorrect (or highly 

unexpected), or because of a lack (or uncertainty) of understanding something 

fully. 

3. Processing time pressure: the L2 speaker’s frequent need for time to process and 

plan L2 speech that would be naturally available in fluent communication. 

 

Point number one is “associated with various types of self-repair, self-rephrasing, 

and self-editing mechanisms” that strongly correlate with the psycholinguistic 

conceptualization. Point number two is associated “with various meaning negotiation 

strategies” that are inherent to interactional concepts. Point number three is related to 

strategies such as “fillers, hesitation devices, and self-repetitions” (ibid). This point seems 

more oriented towards psycholinguistics, but the argument can be made that elements of 

point two may affect the ability to process time.   

These problems concerning performance, time, and the conceptualized views of 

solving them have lead researchers over the years to develop taxonomies of communication 

strategies. For a full summary of the existing taxonomies to date, a thorough and exhaustive 

review can be found in Dornyei and Scott (1997). The strategies of their taxonomy are 

divided into three categories which are direct strategies, interactional strategies, and 

indirect strategies. “Direct strategies provide an alternative, manageable, and self-

contained means of getting the (sometimes modified meaning) across.” These direct 

strategies are further subcategorized as to whether they are “Resource Deficit,” i.e., the 

speaker is unsure what specific words to say to convey their idea. “Own Performance,” i.e., 

they have already spoken but realize that it is not clear or doesn’t make sense. “Other 

Performance,” i.e., one interlocutor corrects the other to make sense.  Interactional 

strategies also use the same subcategories but rely on both interlocutors for the achievement 

of mutual understanding through “asking for help” or “confirmation” while also expressing 

“nonunderstanding” for example. Whereas these types of strategies are “problem-solving 

devices,” indirect strategies are not, “but rather facilitate the conveyance of meaning 

indirectly by creating conditions for achieving mutual understanding: preventing 

breakdowns and keeping the communication channel open” (ibid, p. 198).  

Based on their compatibility with transactional communication and the 

requirements of task-based communication, strategies that enhance the comprehension of 

directives are imperative while avoidance strategies like message abandonment, 
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mumbling, or omission are absent. As a conversational language assessment was not the 

objective of this research, an understanding of the LREs initiated by transactional 

communication is necessary. 

 

Language Related Episodes 

LREs are triggers that initiate the usage of CSs. Swain and Lapkin (1998, p. 326) 

as quoted in Mackey (2012, p. 133) define LREs as “instances of feedback, negotiating for 

meaning, questioning the meaning of a word or the correctness of a structure, as well as a 

request for assistance.” Such triggers are not necessarily just one cause but rather a 

combination of factors.  

 

Referential:  

Referential aspects of communication rely on the participants’ ability to recognize 

each other’s perspective and make inferences based on these perspectives while attending 

to and monitoring feedback. These perceptional aspects of “Spatial Dialogue” depend on 

the interlocutors’ ability to establish “common ground” (Tenbrink et al., 2017, pp. 318-

319). This spatial dialogue cannot exist without what Yule (1997, p. 10) identifies to as “a 

basic intention to identify” and “a recognition of this intention” by both the director and 

receiver. Therefore the referential LREs that lead to communication strategies involved the 

following triggers: 

 Participants were not identifying the same referential object. 

 Participants could not establish the same referential orientation.  

 Participants were not able to discern the directives within the 

referential location. (paying attention to details within the location) 

 

Pronunciation:  

LREs referring to pronunciation are triggers based on how they affect intelligibility 

between the interlocutors. The following problematic elements are recognized by Swan 

and Smith (2001) and by Jenkins (2000) to affect the communicative ability of second 

language speakers. They are: 

 All the consonant phonemes and their clusters.  

 Intelligibility when consonants and vowels are substituted. 

 Appropriate vowel length with short and long vowel contrasts.  

 Prosodic features like nuclear stress and contrastive stress are also 

beneficial to intelligibility.  

  

Grammatical Knowledge / Code Complexity:  

 The author refers to Grammatical Knowledge as defined by Bachman and Palmer 

(2010, pp. 44-45) which focusses on vocabulary and syntax for “producing and 

comprehending formally accurate utterances or sentences.” This research is interested in 

how these utterances affect “Code Complexity” which is how complicated the syntax and 

vocabulary are to process by the interlocutors based on the structure and form (Skehan, 

1998, pp. 99-101). This code complexity is directly related to Cognitive Complexity. 
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Cognitive Complexity of Processing:  

 LREs of this type focus on task performance where the familiarity of the task can 

determine how much information needs processing. Such “cognitive familiarity” eases the 

demands of the “cognitive processing” needed to complete the task. When there is a lack 

“Clarity and Sufficiency” because inferences cannot be made, due to the poor syntax for 

example, then confusion or an LRE ensues (ibid, p. 101).  

 

Communicative Stress  

 Communicative stress is the result of “performance conditions” and the time 

pressure as perceived by the interlocutors. In this research, there is a time component of 

which must be managed by the participants as it may affect the “rate of speech, or 

opportunities to control the interaction” by the participants if time is running out or if one 

participant uses too much time. Timing also compounds with issues where the “type of 

response” may not meet the communicative needs of the receiver and result in lack of tact 

or frustration (ibid, p.101). 

 

Combined LREs:  

LREs may not be isolated events and may have a combination of factors regarding 

the referential nature of the task used for this research. 

 

 Referential/Cognitive 

o Occurs when there are signs of confusion regarding the 

clarity or sufficiency of the referential information. This 

confusion is usually the result of both interlocutors not 

sharing the same location or object of reference.  

 Referential/Cognitive/Grammatical 

o Occurs when there are signs of confusion regarding the 

clarity or sufficiency of the referential information because 

of vocabulary or syntax causing both interlocutors not to 

share the same location or object of reference.  

 

Methodology 

The methods devised for this research focus on transactional competence through 

English as the medium for referential communication. By examining the transactional 

nature of these interactions, the study assesses the communicative performance of six 

university students based on their LREs and use of communication strategies. Through 

qualitative transcription and quantitative frequency counts, the author tested which 

communication strategies were preferential to EMI university students using English as a 

mode of communication to complete referential tasks. 

Participants 

The participants in this research consist of six students from an International 

University’s freshman level two English course. These university courses from basic to 

level four are ranked based on the equivalent IELTS and TOEFL test scores. From a testing 

perspective, these students would rank in the 5.5 to 6 range in IELTS or 525 to 550 in 
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TOEFL. These students are most suitable because they have already completed the basic 

to level one course offered by the university and they will benefit the most from this 

research as they progress to the more advanced courses. Purposive sampling was used to 

ensure that a variety of L1 nationalities were represented thus making for a more 

representative study where three Thai students, one Chinese, one Vietnamese, and one 

Burmese student were chosen. Each Thai student was then randomly placed with a non-

Thai to make up the three dyads.  

 

Methods of Assessment 

The study proposes two interdependent methods of assessment where transcriptions 

of the referential tasks were evaluated for qualitative and quantitative data. All the tests 

were assessed according to the same dependent variables which are the LREs, the number 

and variety of strategies used, timing, and the completed test scores. Therefore, 

Communicative Performance was measured by combining the timing and completion of 

the tasks while considering the LREs and which communication strategies were used.  

 

Research Instruments and Data Collection 

Before testing, the participants attended four weeks of classes to prime them for 

tasks that were communicative while focussing on directives. CSs were also discussed but 

not taught explicitly. The purpose of this priming was to create comfort in performing tasks 

to completion where CSs would be necessary. None of the priming tasks were 

representative of the test used in this study to avoid the influence of task familiarity on the 

test results. The tests adapted Yule’s (1997) reference model combined with the research 

model of Shortreed (1993). Shortreed asked speakers to describe objects on a grid so that 

listeners could draw them onto an empty grid. Due to the task’s complexity regarding “less 

shared reference” and “more descriptive detail,” the results found that there was a great 

deal of “repair strategies” like “requests for confirmation” and “clarification” used (Ellis 

2003, p. 94).  

The tests of this study did not require drawing but still had different tiers of 

difficulty to complete using 54 objects of reference that were cutouts of different shapes 

and colors to be placed on a five by five grid.  The first tier of difficulty was determined 

by only having one referent. The second tier of difficulty had two referents; the third tier 

had three referents while the hardest component had four. Each of the tests had ten answers 

to be completed. There were three answers of difficulty one, three answers of difficulty 

two, and two answers of both difficulty three and four. 10% was assigned for each correct 

answer while 5% was allocated for partially correct answers where one aspect was incorrect 

like the wrong size or color of shape for example. 0% was assigned to completely incorrect 

answers or nonstarters where the incorrect grid location was used.  

To collect the data, each of the three dyads had their interactions recorded with a 

camera and an MP3 recorder. Each dyad was allocated a maximum of 20 minutes in total 

to complete two tests, one for each participant. This aspect of time management played a 

crucial role in that it added to the urgency of performing the tasks promptly. The objective 

of the task was for both interlocutors to play the roles of director and receiver. The receiver 

had to complete the directives as given by their partner as quickly and as accurately as 
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possible and vice versa. The participants were encouraged to use CSs when necessary and 

were encouraged to use other tactics such as facial expressions and hand gestures, but at 

no time were they allowed to look at each other’s instructions or show each other the 

objects of reference. The completed tests were then evaluated for accuracy by comparing 

the answers to the instructions.  

 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis was done by transcribing the recorded information so that the author 

could conduct a discourse analysis to look for the LREs that caused repair sequences and 

the corresponding CSs that were used. The CSs were tallied into quantitative data 

concerning their frequencies of use. The completion times and the test scores of the 

completed tasks were also calculated for a measure of answer accuracy based on the test 

results. This information allowed different dyads, and the interlocutors within those dyads, 

to be assessed for similarities and differences based on their communicative performance 

of the referential tasks.  

 

Table 1: Communication Strategies and LREs  

Communication Strategies: Total Time: 58:20 

Direct Strategies: Average Test Score 71.6 % 

Circumlocution 3 

Approximation 0 

All-purpose Words 16 

Retrieval  2 

Mime 185 

Own-performance: ============= 

Self-repair 32 

Comprehension Check 5 

Verbal Strategy Markers 1 

Other-performance: ============= 

Other-repair 50 

Asking for repetition 3 

Asking for clarification 148 

Asking for confirmation 40 

Expressing Confirmation 77 

Expressing Misunderstanding 57 
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Table 2: LREs Findings and Discussion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 

Table 1, the 

average test 

score for all 

dyads was 

71.6%. Dyad 

2 had the lowest average of only 45% compared to the averages for Dyad 1, 80%, and Dyad 

3, at 90%. Two factors stand out in the determination of these scores. The first factor is the 

importance of the directive function of language when performing tasks. If the director was 

not able to give comprehensible directives or made factual mistakes, the receiver was 

already in a position of failure no matter how well they could listen to and follow directions. 

As a result, even if the receiver could make the directives comprehensible through CSs, 

they still may have been given factually wrong information that may not have been 

recognized until later in the task, i.e., by being asked to use the same object of reference or 

location twice. Alternatively, the mistake may not have been recognized at all because there 

may have been no second point of reference to catch the mistake also making the referential 

nature of the tests the second factor of importance.  

With regards to the first question, what are the dominant strategies used for 

transactional communication by international university students using English as a 

medium of instruction? In Table 1, miming was the most dominant strategy at 185 uses, 

followed by asking for clarification at 148 uses, and expressing confirmation at 77 uses. 

The transcribed data suggests that miming tended to correspond with other strategy use and 

was seldom used alone. That said, over-reliance on miming may have been responsible for 

further confusion in Dyads 1 and 2 while the pattern of asking for clarification followed by 

expressing confirmation assured better results as in Dyad 3. Dyad 3 used CSs 122 times 

with the combinations of asking for clarification or confirmation while miming made up 

the bulk of their strategy usage. As a result, Dyad 3 was efficient with most of their 

communication strategies to overcome difficulties to complete the tasks in the shortest time 

of 18 minutes and 20 seconds. Through a better understanding of these patterns of CSs use, 

the explicit teaching of CSs and understanding of LREs and their solutions with regards to 

transactional communication could improve.  

Total Scores Overall: 619 

Language Related Episodes: ============= 

Referential 167 

Referential / Cognitive 201 

Ref / Cog / Grammatical 106 

Pronunciation 4 

Cognitive Complexity 15 

Grammatical Knowledge 7 

Communicative Stress 21 

Total Scores Overall: 521 
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Regarding the second question, what factors determine international (EMI) 

university students' choice of communication strategies, the referential and transactional 

aspects of the test were the determining factors. In Table 2, the findings demonstrate that 

the referential aspects of the task caused many challenges whether it was the LREs based 

on reference alone at 167 triggers, cognitive confusion of the intended referent and location 

at 201 triggers, or referential cognitive confusion based on the syntax needed for 

communicative performance at 106 triggers.  

The added complexity of referential communication also demonstrated that 

contrary to popular belief, the more strategies used isn’t always an indicator of more 

successful negotiation of meaning. In fact, the opposite seems correct in that the dyads who 

used fewer strategies had higher test scores. Therefore, not all strategy usage lead to 

effective communication and could also be interpreted as indicators of specific problem 

areas within the different language skills. In the case of Dyad 2, they used the whole 20 

minutes and were not able to complete both of the tests. Of the twenty combined tasks, 

only 17 were attempted. Of those 17 attempts, 10 of the misunderstandings were the result 

of erroneous directives.  

 

Conclusion 

This study investigated the Transactional Competence of six international 

university students who study through English as a medium of instruction. It started with 

an exploration Transactional Competence and its relationship to the LREs that trigger the 

necessity for Strategic Competence to negotiate meaning. Given that this research used 

referential communication to examine simple to complex transactions and their outcomes 

from start to finish, this manner of testing was able to address specific communicative 

deficiencies. The indications suggest that that metacognitive skills with regards to 

processing information while giving and receiving directives are avenues for further 

development. As such, further research conducted into how specific CSs could be taught 

to students for use in task-based communication would be valuable to international 

universities as there is already a plethora of studies that focus on CSs in the sociolinguistic 

conversational context.  

As part of developing communicative competence, the transactional use of the 

language is essential for students to be able to function in their courses and eventually the 

workplace. The findings indicate that some students are already capable of successfully 

using CSs to navigate unfamiliar situations even though their choice of strategies may be 

limited to what they are accustomed to using in their daily English communications. In this 

regard, future research should look to expanding the student’s repertoire of strategies while 

making them more competent in transactional situations where the results are the difference 

between success and failure.  
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Abstract 

       The study is conducted in order to improve the students’ speaking ability of 

undergraduate in an Information and Communication Technology program at Prince of 

Songkla University, Pattani Campus by using group work activities technique.  The subject 

of this study was the first year student that consists of 50 students. The instruments used to 

collect the data were: observation checklist, interview, speaking rubric and speaking test. 

The findings revealed that the average score of students’ speaking skill of three speaking 

task was improved with a significant different at the level of 0.01 (p<.01) with the t value 

7.94, 8.00 and 11.07 respectively. In addition, students experienced free to express 

themselves when interaction in a smaller group and group work helped to reduced students’ 

anxiety to speak up in front of the class. Furthermore, in smaller groups, students learned 

to ask and receive help from their group members.  Moreover, it was found that the students 

communicated actively in their groups through oral interaction. They experienced 

challenging to speak and share their ideas, it made them enthusiastic to learn. They could 

explore their opinions in front of the class without feeling nervous or shy, and they felt 

very confident and comfortable with their performance.  

 

Key words: Speaking skills; Group work activities 

 

Introduction  

English becomes the international communication since it has successfully dominated 

the world of globalization. This language spreads automatically and has made big changes over 

the centuries. As an international language, English has the crucial factor to handle the 

language instruction in many field including education, economics, business, social, culture, 

and others. Thailand then is to be mindful to the influence of English. 

In the field of ICT, English plays and importance roles and cannot be denied as it is 

used widely in the world of ICT, as well as educational field and everyday’s real life situations. 

One needs to be competent in English language and well-versed in spoken English with 

corresponding spread of English as a world language. IT is used in businesses and is basically 

the backbone of the commercial world at the moment. English is the international language of 

trade currently, and so the two are interlinked in terms of being able to operate many systems. 

many programs are produced  in  the  US  or  they  are  made  in  English  in  other  countries,  
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and so English  is  essential  for understanding  them. It is an international language of 

communication and so allows communication via electronic means in a single language, which 

avoids subsequent confusion.  

In addition, ICT students have to master English speaking skills in order to 

communicate with customers or serve customer how to use the programs when they work 

in the companies. Nevertheless, their English speaking skill was quite poor. They cannot 

deliver what they want to communicate to others. The research found that most of them 

lack of speaking skill, have small vocabulary size and lack of confidence. They are often 

not confident to try to speak English. 

 

State of the problem 

Based on the curriculum of Information and Communication Technology program, 

students are required to study English for two courses include English Listening-Speaking 

and English Reading and Writing. But in the first semester students are required to enroll 

English Listening-Speaking. The objectives of this course are to enhance students’ abilities 

in English listening and speaking and to improve students improve students’ 

communication skill. According to the oral presentation performance, it was found that 

most students in this class were quite poor in speaking skill. So, it is challenge for the 

researcher to examine this article because they needed to master English skills for their 

study and future career.      

Last semester, the researcher had a responsibility to teach English Listening-Speaking. 

At that time the numbers enrolling the class was 50 students. In order to know the level of 

speaking ability at the beginning of the semester, students were given a speaking test by 

delivering 2-3 minutes oral presentation.  

The students’ speaking performance was analyzed based on Likert Scale. The average 

score of their speaking test was only 31.5 then, after two months of studying before their 

midterm exam, their speaking abilities was not yet satisfactory. Even though they were 

assigned to speak in front of the class several times individually, most of students still had 

problems with their speaking.  

 

Objectives of Study 

This study aims to 

(1) Investigate whether group work activities can improve students’ speaking skills.  

(2) Determine the roles of group work activities in developing students’ speaking ability. 

 

Significance of the Study  

The study will contribute to English lectures who are interested in applying group 

work activities to improve students’ speaking skill. Moreover, this study also provides 

factors of group work activities that influence students’ speaking skill that lecturers can 

bring the result to develop effective oral group activities.  

In addition, students have a great opportunity to share their ideas with peers. It will 

promote learning, planning and discussion skills as well as improve their speaking 

capabilities. 
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Besides, students in Information Communication Technology program can master 

English speaking competency and can deliver the message to their customer in the future.  

 

Review of Related Literature 

Speaking Skill  

Learning English, especially speaking is considered the most difficult for many 

students. Hornby (1987, p. 827) states that speaking is the ability of people to express what 

they listened to the audience.  

Brown (2004, p.14) defines speaking as a productive skill that can be directly and 

empirically observed, those observation are invariably colored by the accuracy and 

effectiveness of a test-takers’ listening skill. In addition, speaking involve two or more 

people which participants are both listeners and speakers. They have to act that they listen 

and contribute what they have listen to other people. 

In addition, Tarigan (1981, p.15) states that speaking ability is a skill to speak or 

talk for deliver an idea and a message. Moreover, Lado (1961, p.240) points out that 

speaking ability is described ability to express the sequence the ideas fluently. It can be 

summarized that speaking ability is a skill that use to convey the massage, deliver the 

speech or ideas.  

Bygate (1997) proposed that speaking is one of the skills that should be mastered 

by the students in learning English. In addition, Mackey (2001, p. 79) suggests that 

speaking is an oral expression which conveys the meaning.  

According to Richard and Renandya (2002, pp. 201-215) stated that there were 

many factors which Thai students were unable to speak English. In the first, English 

becomes the strange and difficult language to learn because they need to over train in 

order to get fluency in speaking. The aging process shows that it influences Thais’ 

pronunciation in oral communication and how far they could utter the target language as 

native. Secondly, the aural medium which relate to the other skill is that listening. In oral 

communication, between two or more communicants are also supported by listening 

comprehension because it impresses to the success of communication. Therefore, native 

teachers easily find in Thailand because Thais are lack of English proficiency. Next, socio 

cultural factor could be investigated through how Thais learning English in the on-going 

classroom. They prefer to listen on the teachers’ lecturing and take a note rather than 

practicing the language. Besides that, teachers local do the same things. They require 

their students to memorize and memorize. As the consequences, students are afraid to 

ask question, or even performing English to communicate (Nguyen, n.d). Afterward, the 

affective aspects of emotions, self-esteem, empathy, attitude, and motivation have 

correlation with Thai students’ affective sides such as, anxiety, feeling of uneasiness, 

frustration, self-doubt, and apprehension. All of them are explained more in the following 

discussion based on their psychological factor of individual. 

Kakar (2011) also explained the problems which affect Thai students in speaking 

English fluency. Firstly, many Thai students see learning English as an extra curriculum 

activity and less important than any other subjects such as math, science, etc. English for 

them is learnt only for the utilitarian purposes so that “the success in a foreign/second 

language is supposed to be lower than if it is learnt for the integrative purpose” (Gardner 
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and Lambart, 1959, 1972 as stated by Kakar, n.d). Secondly, Thai students don’t show 

eagerness to learn English at primary school level until the time they start seeing English 

as a career at high school level. This attitude doesn’t help them to be fond of English as 

foreign language. Thirdly, Thai students mostly avoid the interaction in foreign language 

even though toward electronic and paper media. It doesn’t make them interested or even 

curious about foreign cultures. Besides that, Thai students don’t work independently. 

Other researcher (n.d) stated that “It doesn’t mean that they have lack of ideas or courage, 

but they avoid making mistakes or in other words they avoid losing-face.” Not only are 

that, the large-class size, medium of instruction in Thai, and lack of English environment 

for interaction in daily life that all the fundamental problems which should be fixed. 

Kakar (2011) added that “English is taught mainly by Thai native teachers and Thai 

language is frequently used as the medium of instruction” (Cited in Mahimuang, 1996). 

Further, attitudes of students plays very important role in the process of language 

acquisition. Thai students tend to adopt negative characteristics which involve negative 

attitudes towards English, specifically, being afraid of making mistakes, being shy to speak out 

in English, being passive participant, and lacking responsibility for their own learning.  

Particularly, speaking English becomes the most difficult part in the process of 

learning English for Thais. In other resources are also explained of why Thais cannot speak 

English well. At the beginning, there are many Thais who think in Thai when they speak 

English, hence, they think in Thai first before translating into English. Furthermore, they 

have difficulty in pronunciation because of the English alphabet. Next, Thai students are 

pegged in grammar more than in communication or conversation. And the most method 

used by English teacher in Thailand is teacher-centered which is signed by translating, 

copying from the book, and teaching grammar through lecturing. It makes the students are 

lack of practicing oral language. They do not have any chances to speak in target language, 

so they are easily forget what they learned. 

 

Group work activities 

Group work activities or working in a small group is a type of learning by assigning 

students to stay in group and enjoy doing activities to develop their thinking skills and 

achieve the tasks. Small group discussion has been shown to improve students’ 

understanding and retention of materials.  

Dobson (1981), Hamer (1991) and Thonbury (2016) stated that group discussion is 

the best way to enhance students to speak, especially if the class is too large. Therefore, 

group work is widely practiced at all level of teaching and it is challenge for teacher to 

conduct the class like a group work activities.   

Hariss (2007) also suggested that the ways to make group work activities effective, 

they are many ways as follows: 1) Group size: the group’s size should be 4-6 persons; 2) 

teaching method: teacher should make sure that students understand the objectives of using 

group work; 3) Group member selection: it is very important for select students to stay in 

group together. So, teacher needs to know how to choose the group members; 4) Ice 

breaking : students should know each other  before have seated in a group before beginning 

a group activities by doing activities to make them know each other; 5) Scaffolding the 

group work; 6) Self and peer evaluation; teacher should allow student to evaluate peer and 
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themselves; 7) Assigning roles; 8) Reflection on group work: after finishing the activities, 

teachers should summarize the activities result and give some feed back to the students.  

The use of student – student interaction should not be underestimated as if is 

considered to be an interaction that mostly influence students’ performance in instructional 

situations.  The use of group work activities for learning create a non-threatening 

environment that allows all students to participates in discussion that they may not have 

the opportunity to do so in a large group environment.  

 

Research Methodology  

Research participating and setting  

The participants of the study were 50 first year students of Information and 

Communication Technology Program who were enrolled in English Listening-Speaking at 

Prince of Songkla University, Pattani campus. They were chosen primarily for two reasons. 

First, they were studying English Listening-Speaking which is a required course for 

students in the Information and Communication Technology Program. Second, this course 

required them to master English speaking skills in order to communicate with lecturers and 

others. In addition, most of their major subjects as well as teaching material, English is 

used mostly. So, they need to have enough English skills to achieve their future study.  

Most of participants are Muslim and graduated their high school form Islamic Private 

School.  

 After midterm exam, students were selected to sit in groups based on their midterm exam 

score. They were mixed together between high and low English speaking proficiency. The 

main objective of mixing students between high and low English speaking proficiency to sit in 

group together is to promote learning environment because the students who are good at 

speaking will help their friends to speak out by leading to do activities. The poor students might 

be more active and brave to share ideas. 
 

Research Instruments 

In this study, both qualitative and quantitative research methods were utilized. To 

get the data, the researcher used the following research instruments: 

 

Observation  

The researcher observed the students ‘participation in group work activities. The 

researcher also observed students’ behavior while engaging in activities. In addition, the 

researcher focused on students’ communication in English, team working, interaction 

among the group members as well as their enthusiasm and motivation when they working 

in group. The target students were observed in three different observations with fifty 

minutes for each session which included brainstorming, group discussion as well as 

competitive games. The overall participation in each session of the group was recorded in 

the observation sheet and involvements in three sessions were compared.  

 

Interview 

The interviews were conducted after group work activities were carried out in class. 

The students were asked five questions in the interview. They were prepared before the 
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interview. The focus group was interview. The objectives of interviews are to gather 

information and support the results gained from observations.  

 

Speaking test  
Students were assigned to do speaking test by delivering 2-3 oral presentation in 

front of the class at the beginning of the semester to know the level of their speaking ability 

in the topic of “The importance of English in 21st century”. 

 

Speaking rubric  

The speaking rubric was used to assess the speaking performance. The rubric 

contains ten items of strategies use to be rated on Likert Scale, 1 = Poor, 2 = Not very good,     

3 = OK, 4 = Good, 5 = Excellent. In addition, the rubric consist of ten items and can be 

divided into four components; structure, content nonverbal communication and verbal 

language.  

 

Data Collection Procedures 

Data was collected during the first semester of the 2017 academic year. After the 

midterm exam, students were divided into eight groups. The students who got high midterm 

exam scores were mixed with those with low scores. Each group consists of six or seven 

students. All groups were assigned to give oral presentations on different topics or activities 

every week.  Each group was asked to give an oral presentation within five minutes. Every 

week each group had to select two presenters to present in front of the class. Presenters 

who had already presented don’t need to present anymore. Thus, every student had equal 

chance to speak in front of the class.  

The three oral presentation topics were  

 

1. How to exploit the social media in learning English? 

2. What do you think about using internet of Thai teenagers? 

3. How to speaking English fluently? 

 

Data Analysis  

 To answer research question 1, the three sets of oral presentation score were 

statistically analyzed in on order to examine the improvement of students’ speaking 

competency by using small group activities. In addition to answer the second question, the 

researcher used the field note while taking observing students working with peers in group.    

 

Findings and discussion  

 

The study showed that group work activities can promote students’ speaking 

abilities the results are discussed as follows: 
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Table 1: The Average Score of Students’ Speaking Skills 

speaking task n mean S.D. t df sig 

1st 8 32.75 2.12 7.94* 6 0.0000 

2nd 8 38.75 1.98 

 

Table 2: The Average Score of Students’ Speaking Skills 

speaking task n mean S.D. t df sig 

2nd 8 38.75 1.98 8.00* 4.13 0.0000 

3rd 8 42.87 1.64 

 

Table 3: The Average Score of Students’ Speaking Skills 

speaking task n mean S.D. t df sig 

1st 8 32.75 2.12 11.07 10.13 0.0000 

3rd 8 42.87 1.98 

 

      Shown in Tables 1,2 and 3  The result of t-test showed that there was a significant 

different at the level of 0.01 (p<.01) for the level of use (t=7.93 (1st speaking VS 2nd 

speaking), t = 8.00 (2nd speaking VS 3rd speaking) and t = 11.07 ( 3rd speaking VS 1st 

speaking). Comparing the first, second and third speaking task, the mean were higher from 

32.75 to 42.87.  It can be proved that the students improve their speaking skills obviously.  

The higher score in every presentation can imply that conducting group activities 

can improve students’ speaking abilities.   

Based on interview and observation students agreed with the used of group work 

activities in teaching can improve students speaking ability. Conducting group work 

activities class was students centered and more effective to get every student to engage in 

the class activities. Besides, students felt more active and could communicate in English 

with their lecturer and friends. Moreover, group activities can promote team working, 

interaction among members, enthusiasm as well as students’ motivation. In addition, 

students can exchange ideas, which promote their communicative skills. Furthermore, 

group work activities promote meaningful interaction and enhance learning. This is 

because in the activities they negotiate meaning to solve problems. Finally, it fosters 

students’ responsibility and independence. This can be shown when they acted as a leader 

or representative of the group to present the task in front of the class. They can also learn 

to be responsible for the assignment they get. In other words, group work helped students 

to reduce anxiety to speak up in front of the class and students felt free to express 

themselves when interacting in smaller groups. Hence, the best time to overcome the 

speaking problems is through the practice in group work. Thus, small group activities play 

important roles in developing students’ speaking ability. 

 

Conclusion  

The use of group work activity in the classroom can improve student’s speaking 

since it gives students plenty of opportunity to share their ideas. Moreover, sitting in a small 

group is much easier to talk with peer than to do in the whole class. Furthermore, students 
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communicated actively in their groups through oral interaction. They felt challenging to 

speak and share their ideas, it made them enthusiastic to learn. They could explore their 

opinions in front of the class without feeling nervous or shy. And they felt very confident 

and comfortable with their performance. Finally, small group discussion can possibly 

promote student to have critical thinking. Based on observation, students brainstormed, 

discussed and shared ideas while sitting in the group. The lecture always bombards them 

the question beginning with how in order to motivate them to think critically.  

Recommendation for Further Studies 

 Further study should classify students in smaller group in order to notice their 

interaction with peers and can give oral presentation one by one. In addition, students 

should be assigned to talk about various topics for greater validity.   
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Abstract 

Out-of-class English learning activities provide learners with plentiful 

opportunities to participate in English language learning. Moreover, they provide the 

learners’ opportunities to expose meaningful language usage in the real situation which 

help them become a potential successful learner and also strengthened their learning 

autonomy. This study, therefore, aimed to investigate out-of-class English learning 

activities of tertiary learners at Mae Fah Luang University and to investigate their opinion 

and factors affecting them in doing those activities. A questionnaire survey and a semi-

structured interview were employed to this study. The data were analyzed by using 

statistical of mean score and standard deviations. The findings can be revealed that the 

participants reported doing receptive skill activities more than productive skill activities. 

Some activities were perceived as leisure activities, whereas others intentionally carried 

out to improve their English. However, the learners’ perceptions in engaging in all out-of-

class English learning activities were different in term of purpose and goals of such 

participation. In addition, motivation and learning environment were two main factors 

affecting learners in doing out-of-class English learning activities. Finally, the result 

revealed that their language development was put as a first priority to the benefits of out-

of-class English learning activities which could lead them to be autonomous learners. 

 

Keywords: Learner autonomy; English as a foreign Language; Out-of-class English 

learning activities 

 

Introduction 

In Thailand, teaching and learning English is viewed as a foreign language. English 

is a required subject for students from primary school up to university. There are 

international programs in many universities and also English Program in public and private 

schools. However, Thailand has been ranked in the low proficiency category of English 

Proficiency in the most recent edition of the EF English Proficiency Index (EF EPI) 

published by EF Education First (2017). Moreover, learning English is limited and takes 

place mainly in the formal classroom. It is impractical and boring due to learners having 

little opportunity to practice and to communicate in English (Guo, 2011). Meaningful 

resources for English language use are limited to the classroom and a majority of learners 
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found classroom practice by itself is insufficient for the development of English 

competence (Tokan, 2016). 

Language learning is not limited only in the classroom but it can take place 

everywhere. Therefore, out-of-class English learning activities in that learners do outside 

the classroom context can foster language acquisition of English as a Foreign Language 

(EFL) learners. Lai and Gu (2011) pointed out that successful language learners were 

engaged in various out-of-class learning activities. Moreover, the successful learning of a 

language in a variety of contexts all over the world is often associated with the learners’ 

ability to continue learning outside the classroom (Nunan, 1991).  Furthermore, Wiengnil 

(2010) viewed that classroom instruction does not always help the students to fully develop 

their language ability. Out-of-class English learning activities are therefore useful in filling 

the students learning experience that cannot be accomplished in the classroom context due 

to the limitations of input and time. The significance of out-of-class English learning 

activities is that it provides learners with plentiful opportunities to participate in English 

language learning and to be exposed to meaningful language usage in an authentic context 

which help them become a potential successful learner and also strengthened their learning 

autonomy. 

Mae Fah Luang University (MFU) offered courses by using English as the medium 

of instruction and tried to promote students to learn and choose materials that they prefer 

to learn on their own interest, by providing learning environments in terms of facilities 

such as library and Self-Access Language Center (SALLC). At present, the SALLC 

provides materials, facilities, consultation, coaching, and activities focusing on foreign 

language which support to facilitate MFU students to further practice English skills and 

also encourage their autonomy in learning, which are relevant to their personal needs, 

interest, and also support English courses that are offered at the university. However, based 

on the previous studies explored the use of MFU’s SALLC found that the majority of 

students who have used SALLC spent only enough time there finishing their tasks and then 

quickly left (Nayos, 2016). Relating to this point, the students might engage themselves in 

other activities outside the formal classroom differently.  

This present study may provide a clear description of out-of-class English learning 

activities which could be useful to promote MFU students’ autonomy through out-of-class 

English learning activities. Therefore, the study is proposed to explore more about out-of-

class English language learning activities of MFU students included with their opinion 

toward the helpfulness as benefits to the development of English and also factors affecting 

them in engaging in those activities by answering to the research question below: 

1. What are out-of-class English learning activities of tertiary learners at Mae 

Fah Luang University, (MFU)? 

2. What are MFU learners’ opinion towards doing out-of-class English learning 

activities and factors affecting them in doing those activities? 

 

Literature Review 

A. Out-of-class English language learning activities  

It is believed that learners’ developments of language proficiency are depended on the 

power of out-of-class exposure to English. The terms out-of-class language learning 
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activities basically refers to those activities that are done by language learners involving 

the use of target language outside the formal classroom. Yap (1998) described out-of-class 

language learning activities as informal learning activities which take place outside the 

classroom and those activities can be held in the learners’ leisure time beyond the 

traditional classroom setting. Benson (2001) mentioned out of class learning activities as 

any kind of learning that take place outside the classroom. He also classified the activities 

into three broad categories, namely self-instruction, naturalistic learning, and self-directed 

naturalistic learning. In a study by Thailand researcher, Sumonviriya (2007) referred to 

out-of-class language learning activities as the activities which learners initiate without 

having been assigned by teachers; these activities can be direct or indirect language 

learning activities. Her study on the out-of-class language learning activities focused on 

four language skills: listening, reading, speaking, writing. Those activities are divided into 

receptive skill activities and productive skills activities. Sumonviriya (2007) also noted that 

learners have difficulty in creating opportunities for the practice of productive skills 

activities due to learning resources of foreign language, authentic materials and learning 

opportunities in a language learners’ environment is often not simply available outside the 

classroom. The most frequently reported out-of-class language learning activities are 

watching TV program, listening to music, surfing the internet, and reading newspapers and 

magazines. 

 

Benefits of out-of-class language learning activities to learner autonomy 

It was generally found that out-of-class language learning activities and English 

development are correlated with each other (Olsson, 2012). Out-of-class learning activities 

such as surfing the internet, playing computer games, watching TV program, or reading 

magazine, etc. positively affect English learner’s proficiency level (Coşkun, 2016). There 

have been many studies focusing on out-of-class language learning activities which 

provided supportive evidence about the benefits of language outside the classroom. In 1989 

Nunan’s study revealed most of the learners thought that solely classroom instruction was 

insufficient for the improvement of their English proficiency, and believed in the merits of 

engagement in out-of-class language learning activities. Similarly Pearson (2004) 

disclosed that learners engaging in out-of-class language learning activities achieved a 

significant benefit by expanding the students learning environment. Activities that offer 

meaningful opportunities to learn English are likely to spark interest and increase 

motivation to learn, since it is linked with real life application. That is real life connection 

is a key to fostering more authentic language usage and autonomy. Moreover, Richard 

(2015) indicated that out-of-class language learning environment offer a wide range of 

affordances for language use and second language acquisition than are generally available 

in the classroom. The combination of formal language instruction and the exposure to the 

natural target language use will maximize the benefits of language learning. 

Since language practicing opportunities and conditions are limited in the classroom, it 

is found that out-of-class language learning activities offer learners with more language 

practicing opportunities and exposure to language in a real situation. It also found that a 

potential successful language learner usually becomes involved in numerous out-of-class 

learning activities (Lai and Gu, 2011). In addition, out-of-class language learning activities 
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lead to learner centeredness, increased cooperation and motivation; therefore, it raised 

learners’ confidence, self-esteem, and autonomy (Stoller, 2002). 

 

B. Learner autonomy  

Learner autonomy plays a very important role in successful language acquisition. 

Holect (1980) defined learner autonomy as “the ability to take charge of one’s own 

learning”. In general terms, autonomy in learning refers to the learner’s possibility of 

managing and making decisions about his/her own learning process (Benson & Voller, 

1997; Dam, 1995; Sinclair, 2000). Littlewood’s (1996) work seeing learner autonomy in 

language learning as combining essential components of ability and willingness, and also 

highlight a construct of willingness to assume responsibility for choices of learning. The 

willingness depends on having both motivation and confidence. Later, Littlewood (1999) 

defined learner autonomy as the learner’s way to take responsibility for their own learning 

after their outside class learning and formal education. According to Littlewood (1999), 

Western learners have proactive autonomy while East Asian leaders have reactive 

autonomy.  He claimed that proactive autonomy is the form of autonomy in which learners 

are able to establish a personal agenda for learning which affirms their individuality and 

set up directions in a world which they themselves have partially created. In reactive 

autonomy, on the other hand, learners do not create their own directions, but once a 

direction has been initiated, they will be able to organize their resources autonomously in 

order to reach their goals once a direction has already been initiated for them. Learners 

who have this kind autonomy can learn vocabulary without being pushed, can do 

examination papers on their own initiative, or can organize themselves into groups in order 

to cover the reading for a particular assignment (Mineishi, 2010). 

An autonomous person was defined as one who has an independent capacity to make 

and carry out choices which govern the action. It is widely held that autonomous habits of 

learning lead to more success language acquisition. The characterization of autonomous 

learners as those who are willing and have the capacity to control or supervise learning, 

choose material, methods and tasks, exercise choice and purpose in organizing and carrying 

out the chosen task, select the criteria for evaluation, take an active approach to the task, 

make and reject hypothesis, and pay attention to both form and content and are willing to 

take risk (Wenden, 1991).  In order to possess such abilities, learners need to be aware of 

different learning strategies.  

Additionally, Chusanachoti (2009) mentioned one of the characteristics of autonomous 

learners is the willingness to seek the opportunities and actively engage in language 

activities outside the classroom. He claimed that learners’ out-of-class English learning 

activities can be view as one active behavior of an autonomous learner. In the study by 

Hyland (2004) and Pearson (2004) viewed out-of-class learning activities as the efforts that 

learners use knowledge they gained from language classes to find language learning 

opportunities outside the class and exercise those opportunities. That is all learners have 

the power and right to learn autonomously. The out-of-class learning activities can lead 

learners to become autonomous learners who can benefit from the learning environment 

outside the classroom in their own time.  
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After all, the autonomous learners explicitly accept responsibility for their learning, 

share in the setting of the learning goals, take initiatives in planning and executing learning 

activities, and regularly review their language learning and evaluate its effectiveness 

(Holect, 1981; Little, 1991). Learner autonomy can help learners achieve high degree of 

responsibility and independence. Moreover, the developing learner autonomy promotes 

language learners’ lifelong learning and that success learners tend to be autonomous 

person. To promote autonomy in learners helps them to continue their learning through 

their lives. 

 

Factors affecting learner autonomy on out-of-class language learning activities 

A number of studies proposed various factors to affect learner autonomy such as 

motivation, metacognitive knowledge learning environments, learner’s age, learning 

experiences, confidence, and learner interest (Isarawattana, 1999; Darasawang, 2001; 

Spratt et al, 2002). Each factor influences learner autonomy in different ways. In this study, 

three crucial factors were explored: language anxiety, motivation, and learning 

environment. 

First, Hu (2016) disclosed that two standpoints of difficulties of learner autonomy are 

out-of-class language learning contextual limitations and affective factors in learner 

autonomy. He mentioned that there are two affective obstacles: language anxiety and lack 

of motivation. Language anxiety includes two aspects: face and showing off. According to 

Wu’s (2012) study on Chinese speaking ESL learners in Hong Kong, Chinese learners may 

experience language anxiety due to their fear of making mistakes in front of their peers. 

Moreover, learners avoid using English face-to-face in public settings because the use of 

English is seen as showing off and they fear negative judgment. 

Second, motivation is an important factor that has a positive influence in learning 

language. Motivation is divided into intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. The 

intrinsic motivated learner learns language for their own sake providing a sense of 

competence and self-determination while extrinsic motivated learner seeks outside rewards 

such as a high score or to avoid punishment (Brown, 2002). Intrinsic motivation as well as 

extrinsic motivation appeared to drive learners to conduct English learning activities on 

their own. Moreover, Deci and Ryan (1985) suggested that intrinsic motivation is a central 

motivator of the educational process. Intrinsic motivation is related to learner autonomy 

since promoting learner autonomy is a prerequisite for any behavior to be intrinsically 

rewarding. Moreover, in Second Language Acquisition (SLA) viewed intrinsic motivation 

as the arousal and maintenance of curiosity that can ebb and flow as a result of such factors 

as a learners’ particular interest and the extent to which they feel personally involved in 

learning activities. In other words, the more intrinsic motivation they have, the more 

autonomous learning will be in learners’ language learning (Wachob, 2006). 

Third, learning environment refers to the external factors that support learners in the 

process of English learning including supports from people and learning resources 

(Sumonviriya, 2007). Support from people included teachers, school administrator, family 

and community. Learning resources include materials which refer to TV, radio, books, 

magazines, internet, and social media; while learning facilities refer to additional sites at 

school, home or other places such as self-access center, computer room, library, theater, 
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internet café, tourist attraction, and so on. Her finding revealed that learning environments 

including school and family supports seem to have influenced the out-of-class English 

learning activities more often than those regular English program participants without 

access to external learning environments.  

On the whole, language anxiety can be considered as one obstacle that influences 

learning outcomes and learner autonomy. Moreover, intrinsic motivation, and learning 

environments are considered as crucial factors that influenced learner autonomy through 

out-of-class language learning activities.  

 

Research Methodology 

A. Participants  

The participants of this study were 280 non-native English speakers’ students at 

Mae Fah Luang University, Thailand. They attended the class of English 2, Course Code 

1006123 in the first semester of the academic year 2017. The students were different majors 

which included with Management, Dentistry, Sinology, Law, Nursing, IT, Science, Agro-

Industry, Cosmetic Science, and Health Science. The selection of the participants for this 

study applied the Sample Size Determination table of Krejcie and Morgan (1970). The 

sample size of the study was at least 95% confidence level, with a margin of error 5%. The 

participants were chosen by the convenience sampling method. For the interview phase, 

the selection of the participants is based on the accessibility, time and permission during 

the data collection period; therefore, in this study there are 14 volunteers for the interview 

participants or five percent of the total number of the participants. All participants were 

easy to access, to gain permission and to set the time for interviews as they are at the same 

university with the researcher. 

 

B. Research instruments  

In this study, the researcher used two main instruments to collect the data which are a 

questionnaire survey and a semi-structured interview. The main data of the study was 

achieved through the questionnaire survey. The interview result was used to support the 

findings from the questionnaire. 

 

Questionnaire Survey 

Based on the research objectives and questions, the questionnaire survey was designed 

by using a 5-pont Likert Scales and it was divided into four sections: section 1 consisted 

of demographic information; section 2 surveyed the participants frequency in doing out-

of-class English learning activities; section 3 surveyed the participants opinion toward 

the helpfulness as benefits to the development of English; and section 4 surveyed factors 

affecting learners in doing out-of-class English learning activities. The questionnaire 

items were adapted from the questionnaire designed by Spratt et al. (2002); Pearson 

(2004); Hyland (2004); Lee (2005); Sumonviriya (2007); Wiengnil (2010). 

 

Semi- Structured Interview 

The purpose of the interview was used to gather the participants’ out-of-class English 

learning activities, their opinion toward doing those activities, and included the factors 
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affecting them in doing out-of-class English learning activities. The three parts of the 

interview used open-ended questions and were administrated to 14 participants who 

volunteered to do the interview after finishing the questionnaire. The researcher used a 

semi-structured interview due to it is quite flexible and therefore new questions can be 

asked impromptu during the interview as the interviewer does not have to follow a given 

schedule strictly (MeLeod, 2014). Moreover, the semi-structured interview allows 

participants’ opportunities to express their opinion and experiences with others in their 

own terms. 

 

C. Data Collection and Data Analysis 

The researcher collected the data for this study over a span of three weeks after the 

period of mid-term examination. The data obtained from the questionnaire survey was 

statistically valid in each section and analyzed separately by using the SPSS program 

version 20 for Windows. The data obtained from the semi-structured interview was 

recorded and transcribed with the interview results presented to support the findings from 

the questionnaire. The data from the questionnaire was analyzed from each section 

separately. The data from the demographic characteristic section was analyzed for 

frequency and percentages. The results are used to describe the background of the 

participants. The data from the other three sections was examined to find the mean score 

and standard deviation of each item and for each section. The data from the semi-structured 

interview was analyzed using content analysis method.  

 

Findings and Conclusion 

 

The findings of this research can be revealed into three parts. They are (1) out-of-class 

English language learning activities of tertiary learners at Mae Fah Luang University; (2) 

learners’ opinion toward doing out-of-class English learning activities; and (3) factors 

affecting learners in doing out-of-class English learning activities. The explanation of each 

theme is below.  

 

A. Out-of-class English learning activities 

The findings of this study revealed that the five most popular out-of-class English 

learning activities that learners reported engaging in order to improve their English 

language learning. The questionnaire data showed that ‘listening to English song’ was 

reported at the very high level of engagement with the mean score of 4.21. The activities 

that ranked second, third, fourth and fifth were surfing the internet, watching English 

YouTube Channel, translating English text into Thai and watching English movies with 

the mean score of 3.91, 3.84, 3.78, and 3.68, respectively and standard deviations of 0.93, 

1.00, 0.82, 1.11, and 1.00, respectively, as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1: Five most popular out-of-class English learning activities that 

participants reported engaging in  

out-of-class English  

learning activities 
Mean SD 

Level of 

Frequency 

Listening to English song 4.21 0.93 Very high 

Surfing the Internet 3.91 1.00 High 

Watching English YouTube Channel 3.84 0.82 High 

Translating English text into Thai 3.78 1.11 High 

Watching English movies 3.68 1.00 High 

   (N = 280) 

 

The questionnaire also showed the out-of-class English learning activities with the 

lowest level of popularity, they include participating in an overseas exchange program (i.e. 

AFS, YES, UCE, etc.), speaking English with family, speaking or delivering English 

debates, writing novels or short stories, and writing a diary in English, with the mean scores 

of 1.80, 1.85, 1.99, 2.01, and 2.09, respectively and standard deviations of 1.18, 1.02, 0.99, 

1.12, and 1.08, respectively, as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Five least popular out-of-class English language learning activities that 

participants reported engaging in  

out-of-class English  

learning activities 
Mean SD 

Level of 

Frequency 

Participating in an overseas exchange 

program (i.e. AFS, YES, UCE, etc.) 
1.80 1.18 Very low 

Speaking English with family 1.85 1.08 Low 

Speaking/ delivering English debates 1.99 0.99 Low 

Writing novels/ short stories 2.01 1.12 Low 

Writing a diary in English 2.09 1.08 Low 

   (N = 280) 

 

Likewise, the data from the interviews showed that participants reported doing 

receptive skill activities more often than productive skill activities. In the following quotes, 

it can be observed how participants engage in out-of-class English language learning 

activities: 

 

“I try to improve my English because I want to continue a master degree. I try to read 

more English books, So, I’ll spend most of my time on reading. I also found that I see 

the improvement for vocabulary and I always listen to English songs, I think, it’s for 

pleasure” (Volunteer Participant#2)   

 

“I really enjoy surfing the internet…you know, I can go through any sites I want. Or, 

if I want to get any information, I just google it….. I love watching English movies, I 

think… I’m enjoyed and I also improve my English at the same time, like… I can learn 
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new words or idioms and I can practice the way they speak.   (Volunteer Participant 

#5)   

 

Among the five most popular out-of-class English learning activities, the participants 

reported doing most frequency; four were receptive skill activities such as listening to 

English songs, watching English YouTube Channel, translating English text into Thai, and 

watching English movies. It showed that the participants seemed to do receptive skill 

activities (listening and reading) more than productive skill activities (speaking and 

writing). The results of the interview and most of them mentioned listening to English 

songs as a favorite out-of-class learning activity that they usually carried out in English. 

B. Students’ opinion toward doing out-of-class English learning activities 

The findings showed that of the five most helpful out-of-class English learning 

activities, ‘surfing the internet’ was perceived as ‘very helpful’ to improve their English 

skills. It received the highest mean score of 3.44 with a standard deviation of 0.74. The 

activities that ranked second were ‘watching English movies’ with the mean score 3.37 and 

standard deviation of 0.79. The third, fourth, and fifth activities were ‘reading English 

subtitles’, ‘speaking English with teachers after class time’, and ‘watching English 

YouTube channel’ with the equal mean score of 3.29 and standard deviation of 0.92, 0.83, 

and 0.73 respectively, as shown in Table 3. These five out-of-class English learning 

activities were considered ‘helpful’ to English language development. 

 

Table 3: Five most helpful out-of-class English learning activities to English 

language development 

out-of-class English  

learning activities 
Mean SD Level  

Surfing the Internet 3.44 0.74 Very helpful 

Watching English movies 3.37 0.79 Very helpful 

Reading English subtitles 3.29 0.92 Very helpful 

Speaking English with teachers after 

class time 
3.29 0.83 Very helpful 

Watching English YouTube channel 3.29 0.73 Very helpful 

   (N = 280) 

 

The five less helpful out-of-class English learning activities found from the 

questionnaire results were ‘watching English news’, ‘listening to English radio program’ 

with an equal mean score of 2.84 and standard deviation of 0.83 and 0.86. The third, fourth, 

and fifth were ‘speaking English with family’, ‘reading restaurant menus in English’, and 

‘writing a journal in English’, with the mean score of 2.85, 2.87, and 2.88 respectively and 

standard deviation of 0.98, 0.87, and 0.85 respectively, as shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4: Five least helpful out-of-class English language learning activities to 

English language development 

out-of-class English language 

learning activities 
Mean SD Level  

Watching English news 2.88 0.85 Quite helpful 

Listening to English radio program 2.87 0.87 Quite helpful 

Speaking English with family 2.85 0.98 Quite helpful 

Reading restaurant menus in English 2.84 0.86 Quite helpful 

Writing a journal in English 2.84 0.83 Quite helpful 

   (N = 280) 

 

The participants’ opinion on the interview showed that they mostly mentioned to 

receptive skills activities or activities with no-face-to-face interaction such as reading and 

listening activities in order to develop English language skills. There were some out-of-

class English learning activities suggested by the learners which involved a productive skill 

and face-to-face interaction; that is ‘speaking English with teachers after class time’ and 

‘chatting online with people (messenger, skype, line, etc.) in English. 

It was also discovered that learners perceived benefits from out-of-class English 

learning activities to their language development. They thought that it is helpful to their 

English language learning for different reason such as being autonomous learners, 

enhancing confidence, and gaining new experiences in using English in an authentic 

situation. However, the learners’ perceptions in engaging in all out-of-class English 

learning activities were different in term of purpose and goals. Some activities were 

perceived as leisure activities, whereas others intentionally carried out to improve their 

English. 

C. Factors affecting students in doing out-of-class English learning activities 

The findings found that the participants ‘feel non-confidence’ was reported at the very 

high level of the difficulty to use English out-of-class learning with the mean score of 3.48 

and standard deviation of 1.02. The difficulty that ranked second and third were ‘feel 

nervous’ and ‘feel anxious’ with the equal mean score of 3.46 and standard deviation of 

1.05 and 0.97, respectively, as shown in Table 5  

 

Table 5: Factors affecting learners in doing out-of-class English language learning 

activities 

Factors affecting students in doing  

out-of-class English learning activities 
Mean SD Level  

To feel non-confidence to use English 

outside class 
3.48 1.02 Very High 

To feel nervous to use English outside class 3.46 1.05 Very High 

To feel anxious to use English outside class 3.46 0.97 Very High 

   (N = 280) 
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Likewise, the data from the interview revealed significant evidence of two factors 

that might have affected the participants’ out-of-class English learning activities including 

motivation and learning environment. 

 

Motivation 

The participants were found to have both intrinsic and extrinsic motivation in doing 

out-of-class English learning activities. The following quotes are examples by participants 

showing they possessed intrinsic and extrinsic motivations 

 

Intrinsic Motivation 

“I feel relax when I listening to music and I try to practice listening skill from 

listening to English songs. I found that I can get more understanding from different 

accents of speaking.” (Volunteer Participant #11)     

Extrinsic Motivation 

“I want to get a score from this assignment, so I have to finish these assignments 

from the teachers” (Volunteer Participant #3)  

 

Learning Environment 

The findings revealed that participants received supports from both Thai and 

foreign teachers. The support included giving opportunities to use English after the class 

time, discussing assignments, giving instruction, organizing activities, and suggesting 

activities for students to do outside the class. Likewise, their family also encouraged them 

to do out-of-class English learning activities. The interview data revealed that the 

participants can use facilities provided by the university, such as borrowing textbook from 

the library, attending laboratory and the Self-Access Language Learning Center (SALLC) 

for doing out-of-class English learning activities. Moreover, there were many school 

activities such as the English club, English contest, English activities and so on for the 

participants to participate. Some examples from the interviewees included: 

 

“The university provides numerous English books and English resources to 

borrow. There are computer rooms and Wi-Fi to access through any information” 

(Volunteer Participant #1)  

“Self-study materials at SALLC support my English learning. I can do the exercises 

and check the answers by myself. I think my reading and writing are better.” 

(Volunteer Participant #6) 

“I am a member of English club. There are a variety of the activities. I join the club 

because I can use English with the club members.” (Volunteer Participant #4)  

“There’s a show called ‘Sihnsard Show’; it’s the show of the school of Liberal Arts 

students. I join this activity because it’s fun.” (Volunteer Participant #9)  

 

The English materials they used at their residence included television, English 

books, magazines, computer and internet, and so on in doing out-of-class English learning 

activities. Although, there were various learning materials provided for them, the 

participants selected to use some of their own materials, based on their interest and leisure 
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activities. For the face-to-face community, participants reported that they can use English 

at shopping malls, walking street, airport and tourist attractions. In addition, the 

participants reported that other people with whom they could use English with were foreign 

tourist.  

Therefore, to conclude, the participants intended to improve their English through 

out-of-class learning activities, but they found themselves lacking confidence even if there 

were a lot of English practicing opportunities available outside the classroom. In addition, 

motivation and learning environment were two main factors affecting them in doing out-

of-class English learning activities. To have motivation and supported learning 

environments this will support learners in doing out-of-class English learning activities and 

help them overcome any difficulties to use English both in and out-of-class English 

language learning. 

 

Discussion and Implication 

   Out-of-class English language learning activities 

 As the findings of the present study reveal participants are mostly engaged in 

receptive skill activities rather than productive skill activities or with the activities that have 

less interaction with others. The results revealed that learners engaged in a range of out-of-

class English language learning activities at different levels of frequency. The result is 

consistent with the previous studies obtained in the similar context with this study, such as 

Benson (2001); Pearson (2004); Hyland (2004); Lee (2005); Sumonviriya (2007); 

Chusanachoti (2009); Wiengnil (2010); Tokan (2016). The participants of these previous 

studies were found to engage on various out-of-class English language learning activities 

during their own time for the purpose of English language development, entertainment or 

for general communication in society. 

 Based on the findings of the current study it indicates learners engaged in receptive 

skill activities rather than productive skill activities outside the classroom. This might be 

due to learners feeling more comfortable and finding it more convenient to access activity 

based resources. It is easy for them to seek opportunities to do activities on their own rather 

than to engage in productive skill activities. This may be because they are in an 

environment where English is not use in daily communication or used as a foreign 

language. The participants have less opportunities to expose themselves to using the 

language in real situations. Besides, learners’ lack of sufficient confidence to practice the 

target language might be due to their fear of making mistakes and they do not want to show 

off. Therefore, it may easier for them to engage in receptive skills on their own rather than 

to engage in productive skill activities. 

 The amount of out-of-class English language learning activities conducted by 

participants may be affected by university support (i.e. activities, materials, and facilities), 

lecturer support, family support and learners’ motivation in learning English. English 

activities and availability of facilities in the university such as library, self-access language 

center, and computer room seemed to increase learners’ opportunities to engage in out-of-

class English language learning activities and may effect the level of participation 

frequency. This findings show a similar findings from the previous conducted by 

Sumonviriya (2007). Support from lecturers and family seemed to be the most important 
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people that help encourage and support learners in participating in out-of-class English 

language learning activities.  

 Both extrinsic and intrinsic motivation is a crucial factor of successful language 

learning outcome which have an influence over the participation of the out-of-class English 

learning activities. These findings imply that both kind of motivation may cause the 

learners to conduct more out-of-class English language learning activities. However, 

intrinsic motivation is a key factor that influences them to learn autonomously. A potential 

successful language leaner is defined as being highly motivated in language learning and 

actively engaging in out-of-class English language learning activities on their own. All of 

them reported to engage in out-of-class English learning activities for their own interest. 

Consistent with the findings in the study, Deci and Ryan (1985) pointed out that learners’ 

behaviors that reflect their autonomy also reflect intrinsic motivation. The external rewards 

can be merged with or even lead to intrinsic motivation, if a learner is adequately self-

determined and internalized. This illustrates that learners who are likely to be autonomous 

person must have motivation to learn English language.  

 In addition, learners in EFL countries have different opportunities to engage in out-

of-class English language learning activities. They may encounter difficulties to practice 

the language and to communicate since they have less opportunities and exposure to 

English outside the class time due to the limitation of the availability of the English 

language resources. Authentic English language exposure to productive skill activities is 

limited either by way of availability or motivation. As, the findings of this present study 

showed that out-of-class English language learning activities are effective for English 

language development and strengthen learner autonomy; English language teacher might 

integrate out-of-class English language learning activities into in-class language instruction 

and maximized the outcomes of  English language development. This may help learners to 

be more motivated to pay more attention to the English language classroom. As a result, 

the leaners will be more likely to engage in English learning activities autonomously and 

also achieve their goals in learning language. 

 

 Learner Autonomy 

 Learner autonomy helps learners achieve high degrees of responsibility and 

independence in language learning that learners actively control their learning in order to 

make the most available resources, especially outside the classroom. The findings of the 

study revealed that learners perceive an effectiveness in the out-of-class English learning 

activities to their English language development. Most of them though that, learner 

autonomy was important for life-long learning. They selected to engage in different out-

of-class learning activities depended on their personal interest in that particular activity and 

motivation. The results indicated that learners have some role expectation, which affect 

their perception of responsibility inside and outside the classroom. 

 Learners engaging in out-of-class English language learning activities provided the 

learners’ opportunities to expose meaningful language usage in a real situation. This could 

help them become a potentially successful learner and lead them to being a more 

autonomous learner since they possess intrinsic motivation with their strong intention to 

participate in those activities without any control by others. That is to say, an autonomous 
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learner is likely to have high intrinsic motivation which leads to effective learning and 

becoming a potentially successful learner. The learners with high intrinsic motivation are 

likely to learn autonomously. 

 Since, out-of-class language learning provides learners opportunities to exposure 

themselves to authentic situations without any control from others leading to autonomous 

learning behavior. Creating learners who have insight to seek opportunities to participate 

in out-of-class language learning activities that help them learn and develop their language 

skills by themselves. This is also consistent with the study of Lai and Gu (2011). In other 

words, out-of-class language learning activities are not only beneficial to learners’ English 

language development but also help them develop autonomy in language learning and 

habits to learn which could enable them to become potential successful language learners. 

 Based on the discussion in the previous section, recommendations are offered in 

order to encourage learners’ engagement in out-of-class English language learning 

activities. Also to enable learners to engage more in activities and offer facilities for their 

effective enhancement of English language as well as for promoting learner autonomy. 

Learners would benefit from paying more attention to and appreciate their own time in 

making opportunities to engage in out-of-class learning opportunities. This will enable 

them to enhance their English language ability and also strengthened their autonomy in 

leaning.  

 Autonomy is not an innate capacity and skills to learn autonomously do not come 

naturally; they are learned skills. Learner autonomy means leaners can decide how and 

what they learn, learn independently and self-assess their learning. In order to promote 

autonomy among EFL learners in Thai education context, English language teachers roles 

are identified as facilitator, a counselor, and a resource should be applied at different stages 

to serve different needs of individual learners. It is therefore, the English language teachers 

should carefully pay more attention to utilize out-of-class English learning activities in 

English language classroom and enable learners to develop autonomous out-of-class 

English learning habits by giving them recommendation to activities and learning 

resources. Moreover, intrinsic and extrinsic motivation is essential for successful English 

language learning. To enhance learners’ motivation teachers should encourage them to 

engage in English activities, providing English learning opportunities, and providing 

guidance on doing English activities autonomously. Furthermore, teachers should provide 

suggestions about ways to conduct speaking and writing activities outside the classroom in 

order to enable the students to learn and use English language with more efficiency and 

confidence. As, Thailand is an EFL country it may be difficult for Thai learners to seek the 

opportunities in doing productive skill activities. The university should help provide the 

English learning materials and facilities that support and encourage the learners to explore 

the English language outside the classroom based on their own interests. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this research was to investigate the learners’ attitudes in English 

language learning through songs whether or not the English songs significantly improved 

students’ listening skill. Learners were assigned to listen to English songs through lessons 

to enhance their listening skills. The samples who were 30 undergraduate students in 2015 

academic year from Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya Thungyai, Nakhon 

Si Thammarat campus were selected by random sampling from 180 of them. The data were 

collected by English listening tasks and questionnaires. The finding indicated that using 

songs in lessons was likely to improve students’ listening skills. Using English songs also 

changed the attitudes of learners, especially in terms of positive classroom atmosphere, 

clear instruction and attractive songs that were at the highest level and followed by teaching 

techniques, teaching materials and variety tasks at high level. Opportunity to check 

understanding and easy songs for listening were at moderate level. While they were 

listening to a song, they could learn new vocabularies, pronunciation and speaking skill. 

 

Keywords: English songs; Lessons; Listening skill; Attitude; Learners  

 

Introduction 
The international language that is important for international communication and 

the language of the world; all countries cannot avoid is English. That makes the Ministry 

of Education of Thailand require learners to learn English throughout the basic education 

system. Learners have to know how to use communication in various situations; in school, 

community, society and can use the language as a tool to learn working, occupation and 

living together (The Ministry of Education, 2001). 

Learning all languages have the same essential elements; pronunciation, vocabulary 

and grammar. Language learning for better understanding is to understand the language 

structure and the meaning of the vocabulary. The vocabulary is an important part of the 

language learning. Learners who have learned a lot of vocabulary and are able to use it 
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properly and fluently means that their language learning is working well (Jangpanich, 

1996). 

Everyone can understand a song. Learners mostly try to listen more and more even when 

they do not understand what is being said, songs greatly improves the ability to hear and 

even speak language. According to Ur (1984) “there are two periods of pleasurable 

listening in a typical song learning process in the foreign language classroom : the 

beginning, when learners hear the song for the first time and try to catch as many of the 

lyrics as they can; and the end, when they know the song well.” After they listen to the 

song, they would attempt to sing it. Moreover, song can be very helpful as far as learning 

pronunciation. Several activities are some of what can the teachers do with songs in the 

classroom to teach listening and speaking: listen to the song, sing the song, talk about the 

lyrics and singers, practice pronunciation. 

The English language proficiency is influenced by using songs in class, as song 

learning contributes to success, It is a learning tool that will help the instructor who is able 

to choose the suitable songs for the lessons. It will meet the interests of learners because 

the songs help the learners feel that the lesson is meaningful, interesting and fun. They can 

practice both listening and pronunciation without feeling bored. It also helps the learners 

to remember better and develop a positive attitude towards learning English 

(Suwankeeree,1999). 

Songs are a useful things to learn in all activities. The same as learning English, the 

instructor can use the song in every step of the lesson, depending on the consistency of 

contents and the learning objectives that are needed for the learner, especially the 

undergraduate learners who grow physically, emotionally, socially and intellectually. The 

songs will make English learning more diverse. One way of teaching vocabulary is to use 

songs in learning activities because human nature is like singing. The singing is lively, and 

as far as the learners participate in, they have the ability to learn and memorize more 

vocabularies (Chatwirot, 2006). 

Murphey (1994) stated that it is normal for us to forget about almost every other 

language, excepted songs that are embedded in one’s mind and become part of us and can 

be used in classrooms. At this moment, the current of English teaching, learners are able 

to use the language to communicate. Listening and speaking play an important role in 

teaching. Listening tasks are as important as practice speaking (Byrne, 1979). Listening 

will be effective when the listener is interested, have knowledge of the language and 

experience together. 

Song is also an indispensable part of teenager’s life and it can be used to improve 

listening and reading comprehension of for purposes other than teaching English. For these 

reasons, I am interested in using songs for teaching listening to the undergraduates in my 

class. As Warotamawit (1992) stated that song is easily accessible and effective, it can be 

used comfortably, you can develop your creative ideas and get inspired by the songs you 

listen to. It also found that the songs can attract and encourage all learners, even the most 

embarrassed and confused. The learners will try to focus and concentrate on listening. The 

result of this study will provide information on the planning and development of English 

teaching and learning activities in the undergraduate class and to build a positive attitude 

towards learning English. 
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Review of Literature 

One interesting way to teach learners is to use songs in class. The song helps the 

learner to feel joyful, understanding and helps to remember the lessons for a long time. It 

also helps the learner to improve listening skill. Phanchan (2002) performed a comparative 

study of listening and speaking achievement of Mathayomsuksa four students of 

Rachineeburana School learning by using songs as a teaching instrument and conventional 

instruction that found Mathayomsuksa four students’ opinions toward the teaching by 

using songs were highly positive, but their achievements in listening and speaking taught 

by songs was not significantly higher that of the students who were taught by conventional 

teaching methods. This statistic is interesting. Kasuwan (2003) studied the effectiveness of 

English song activities on vocabulary learning and speaking ability and retention and 

concluded that learning English through song activities enable students to develop and 

retain their vocabulary knowledge and speaking skill. Yaithaworn (2010) found that the 

comparative study of developing students’ listening skills by using English songs as a 

teaching instrument and a conventional instruction can change the attitude of the learners 

compared with conventional instruction and it can improve students’ English listening skill 

compared with conventional instruction. Therefore, using songs in English class is very 

fun and more interest for learners. It also leads them good attitude in learning English. 

 

Methodology 

The sample used in this study were 30 undergraduate learners who learn English in 

semester 1, in 2015 academic year  at the Faculty of Science and Technology, the 

Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya, Nakhon Si Thammarat campus in 

Thungyai area or one group teaching with random sampling by the teacher. An observation 

was made before and after the class teaching. The tools used were the song tasks in 3 lesson 

plans and a researcher-made questionnaire. The researcher chose the songs that were 

relevant to the lessons for practice listening. There was an explaining the song tasks in 

front of class. The questionnaire was the 5-level attitude based on the method of Likert 

technique. The 30 questionnaires were compared from each learner and classified which 

had the same or different ideas. 

 

Research findings 

The findings of using English songs to enhance the listening skills of undergraduate 

learners in English classroom at Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya was 

shown in two parts : 

     Part 1 : General information of the learners 

     Part 2: Attitude towards using English songs to enhance their  

listening skills in English classroom at Rajamangala University of 

Technology Srivijaya   
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Tables and Figures 

Table 1 : Show the data of the learners’ general information in 2015 academic year 

General data list Number percentage 

gender Male 

female 

13 

17 

43.33 

56.66 

age 18-21 

22-25 

26-29 

16 

12 

2 

53.33 

40.00 

6.67 

 

Table 2 : Attitude of the learners towards using English songs to enhance their listening 

skills in English classroom at Rajamangala University of Technology Srivijaya in 2015 

academic year.  

number contents average attitude level 

1. Teaching techniques 4.33 high 

2. Clear instructions 4.50 highest 

3. Teaching materials 4.25 high 

4. Attractive songs 4.50 highest 

5. Variety tasks 4.40 high 

6. Easy for listening 3.15 moderate 

7. Positive classroom atmosphere 4.83 highest 

8. Opportunity to check understanding 3.40 moderate 

 

Figure 1 : Before listening in English class (2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : While listening in English class (2015) 
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Figure 3 : After listening in English class (2015) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Discussion 

The data gained from the questionnaire showed that the content of the song that 

was not complicated for listening was suitable for the learners who had poor background 

of English knowledge or who did not like to learn English. The teacher should have times 

for checking their understanding after listening in class. However this finding on teaching 

techniques, materials also the variety tasks were not a problem for the learners. It was 

evidenced by the amount of learners who agreed with that statement. Besides, the attractive 

songs, clear instruction and positive classroom atmosphere were challenge for the teacher 

when using songs for teaching listening in English class. The teacher should find the song 

that is easy for teaching listening. As it stated by Coromina (2000) and Lynch (2005), songs 

must have clear and understandable lyric. The teacher is suggested to choose songs which 

are understandable; not too fast in term of rhythm so that the learners could follow the 

material based on what they hear from the songs. 

 

Conclusion 
The conclusion of this research after investigating the learners’ attitudes in English 

language learning through songs showed significantly improved students’ listening skill. 

Most learners were satisfied to listen to English songs through lessons to enhance their 

listening skills. The 30 undergraduate learners in 2015 academic year from Rajamangala 

University of Technology Srivijaya Thungyai, Nakhon Si Thammarat campus enjoyed 
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their listening tasks and questionnaires. The finding indicated that using songs in lessons 

was likely to improve their listening skills. Using English songs also changed the attitudes 

of learners, especially in terms of positive classroom atmosphere, clear instruction and 

attractive songs that were at the highest level and followed by teaching techniques, teaching 

materials and variety tasks at high level. Opportunity to check understanding and easy 

songs for listening were at moderate level. While they were listening to a song, they could 

learn new vocabularies, pronunciation and speaking skill. 

They mostly attempted to focus on listening to the songs many times. The song 

used in the lesson was interesting. It was caused of the song itself was very familiar in their 

daily life. It was not boring. Some quiet learners learnt to talk more. It responded to the 

difference between learners. There are some following suggestions: 

(1) The teacher should increase the teaching time for the lessons with English songs. 

Generally, listening to English song is only a part of lesson in English class and the 

listening time is too short. To promote student to enjoy their listening task, the teacher 

should have more time for listening. It will respond to the difference between the learners. 

(2) The teacher should assign the learners to practice listening to the songs that they like 

outside the classroom and singing those songs for collecting some special points after class 

by giving them some criteria like appropriate pronunciation, correct rhythm etc. It will help 

them to pay attention in practice both listening and speaking more outside the classroom.   
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Abstract 

The relationship between language and culture are interwoven. Therefore, English 

learning materials are undeniably associated with cultures. The present study examined the 

portion of cultural contents presented in English textbooks which were locally published 

in Thailand in terms of their resource references: home cultures, native cultures (British/ 

American cultures), and international cultures (i.e., Chinese, Japanese, or African cultures). 

Three English textbooks analyzed were widely used in the Thai upper- secondary school 

contexts. The study found that those three English textbooks put more emphasis on 

international cultures and native cultures. Unfortunately, home cultures were rarely found 

in those textbooks even though it has been highlighted that the familiar cultural contents 

could enhance the learners’ engagements in language learning. In addition, it was found 

that the cultural contents in sociological and aesthetic senses were dominant in those 

English textbooks. The results of this study implied that home cultures should gain more 

emphasis in English learning materials so that Thai learners could be proud of their own 

cultural heritages, understand other cultural differences, and ultimately learn to have a 

healthy intercultural competence. 

 

Keywords: Culture in ELT; Intercultural communication; English language textbooks 

 

Introduction 

In the realm of foreign language education, many researchers highlighted the 

reciprocal relationships between foreign language learning and culture. Jiang (2000) 

depicted a metaphorical concept of communication as swimming; language is a swimming 

skill, and culture is considered as water. He argued that to swim or to communicate 

effectively, these three elements must not be separated and well balanced in their degrees.  

He underlined it in this way: “Without water language, communication would remain to a 

very limited degree (in very shallow water); without culture, there would be no 

communication at all.” (p. 329).  

Kramsch (1993, 2007, and 2009) also emphasized in many of her studies that if a 

language is seen as social practices, it is necessary to learn a target language culture and 

use it to help in communication. It's likely that in a foreign language class, learners 

frequently encounter a different meaning system of some cultural features which are 

defined in a different concept (Alptekin, 1993). This causes learners to fail to understand 

or even to achieve it because of their lack of target cultural backgrounds. For example, the 

English pronoun for a ‘dog’ is ‘he’ or ‘she,’ and this might be found in a general English 

text. This could cause confusion to some learners who are not familiar with American 
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cultural contexts in which dogs are seen as friends.  In contrast, in some other contexts such 

as in the Middle East, dogs might be seen as homeless, dangerous or dirty animals (McKay, 

2000).  

Moran (2001) went thus far to argue that not only target cultural experiences in 

foreign language classes played significant roles for learners, but also their own cultural 

knowledge significantly affected learners to engage, participate, exchange, and negotiate 

their own ideas with others in classes. Kramsch (1993) called this kind of skill as 

intercultural competence or a third culture. She argued that intercultural competence would 

help language learners to fully understand, transfer information, and recognize the cultural 

differences between target culture and their own culture. Not only that, the intercultural 

competence would help learners deal with communication appropriately with the norms of 

the contexts. 

Given this interwoven relationship between a language and cultures, it is common 

in English language classes especially using English language textbooks commercially 

published from English speaking countries that target English cultures are inherently 

inserted. However, some researchers especially in the field of teaching English as an 

International Language (EIL) (i.e., Borkhorst- Heng& McKay, 2008; McKay, 2005; 

Cortazzi& Jin, 2002), raised a concern and question whose and how cultures should be 

taught in English classes in building intercultural skills without threatening learners’ home 

cultures and identities. Cortazzi & Jin (2002) and Hinkel (1999), therefore, argued that due 

to movement of globalization which can be found everywhere, the cultural features in 

English textbooks and materials should reflect the authenticity of global villages so as to 

build intercultural skills among English learners.  

Being mindful of the significance of intercultural competence, the researcher chose three 

English language textbooks locally published by different well- known publishers in 

Thailand to be analyzed to examine whether the portions of cultural contents are well 

balanced. The textbooks were selected because they were widely used by English language 

teachers. Likewise, Hinkel (1999) pointed the crucial roles of textbooks in language 

learning and teaching in several ways. A textbook can be a teacher to teach directly about 

target cultures, or a map to provide overview of cultural elements to be learned. Moreover, 

English language textbooks might be a resource to provide learning materials or activities 

to practice English skills. In contrast, English language textbooks might be a de-skiller that 

could obstruct teachers from creating and designing new ways of learning or it could even 

be an authority controlling teachers and learners’ worldviews towards their own culture 

and other cultures.  

In order to examine to what extent the English language textbooks locally published 

in Thailand promote intercultural competence, these two research questions help frame the 

study: (1) What are the portions of cultural features included in the English language 

textbooks locally published in Thailand based on their resource references?; (2) What 

dimensions/ senses of cultures are mostly used in those English language textbooks? 
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The Conceptual Framework  

The current research followed the theoretical notions of Corttazzi (2000) to define 

cultural resources references of cultural features in the English language textbooks 

analyzed. He divided cultural contents that should be involved in English language learning 

into three categories: (1) the home cultures of learners that influence their communication; 

(2) the target cultures of native speakers of English language such as American and British 

cultures, and (3) international cultures which are covering full range of cultures 

encountered internationally such as Japanese cultures, Indian cultures, Chinese cultures, or 

African cultures. In addition, culture- free contents that are not certainly focused on any 

cultures are excluded in the analysis.  

Furthermore, the researcher employed the notions of Adaskou, Britten, and Fahsi 

(1990) to distinguish dimensions of cultures involved in those English language textbooks. 

The cultural features including texts, images, or activities were analyzed and defined in 

these four dimensions: the aesthetic sense, the sociological sense, the semantic sense, and 

the pragmatic sense.  

Adaskou et al. (1990) explained that the aesthetic sense covered the media, cinema, 

literature which often has been used in language teaching. The sociological sense dealt with 

the organization in a society, a family, home living, interpersonal relations, material 

conditions, work and leisure activities, customs, and institutions. The semantic sense 

focused on perceptions, thought processes, and conceptual systems in a particular way of 

living, i.e., distinctive culturally ways of food, clothes, or institutions, time and space 

relations, emotional states, colors, or words. The pragmatic (sociolinguistic sense) sense 

was such as speech acts, paralinguistic and social skills to use appropriate choices of 

language, interpersonal relations to conform with the norms of a particular context such as 

ways of greeting, topics in having small talks, answering a phone call, writing invitation 

letter, writing complaints or compliments.  

 

Previous related literature 

Studies regarding cultural contents analysis on English textbooks have been 

conducted in the contexts of several countries. For instance, in Iranian contexts, the studies 

of Cheng and Beigi (2012) and Behnam and Mozaheb (2013) examined the association of 

Muslim cultures in English textbooks written by Iranian authors and used in Iranian 

contexts at high school level. The findings of both studies were similar in that the concepts 

of the English textbooks were inclusively related with Muslim Iranian cultures. To 

illustrate, Islamic wearing principles were supported in all those textbooks examined, and 

traditional roles of male and female were also inserted.  

Similar to Iranian contexts, Elgar (2011) examined English textbook series used in 

Bruneian contexts. The English language textbook “Gateway to English” which was 

published under the cooperation of the Ministry of Education of Bruneian and Macmillan 

publisher between 2003 and 2005 were analyzed. The researcher revealed that the contents 

in English language textbooks were exactly designed in Brunei-based life styles such as 

transport, wildlife, history, and legends. Nonetheless, the researcher argued that other non- 

Bruneian cultures were overlooked or represented in superficial ways. 
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Unlikely, the findings of textbook analysis in Turkish contexts revealed the 

tendency of cultural balance such as in studies of Kirkgoz and Agcam (2011) and Celik 

and Erbay (2013). Both of their studies investigated sources of cultural contents included 

in English textbooks published by the Ministry of National Education of Turkey (MoNE). 

Based on the course book analysis of those studies, the researchers summarized that the 

series presented a well- balanced view of diverse cultures involving student’s home culture, 

English target cultures, and international cultures.  

In Thai educational contexts, there have been few studies which focused on English 

language textbooks analysis with regard to the cultural features represented. Nomnian 

(2013) analyzed six English language textbooks namely World Wonder 1 and My World 

Series 2- 6 used in a Thai secondary school in Kanchanaburi Province. The researcher 

found that Thai cultural features included five main aspects which were (1) products 

represented in topics of rice, sepak takraw, and tuk- tuk, (2) practices involved in topics of 

Thai cooking and eating, and Thai boxing, (3) persons mentioned as Siamese King and 

Vanessa- Mae, (4) perspectives represented on Thai people, traffic conditions, weather, 

food, and Thai language, and (5) places such as Phi Phi island, Phuket, Bangkok, 

Chiangmai. The researchers argued that Thai cultural aspects in English textbooks offered 

a potential implications in which to bring learners’ home culture in encouraing Thai 

language learners to learn the English language. However, the study didn’t mention 

whether target English cultures and international cultures were included in those textbooks 

in a well-balanced manner because its focus of the study was only in Thai cultural aspects.  

Contrasted with Nomnian (2013), Greil (2004) and Murray (2004) revealed that in 

English language textbooks used in Thailand, Thai cultural features were not really 

emphasized. In Greil’s study (2004), the researcher revealed that the textbooks analyzed 

included various cultures to a certain extent which could promote the ideas of cultural 

diversity and pluralism.  However, the Thai cultural features which Thai learners are 

familiar were not emphasized in those textbooks. Similarly, Murray (2004) argued that 

based on what was designed in English language textbook published by Oxford University 

Press made it difficult for Thai language learners to recognize and understand the cultural 

differences. 

 

Data collection and analysis 

             The current research follows the theoretical notions of documentary research that 

is “a systematic procedure for reviewing and evaluating documents- both printed and 

electronic (computer based and Internet- transmitted) material” (Bowen, 2009, p. 27). This 

systematic procedure includes finding, selecting, appraising, and synthesizing data 

contained in documents. In the current research, three English language textbooks locally 

published in Thailand from three commercial publishers were selected to analyze the 

cultural contents in terms of their resource references and their cultural dimensions/ senses 

frequently used.  

  In analyzing the data, the researcher followed the theoretical notions of the content 

analysis method by “coding or categorizing sentences, statements or phrases, and making 

links and comparisons” (Basit, 2010, p. 21). In the beginning of the analysis process, notes 

and headings of cultural resources references in the textbooks were written in the coding 
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sheets. Later, the listing of cultural features found in the textbooks was analyzed again in 

terms of their senses or dimensions of cultures according to the notions of Adaskou, et al. 

(1990).  

 

Results 

1. What are the portions of cultural features with regard to their resource references 

included in the English language textbooks locally published in Thai contexts? 

Regarding the current research conceptual framework borrowed from Cortazzi 

(2000), notions of cultural resource references (home cultures, target language cultures, 

and international cultures), the culture- free statements in the textbooks which were not 

focused on any particular cultures were excluded from the analysis. The culture- free 

statements were such as texts associated with IT, psychology, scientific findings, research 

findings, etc.  

The overall analysis indicated that English target cultures and international cultures 

were mainly focused in the textbooks, whereas home cultures of Thai language learners 

were overlooked as shown in Table 1. The analysis could be implied that there were some 

attempts to promote intercultural understanding through the learning of English target 

cultures and international cultures. However, all of the three English textbooks which were 

published in Thailand did not include any single piece of Thai cultural features.  

 

Table 1: Summary of portions of cultural features in the English language textbooks 

Book Home 

Cultures 

Target English 

Cultures 

International 

Cultures 

Culture- 

free 

Upload 0% 27.08% 18.75% 33.33% 

New World 0% 17.78% 15.55% 66.67% 

Flash on English 0% 25.64% 17.95% 56.41% 

 

The English language textbook called Upload written by Manuel Dos Santos and 

published in 2018 by Aksorn Charoen Tat Act put emphasis on English target cultures 

rather than any other cultural references at 27%. International cultures were also 

emphasized in the textbook at about 19%. However, Thai cultures were not included in the 

textbooks at all.  

Similar to the author of Upload, Manuel Dos Santos also designed an English book 

called New World (2016) published by Thai Wattana Phanitch collaborated with Mc Graw 

Hill Education. The analysis revealed that target cultures of English and international 

cultures were involved in a well-balanced manner. Nonetheless, home or Thai cultures 

seemed to be ignored.  

In Flash on English textbook written by Luke Prodromou& Penelope Prodomou 

(2013) published by Aempan Publishing, target cultures and international cultures were 

focused taking the portions of 25% and 18% respectively. Similar to the other two 
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textbooks mentioned earlier, home/ Thai cultures were not mentioned in the textbook at 

all.  

2. What cultural senses/ dimensions are mostly used in cultural representations in the 

English language textbooks locally published in Thai contexts? 

Focusing on the target English cultures (Table 2), the sociological sense and 

aesthetic sense were mostly used in the three English language textbooks respectively, 

whereas semantic and pragmatic sense of cultures were not popular to include in the 

textbooks.  

The sociological sense of cultures presented in the English textbooks was such as 

leisure and traveling in English speaking countries, independent ways of life of American 

and European people, and customs or traditions in UK like Tottenham Arts festival and Up 

Heyy Aa. Moreover, the acknowledged persons of US and Britain were often illustrated: 

Abraham Lincoln, Shakespeare, or even super stars who played dominant roles in the 

global society.  

 

Table 2: The Senses of Cultures Used in Target English Culture representations 

 Upload New World Flash on English 

Sociological sense 10 (77%) 4 (50%) 8 (80%) 

Aesthetic sense 3 (23%) 3 (38%) 2 (20%) 

Semantic sense 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Pragmatic sense 0 (0%) 1 (13%) 0 (0%) 

 

In terms of the aesthetic sense, target English cultures were frequently represented 

in the fields of entertainment and arts, media, fashion, and literature: Hollywood stars and 

celebrities’ wearing styles and appearances, popular fashion and brands, and life stories of 

famous writers (i.e., English novelist Sue Townsend and an American author Elizabeth).  

Within international culture coverage, the sociological sense was highlighted, and 

a small portion covered the aesthetic sense of the cultural features (Table 3). In terms of 

semantic and pragmatic senses in international culture representations, they were not 

included at all.  

 

Table 3: The Senses of Cultures Used in International Culture representations  

 Upload New World Flash on English 

Aesthetic sense 1(12%) 1 (14%) 0 (0%) 

Sociological sense 8 (89%) 6 (86%) 7 (100%) 

Semantic sense 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Pragmatic sense 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
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The sociological sense of cultures included in the international cultures were mostly 

focused on society and organizations, leisure and traveling, and life working and careers in 

the global communities in several country contexts such as Japan, India, and African 

contexts.  

According to the analysis of cultural senses focused in the textbooks, these findings 

were parallel with what Adaskou, et al. (1990) found. They explained that aesthetic and 

sociological sense were popular to include in English language textbooks. These two 

dimensions of cultures were necessary for language learners to foster international 

understanding, reduce stereotypes and prejudices, and encourage learners to be aware of 

their own culture and other cultural differences. However, the last two dimensions of 

culture (semantic and pragmatic sense) were also important, but the textbooks analyzed 

seemed to overlook them. Adaskou, et al. (1990) highlighted that semantic and pragmatic 

senses could affect learners’ communicative competence so that they know what and how 

they should behave or what type of talk is appropriate with a particular occasion or context. 

To conclude, to designate authentic cultural contents in English language class, they should 

be in the form of a mix of cultural senses. 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

In Thai educational contexts, the scope of cultural features of English language 

textbooks was identified in Basic Core Curriculum 2008 (BEC) in a foreign language 

learning area. The Ministry of Education divided foreign language learning objectives into 

four strands; communication, culture, connection, and community (4 Cs), and they were 

claimed to designate and prepare students to confront demands of globalization. Focusing 

on the second strand of culture, in English core curriculum it is specified that Thai learners 

in upper- secondary school level should be able to understand the relationships between 

target English language and English native cultures and use them appropriately and 

pragmatically. Moreover, learners should be able to understand and identify the differences 

and similarities of English target language and English native cultures with Thai language 

and cultures so that they can use language suitably.  

Given the national English learning outcomes expected, the finding analysis of the 

textbooks which were published by three well- known commercial publishers and all were 

certified their qualities by the Ministry of Education seemed to mismatch with the analysis 

findings. Particularly, in the second strand of culture that expected Thai learners to compare 

their own cultures with the target English cultures; yet the analysis found that among the 

three English textbooks, none of Thai cultures were represented.  

However, the three English textbooks included the target English cultures and international 

cultures to promote Thai learners’ cultural understanding towards other cultural 

differences. Unfortunately Thai learners’ home cultures were ignored in the textbook 

analyzed. This analysis contrasted with the process of intercultural competence building in 

language learners. That is to say, to communicate the target English language effectively, 

language learners should be encouraged not only to learn and appreciate other cultural 

differences but also to exchange and negotiate their own cultural values with the 

interlocutors. Similarly, Kramsch (1993) argued that “learners can use the system for their 

own purposes, to create a culture of the third kind in which they can express their own 
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meanings without being hostage to the meaning of either their own or the target speech 

communities” (pp. 13-14). 

Based on the textbook analysis, the researcher argued that Thai cultures should be 

included in English language textbooks. However, EFL teachers should define what the 

authenticity of Thai cultures is and the diversity among Thai. In other words, Thai cultures 

should not be associated only with Buddhism, royal family, and ways of life of people in 

Bangkok (Baker, 2008) but also other cultural minorities who exist in other regions of 

Thailand. For example, several tribes live in the Northern part of Thailand, arts and 

literature of people in the Northeast, or cultures of Muslims in three southern border 

provinces of Thailand. Therefore, Thai learners will be prepared to understand the 

complexities of Thainess and also to promote a tolerance towards other cultural differences.  
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Abstract 

This study aimed at enhancing the TSU freshmen’s English reading comprehension 

ability of expository texts in determining the topic, main idea, and supporting ideas through 

the QAR strategy. Then, the purpose of the study was to investigate whether the question-

answer relationships (QAR) strategy improve the English reading comprehension ability 

of the freshmen at Thaksin University. This research employed a Classroom Action 

Research design to solve the students’ problems of English reading comprehension. The 

subjects of this study were 30 students majoring in English who registered the Reading 

Principles Course in the first semester of the 2016 academic year.  The research instruments 

used to acquire information for this study consisted of a pre- and post-test and ten English 

reading passages selected from various reading books to be used as lesson plans in reading 

instruction by using question-answer relationships strategy. Data were collected from the 

comparison of pre- and post-tests.  The findings revealed that 1) the mean score of the 

reading comprehension post-test was higher than the mean score of the pre-test at the 

significant level of 0.01. Therefore, the QAR strategy can be used as an effective method 

to improve the students’ English reading comprehension of expository texts. 

 

Keywords: Question-answer relationships strategy; English reading  

       comprehension 

 

1. Introduction 

           Reading plays a vital role in getting much information and developing way of 

thinking. Reading can expand EFL students’ vocabulary knowledge, improve their ideas 

of creating, and provide good models for their own writing (Harmer, 2007).  

          To develop the students’ skill in reading, it is necessary to teach reading separately 

from other language skills such as speaking, listening, writing as offered by the higher 

education curriculum.  According to the syllabus of the English Program of Thaksin 

university as stated in the curriculum (2017, p. 52) the goal of teaching reading for 

university students can be described as follows: By the end of the course, the students will 

be aware of and have practiced certain methods or techniques of reading for determining 

meaning of unknown words, semantic and syntactic guessing and make prediction as to the 

content of a text before and while reading; and start to read critically. In fact, most EFL 

students have difficulties in understanding the content of reading comprehension text such 

as the topic, main ideas, and supporting details of the texts. According to the researcher’s 

experience, Thai students’ problem of reading comprehension also might be caused by the 

ineffective strategy applied by the instructor in the reading instruction. Most reading 
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instructors run the reading instruction in the form of lecturing and discussion; and tend to 

design the reading instruction based on the teacher-center approach.   Due to the traditional 

way the instructor conduct in the reading instruction, most of the students feel bored and 

discouraged in the reading activities. It is then important to apply effective strategies and 

techniques of reading to help the students improve their reading skill and make them more 

active and interactive in the reading class activities. A good reader will use certain 

strategies or techniques in finding the content of the text and to interact with the text in the 

pre-reading, whilst reading, and post-reading stages. This study adapts an instructional 

strategy, a questioning strategy to develop the students’ reading comprehension that is the 

Question–Answer Relationships (QAR) strategy. The QAR strategy is proposed by 

Raphael and Pearson (1982) and Eanes (1997, p. 180) to assist the students to explore the 

text comprehensively with its four levels of questions namely Right There, Think and 

Search, Author and Me, and On My Own questions. The Right There question provides the 

readers to answer question directly in the text.  Also, the words in the question and the 

words in the answer are usually in the same sentence. It is a literal question level of the 

QAR strategy. The Think and Search question also gives the readers to find the answer in 

the text.  However, the words in the question and the words in the answer are not found in 

the same sentence.  The reader must put together different parts of the text to get the answer. 

The Right There and the Think and Search questions categories are literal reading 

comprehension questions. They are text based questions which provide the reader to find 

the information in the text, such as dates, year, name of a person, the topic, main idea, 

supporting ideas, and so forth.  Accordingly, Burns et al. (1996, p. 255) state that reading 

for literal comprehension is the same as acquiring information that is directly stated in a 

selection. It is very important in basic reading and it is also a prerequisite for higher-level 

comprehension. The Author and Me, as the third level of the QAR strategy questions, 

challenges the readers to put together the information the author provides in the text with 

information the reader already knows to come up with the answer.  It demands the high 

order comprehension of the readers to be critically evaluating written material–comparing 

the ideas discovered in the material with known standards and drawing conclusions about 

their accuracy, appropriateness, and timeless. In order to facilitate the readers’ judgment 

on the author’s idea or information in the text, the readers’ prior knowledge plays an 

important role to ease his comprehension of the text. It is in line with the Schema Theory of 

reading which suggests that the knowledge we carry around in our heads is organized into 

interrelated patterns and are constructed from all our previous experiences of a given aspect 

of the experiential world, and they enable us to make predictions about future experience 

(Nunan, 1999, p. 133). It is obvious that schema theory advocates people understand new 

experiences by activating relevant schemas in their minds. The last level question of the 

QAR strategy is the On My Own question which provides the reader to create their own 

sentence to answer the question. The reader does not use the text at all to answer the 

question.  The answer is based on the reader’s opinions and experiences. This category of 

the QAR strategy questions requires the high order thinking and creative comprehension 

to process and produce the information of the readers. It is supported by the Constructivism 

Theory which believes that the readers or students are the only subjects who construct their 

own knowledge in learning setting based on their own pre-existing knowledge. In the 
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notion of the QAR strategy, students, as the readers, are given chance to be creative and 

critical in reading by providing them creative question like On My Own category question 

in which to answer the question, the students themselves construct the words and 

knowledge based on their own background knowledge. The QAR strategy is not a strategy 

to test the students’ comprehension in reading but it is an effective way to develop the 

students’ skill in reading comprehension. A questioning strategy utilized in developing 

reading comprehension skills is what Taffy Raphael refers to as Question- Answer 

Relationships or QAR (Nuttall, 2005). Based on the research done by Sulistyo (2010, p. 

65), it is found that the advantage of applying the QAR strategy in reading instruction is 

that the students are able to identify the levels of questions and the relationship between 

question and answer to determine the content of the text. Since the QAR strategy proposes 

the students to considers both text-based and reader-based information to answer the 

questions effectively, however, the focus of the current study is on helping the students to 

determine the topic, main idea, and supporting ideas of the texts through utilizing the Think 

and Search type of question as one of the QAR questions type, besides of other types of 

questions, such as Right There, Author and You, and On My Own. In the Think and 

Search question, the answer is found in the text, however, the words in the question and 

the words in the answer are not found in the same sentence. It is then necessary to guide 

the students to determine the topic, main idea, and supporting ideas through Think and 

Search question type. It is assumed that the QAR strategy is an effective strategy to 

promote a good reading comprehension instruction and to assist the students answer 

questions effectively during classroom reading instruction. Moreover, to facilitate the 

students to be critical reader, the study offers expository text-based instruction to encourage 

and challenge the students to read critically and interact with the author by relating the 

content of the text in the real life. Therefore, QAR strategy is really urgent to be applied in 

reading instruction in order to enhancing the students’ reading comprehension skill of 

expository text.  

 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of the study was to investigate whether the question-answer 

relationships (QAR) strategy improve the English reading comprehension ability of the 

freshmen at Thaksin University. 

 

Research question  

To what extent do the students improve their English reading comprehension 

ability after being taught through QAR strategy? 

 

Scope of the study  
The population of this study was the first year students at Thaksin University in 

Songkhla who studied “Reading Principles” course in the first semester, academic year 

2016 for 12 weeks.  The subjects were different proficiency in English reading. The study 

investigated 30 students as an experimental group. The independent variables were 

Question-Answer Relationships (QAR) and reading strategies. The dependent variable was 

students’ reading comprehension ability 
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Definitions of terms  
Question-Answer Relationship (QAR) developed by Traffy Raphael (2001) is a 

questioning strategy which is used to improve students’ reading comprehension. It 

emphasizes that there is a relationship between questions, texts, and reader’s prior 

knowledge (Raphael, 2001). This strategy helps students understand four different types of 

questions based on the source of information essential for the answer. To measure the 

understanding of QAR strategy, reading passages with various types of question were used 

to direct students to choose possible answers from the text or from their own knowledge. 

The researcher generally had the students both answer questions and generate questions 

according to those in QAR. 

Reading cycles: The QAR can be employed as a strategy for pre-, while-, and post- 

reading instruction or so called reading cycles. At the beginning, students need to find ‘In 

My Head’ questions, created to prompt students to think about relevant prior knowledge. 

These include both ‘On My Own’ questions and ‘Author & Me’ questions.  While- reading, 

the QARs are ‘Author & Me’, ‘Right There’, and ‘Think & Search’ which help students 

define a term, provide facts or supporting details, and locate specific information (Right 

There), integrate information from different parts of the text (Think & Search), and 

interpret information from the text with their own background knowledge (Author & Me). 

Post-reading, most QARs are ‘Author & Me’ or ‘Think & Search’ students make text-to-

self connections, link what they have read to the themes and issues, and connect across sets 

of related texts (Buehl, 2009). 

Reading strategies are tools d for improving reading comprehension. In QAR, 

there are many reading strategies that students can use for answering each type of 

questions. The students were taught by using some effective reading strategies suitable for 

each type of QAR questions and then the students worked through the reading text by 

categorizing reading questions, choosing the reading strategies and answering questions.  

 

Research Method  
         The method in the study aimed to investigate the effect of reading instruction based 

on QAR and some reading strategies in reading cycles.  

 

Sampling design  
          The samples of this study were 30 the first year students at Thaksin university in 

Songkhla. The students were investigated as an experimental group. It should be noted that 

the levels of reading ability of the participants were categorized into two groups; low 

reading ability students, and high reading ability students based on their pre-test scores. 

The level of reading ability that a student was placed based on the reading ability of the 

whole group and the researcher adopted the percentile ranking formula to divide the 

groups.  

 

Research Instruments 

  The researcher adapted some reading passages accompanied by multiple choice 

questions and true/ false questions to use in the pre-test and post-test in order to measure 

the students’ reading comprehension ability. The ten lesson plans proposed by the 
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researcher were developed to emphasize on a reading instruction based on QAR and its 

related reading strategies in reading cycles. The participants studied each category of 

QAR questions and its related reading strategies and then went through reading passages 

and related questions for responses.  

 

Research Procedure  
The process of conducting this study were divided into two phases, which were: 1) 

the preparation of reading instruction based on Question-Answer Relationships (QAR) 

strategy and 2) the implementation of reading instruction based on QAR strategy and 

reading strategies in reading cycles.  

 

Stage 1: Preparation of reading instruction  

The first step in this stage is to specify the samples. The first year students from 

Thaksin University were selected by purposive sampling which relied on convenience 

sampling.  Then, the basic concepts and related documents about teaching reading using 

QAR strategy were explained.  The studied topics were Question-Answers Relationships 

and its related reading strategies proposed by Taffy Raphael in the 1980s.  The pre- and 

posttest were designed. After that, the ten lesson plans and some research instruments were 

created. The information from the basic concepts was compiled and became a theoretical 

framework for the development of QAR instruction and research instruments.  After 

developing the reading instructions and the instruments, the research instruments were 

verified by the experts to check the effectiveness. 

 

Stage 2: Implementation of reading instruction  

The pre-test was administered to the students to measure students’ reading  

comprehension ability before the treatment.  During the implementation, the students  

took part in reading instruction based on QAR strategy and its related reading strategies  

for 10 weeks.  They were engaged in the three stages of the instruction namely QAR 

strategy, the reading strategies related to each type of QAR questions, and reading cycles.  

 

Pre-reading Activity 

In the pre-reading activity of the first meetings of the action, the teacher-researcher 

began the instruction process by conveying the objective of the instruction and introducing 

the intended strategy, the QAR strategy, to be employed during the reading instruction. 

The teacher-researcher activated the students’ prior knowledge about the topic which will 

be discussing in the whilst-reading activities by asking guided questions. The students were 

active during the pre-reading activities. However, in the certain circumstances, some 

students were still reluctant to express their ideas although the questions required their 

background knowledge or experiential knowledge only. Encouraging the reluctant students 

to speak, the teacher directly pointed the students to share their opinions on the topic being 

discussed; they finally motivated expressing their ideas freely. 
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Whilst-reading Activity 

Whilst-reading activity was the main activity in the current action of reading 

comprehension subject. In the whilst-reading activity, the students were required to work 

in groups of 2 and each group appointed its leader to run the group discussion. 

In the first meeting, the researcher modeled the strategy by defining the concept of 

the QAR strategy and its types of questions like the Right There, the Think and Search, the 

Author and You and the On My Own questions. Then, the researcher distributed the students 

a modeling short expository text entitled Smokers speak out. The teacher asked a student 

to read the text loudly. After reading the text, the teacher explained the content of the text 

per paragraph to help the students understood the text and identified the content of the text 

by employing the four categories of the QAR questions, the Right There question: In 

answering this literal question, the teacher directly pointed to the text and showed the 

sentence in the text to the students. The second question category was the Think and 

Search question. In the modeling, the teacher asked the questions about the topic, main 

idea, and supporting ideas of the text. In order to find the topic, the teacher explained how 

to find the topic of the text. The topic of the text can be as the general concept of the text 

which can be as the main concern or subject discussed in the text and it can be seen in the 

title of the text or in the near beginning of the paragraph. The topic can be found as a single 

word or a phrase. The teacher showed the topic of the text to the students. After determining 

the topic, the teacher explained how to find the main idea of the text that main idea of a 

text can be found by asking yourself the question, what is the writer saying about the 

topic? Then, the main idea of a text could be the most significant statement that the writer 

is making about the topic. The main idea is a complete sentence referring to the topic. The 

last question was about the supporting ideas of the text. In determining the supporting 

ideas, the teacher told the students to search the information at the entire text. The 

supporting ideas can be as the specific information referring to the main idea. It can be 

found by identifying the signal words used such as first, second, next, finally, and so forth. 

The third category question of the QAR strategy was Author and You. The answer of the 

question category can be varied for students. It depends on the students personal judgments 

of the author’ idea and relates it with their own schemata. The last category was On My 

Own question category which requires the students to create their own ideas in answering 

the question. The teacher explained that to answer the question, the students should not 

read the text at all because the answer is not found in the text. The students should create 

their own idea based on their own schemata. Modeling really helped the students to 

understand the concept of the QAR strategy and how to understand the content of the text 

by using the strategy. It was interesting that the students were active in discussing another 

text after the researcher’s modeling in the next meetings. However, in the first meeting, 

most of the students were still confused how to find the topic and main idea of the text by 

employing the Think and Search and Author and You questions of the QAR strategy. In 

order to help the students easy to find the topic and main idea of the text, the teacher re-

explained the way to find them, as it was explained in the modeling.  The teacher also gave 

example of the topic and the main idea from the second text which had been discussed, 

The Importance of Interpersonal Skills, some types of the QAR questions were easy for 

students to answer like the Right There questions. It was because the Right There questions 
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were literal questions in which the answer could be directly found in the text. Furthermore, 

most of the students were reluctant and shy to express their ideas about the text. Although 

the texts were short and relevant with their real life such as The Importance of 

Interpersonal Skills, they were afraid of making errors in producing sentences and in 

answering the researcher’s questions about the text. In order to encourage and motivate the 

students to express their ideas freely, the teacher-researcher told the students to speak and 

do not afraid of making errors. The teacher also motivated them by directly pointing the 

students to express their idea or opinions in answering the questions. This helped them 

built up their self-confidence. Besides, the teacher focused the language used by the 

students on the content, rather than on the form. Similarly, the teacher created good reading 

comprehension atmosphere to make the students felt comfortable in learning process. After 

doing so, the students gradually were courageously to speak freely although sometimes 

they made errors. However, it made them learning to be freely expressive in the reading 

classroom activities. It was also found in the second meeting, especially in the Author and 

You category question, the students initially found difficulties in formulating their own 

words related to the author’s opinion stated implicitly in the texts. In solving the students’ 

difficulties, the teacher told the students to recall their experience from their life or 

information from the book or other resources they ever read and connect it with the 

information in the text. They had to evaluate or judge the author’s idea or information in 

the text, then, they might construct their own sentence to answer the questions. After re-

explaining the way to answer Author and You questions, gradually, the students showed 

progress in formulating their own ideas relating to the author’s information from the texts. 

Yet, in the interview the students told that the difficult category of the QAR strategy 

question was the Author and You category because it mixed the information from the text 

with their real life experiential knowledge. Nevertheless, the students expressed that they 

had to think hard in answering the questions and tried to connect the information in the 

texts with their real experience. In the third meeting of applying the QAR strategy of 

reading, the students were easy to explore the content of the texts using the QAR strategy 

and they really enjoyed reading expository texts using the strategy. All of the students tried 

to get the researcher’s attention to give them a chance to express their ideas in responding 

of the questions. It was interesting that some reluctant students in the previous meetings 

were really active in the third meeting. It seemed that the teacher’s direct pointing to 

reluctant students to share ideas could help them to be confidently involved in reading class 

discussion. They were happy and really enjoyed the reading class discussion without being 

afraid of making errors. It seemed that the students were really familiar with using the QAR 

strategy in comprehending the text after joining the class reading instruction. 

 

Post-reading Activity 

During the action, the post-reading activities were designed similarly. It was 

designed to check the students’ comprehension on the materials given and gave them 

opportunity to ask questions dealing with the strategy and the topic already discussed. In 

addition, the researcher in this stage always asked the students’ about what they had learnt 

from the texts already discussed previously. The students were really interested in sharing 

their opinions and experience about what they had learnt so far from the reading materials 
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already given using the QAR strategy. At the end of the implementation, all of the students 

did the posttest in order to examine the effects of reading instruction based on QAR 

strategy.   

 

Results 

The findings of the study were summarized in only main aspect: English reading 

pre-test and posttest. The study aims at enhancing the TSU freshmen’s English reading 

comprehension ability of expository texts in determining the topic, main idea, and 

supporting ideas through the QAR strategy. The emphasis of the study was on employing 

a QAR strategy in a regular classroom to find out to what extent the strategy taught 

enhanced the students’ reading comprehension. The findings gained from the two types of 

tests are presented to answer a research question of this study 

 

Table 2: Comparison of students’ pretest and posttest scores  

            Number  

      of 

         student 

    Mean scores     Std. Deviation  Std. Error Mean 

 

Pre-test          30            18.10                   4.94                        5.157                    0.000* 

Posttest          30            24.70                   4.97 

* (p<.01)  

 

          From Table 2, the students’ posttest mean scores was 24.70 on the English reading 

comprehension test were higher that the pretest mean scores was 18.10. The mean 

difference was -5.157.  The result revealed that there was a significant difference between 

the pretest and posttest mean scores at a significant level (p<.01). Therefore, the hypothesis 

stated that the posttest means scores of the first year students are higher that the pretest 

means scores at the significance level of .01 was accepted.   

               In other words, the students’ English reading comprehension ability significantly 

improved after receiving the reading instruction based on QAR strategy.  

 

Discussion 

The findings of this study suggest some pedagogical implications. Firstly, the 

combination of QAR strategy is vital for EFL students’ reading comprehension and should 

be implemented in reading instruction. This study shows that it is beneficial to students to 

use reading strategies appropriately according to types of reading questions. This study 

suggested that the QAR strategy can actually be used as a strategy for before, during, and 

after reading instruction or so called reading cycles. Furthermore, teacher should model 

how to read and how to think through thinking aloud method, students can aware of how 

and when the strategy should be employed. Secondly, implication deals with the reading 

question types. While reading a text, the teacher should encourage students to answer a 

variety types of question which makes students’ higher level of thinking. In addition, the 

data analysis showed that, QAR strategy had positive effect on students reading 

comprehension. The findings of the study are in parallel with Raphael and Au (2005) who 

reveal the reasons of implementing QAR in teaching reading comprehension: 1) It 
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encourages students to be more proficient and strategic readers; 2) It can help students to 

ask effective questions as they read and reply to the text; 3) Teachers use QAR to guide 

and check studentsʼ learning and to support higher-level thinking in their students. 

Therefore, Educators have developed several structured questioning techniques and they 

suggested that Question Answer Relationships (QAR) strategy enables students to ask and 

answer four types of questions about what they read (Stafford, Wilson, Sanabria, 2012 cited 

in Apaporn Rothong ,2014). It is in line with Imran (in Cahyono and Widiati, 2006:52) 

said, “In order to be more confident and autonomous readers, English as a foreign language 

(EFL) learners should be helped to enhance their ability and willingness to learn”. Indeed, 

after the teacher helped the students, they gradually showed progress in learning and be 

more confident in engaging the reading class activities afterwards. Moreover, the teacher 

told the students to focus on the content of the language they use during the reading 

classroom interaction, so they should not be fear of making errors in their language 

production. As Tsui et al (in Nunan, 1999:235) stated that an effective way to deal with the 

reluctant students was to focus on content rather than on the form. This is particularly to 

among lower proficiency students, presumably because they were not inhibited about 

making mistakes. Another strategy done by the teacher during the implementation of the 

QAR strategy was to create good atmosphere classroom in which the all the students were 

free to say everything without being afraid of making mistakes. Tsui concluded from her 

study that the key to encouraging students to communicate was to create a lower-anxiety 

classroom atmosphere. It is therefore, good classroom atmosphere is really crucial in 

establishing the good relationship between teacher and students, and in turn can motivate 

the students to learn. Sulistyo (2008:62) conducted an action research using the QAR 

strategy in improving the students’ reading comprehension skills of Kanjuruhan 

Universitiy summed up that the QAR strategy was an effective strategy in improving the 

students’ reading comprehension skill. Moreover, Naniwarsih (2010:73) who carried out 

the Classroom Action Research in using the QAR strategy to improve reading 

comprehension skills of students of Tarbiyah Department of Muhammadyah University of 

Palu concluded that the implementation of QAR strategy was successful in improving the 

students’ reading comprehension skill. Thus, the use of the QAR strategy in the 

current Classroom Action Research has shown to be an effective strategy to improve the 

students reading comprehension skills of expository texts in identifying the topic, main 

idea, and supporting ideas of the text. Moreover, in the current study, the improvement of 

the students’ comprehension in the reading were also triggered by the teacher’s modeling 

in applying the QAR strategy in reading comprehension instruction and the content-based 

language focused of the instruction to assist the students freely speaking without fearing of 

producing errors . It is then modeling and content focused of the language instruction were 

really helpful to assist the students understood how to apply the strategy in the reading 

process and to be actively involved in classroom discussion. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on the result of the study, it is concluded that the QAR strategy is really 

effective in improving the students reading comprehension,  especially in determining the 

topic, main idea, and supporting ideas of expository texts of the first semester students of 
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the English Major of  Thaksin University, Thailand. Through utilizing the QAR strategy, 

the students can identify the topic, main idea as well as the supporting ideas or detail 

information of the text accurately. In order to apply the strategy successfully, the researcher 

initially did modeling to help the students familiar with the QAR strategy in reading 

activities. After modeling, the researcher asked the students to explore the content of the 

reading passage in group of three or four by answering the questions provided in the light 

of the QAR strategy types of questions that were Right There question, Think and Search, 

Author and Youand On My Own questions. When the students have problems in using the 

strategy in comprehending the text, the teacher directly guided and helped the students to 

cope the problems. Based on the good implementation of the QAR strategy, the students’ 

reading comprehension, especially on determining the topic, main idea, and supporting 

ideas of the expository text has successfully improved. It is then the QAR strategy was 

really effective in improving the students reading comprehension skills, especially in their 

skill of determining the topic, main idea, and the supporting ideas of the expository texts 

of the students.   

 

Suggestions 

Relating to the result of the study and the conclusion previously, some valuable 

suggestions are offered to the English reading teachers and lecturers and future researchers. 

For the English reading teachers and lecturers, it is suggested to implement the QAR 

strategy in improving the students reading comprehension skills in reading instruction in 

the classroom since it is an effective strategy to improve the students’ skill in reading and 

enable the students to identify the topic, the main idea and the supporting ideas of the texts 

accurately. In implementing the QAR strategy in the reading comprehension instruction, 

the teacher should initially model the strategy to the students in order to help them easily 

use the strategy in reading activities. Moreover, the teacher should also directly guide the 

students when they have problem in utilizing the strategy during the reading activities. To 

enhance the students’ motivation in reading the teacher should focus the instruction on the 

content of the language students’ use rather than on the form of the language. It is noticed 

that when the instruction focuses on the content, the students’ motivation in turn taking in 

the discussion is highly promoted. Last but not least, for furthering studies, the positive 

result of the strategy in improving the students reading comprehension of expository texts 

can be the base line information in conducting the similar studies in using different contents 

or types of reading in different level. The strategy can be actually applicable to be employed 

in many different genres of reading like narrative, argumentative, recount, spoof, 

explanation, factual description, procedure, discussion, information report, and so forth.   
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Abstract 

         In educational research, when a teaching method demonstrates significant 

productivity, then the scholarly community accepts it to be an effective practice.  Surely, 

every study has small numbers where the method was unsuccessful and sometimes even 

detrimental, but it does not foil the whole research objectives.  This research, however, is 

not willing to sweep these small numbers, which represent real students, under the rug.  For 

instance, why did 1.8 % of the teachers in Yang and Rusli’s research on demonstrating how 

effective debating is for ELs strongly disagree with its utility in their classrooms?  What if 

there were always such a small but persistent percentage of individuals not benefiting from 

this educational activity?  Just as with any study, the best practices are not one size fits all.   

 

Keywords: Learner-centered; English language learning; Instructional delivery; Diverse 

learners; Higher education; Curriculum design 

 

Introduction  
 There has never been a realm so robust and influential yet malleable as the social 

sciences of this millennium.  Not surprisingly, scholars from hard sciences have become 

wary of these individual portholes to the truth (Silvia, 2014).  Understandably, fields like 

psychology, education, and other human-mind centered domains cast suspicion on the 

practicability and even possibility of keeping the scholarly rigor in one’s research 

methodology.  Regardless of the skeptics, these fields still hold up to the scrutiny of the 

scientific method yielding quantitative data to demonstrate tried-and-true methods of 

effective learning (Creswell, 2013).  For instance, research has repeatedly shown a direct 

increase in higher-order cognition and critical thinking skills following the use of debate 

in classrooms (Brown & Bown, 2014; Martínez & Valdivia, 2016).  Researchers have 

further quantified these methods to prove them as effective means for improving English 

conversational skills for English Learners (ELs) (Aclan & Aziz, 2015; Ali & Salahuddin, 

2013; Amiri, Othman, & Jahedi, 2017).  This paper will answer the question: how can 

instructors of ELs in higher education maintain a culturally-relevant pedagogy when 

administering classroom debates as a tool for developing English language acquisition in 

Thai university classrooms? 
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 At this point, it may be difficult to identify the controversy of these ostensible soft 

sciences.  In this regard, one must look deeper into the qualitative studies moving to expand 

such domains as education.  Social science advocates for human rights, explores cultures, 

and explains multiple perspectives of a single phenomenon (Creswell, 2013).  For example, 

through interviews and other qualitative means, researchers have focused in on the numbers 

often overlooked in the hard sciences.  Specifically, Yang and Rusli (2012) found that only 

1.8% of teachers using debate in the classroom of their study did not find it a useful tool 

while the overwhelming majority supported it.  Rather than just looking at the numbers and 

attributing any method that reaches the clear majority of teachers to be an exemplary 

pedagogical practice, researchers in social science want to study these numbers and explain 

why there is any discrepancy at all.  Surely, any method short of 100% approval fails to 

reach some individuals or some aspect in some way.  In reality, research across the board 

has these small anomalies, and the author of this paper believes they are worth addressing. 

 

A Closer Look at Perspectives 

 In the case of using debate as a pedagogical practice, there are two specific factors 

worthy of exploring.  Firstly, it is essential to recognize what makes it such a useful 

instructional tool in higher education.  Secondly, educators using this tool must understand 

what potential obstacles learners may face when taking part in it.  It is only when we, as 

educators, take a holistic view of what works, what does not, and why the differences exist 

that one can design a more effective pedagogical approach to using debate in the classroom 

to reach all its diverse learners. 

 When ELs attend international universities, they must quickly immerse themselves 

in classrooms where the educators are delivering content in English.  These students’ initial 

English lecturers must do everything they can to provide their students in their first two 

years with the best tools to succeed in the years that will follow.  Weissenberg (2013) has 

identified critical thinking as an essential skill for any university student beginning their 

higher-education journey.  Therefore, utilizing techniques that combine English acquisition 

with higher-order skills will serve efficaciously for these students.  Brown and Bown 

(2014) have demonstrated how using debate activates critical thinking abilities.  Further, 

there is ample evidence to support the use of debate dramatically improves metacognition 

(Martínez & Valdivia, 2016).  Although this may prove more difficult for ELs, 

implementing this practice has shown to improve English communication skills while 

enhancing higher-order thinking (Aclan & Aziz, 2015).  Evidently, using debate can be a 

multifunctional teaching strategy for educators delivering instruction to ELs in higher 

education. 

 

Addressing Culture 

 What about when debating is not an effective strategy?  Curriculum designers most 

efficiently create a learning platform to reach as many students as possible; however, it is 

up to the instructor to reach all students with a wide range of learning styles by varying 

one’s teaching methods.  For instance, Yang and Rusli identified a small percent of 

Buddhist students in a Singaporean study who found classroom debating uncomfortable 

and disharmonious with their cultural values.  In fact, David (2018a) found that initiating 
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confrontation was the primary factor preventing Thai university students from engaging in 

a debating activity (see Table 1).  Positively, this issue is worthy of discourse.   

 Although it is important to respect the differences of cultural views, educators have 

the duty of providing the best teaching strategies they know.  Debating is a valuable 

practice across the globe at all levels of instruction.  The solution is not to abandon this 

tried-and-true method of teaching but instead use a different approach to implement this 

technique in the classroom.  After all, the benefits of any practice regardless of cultural 

conflict should shed some light on its usefulness. 

 

Considering Common Sense 

 Precisely, English programs offered at universities in non-English speaking 

countries are focusing on preparing students to perform professionally in the global arena 

(Solihati & Narius, 2016).  This point is crucial to understanding the issue at hand.  

Educators and ELs alike must recognize the goal of their programs and act accordingly.  

Forcing students to speak at all can be counterproductive to the natural process of academic 

development (David, 2018b).  The “sink or swim” model of learning can be effective for 

some students while throwing them into the deep end may be the quickest way for them to 

develop.  However, some students are more reserved, and too much pressure to perform 

can cause anxiety and undue stress (Yang & Rusli, 2012).  These students are the focus of 

this author’s objective.   

 None of the research from this paper has outrightly disregarded the implementation 

of debating as an acceptable pedagogical practice, even for students of Buddhist nations.  

In effect, conducting further research is appropriate to define this area.  Buddhism teaches 

tolerance as one of the highest forms of virtue.  This feature of Buddhist philosophy means 

that strong opposition to a pedagogical practice in itself is confrontational and thus not a 

firm position one should take.  The issue now becomes that of meeting the needs of these 

particular learners.  Therefore, the cultural conflict of implementing debates is a matter of 

delivering instruction.  Educators must recognize the confrontational nature of debating 

and realize that certain students will not only fail to reap the benefits of the activity but 

may also become disengaged preventing them from the overall learning experience.   

 

Conclusion 

 Notably, the world is not as segregated as it once was.  Even students raised in 

Buddhist families who ascribe to Buddhist philosophy are well-immersed in the 

widespread multiculturism of today.  Some of these students may prefer to debate in the 

classroom as a unique style opposed to the learning they experienced in their earlier years 

of education.  It would be equally culturally insensitive to attribute being 

nonconfrontational to all practicing Buddhists.  Likewise, there will be some non-Buddhist 

students who feel the same anxiety and stress from debating with their fellow students as 

seen in the studies of this paper.  Although it is helpful for educators to recognize the 

underlying cultural issues preventing students from accessing the advantages of one’s 

teaching methodologies, such as the confrontational aspect of debating, the critical issue to 

address is recognizing the different learning styles and values of their students.  In the end, 
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it depends on educators differentiating instruction to meet the needs of all their diverse 

learners.   

 

Table 1 
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Abstract 
The purposes of the current research are to obtain EdTech tools used to encourage 

collaborative learning and enhance English language skills. Data were collected from 

secondary documents.  The study was designed as a qualitative research by means of 

documentary research in range of the year 2016 to 2018 which focused on EFL learner.  

The data were analyzed and categorized into a classification scheme.  Consequently, the 

Edtech tools found from the previous research were comprised of Google Docs, Wikis, 

Facebook, blogs and Padlet. According to the consequences of the analysis and 

categorization, the main focus of online collaborative learning was made on writing skill 

though few studies on reading and communicative skills were found.  

 

Keywords: Edtech tools; Collaborative learning; Language skills and other integrated 

skills 

 

Introduction 
It has been widely accepted that collaborative learning enhances students’ academic 

performance of English language skills (Avci and Adiguzel, 2017; Ya-huei and Hung-

Chang, 2017; Ornprapat and Saovapa, 2014).  Moreover, students quickly realize that they 

are able to solve problems as a group that they would not be able to solve as individuals 

and they were also satisfied by peer coaching, and peer review.  (Yingding, 2018) This can 

ensure that collaborative learning help students learn by their peer assistance.  According 

to Harasim (2017), she addressed the causes of an emergence of online collaborative 

learning.  As per the problems that were found in learning theories in 20th century, they 

mainly viewed learning as an individualistic pursuit.  Later, the invention and widespread 

adoption of the internet together with the rise of AI at a global scale constitute online digital 

technology which acted as a catalyst for new intellectual, social, economic and cultural 

mindset. Ya-huei and Hung-Chang’s (2017) research consequence echoed the idea to 

integrate computer and technology in language learning and collaborative learning.  It 

pointed out that students who were taught by means of computer technology and 

collaborative learning significantly improved their English language skills than those who 

were not. Online collaborative learning is fruitful for language learning. Hence, the present 
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study aims to investigate online learning tools, or so-called edtech tools, to facilitate 

collaborative learning and to examine how online collaborative learning consolidates 

language skills. 

 

Research Questions 

1. What EdTech tools were implemented to promote online collaborative learning? 

2. What language skills were possibly improved by using Edtech tools in online 

collaborative environment? 

 

Literature Review 

Online Collaborative Learning 

Simply defined by Brian (2000), collaborative learning means using others to help 

us learn (p.93). Additional to learning assistance, Barkley, Major, and Cross (2014) pointed 

out that collaborative learning is used in the literature as a general expression for group 

learning to mutually search for understanding, solving, meaning, or creating a product. 

Isaacs (2013) indicated that the major epistemology in online learning environments is 

associated with constructivism and social constructivism. 

Regarding the emergence of constructivism in line with Piaget’s work, Piaget’s 

theory of learning assumes that humans cannot learn by simply absorbing information, but 

must experience it; thus, instructional forms of tuition would be wasted if people did not 

have some experience of the knowledge they were receiving (Duncombe and Armour, 

2004).  Piaget suggested that peer interaction promotes cognitive conflict by exposing 

discrepancies between the peers’ own and others’ knowledge, resulting in disequilibration 

(Fawcett and Garton, 2005). Later, Vyvotsky’s scaffolding concept which is known as 

Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), it is a distance between the actual developmental 

level as determined by independent problem solving and level of potential development 

determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more 

capable peers (as cited in Hartman, 2000, p.166) Therefore, scaffolding outlines the way 

of collaborative learning (Brian, 2000, p. 93). As per the definition given by Brian (2000) 

that collaborative learning depends on others to help a learner to learn.  This demonstrates 

a close affinity between Vyvotsky’s zone of proximal development and collaborative 

learning. That is to say, individual learning is attributed to social interactions until 

assistance is no longer needed.  Moreover, Brian (2000) linked the collaborative learning 

and scaffolding with reciprocal teaching.  Reciprocal teaching is a form of guided, 

cooperative learning featuring a collaborative learning environment of learning leaders and 

listeners; expert scaffolding by an adult teacher; and direct instruction, modeling and 

practice in the use of simple strategies that serve to prop up an emergent dialogue structure 

(Resnick, 1989, p. 443). Aligning with Vyvotsky’s scaffolding, Bruner believed that when 

children start to learn new concept, they need help from teacher and other adults in the 

form of active support (Wheeler, 2017). Bruner (1985) contends that cooperative learning 

methods improve problem- solving strategies because the students are confronted with 

different interpretations of the given situation. The peer support system makes it possible 

for the learner to internalize both external knowledge and critical thinking skills and to 

convert them into tools for intellectual functioning (Gokhale, 1995). Turning to Lave and 
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Wenger (1991) who initiated Situated Learning, they stressed the importance of 

environment, physical and social factors to learning process.  They claimed that learning, 

thinking, and knowing are relations among people activities, arising from socially and 

culturally structured world.  

George Siemens proposed constructivism in response to his belief that earlier 

learning theories were no longer adequate, having developed in eras when the impact of 

ICT on society was minimal (Trentin, 2010).  He brought theories into digital age, stressing 

the importance of ICT.  The emergence and huge success of 2.0 applications on the Internet 

is attributed to online collaborative learning.  Jonassen (1999) initiated a model for 

supporting collaborative teams using computer-based technology, comprising of five 

components.  First, related cases, describe solution to past problems similar in nature to the 

focal challenge that learners can draw on to develop their own solution.  Second, 

information resources help learners develop an understanding of concepts and principles 

relevant to their task.  Third, cognitive tools assist learners in representing the problem, 

their knowledge and ideas, and/or automating low-level tasks. Fourth, conversation and 

collaboration tools allow learners to share their ideas and interpretations, and aid group 

negotiation and organization. Fifth, social/contextual support is tailored to suit the physical, 

social, cultural, organizational and technical characteristics of the learning context.  

All in all, online collaborative learning is associated with social constructivism that 

learners need assistance from experts or more capable peers during zone of proximal 

development until the help is no longer needed. Due to the advancement of technology and 

the Internet, face-to-face communication is not always necessary since they can work 

online together. Online tools disrupted the way people learns by allowing them to have 

anonymity to express their ideas freely, help correcting work, giving feedback, compare 

their work to their friends, etc.  Regarding Janssen’s (1999), the online tools must provide 

rooms for students to work as well as to communicate. The important thing is that teachers 

must provide activities and resources to trigger student schema and construct the new 

knowledge.  

 

Methodology  

Data were collected through research papers which were published during 2016-

2018, accounting for three years. Because of the rapid and unpredictable change of 

technological trend, the papers should be recently carried out.  The emphasis of this study 

was made on EFL learners. The data were categorized into a table.  

 

 

Results and Discussion 

 The purpose of this study is to find online applications to promote online 

collaborative learning and language skills. The table below will illustrate types of EdTech 

tools implemented in online collaborative learning and what language skills are possibly 

improved by these tools.   
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No. Online Tools Researchers Year of 

publicatio

n 

Language skill 

Development 

1 Social medias and instant messenger 

1.1 WhatsApp Avci and Adiguzel 2017 Writing skill 

1.2 Viber Challob, Nadzrah Abu and 

Hafizah 

2016 Writing skill 

2 Facebook Dizon 2016 Writing skill 

3 Google Docs Alsubaie, Jawaher and 

Ashuraidah, Ali 

2017 Writing skill 

  Ebadi and Rahimi 2017 Writing skill 

  Sørensen, Levinsen, and Holm 2016 Writing skill 

4 Moodle  Ya-huei and Hung-Chang 2017 Four language skills 

5 Padlet Awaludin, Karim, and Saad 2017 Academic writing 

  McDonough, De 

Vleeschauwer and Crawford 

2018 Writing 

6 Wiki Zou, Wang and Xing 2016 Writing skill 

  Savran and Aydin 

 

2016 

 

Writing skill 

7 Blog Challob, Nadzrah Abu and 

Hafizah 

2016 Writing skill 

  Alsamadani and Hashem 2018 Writing skill 

 

1. What EdTech tools were implemented to promote online collaborative learning? 

 

Instant Messenger 

Avci and Adiguzel (2017) define WhatsApp as a mobile-instant message tool, 

integrated into the project work to enable the students to collaborate, coordinate, and 

communicate in both synchronous and asynchronous modes.  They chose WhatsApp as a 

tool to promote student collaboration.  It found that the messenger allowed students to 

practice English language for real world purposes while carrying out projects because they 

had to do research in English.  The messenger provide real situation for students to 

communicate in English and students have chance to discover colloquial English words 

and phrases used in the real conversation.  Turning to Viber which is an instant messenger, 
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Challob, Nadzrah Abu and Hafizah (2016) used Viber to encourage students to 

communicate to help their writing in terms of discussion.  

 

Facebook 

Facebook is seen as a perfect platform because it has criteria that fit with social 

cultural theory because knowledge can be fostered and developed via collaboration, 

negotiation, active participation, identity construction as well as community building 

(Shukor, 2014). Dizon (2016) pointed out that Facebook has best leveraged the rapid 

technological and societal changes over the past decade to grow into the world's largest 

social-networking site (SNS). He used Facebook to improve of Japanese student writing 

quality such as writing fluency, lexical richness, and grammatical accuracy. The research 

studied comparison between Facebook and paper-pencil writing that improved student 

writing skill. 

 

Google Docs 

Google Docs, a free web-based version of Microsoft Word, offers collaborative 

features which can be used to facilitate collaborative writing in a foreign language 

classroom (Ornprapat and Saovapa, 2014).  There are some studies which made an 

emphasis on the comparison between face-to-face and online collaboration by using 

Google docs (Ebadi and Rahimi, 2017; Sørensen, Levinsen, and Holm, 2016). For 

example, Ebadi and Rahimi (2017) used peer-editing both through using Google Docs and 

in the face-to-face classroom to improve their writing for IELTS academic writing task 1 

and 2 of EFL students.  It found that students who used Google Docs outperformed face-

to-face classroom because they help edit their peer work.  Moreover, students also had 

positive perception for using Google Docs. 

 

Moodles 

Moodle is an online course management system where teacher can post syllabi, 

quizzes, notices, assignment, and forum board for group discussion and sharing ideas. Ya-

huei and Hung-Chang’s (2017) Moodle (Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning 

Environment) to ameliorate four language skills for TOEIC Test: listening, speaking, 

reading, and writhing.   

 

Padlet 

          Padlet (previously known as Wallwisher) is a free Web 2.0 application that provides 

a virtual wall and collaborative space accessible from any Internet enabled device. It is a 

live online bulletin board that has been described by its developers as “a living, breathing 

webpage” and “the easiest way to create and collaborate in the world” (Fisher, 2017). 

Awaludin, Karim, and Saad (2017) implemented a collaborative learning tool, Padlet, to 

study student motivation and interest in writing.  The research on Padlet was carried out in 

Thailand by McDonough, Vleeschauwer, and Crawford (2018), focusing on whether peer 

interaction will improve student writing by measuring from content, organization and 

language.  
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Wikis 

Wiki is a web-based collaboration tool which can be easily created, viewed and 

modified using any web browser (Aydm and Yildiz, 2014). Wikis are examples of second-

generation web tools that facilitate collaborative writing activities (Alghasab, 2014).  Wiki-

based learning focused on writing skills (Savran and Aydin Zou, 2016; Wang and Zing, 

2006). Wang and Zing (2016) assigned student to correct their friend assignment on Wiki 

to help them improve their writing skill.  

 

Blogs 

Nepomuceno (2011) mentioned that blogs provide access to students to express 

their writing ideas and share their writing skills online. Challob, Nadzrah Abu and Hafizah 

(2016, as cited in Alsamadani and Hashem, 2018) used blog and viber to improve student 

writing skills such as micro and macro skills: grammar, organization, planning and 

outlining ideas.  The study of Alsamadani and Hashem (2018) focused on writing skills in 

terms of content, word choice, style, and language mechanics and so on.  

 

2. What language skills were possibly improved by using Edtech tools in online 

collaborative environment? 

Sørensen, Levinsen, and Holm (2016), Alsubaie and Ashuraidah (2017), and Ebadi 

and Rahimi (2017) used Google Docs to enhance students writing by means of 

collaborations. Sørensen, Levinsen, and Holm (2016) designed the framework to help 

teacher to scaffold students’ reflections of their strategies, roles and communications in 

online collaborative writing processes. Later, Avci and Adiguzel (2017) enhance students 

writing skills by using WhatsApp. Regarding English language used in the messenger, it 

was found that there were two common types of lexical collocation they improved: verb 

and preposition, and verb and noun collocations. It was also indicated that students were 

able to use these collocation correctly, regardless of other types of grammatical errors.  

Additional to the use of collocation, students also learned to use acronym, abbreviation, 

slang and phonetic replacement.   

It was assumed that the merit of online collaborative learning was attributed to three 

main reasons.  First, Google Docs motivated students to learn more effectively and to have 

more collaboration to work.  Second, since students were able to read, review, and correct 

other members’ writing so they could learn from receiving and providing constructive 

feedback from their friends.  Third, students were able to learn about their writing problems 

such as inappropriate language use, misspellings, wrong mechanics, not understandable 

text, and illogical organization.  Likely, Awaludin, Karim, and Saad (2017)’s result 

demonstrated that students satisfied with using Padlet and they were more aware of the 

need to check their writing before posting, and when writing on papers, some of them did 

not carefully check their grammar. Lastly, McDonough, Vleeschauwer and Crawford 

(2018)’s study revealed that collaborative text are more accurate than no collaboration. 

Aligned with results of Awaludin, Karim, and Saad (2017) that collaborative writing helps 

students improve their grammatical aspects in writing, contributing to 94%.   
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As far as researchers investigate on collaborative, there was only one research 

implemented online collaborative learning to promote all four language skills which was 

carried out by Ya-huei and Hung-Chang (2017). It indicated that students in online 

collaborative learning group had significantly better learning performances than those in 

traditional collaborative learning.  

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

As per the previous researches, the studies on online collaborative writing 

remarkably outnumbered other skills namely language use, content, structures, collocation 

and so on.  Since most researchers indicated that students are in favour of collaborative 

learning from technology. There is a room for manoeuvre when technology disrupted the 

way of teaching, shifting teacher role from a leader to a facilitator.  Back then, collaborative 

learning depends on face-to-face conversation which is not always successful. If the team 

schedules don’t coincide, they have to postpone their meeting. Putting pieces of individual 

work together in a report, one person will shoulder the heavier responsibility. Online 

applications like Google Apps really promote teamwork and communication to be 

omnipresent. With the internet, learning and collaboration seem ubiquitous because 

students can access their work anywhere and anytime. Moreover, numbers of active users 

to edit their work are unlimited so that they can work simultaneously. Some programs 

namely Padlet allow anonymous users to give their friend feedback, aka peer-to-peer 

assessment. Therefore, students learn and teach with each other since they learn from their 

friend work. Not only are communicative skills ameliorated, but also digital literacy.  We 

can say that the online web based applications provide a room for students to apply digital 

knowledge and English communication into authentic situations and allow students to be 

motivated and improved by peer assistance.  

Every coin has two sides; collaborative learning is not an exception. Panitz (1997) 

indicated that it is rather difficult to investigate how much effort students in a face-to-face 

environment put in terms of equal contribution.  Individual contribution given to 

assignments may not be equal. Aligning with Dingel, Wei, and Huq (2013) mentioned that 

free rider is a student who fails to shoulder their part of the workload. It decreases the 

quality of the team product. Google Docs; nonetheless, helps teacher check learning 

progress and student contribution on their assignment.  Ornprapat and Saovapa (2014) 

suggested that students in the Google Docs group were more serious about collaborating 

and willing to follow the group conventions and practices. 

Apart from language skills, Avci and Adiguzel (2017) touch on other skills besides 

English language skills.  These skills are the skills that are inevitably integrated from online 

collaborative learning.  Online collaborative learning requires students to have 

interpersonal skills, communication skills, research skills, transferable skills, management 

skills, and computer skills. First, interpersonal skills and communication skills, students 

had to discuss their project after school. Students also learn how cooperate in formal and 

informal settings which allows students to meet their groups via online and face-to-face 

communication. The communication amongst students is omnipresent. Moreover, 

WhatsApp is regarded as a communication tool so students were more punctual and had 

clear decision making process, enabled synchronous and asynchronous communication, 
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and had timesaving feature.  Students also learn how to give their friend feedback and post 

questions and answers anywhere and anytime.  Second, research skills, students could 

brainstorm, search for an authentic magazine, and consulting with experts.  Third, 

transferable skills, students are able to learn new knowledge from their background 

knowledge. Fourth, management skills, students determine duties and responsibilities 

among group members, and help decide to choose topics.  Lastly, it cannot be denied that 

computer skill is a main requirement for online collaborative learning.  Using online 

collaborative learning, it can help teacher prepare students to be a good digital citizen.  

It can be concluded that lack of studies contributed to other skills like reading, 

speaking, and listening. Reading and listening; for example, are receptive skills.  Teachers 

may post an interesting VDO or passage to allow students to discuss online by writing or 

speaking.  So, this would help students to improve all four language skills.  It is clearly 

seen that Google Docs were the most popular amongst other EdTech tools because it allows 

user to insert richer contents.  It is also friendly to users. Teacher can track student progress 

easily and see who are actually working at the moment.  
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Abstract 
The present study investigates the effect of modified Kagan Cooperative Learning 

model on the oral communication ability of the Bhutanese students. The 45 participants in 

this quasi-experimental study were employed using two intact classes: control (n=22) and 

experimental (n=23). The two groups were pretested on oral communication ability prior 

to the implementation of the modified Kagan CL to check their level of oral communication 

ability. The experimental group was taught through modified Kagan CL model while the 

control group was taught through conventional method for seven weeks. At the end of the 

study, a post-test was administered. Data were analyzed using paired sample t-test, 

independent sample t-test, and one-way ANOVA. The result showed that there was a 

significant difference between experimental and control group on oral communication 

ability test and performance-based assessment at the significant level of .05. To sum up, 

this paper hopefully concludes that the students were able to develop their oral 

communication ability after implementation of Modified Kagan CL in the class. 

 

Keywords: Modified Kagan Cooperative Learning; Cooperative learning; English oral 

communication ability; Bhutanese students 

 

Introduction 

The modern education system was established in Bhutan in the early 1960s in order 

to start its “first five year plan to address the basic educational needs, and develop human 

resources required for the socio-economic development of the country” (Annual Education 

Statistics, 2016, p.6). The introduction of English was deemed as imperative to start its first 

development activities in Bhutan. As a result, English was introduced as an official 

communication language and medium of instruction in Bhutan (CAPSD, 2006a; CAPSD, 

2006b; DDC, 2002). Thereafter, all subjects were taught in English expect Dzongkhag 

which is taught in the national language. 

Despite the fact that English has been used as an official communication language 

and medium of instruction in Bhutan for more than 50 years. The preponderance of 

Bhutanese students still struggles to speak English fluently and confidently. LaPrairire 

(2014) argues that the significant number of students at the university level are not able to 

communicate orally in academic and social situations. Similarly, a study by BCSEA (2013) 

shows that “almost an equal number of these students faced difficulties in speaking and 

writing skills compared to listening and reading” (p.39). It clearly indicates that the oral 

communication ability is neglected skills in the classroom.  
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Additionally, there are three reasons that encompass the impediment to learners’ oral 

communication ability. First, the lack of significance posited in oral communication ability. 

LaPrairire (2014) claims that due to the exclusion of listening and speaking as a part of 

examination in Bhutan, the importance of oral communication ability as a part of language 

learning and language skills to be mastered is compromised among the teachers and 

learners. Second, due to lack of opportunity to communicate orally in English in the 

classroom. According to LaPrairire (2014), the majority of Bhutanese students who have 

completed the secondary education still cannot communicate orally in English. This clearly 

indicates that the students were not encouraged to engage orally in the classroom, where 

oral communication and classroom interactions are not focused oral skills to be learned and 

used. Lastly, due to the effects of adherence to outdated teaching approaches. Wu and Ling 

(2007) asserts that language teaching modes and methods are one of the main factors that 

obstruct learner’s oral communication ability. Most of the classroom practices are 

characterized by teacher-fronted talk, long lectures and taking notes, and explanation of 

concepts; which are received passively by the students. As a result, students get limited 

opportunities to use English in the class for substantive conversation or classroom talk 

(Hayes, Christie, Mills, & Lingard, 2007). To sum up, the abovementioned factors 

contributed to diminish the importance of oral communication ability in Bhutanese 

classrooms. 

On the other hand, one teaching strategy that has been widely used and employed 

to enhance students’ oral communication ability is Kagan Cooperative Learning (CL). 

Kagan CL is defined as a teaching arrangement that refers to small, heterogeneous groups 

of students working together to achieve a common goal (Kagan, 1994). It is implemented 

through a set of “highly structured, psychologically and sociologically based techniques” 

(Oxford, 1997, p. 444). Kagan CL is different from other types of group work due to its 

four basic principles or key elements. These are positive interdependence, individual 

accountability, equal participation, and simultaneous interaction (Kagan & Kagan, 2009). 

Correspondingly, the important theoretical frameworks to glean insights into how Kagan 

CL results in so many positive outcomes is Vygotsky’s social learning theory. Vygotsky 

(1986) offers social learning theory, primarily based on mediation rather than imitation. 

Which says learn by being taught. Vygotsky (1986) provides an extremely important way 

to conceptualize learning. His theory makes it clear that successful learning occurs when 

the instruction is within the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD). Vygotsky (1986) 

defined a child’s ZPD as “the discrepancy between a child’s actual mental age and the level 

he reaches in solving problems with assistance” (p.187). Vygotsky’s notion of the ZPD 

was fundamental to his perspectives on the social creation of one’s intelligence and the 

academic advantages of working with others.  

The modification of Kagan CL was considered after comprehensive need analysis 

conducted with the teachers, who have been implementing Kagan CL in the classroom for 

past two years. The data were collected using semi-structured interview. The findings 

showed that the teachers faced issues and challenges in implementing Kagan CL. These 

are: how to group students, how to select Kagan CL methods or structures, and how to 

assess Kagan CL group work. As a result, the Kagan CL in this study was modified using 

CL and Kagan CL, but also include some important components from other approaches. 
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For instance, the use of formal groups, heterogeneous team, and task specification (Ning, 

2010).  

 

Figure 1: Conceptual framework of modified Kagan Cooperative Learning model 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The modified Kagan CL method involves three phases of teaching: using basic 

principles to form team, using Kagan CL methods, and assessment. First, the 

implementation of modified Kagan CL in English Language teaching involves 

appropriately grouping students into different levels as per their language ability, so that 

peer interaction can be generated. The following five factors must be taken into account 

while forming a group. These are: size, selection, composition, duration, and organization 

(Kagan, 1994; Johnson, Johnson & Holubec, 1998; Jacobs & Goh, 2007). The 

heterogeneous group with four members in each team is recommended by Kagan CL 

(Kagan & Kagan, 2009) because it is easier to work in pair within a team with few 

members, which increase twofold active participation and communication. Therefore, 

small groups with four members are used because it is easy to manage by the students; 

thus, promoting individual participation and accountability (Kagan & Kagan, 2009; Ning, 

2010).  

Second, the modified Kagan CL methods in this study were created by modifying 

CL methods and Kagan CL structures. The following are the modified Kagan CL methods 

used in this study. These are: think pair share, three steps interview, four corner, jigsaw, 

triangle debate, group roles, and placemat.  

Third, the performance-based assessment was used as an assessment strategy in this 

study. The assessment procedure involves the following steps. First, students are divided 

into groups; second, work on a group product (for example, storytelling), or prepare a test 

together; and third, the student's performance is assessed separately or in groups. These 

assessment steps help to provide specific figures or scores, but also immediate clarification, 
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suggestions, and feedback are provided (Jacobs & Goh, 2007; Joliffe, 2007; Kagan 1994; 

Slavin 1995). In traditional assessment, the grades are simply decided by teachers (Ning, 

2010), whereas performance-based assessment provides an opportunity to assess self and 

peers. The performance-based assessment used in this study are self, peer and teacher 

assessment. 

Oral communication can be defined in different ways (For example, Morreale, 

Rubin, & Jones, 1998; Rhodes, 2010; Adelman, Ewell, Gaston, & Schneider, 2014). This 

definition depends on the purpose and types of the communication used in different context 

or situation. For instance, small group discussion, interviewing, and oral presentations. 

Furthermore, different terms are used to define oral communication in different contexts, 

such as oral communication fluency, listening and speaking, effective communication, and 

oral communication ability (Roohr, Mao, Belur, & Liu, 2015). In this study, oral 

communication is defined as a two-way process between speakers and listeners and 

involves the ability to speak and understand. The speaker must encode the message to be 

transmitted in an appropriate language, while the listener is helped by prosodic features, 

such as stress, intonation, facial expressions, body movements and gestures (Bygate, 1987). 

To summarize, oral communication abilities are the set of skills that enables an individual 

to be confident and competent speaker. It helps students to efficiently comprehend, criticize 

and analyze information, and communicate clearly in a given situation. The oral 

communication encompasses of speaking and listening.  

To date, a few studies have been carried out with Asian students to find out the 

effects of CL to enhance oral communication ability (Al-Tamimi & Attamimi, 2014; Lin, 

2014; Abuseileek, 2012). Most of these studies were conducted to investigate the 

effectiveness of CL on student’s oral communication proficiency. Some study attempted 

to develop students’ oral skills by implementing CL; however, there is not a single study 

conducted in Bhutan that pays attention to using this type of instruction in promoting 

students’ oral communication ability. The present study addresses the following research 

questions: 1) How can modified Kagan CL model enhance the oral communication ability 

of seventh-grade students of Tsherap Higher Secondary School? 2) To investigate the 

effects of modified Kagan CL model on seventh-grade Bhutanese students’ oral 

communication ability. This study is based on the following null hypothesis:  

H01. Modified Kagan Cooperative Learning model has no significant effect on seventh-

grade Bhutanese students’ oral communication ability. 

The findings of this study could be important and beneficial to the students and 

teachers. Firstly, the current research validated the view that modified Kagan CL enhances 

social interaction among students, thus, the school that apply the recommended approach 

from the results of this study may lead to improved oral communication ability of the 

students. Secondly, this study may act as a guideline for teachers of English who wish to 

implement modified KCL to improve students’ oral communication ability. 

  

Method 

Research setting and participants 

The quasi-experimental study was conducted at Tsherap Higher Secondary School 

(pseudonym) in Bhutan. The convenience sampling technique was employed to select the 
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participants. The total number of participants were 45 students (N= 22 students in control 

group, and N= 23 students in an experimental group). Their level of oral communication 

ability was determined by the pretest scores and group them into three subgroups of low, 

average, and high level. To achieve this, the researcher used an independent sample t-test 

to prove that both groups are statistically equivalent in their English oral communication 

ability prior to treatment.  

According to Table 1, the mean scores for both groups are 20 and 18.9, respectively; 

no statistically significant difference was found in oral communication ability pretest 

scores: t (43) = -.735, p = .466 > .05. The result indicates that both the groups are at a 

similar level of English oral communication ability prior to the treatment. 

Table 1. Independent group t-test on oral communication ability test pretest scores of the 

experimental group and control group 

 
 Experimental group 

N=23 

Control group 

N=22 

M        SD                                 M          SD    t                df            p 

Oral Test 20       5.5 18.9     4.7 -.735 43        .466 

  

Materials 

Treatment (modified Kagan CL lesson) 
The core curriculum of English for seventh-grade students from CAPSD 

publication (2006) and the silken note: Standards for English for Schools in Bhutan (2002) 

were used to set main objectives of teaching and surveyed seventh-grade student’s textbook 

in order to explore the contents that should be covered in each unit. The content for each 

unit was selected based on the learning objectives and aims of the study. 

 

Table 2: Topic of Each Task. 

Thematic unit Topic/oral communication tasks 

Self: Who am I? 1.Youth Hotline - Bruce Vichert & Dr. Graham (Choral reading) 

 

 2. Be Proud of Who You Are - Lawrence B. Hookimaw (Debate) 

My World: Relationships & 

Family 

 

3. Somebody’s Son - Richard Pindell (Roleplay) 

 

 4. Girl’s-Eye View of Relatives by Phyllis McGinley (Storytelling) 

 

 5. Untrodden World of Lhops - Michael Chiramal (interview) 

 

Our Community: What 

Matters In My World 

 

6. Starfish – Anonymous  (“Talking Through” Essay Questions) 

 

 7. People From Mars - Helena Norberg-Hodge (Discussion) 
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In collecting data, firstly, the teaching procedures were organized in experimental 

and control group classes, followed by administering pretest on both groups to find out the 

initial ability on oral communication. After the lesson plans were organized, the modified 

Kagan CL was implemented in the experimental group while the control group was taught 

through conventional method. The performance-based assessment was organized to assess 

students’ oral communication ability tasks, such as classroom discussion, “Talking 

Through” essay questions, interview, storytelling, choral reading, debate, and role play. 

Lastly, at the end of the treatment period, the posttest was administered to both groups, in 

order to find out the effects of the treatment. The modified Kagan CL methods (Think pair 

share, three steps interview, four corners, jigsaw, triangle debate, group roles, and timed 

pair share) were used in the class.  

 

Oral communication ability test 
The oral communication ability pretest and posttest were organized to assess 

student’s oral communication ability before and after learning through modified Kagan 

CL. The test of spoken English validated by Powers et al. (1999) was reviewed and used 

as a guideline to construct the oral communication ability test. The details of each part are 

discussed as follows: 

 

Part 1: interview (7 minutes) 

The first part consists of an interview, which aimed at evaluating learners’ oral 

communication ability through spontaneous improvisation. The interview questions were 

related to the topic that they were familiar with. There were five questions in total. 

 

 Part 2: storytelling (4 minutes) 

In second part, the students were provided with pictures and asked them to narrate a story 

by looking at the pictures. They were given a minute to look at the pictures and think about 

the story and had to complete the story within three minutes. 

The oral communication ability pretest and posttest were carried out by four raters. In order 

to control inter-rater reliability, the students were divided equally into two groups, one 

group of students were assessed by a pair of raters and the other group by another pair of 

raters. 

 

Performance-based Assessment 

The next data collection instrument was performance-based assessment of oral 

communication ability tasks in the classroom. Oral communication ability was evaluated 

on an ongoing basis for both control and experiment group using scoring rubrics for each 

oral communication task employed in the classroom. The students were informed prior to 

the oral task to know the criteria in advance, so that they can perform accordingly in setting 

and using the criteria in self-assessment of their own performance. The criteria for 

assessing oral communication ability are grammar, comprehension, pronunciation, 

vocabulary, and fluency. The researcher used teacher, peer, and self-assessment to collect 

data for different oral communication ability tasks. 
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Validity 

To verify the effectiveness of the lesson plan, the evaluation forms for the lesson 

plan were constructed. Three expert teachers validated the lesson plans. The result obtained 

from the lesson plan evaluation checklist revealed that the lesson plan had content validity 

and the learning objectives were relevant to the classroom activities. In the same way, to 

determine the validity of the test for assessing the oral communication ability of the 

students, it was submitted to a language testing expert. As per the experts’ suggestions, 

some items were modified or substituted and others were deleted. The expert agreed that 

the final form of the test was generally valid.  

 

Reliability 

Reliability refers to the degree to which test is consistent. A test is considered as 

reliable if it gives the similar results after applying to other participants under same 

conditions. The researcher gave the test to 23 students to know the reliability of test using 

an internal-consistency measure of reliability (Cronbach’s coefficient alpha). The outcome 

of reliability and standard errors of measurement of the test is as follows; 

 

Table 3: Reliability of oral communication ability test 
Oral communication ability Test Reliability 

Cronbach's Alpha .904 

Cronbach's Alpha Based on Standardized Items .912 

 

Using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient method, the acceptable value should be more than 0.7. 

The alpha coefficient of the test was equal to 0.904. It can be concluded that the oral 

communication ability test was reliable. Similarly, the inter-reliability was achieved 

through the Pearson Correlation Coefficient since there were four raters grouped into two 

with each intact classroom. The results of the coefficient between each pair of the raters 

were illustrated in Table 4. 

 

Table 4: Pearson correlation coefficient of Inter-rater Reliability 
Rater              Rater1                                                                       Rater 2                  Rater 3               Rater 4 

Rater 1          .855**  

Rater 2          .855**   

Rater 3                          .925** 

Rater 4                     .925** 

 

Procedure 

Table 5 describes the 7-weeks course plan for the modified Kagan CL model. The first 

week of the semester was devoted to introduce the course and start with the first lesson and 

last week to windup the course. 
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Table 5: Length of time spending on each unit 
Unit Week Length of times 

Introduction Week 1:1 periods 120 mins 

Unit:1 week 2: 2 periods 240 mins 

Unit:2 week 3-4: 2 periods 240 mins 

Unit:3 week 5-6: 3 periods 360 mins 

Wrap up/closure week 7:1 periods 120 mins 

 

Data Analysis 

The qualitative data were analyzed using treatment instrument (modified Kagan CL 

model lesson), whereas quantitative data were analyzed using paired sample t-test, 

independent sample t-test, and one-way ANOVA.  

 

Results 
RQ 1. How can modified Kagan CL model enhance the oral communication ability of 

seventh-grade students of Tsherap Higher Secondary School? The results from the 

treatment instrument were used to answer this question. The present study covered the 

complete process of syllabus design, starting from a thorough need analysis to the 

development of the syllabus, the implementation of the syllabus, and the evaluation of the 

syllabus. The syllabus was designed based on the stages of the ESP process and modified 

Kagan CL approach. The particular approach and design was chosen due to its underlying 

principles that focus on the results to combine with the concept of modified Kagan CL. 

Moreover, the concept of multiple assessments like, peer, self and teacher assessment were 

the basis of the evaluations.  

In order to enhance students’ oral communication ability, the researcher used seven 

modified Kagan CL methods, such as think pair share, triangle debate, group roles, timed 

pair share, three steps interview, jigsaw, and four corners with the experimental group 

along with the oral communication tasks. These are: choral reading, storytelling, classroom 

debate, classroom discussion, roleplay, interview and “Talking Through” essay questions. 

During the treatment period, the researcher used each modified Kagan CL methods with 

particular oral communication task in each session, which lasted for 120 minutes. For 

instance, jigsaw was used with “Talking Through” essay questions, and group roles with 

roleplay. The performance-based assessment was used to evaluate students’ oral 

communication ability tasks. The learners were assessed as they performed each oral 

communication tasks in each lesson. This type of assessment provides an opportunity to 

assess self and peers. These oral communication tasks were evaluated using scoring 

rubrics. These are: teacher, peer and self-assessment.          

RQ 2. To investigate the effects of modified Kagan CL model on seventh-grade Bhutanese 

students’ oral communication ability. The results were analyzed quantitatively using mean 

scores from oral communication pretest and posttest and performance-based assessment. 

The results obtained from multiple instruments are presented below. 

Oral communication ability test  

A paired sample t-test was performed to determine if there were statistically significant 

differences between control and experimental group in their pretest and posttest mean 

scores. The result revealed that there was a significant difference in the oral communication 
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ability test mean scores before and after, (M=18.9, SD=3.27) and (M=18.9, SD=4.7); t (21) 

= 6.067, p < .000 as shown in Table 6.  

Table 6: Paired samples t-test of the control group on pretest and posttest of the oral 

communication ability. 

 N   M SD     t df Sig 

Pretest 22 18.94 4.71  

-6.067 

 

21 

 

.000 

Posttest 22 22.52 3.27    

 

Similarly, a paired-samples t-test for experimental group revealed a significant difference 

in test mean scores before and after, (M=18.9, SD=3.27) and (M=18.9, SD=4.7); t (21) = 

6.067, p < .000 as shown in Table 7. These results suggest that the modified Kagan CL has 

an effect on oral communication ability of the students.  

Table 7: Paired samples t-test of the experimental group on pretest and post-test of the oral 

communication ability. 

 N M SD     t df Sig 

Pretest 23 20.06 5.56  

-8.633 

 

22 

 

.000 

Posttest 23 26.18 3.52    

                 

A one-way ANOVA between subjects was conducted to examine whether there is a 

significant difference in gain scores. The gain scores were calculated using following 

equations: (Gain score = Posttest-Pretest). As shown in Table 8, the mean gain score of 

experimental group (M = 6.10; SD = 3.40) was substantially higher than the mean gain 

score of control group (M = 3.59; SD = 2.77). There was a significant effect of modified 

Kagan CL on the gain score of the experimental group at the p<.05 level compared to 

control group F (1, 44) = 7.365, p = .010. Consequently, the result shows that the 

experimental group achieved a higher oral communication ability at the end of treatment 

period compared to control group.  

Table 8: One-way ANOVA on oral communication ability gain scores. 

 Sum of 

Squares 

df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 71.281 1 71.281 7.367 .010 

Within Groups 416.046 43 9.675   

Total 487.328 44    

                                             

Performance-based assessment (Comparison on mean scores of different oral 

communication ability tasks)  
 The performance-based 

assessment, such as self, peer, and teacher assessment were employed to evaluate various 
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oral communication tasks. An independent sample t-test was conducted to examine 

whether there is a significant difference between control and experimental groups on 

various oral communication tasks. The results from each oral communication ability tasks 

are as follows. 

Table 9: Independent sample t-test on mean score of performance-based assessment 

OC Tasks Variables N M SD    t df Sig. 

Choral reading Control 22 36.6 6.14 -1.58 43 .120 

 Experimental 23 39.1 4.53    

Storytelling Control 22 6.40 1.46 -12.8 43 .000 

 Experimental 23 11.39 1.11    

Debate Control 22 32.2 2.99 -6.91 43 .000 

 Experimental 23 38.7 1.11    

Classroom discussion Control 22 7.50 1.53 -4.96 43 .000 

 Experimental 23 10.08 1.93    

Roleplay Control 22 17.68 2.07 -4.20 43 .000 

 Experimental 23 21.30 3.49    

Interview Control 22 71.86 7.39 -1.51 43 .136 

 Experimental 23 75.04 6.65    

Essay questions Control 22 6.5 1.30 -4.62 43 .000 

 Experimental 23 9.0 2.19    

 

Tables 9 present the results of independent sample t-test on various oral communication 

tasks. The result shows that the participants in experimental group significantly 

outperformed those in the control group in storytelling, debate, classroom discussion, role 

play, and “Talking Through” essay questions. On the contrary, an insignificant difference 

in mean score was found between control and experimental group in the interview and 

choral reading. Therefore, the overall result suggests that the experimental group 

performed better compare to control group in five oral communication tasks from seven.  

 

Discussion 

The data and results collected according to the two research questions are discussed 

in the following sections. 

RQ 1 investigates how modified Kagan CL model can enhance the oral communication 

ability of seventh-grade students of Tsherap Higher Secondary School. The results from 

treatment instrument revealed that students’ oral communication ability was enhanced after 

implementing modified Kagan CL in the classroom. These results are in agreement with 

Simon, Brenda & Kiki’s (2010) findings which showed that the students were able to 

develop social skills, on-task behavior and self-esteem after implementing CL in the 

classroom. Similarly, these results are consistent with those of Sarobol (2012) who carried 

out a study to investigate the implementation of CL in the classroom. The result showed 

that most of the students have positive attitudes and prefer CL over traditional method; 

however, some of them reported negative feedback of their group work experiences.  

In the present study, three components of modified Kagan CL were considered to have 

attributed to its efficacy in enhancing students' oral communication ability. First, the 
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amount of oral communication in the classroom has significantly exceeded in the 

experimental group, unlike the control group which was taught through traditional based 

teaching and learning instruction. The experimental group regularly used modified Kagan 

CL model that involved extensive peer interaction, whilst in control group, few students 

were allowed to speak in the class. In addition, the conducive learning environment was 

generated by the using modified Kagan CL, which helped students to reduce anxiety in the 

intervention group, and encourage them to take challenges in speaking English.  

Second, the quality of oral communication has improved in the experimental group 

due to the frequent use of tasks related to real life situations, which motivated students to 

carry out more oral language functions instead of simple forms of language learning. For 

example, while students were working on the task in the group, they used multiple language 

functions, such as asking questions, checking the listeners’ comprehension, paraphrasing 

to expedite comprehension, encouraging each other to create positive relationships and 

environment. This contrasted with the result of the oral language produced by the control 

group, which was widely inauthentic and ineffective. To some extent, the students in the 

control group had few opportunities to communicate in real life situations with their peers, 

when they were exposed to full instruction. As a result, their language practice was mainly 

related to certain grammatical features or class lexical text.  

Third, the experimental group achieved a large amount of positive experiences of 

using English to communicate through peer interactions in a supportive learning 

environment. Therefore, the experience of using English as an oral communication tool has 

increased the interest of the experimental group to participate in oral communication. 

RQ 2 investigates the effect of modified Kagan CL model on seventh-grade Bhutanese 

students’ oral communication ability? The results from the oral communication ability test 

and performance-based assessment showed that students’ oral communication ability was 

enhanced after implementing modified Kagan CL in the classroom. This result supports 

the view that CL expedites the improvement of oral communication ability (Kagan, 1994; 

Jacobs, McCafferty & DaSliva, 2006; McGroarty, 1993; Jacobs & Goh, 2007). The 

findings were congruent with Chen (2005) claims that the CL approaches are better than 

the conventional method of enhancing students’ oral communication ability. Furthermore, 

significant gains of the experimental group on the oral task supported Kagan’s (1994) 

standpoints that modified Kagan CL was actually a practice that can put the communicative 

approach into action. Which promotes group interaction, and perform better in terms of 

linguistic, discourse, strategic, and non-verbal communicative competence than the control 

group.  

Through modified Kagan CL students were provided with more comprehensible 

input and output such as classroom talk, listening tasks, and reading stories and essays. 

This input provides the background knowledge, which encourage students to use the 

language on their own. In the same way, modified Kagan CL model helped student to 

improve their vocabulary to communicate orally (Cohen et al., 1994). Furthermore, during 

modified Kagan CL, students asked the questions and listen to each other; thus, creating a 

natural and interactive context. The zone of proximal development (ZPD) by Vygotsky 

(1978) support the aforementioned points. The ZPD is defined as the difference between 

what learners can do without help and what they can do with help from peers and teachers 
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(Vygotsky, 1978). When the learners are in ZPD they can perform certain tasks without 

assistance from the teachers and peers. Therefore, the learners can be encouraged to engage 

in individual learning when they are in ZPD. 

Similarly, modified Kagan CL promotes positive interdependence and individual 

accountability among the group members and whole class. When positive interdependence 

is in place, individuals are certain to cooperate. In the absence of positive interdependence, 

they may or may not cooperate (Kagan & Kagan, 2009). When modified Kagan CL 

methods are used in the classroom. According to Kagan & Kagan (2009), the learners in 

each group contribute uniquely to the overall success of the group. The members in the 

group are interdependent and trust each other, in order to achieve the goals. Thus, each 

group member’s effort is required and indispensable for group success. Both components 

of positive interdependence create cooperation and boost achievement. In the process, there 

is an improvement in oral communication ability. For instance, in this study, students were 

asked to perform different oral communication tasks in this study and each member were 

assigned a different role to perform during the task. The individual took their role seriously 

and at the end, the experimental group was able to perform better compared to control 

group. The control group could not perform better because they lack positive 

interdependence within group members.  

Correspondingly, Kagan & Kagan (2009) defined individual accountability as “in 

the cooperative classroom, students work together as a team to create and to learn, but 

ultimately every individual student is responsible for his or her own performance”(p.12.9). 

According to Slavin (1983), when individual accountability is in place, no one can make 

excuses. In other words, each member in the group are accountable for their achievement 

as well as for the group achievements. It implies that the students in experimental group 

gained more individual accountability. For instance, during timed pair share, students work 

together in a pair and each student individually wrote their best answer to share with the 

team. As a result, each member are held accountable to teammates for the overall success 

of the team. Furthermore, when a learner’s number is called, each learner must share the 

team’s answer. Likewise, modified Kagan CL provides a multitude of ways to hold 

students accountable to their peers for their performance. Students can be held accountable 

to the teacher, teammates, partner, and even to their parents. They can be held accountable 

for achievement, for mastering a skill, for listening, for participating, or for making a 

decision. The advantage of peer performance is that it is immediate and simultaneous.  

 

Conclusion 

The results of this study revealed that the modified Kagan CL can enhance students’ 

oral communication ability and it has significant effects on oral communication ability of 

seventh-grade students in Bhutan. However, there are some limitations associated with this 

study. First, the participants were not randomly assigned to the experimental and control 

group, as a result, there might be some differences in their oral language ability. Second, 

the treatment duration was limited and usually previous studies have lasted for 3 to 4 

months or even a whole semester. Third, the oral communication ability post-test took 

place immediately after the intervention and may have measured only short-term effects of 

modified Kagan CL on oral ability. Lastly, the researcher himself was the instructor for 
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both the classes. Who believes in the ability of modified Kagan CL in ESL teaching, 

whereas modified Kagan CL may not be an effective strategy for other teachers with 

different teaching approaches and styles. 

 

Recommendations 

1. In order to improve the quality of the studies, and generalizability of the findings. The 

future researchers must pay attention to the following recommendations while conducting 

a comparative study between two teaching and learning approaches in the context of second 

language teaching. These recommendations include: 1) using pre-test-post-test control 

group design, where participants are assigned randomly, 2) increasing the treatment period 

between pre and post-test to 10 to 15 weeks because a longer treatment periods will help 

to produce reliable findings, and 3) including more schools and participants in the study, 

which helps to increase the reliability of the study. 

2. It would be interesting and helpful to conduct the effects of modified Kagan CL with 

other language skills such as reading and writing to shed more lights on the effectiveness 

of modified Kagan CL on different language skills. 
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Abstract 

This study explores the intercultural communication competence of English majors 

studying English for Tourism course based on intercultural communication theory and 

content analysis.  The research is a qualitative one which focuses on the perceptions of 

students toward tourism of Thailand from the points of view of inbound tourists in tourist 

attractions in the south of Thailand during high season and how they maximize their 

English skills outside class.  Sixty-six students were assigned to interview international 

tourists and do written feedback and reflection afterward. Results show that most students 

have a positive attitude toward this group-based interview project as they have learned 

tremendously out of their classroom context, where language skills are required but limited 

to the situation provided by the teachers. They have interacted with foreign tourists who 

were from different countries and background situated in tourist destinations. Overall, 

students revealed that they were more confident to speak and felt proud of themselves in 

being able to communicate with foreigners. Likewise, they were able to use their 

intercultural communication and interpersonal skills to accomplish their task effectively.   

 

Keywords: Intercultural communication; Intercultural competence; Inbound tourists; 

tourism; Interpersonal skills 

 

Introduction 

To be successful in the workplaces both globally and locally, English language 

skills have played a significant role for Thai university students, especially for the English 

majors.  These days in many universities, they are required to take standardized tests, for 

example, TOEIC and TOEFL ITP to guarantee their English proficiency; however, one 

thing is missing.  In the 21st Century era, language communication competence has 

somehow not been regularly measured even though it cannot be denied that English 

language learners would be more potential candidates for such a highly competitive world. 

Samovar and Porter (2004) as cited by Patel et al (2011) stated that “a person’s perception 

of the world around him/her is deeply entrenched in the system of symbols thathis or her 

culture uses to make sense of the world”. (p.16)  In order to create a global community, 

Intercultural Communication Competence (ICC) has been identified as one of the 21st 

century skills. Many researchers have put it as one of the most crucial skills these days.  It 

has also been promoted and nurtured in educational institutions worldwide. However, in 

Thailand, it is deemed that Thai students still lack this competence.   
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Likewise, apart from English language skills, Thai students still crave for intercultural 

communication sensitivity to be able to communicate effectively with people from 

different cultural backgrounds.  Mostly, Thai classes have taught them different kinds of 

language used in certain situations.  However, when they go out of their classrooms, they 

need to cope not only with language barrier, but also with the challenge of communicating 

with foreigners without creating conflicts.  It seems, to the researcher, that students already 

have the language skills and opportunities to maximize their language skills in class, 

provided by teachers and universities. However, it cannot be denied that but undeniably, 

they do not know how to interact with foreigners properly.   

The tourism industry in Thailand has been flourishing and becoming the main 

source of revenue for Thailand.  Many overseas tourists visit Thailand every year.  From 

the Tourism Authority of Thailand’s National Tourism Plan year 2017- year 2020, it is 

revealed that in r 2014, Thailand had been ranked number nine in revenue from tourism in 

the world, and the number of tourists had been ranked number fourteen. Consequently, the 

Tourism Board has put efforts to boost tourism in Thailand.  Statistically, some tourists 

have stayed long term (more than 1 month in the area) while some stay for a short time (1-

2 weeks).  These tourists are valuable sources for students to learn about and practice 

intercultural communication and find out the tourists’ attitude towards Thai people and 

tourism in Thailand. 

  

Literature Review 

From previous studies about intercultural communication, Thomas (2006) revealed 

six components for intercultural competence which include “input-phase (personal and 

environmental conditions) [and], output-phase (intercultural competence).  Aside from 

these components, the process-phase, for example, intercultural experience forming, 

intercultural learning and intercultural understanding,” (p. 36) are essential for establishing 

ICC as well.  For intercultural communication assessment, Candel-Mora (2015) pointed 

out that in English for Specific Purposes courses, ideas such as international business, 

international meeting and globalization are relevant to build potential graduates and these 

“reveal the need to include ICC contents in their foreign language course syllabus” (p. 

103). Nevertheless, he emphasized that “there is no universal tool for assessing the degree 

of adaptability to another culture that is applicable to any user and purpose” (p. 103). 

Admittedly, Khatami and Branch (2015) noted that in a foreign language teaching and 

learning, for students to access language learning proficiency, it is more likely that the 

focus on communication competence has gradually switched to intercultural 

communication competence.  As a consequence, teaching and learning have changed to a 

new paradigm, that is, having more demands for intercultural communication implemented 

in the foreign language course.  Similarly, in the words of Sercu (2004), as cited by 

Khatami and Branch (2015), “there are two dimensions of intercultural competence 

identified by recent models: culture-specific (knowledge and skills about target culture) 

and culture –general knowledge and skills (more generalizable in nature and transferable 

across cultures” (p. 135).  

Rapin Sabanek (2012, p. 7) noted that the students enrolled in English for Tourism 2  at 

Ramkamhaeng University expected to learn language and skills that are utilized in real 
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tourist attractions. Similarly, this course offered at Thaksin University has the same kind 

of expectation from students as well.  

 

Objectives 

This research has five objectives: 

1. To examine the intercultural communication competence of English major 

 students enrolling in English for Tourism course offered by the department of 

 Western Languages at the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, Thaksin 

 University. 

2. To investigate the perceptions of inbound tourists toward tourism of Thailand 

 during high season in Andaman Sea areas and Songkhla areas. 

3. To examine students’ interview skills. 

4. To prepare students for intercultural communication awareness. 

5. To prepare students for future internship / working in international contexts. 

 

Questions 

Research questions include: 

1. What strategies did the students use to complete this group-work based project? 

2.  What have students discovered and learned from the tourist interview projects?  

3. What skills can students develop to access intercultural communication competence?  

4.  Are the language skills taught in the English for Tourism course sufficient to prepare 

students for the career path in hospitality industry?  

5.  Should intercultural communication competence be implemented in this course? 

 

Methodology 

This is a descriptive-qualitative study which includes: 

1. Participants 

• All sixty-six students enrolled in English for Tourism in the second semester of the 

academic year 2017 were purposefully selected to be subjects in order to investigate their 

learning proficiency after the course.  Their age ranged from 20 to 21 years old. 

• One hundred inbound tourists in Andaman Sea area (Phuket, Phang Nga, Krabi) 

and Songkhla provinces were randomly selected (without considering their gender, age, 

and nationalities). By so doing, the researcher hoped that students would not consider this 

project a burden as they were required to do it during their field trips in Andaman Sea areas. 

However, if they could not complete this project during the 3-day field trip, they could 

continue their interview project in Songkhla. 

 Moreover, due to the project rule, students were divided in groups of three. Working in 

the group of three hopefully created equal opportunity for all members to interact with 

tourists and help one another take notes and record the interview.  The researcher believed 

that if there were more than 3 members, some would be left behind and could not interact 

much with foreigners at a time.  Each group was instructed to interview five tourists; 

therefore, the total number of tourist interviews reached 100.  

2. A class and learning setting 
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The researcher has realized that teaching less is more, and learning outside class would be 

a productive and enriching experience for learners. Generally, learners cannot learn well if 

they do not have enough opportunities to utilize language and intercultural communication 

skills out of class.  Many researchers points out that students gain insightful experiences 

when exploring the society.  For example, according to Roehl et al. (2013), implementing 

active learning in class is necessary for students of this modern world known as ‘digital 

native’ students. Likewise, active learning activities could develop student’s skills, as 

Brame (2016) emphasized that the active learning activities "require that student do 

something-read, discuss, write-that requires higher-order thinking.  They also tend to place 

some emphasis on student’s explorations of their own attitude and values".  Hence, students 

were assigned to utilize their language and interpersonal skills in real tourist attractions. 

The following table from the Tourism Authority of Thailand revealed the statistic of main 

provinces tourists visited in 2015: 

 

Table 1   

The statistic of main provinces tourists visited in 2015 
Ranking No. Province Number of Tourists ( person – time / year) 

Thai 

tourists 

Foreign 

tourists 

Total 

1 Bangkok 31,624,307 18,580,855 5,020,5162 

2 Phuket 3,564,123 8,395,921 11,960,044 

3 Chonburi 4,520,383 7,216,105 1,1736,488 

4 Chiang Mai 4,747,887 2,341,905 7,809,792 

5 Nakhon 

Ratchasima 

6,677,142 127,421 6,804,563 

6 Kanchanaburi 6,049,462 364,094 6,413,556 

7 Pra Nakhon 

Si Ayutthya  

4,569,785 1,656,639 6,226,424 

8 Songkhla 3,551,191 21,212,248 5,763,439 

9 Rayong 5,169,919 473,614 5,643,533 

10 Phetchaburi 4,947,844 432,819 5,380,663 

      Source: Tourism Authority of Thailand 

The researcher specifically selected two provinces from the list, that is, Phuket and 

Songkhla, to be the main tourist spots that students were required to interview inbound 

tourists.  From the table above, Phuket was ranked number two in terms of the number of 

foreign tourists, whereas Songkhla, where Thaksin University is located, was ranked 

number eight.  Therefore, interviewing tourists in these specific areas (including Phang-

Nga and Krabi which are included in Andaman Sea areas) would significantly provide an 

international context for students to interact with tourists.  Hopefully, this would enable 

them to interact with wider variety of nationalities.  

 

Methodology 

The questions relevant to the perception of tourists toward the tourism of Thailand 

and intercultural communication were designed by the researcher. Students were oriented 

about the questions and preparation before interviewing the tourists.  In groups of three, 

they conducted the interview in the areas mentioned for two weeks. Additionally, they were 
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required to interview five international tourists to complete this project. After the 

interviews, the open written feedback and reflection session was done in class. The 

students' feedback writing served as the culminating activity of the project. Later, the 

informal interviews to investigate their attitudes, obstacles, strategies and what they 

discovered during or after the task were analyzed by the lecturer. The intercultural 

communication theories were taken into account in the analysis of the data.  

 

Instruments 

Interview project: the task was employed to create situations for students to learn 

intercultural communication and access intercultural competence out of classroom context.  

In groups of three, they were asked to interview five international tourists.  The interview 

questions designed by the researcher involved the following: 

 Culture shock - Give one example when you experienced culture shock in 

Thailand. What did you feel? How did you deal with the situation? 

 Communication difficulties - Did you have communication problems with Thai 

people? If so, can you give an example? How did you deal with the situation? 

 Offering suggestions - Can you offer one piece of advice to improve tourism in 

Thailand? 

 

Written feedback and informal interview: After the interview project completion, the 

students were requested to write their feedback and reflection. By so doing, their perception 

of intercultural communication, what they discovered and possible strategies to accomplish 

the project were explored. The researcher also had informal interviews with some of the 

students randomly.  

 

Results  

The results confirmed that the majority of students have gained valuable 

experiences from this interview project. Here, what students have discovered and learned 

during and after the interview, surprises and strategies were analyzed.  

 

1. What they have discovered and learned 

 

 Confidence 

Most students agreed that they were given an opportunity to step out of their 

comfort zone, which is a classroom, to learn to deal with difficult situations out of class.  

Some students revealed that it was their first time to interview foreigners; as a consequence, 

they were nervous and not confident to speak with visitors. Fortunately, because they 

worked in teams; they were likely to gradually gain more confidence after interviewing 

one to two tourists.  

 

Appreciation of different cultures  

Students have learned to appreciate other cultures, for example, some mentioned 

that they interviewed Indian tourists who shook their heads for approval.  Initially, students 

were confused; however, they later realized that this body language meant agreeing; 
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therefore, they were less confused.  Indeed, many students agreed that inbound tourists 

were more independent than Thais.  This meant that as a young adults, they could travel in 

a new country individually, without being afraid of not being able to speak Thai.  This 

interaction had broadened their worldviews tremendously. In contrast, Thai teenagers, 

especially ladies, typically are not allowed to travel by themselves since their parents are 

likely to worry about their safety.  

 

Accepting disappointment when being rejected  

Being ignored for interview requests, they gradually got used to confronting 

unexpected situations. To illustrate, many groups were refused by the tourists who were 

busy or felt strange about being approached by Thai strangers. If it was only one student 

who was being refused while approaching tourists, he/she would be discouraged, but 

working in a team helped save one’s face. In a collectivistic society, such as Thailand, 

students are likely to think in groups, and when being rejected in groups, the feeling of 

discouragement was not severely strong. As stated by Apfelthaler (2005), students from 

collectivistic societies “prefer groups to be somewhat homogeneous.” (p.11). In other 

words, they rely on one another and tend to feel in the same way harmoniously.  

 

2. Surprises 

Students have shared from their written feedback that they were surprised by some 

different cultures. The following points were significantly frequently mentioned. 

 

Privacy 

The first shock for some students was that some tourists were concerned about their 

private time and did not want other people to invade their privacy. The second shock for 

students was that tourists did not allow them to take pictures after the interviews, while 

some were not willing to give their names to students.  In Thailand, people do not take it 

seriously when they are asked for pictures. The tourists especially from the individualistic 

cultures, on the other hand, would consider this matter seriously to protect themselves from 

criminals. Giving names and taking pictures with strangers are a No No policy for them.  

 

Tourists’ friendliness 

From the previous insights, it might be assumed that some groups encountered 

unfriendly tourists. However, many groups of students were happy, but surprised that some 

tourists were very friendly and helpful even it was their first time to interaction with the 

students. Some still made small talk after the interview.  They mentioned that they had a 

pleasant time engaging in small talk with these tourists.  The tourists who were ranked 

friendliest were the elderly especially those who stayed in Thailand for a long time. 

 

Non-verbal communication (for example, body language, space, touching, and eye 

contact) 

Access to non-verbal communication competence has helped students to 

accomplish their project. They noticed that tourists from western cultures were likely to 

get closer and touch shoulders when being asked to take group pictures while tourists from 
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Asian cultures rarely touch any parts of students’ body.  Some students, especially Muslim 

students, revealed that they felt uncomfortable being touched by strangers. Due to their 

religious restriction, women and men are prohibited to touch one another.  In addition, 

although some students realized that maintaining eye contact during a conversation showed 

good manners in western cultures, they still felt nervous and uncomfortable to maintain 

eye contact throughout the interview. As a result, they somehow avoided eye contact. 

 

3. What students think that is common is not common in tourists’ point of views 

Safety 

Some groups have shared that they were surprised when they asked the tourists 

about their culture experiences in Thailand. Some tourists mentioned things that they had 

seen every day but did not feel that that was a problem and they did not take it seriously.  

To emphasize, four tourists pointed out that they were stunned seeing messy electrical 

wires along the streets. Some took pictures of them and sent to friends abroad. They 

explained that it was very dangerous for pedestrians who happened to walk in that area.  

To Thai students, they did not feel that way because this was an everyday encounter.  

Another example is most tourists complained about road safety.  They pointed out that 

crossing the road in Thailand was scary since drivers drove carelessly and fast. In addition, 

drivers did not wait for pedestrians to cross roads.  It is worth noting that the World Health 

Organization (2017) has revealed that Thailand statistically has ranked “nd in the world for 

road accident deaths, after Libya and 24,000 people are estimated to die on Thai roads 

every year”. Consequently, road safety was considered an unpleasant experience for them.   

 

Short-stay / long-stay tourists 

Students found out that some tourists especially those they met in Andaman Sea 

areas stayed for a long period of time. This was in contrast with the students who said that 

they would have short-term trip overseas, for instance, a five-day or a 7-day trip.  

Therefore, upon knowing that the tourists stay in Thailand for a long period, for example, 

from one to six months, they were astonished and at the same time, they assumed that the 

tourists enjoy their stay in Thailand. This also made them proud of Thailand since tourists 

selected Thailand as their main tourist destinations.  To illustrate, Muthita (2011) explained 

that tourists with high income, elder tourists, and those who escape from the cold weather 

were the target group of the Thai government to promote long stays.  She also asserted that 

“In regards to tourism and global dynamic, people will search for new place to live when 

they have steadiness of life (no family concern, financial stress)” (p.53). Unsurprisingly, 

the majority of the tourists stayed in Thailand, especially in Andaman Sea area, for a long 

period of time.  

 

 

4.  Strategies for better interviews 

Apart from English skills, students revealed that they attempted to maximize their 

interpersonal skills to complete their interview, for instance, being friendly, polite, 

observant and helpful.  Some of them spent time to observe tourists to investigate if they 
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seemed busy or available. In case tourists looked busy or walked fast, they did not approach 

them.  

Some students changed their strategies after seeing a few tourists on the beach, 

which they thought would be a popular place for relaxation.  They moved to a coffee shop, 

thinking that tourists would have more time and be more relaxed to speak with them. They 

also completed their project there. They gradually learned to have small talk and did not 

ask interview questions immediately. Also, they reflected that they would like to be able 

to keep a conversation going after the interview.  

 

Discussion 

ESP class and ICC implementation 

This study was initiated based on the hypothesized question: whether language 

skills for English for Tourism course could prepare students for the career path in 

hospitality industry or any competences required to be implemented in this course. Candel-

Mora (2015) claimed that recently, English for Specific Purpose or ESP courses are 

crucially required to “be customized and updated according to the academic context, social 

demands and professional profile of students” (p. 97).  Due to high competition among new 

graduates after graduation, ICC implementation in ESP class would help teachers to revise 

course design and make the course more practically updated and attractive to students. 

More importantly, before graduation, English major students are required to have 

an internship in a workplace.  Therefore, highlighting the importance of ICC and analyzing 

students’ perception toward tourism in Thailand through this interview project in English 

for Specific Purpose class would develop their cognitive awareness and build their 

professional skills, which are significantly important in their future workplace.  

 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

It can be concluded that from the findings, most students have gained positive 

attitudes towards this group-work interview projects. They claimed that the project was a 

valuable tool to help them communicate in the real world, that is, the project enabled them 

to use their English language skills out of class, including adjusting and accepting new 

perspectives from tourists.  From the written feedback, twenty one students stated that this 

project was their most favorite activity from this course. To sum up, intercultural 

communication, both verbal and non-verbal, and interpersonal communication competence 

have played important roles to make their communication successfully.  

For the future research, enough background of intercultural communication should be 

given and discussed thoroughly implemented before interviewing.  From this study, before 

assigning students to do the interview project, the researcher believes that students would 

learn better if they encountered obstacles while interviewing and attempted to resolve 

problems by themselves.  However, after the class discussion and written feedback, the 

students commented that it would be more beneficial for students to tackle unexpected 

situations more effectively if teachers could offer them more background on intercultural 

communication.  Moreover, the researcher found out that if the interview project was 

conducted in the first month of the course that would help students to gain better 

understanding of the course and be fully engaged in class than doing the interview in the 
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last month of the course. By doing so, teachers and students have more time to discuss 

intercultural communication and implement it throughout the English for Tourism course. 
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Abstract  

The concept of autonomous learning is related to cognitive, meta cognitive systems 

of humans reflecting in their abilities and attitudes (Joshi, 2011).  To develop students to 

be autonomous learners apparently has been focal points of many studies for over 40 years 

(Dam, 1995). This current survey study focuses on raising awareness of autonomous 

learning in university students. The study investigates the students’ and teachers’ attitudes 

towards autonomous learning. Fifty seven university student respondents from a private 

university were purposively asked to answer the questionnaire consisting of four aspects 

and an opened-ended question. The teachers were interviewed. The findings showed that 

the students did not certainly know the concepts of autonomy well. For aspects of managing 

learning and evaluation, the respondents perceived it was both teachers’ and students’ roles 

together. A majority of respondents (89%) perceived that they were autonomous learners; 

however, their explanation reflected the limited scope of autonomous learning styles. It 

means that students may have misconception about the concept of autonomous learning, 

additionally the teachers show similar ideas. Therefore, the implication on this study is that 

autonomous learning should be provided as formal instruction or guidelines. 

 

Keywords: Autonomous Learning, Perception, University Students 

 

Introduction  

“…Because language learning is largely an autonomous activity, promoting learner 

autonomy is vitally important. It involves helping learners learn how to learn, equipping 

them with the means necessary to self-direct their own learning…” (Kumaravadivelu, 

1994). As a language teacher, most of us perform our duties in classroom and 

enthusiastically hope that students learn at best and could use the language to serve 

communicative purposes effectively. In reality the students learn only theories or learn to 

take an exam more than learn to learn. A study by Wiriyachitra (2002) described the quality 

and characteristics of Thai university students that their English proficiency was low, and 

they were passive. Compared with western student peers, Thai students are perceived as 

passive and lack of confidence, book-based learners. They mostly rely or depend on their 

teachers. How to change the learners to be become autonomous would be another approach 

to go hand in hand with the advancement of technology and develop the Thai English 

learners efficiently. This thought may be corresponding to so-called another paradigm shift 

referring teacher authority in classroom to learners’ autonomy (Joshi, 2011). 

mailto:patch@hu.ac.th
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In Thailand, the government has issued the 12th national strategy plan, totalling ten 

strategies, one of the strategies is stated in the 3rd strategy to develop life long learners. 

This means that all parties involved in the education should promote educational 

institutions as such, which may need tremendous efforts including financial and intellectual 

efforts and on the other hands, to promote the students to become life long learners would 

be initiated in classroom.  

This initiative has been evidenced as many studies were conducted in Thai context. 

Kriwattanapong (2001) investigated non-formal education students’ readiness for self-

directed learning. The non-formal students were ready for self-directed learning, but they 

lacked creative thinking skills. Vanijdee (2003) examined learner autonomy of Thai 

distance students. There were two main groups of learners based on degrees of autonomy: 

self-sufficient & dynamic students, which dynamic students were able to extend their 

learning using a more variety of materials and to learn on their own in a wider context 

while Self-sufficient students were able to handle their learning with the assistance of self-

instructional materials and their goal was to pass the exam or to satisfy the curriculum 

requirements. Sanprasert (2010) investigated the extent to which a blended learning (BL) 

situation was able to change students’ learning habits and their perception of learning in 

relation to autonomous learning, it was found that the teachers were central of teaching and 

learning process. Sojisirikul and Intratat (2008) examined students’ attitudes and 

confidence after taking the course delivered in autonomous learning style, the study 

revealed that students were satisfied and confident in learning by themselves. Additionally 

students found consultations with lecturers highly helpful when learning autonomously and 

consultations about grammar was regarded the most helpful when students were to take 

charge of their own learning.  

However, when considering these studies, there are some gaps such as they did not 

put the light on mainstream of tertiary education and cultural-related behaviors, and how 

the teachers perceive autonomous learning and their roles in assisting students have not 

much been investigated in Thai context.    

 

What do the autonomous learners look like?  

Learning autonomy is one's ability to control how they learn something by 

determining objectives and to involve with psychological process to internalise what s/he 

is learning  (Holec, 1981; Little 1991). Little (1994) stated “As social beings our 

independence is always balanced by dependence, our essential condition is one of 

interdependence whereas total detachment is a principal determining feature not of 

autonomy but of autism”. Later on Little (2007) extended that most learning autonomy 

describes how autonomous learning would be or look like rather than its outcomes. Having 

two interesting ideas about learning autonomy, Little reflects two important continuums of 

constructs which are independence and dependence and process and outcome. These 

continuums of constructs can be learning objectives of language learning. Language 

learner autonomy should focus on both ends of the continuums, which means that the 

development of learner autonomy should support the integration of dependence and 

independence. Moreover, the growth of language proficiency can be focused on both 

outcomes and processes. It means that language learners who can put effort into learning 
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using different processes. As Holec (1981) describes the process of learning autonomy as 

determining the objectives, defining the contents and progressions, selecting methods and 

techniques to be used, monitoring the procedures of acquisition, evaluating what has been 

acquired. Considering these small processes, Holec puts priority on independence. The 

outcomes may show a variety of degree. On another thought, autonomous learners may not 

be always independent, there however, would be a time that they become dependent to the 

assistance or guidance of teachers  

Sinclair et al (2000) defined that autonomy is cultural-bounded, autonomy can be 

differently interpreted in different cultures and contexts. The awareness of this has 

significant implication for language teaching. Having said that the cultural sensitivity to 

understand the respondents’ perception should be taken into account. Benson (2007) 

illuminated two broad spectrum of autonomy, which are Autonomy Beyong the Classroom 

and Autonomy in the Classroom. The former covers Self-Access, Computer-Assisted 

Language Learning, Self-instruction, Distance Learning, Study Abroad. Autonomy in 

classroom embraces group works, co-operative learning, innovative learning or other 

classroom actions and activities. Under Benson s Autonomy, learners can see a continuum 

of dependency to the other end of independency. Joshi (2011) studied Nepalese students 

autonomy and found that the students did a lot of self-efforts to improve and enhance their 

English. They performed many autonomous activities outside the class such as use of 

libraries, listening and watching audio-visual materials in English, but the modern 

technologies were used less  

From the theoretical issues (Holec, 1981; Little, 1991, 1994) to practical issues 

(Lamb, 2004; Joshi, 2011), the autonomous learners should be guided to become 

autonomous and degree of autonomy is another matter account for success in language 

learning.  

 

What roles of the teachers?  

Chan (2003) conducted a large scale study on learner autonomy with both 

university students and teachers in Hong Kong. In her study, the focus was on teachers’ 

roles and responsibilities to facilitate autonomous learning to the students. This study 

echoed what Camilleri (2000),  Little (2004), and Smith (2003) argued that teachers are 

not able to encourage their learners to be autonomous as long as they are not autonomous. 

This statement has brought a challenge to teachers. This means that teacher autonomy is a 

pre condition of the learners’ autonomy. Supporters of these views regarding learner 

autonomy argue that teachers cannot achieve to encourage their learners’ autonomy unless 

they are themselves autonomous as teachers and have been educated as autonomous 

learners. They perceive teacher autonomy as a precondition for learner autonomy. If 

autonomous learning is a gradual, cumulative and collaborative process, as Camilleri 

(2000) argues this emphasizes the role of teachers in teaching and formal classroom. 

Another study by Lamb (2004) also brought a challenge to teachers’ roles in autonomy 

learning. He found that in limited resource contexts, the students wanted to learn based on 

their own pace using different available out-of-classroom recourses such as listening to 

radio programs watching movies, reading books, playing computer games, practicing 

conversation with friends because they were aware that some of their teachers were not 
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able to speak fluently themselves. Teachers perceived that they were less responsible in 

outside classroom learning by students in a study by Chan (2003) at a tertiary level. Joshi 

(2011) also studied about learners’ perception and teacher belief, not surprisingly, teachers 

reflects their roles as a facilitators or supporters. Contrary to a study by Vile and 

Buyukduman and Vile (2013), they found that most students had ideas that teachers took 

control of learning and teaching process, they much relied on their teachers, but later on in 

their study, they became more autonomous in association with Little's definition (2007). 

However this study did not explain how autonomy was created or developed from 

assigning students to write a journal for seven weeks. Khoosf et al (2014) also had an 

assumption that a teacher’s autonomy led to learners’ autonomy.  

Most studies did not reveal unexpected roles of teachers, and it seems that learners 

also perceived it similarly. As it can be observed in many studies, characteristics of 

autonomous learners, teachers’ roles fostering learner autonomy were studied but there is 

no evidence that the issue of teachers playing as a role model has been brought into 

attention of any study and also discuss it as cultural issues.    

 

Theoretical issues underpinning Language Autonomy  

Social Learning Theory was formulated by Bandura (1977), he explains that people 

learn from observing others when working together, peers can be role models and 

demonstrate guidance models for the actions of other students. Collaborative activities also 

help increase students’ sense of relatedness with their peers (Carson, 2007).   

Another conceptual framework underpins learning autonomy adopted to explain 

the behaviors of learners in this study is from Reinders (2010), he suggests the stages of 

learning autonomy: identifying needs, planning, selecting resources, selecting learning 

strategies, practice materials, monitoring progress, assessment and revision. All of these 

are put together by reflection, motivation/self-motivation and interaction which provide the 

cognitive, affective and social backbone of a course aimed at fostering learners’ autonomy.  

Arnold (2006) identified 11 factors that promote autonomy in the online environment: 

flexible access, learning facilitation, self-selection, a lack of face-to-face contact, media 

choices, community peer learning and dialogue, peer review, negotiated learning activities, 

self evaluation, evaluation of performance, and reflection on learning.  This framework 

resonates the Social Learning Theory. 

Having reviewed a variety of studies and literature, this study has two focal points 

to investigate which are students perception on autonomy and the teachers perception, in 

particular to investigate how teachers perceive to set a pre condition in learning autonomy.     

 

Method 
This study is quantitative and mixed with interview method. To answer the research 

questions 

1. Respondents  

The research respondents were 57 students aged 18-23 years old. They were 

purposively selected because they were students taking programs conducted in English and 

most of them took international programs at an international college in Thailand. They 

were all international students, who had completed their English I and were pursuing 
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degree program in varying programs in the same university. Most of the respondents were 

female (65.5%). The respondents majored in English (41.5%), International Business 

Management or IBM (19%), Tourism Industry (39.5%).  

The scores and grades from the student respondents were statistically analysed 

using SPSS (Pearson product moment) to identify the relationship. Four of the twelve 

lecturers were randomly selected to be interviewed by the researcher. These lecturer 

respondents taught English and subject matters in English at the same college, each of them 

taught some student respondents at least one or two courses. In some sense the students 

would have ideas or perceptions of learning English from this group of lecturers.  

 

2. Instrument 

The instrument in this study was questionnaires. The questionnaires were 

developed from four issues of learner autonomy by Eccles and Roeser (2003): student 

achievement, motivation, academic confidence and learning strategies. Moreover the 

questionnaires were  based on the study by Joshi (2011).  

The questionnaires consisted of four main sections: 5-point Likert scale items, 3-

option items and open-ended items were applied in the questionnaires. Section 1 with 6 

demographic questions. The items in Section 2 were constructed to elicit their Perceptions 

about Learning English. Followed by Section 3, Learning Strategies were asked. Section 

4 consisted of questions of Teachers’ Roles. The item in the questionnaires ended with an 

open-ended question asking the students’ what their preferred Self-learning Activities. The 

questionnaires were written in English with a Thai translation to prevent language barriers. 

The questionnaires were piloted with a group of 30 students to achieve comprehensibility 

and reliability. The reliability of the pilot was .81. Later the actual version was administered 

by distributing to the groups of student participants. The reliability was .87. The researcher 

met and talked to the respondents how this study was important and all information from 

them were kept autonomous. The interview questions for teachers were developed from 

Joshi (2011). Four teachers in the English department were informed about this study and 

later interviewed in their office. This method was designed to answer how the Thai students 

and teachers perceived autonomy and is autonomy cultural issues in the Thai context.  

 

Findings  

1. Data from the questionnaires were analysed using percentages and means.  
   Table 1:  Descriptive Data of Respondents Perception on Learning English  

Perception of Learning 

English 

Strongly 

disagree 

(%) 

Disagree 

(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Agree 

(%) 

Strongly      

agree (%) 

Mean 

1.Having ability to learn 

English well 

1.8 54.4 - 26.3 17.5 3.58 

2.Learning English is 

enjoyable. 

 3.4 19 36.2 39.7 4.14 

3.I do well due to my 

ability  

5.3 7.0 43.9 31.6 12.3 3.39 

4.Trying to do my best 

to learn English 

- 1.7 27.6 41.4 27.6 3.96 
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5.Making decisions to 

set goals 

- - 24.1 36.2 37.9 4.14 

6.Evaluating themselves 

to learn better 

- 1.8 40.4 28.1 29.8 3.86 

7.No required class 

attendance, my 

attendance will be high   

- 5.3 24.6 36.8 33.3 3.98 

 

Table 2: Descriptive Data of Respondents Perception on Learning Activities  

 

Learning activities 

Strongly 

disagree 

(%) 

Disagree 

(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Agree 

(%) 

Strongly 

agree (%) 

Mean 

1.Prefer working in pairs  7.0 12.3 29.8 28.1 22.8 3.47 

2.Prefer individual work  5.3 14.0 22.8 31.6 26.3 3.60 

3.Preview lessons before 

class 

1.8 17.2 55.2 10.3 13.8 3.17 

4.Making notes and 

summaries  

1.8 15.5 34.5 32.8 13.8 3.42 

5.Doing grammar 

exercise  

3.5 10.5 56.1 19.3 10.5 3.23 

6.Doing not compulsory 

assignments  

3.5 12.3 54.4 21.1 8.8 3.19 

7.Talking to teachers 

and friends  

3.4 13.8 25.9 34.5 20.7 3.56 

1. Using self-study 

materials  

1.8 - 31.6 36.8 29.8 3.93 

2.Making good use of 

free time  

1.8 8.6 37.9 31.0 19.0 3.57 

3.Preferring active 

participation  

- - 26.3 29.8 43.9 4.18 

4.Using internet  - 12.5 25.0 42.9 19.6 3.69 

5.Practicing English 

outside classroom  

1.8 5.4 37.5 33.9 21.4 3.68 

6.Making use of self 

access center  

1.8 12.5 42.9 16.1 26.8 3.54 

7.Using DynEd 21.1 7.0 22.8 26.3 22.8 3.23 

8.Talking to foreigners  - 3.5 36.8 26.3 33.3 4.10 

9. Watching English 

movies  

- 1.8 15.8 50.9 31.6 4.12 
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Table 3: Descriptive Data of Respondents Perception on Teachers Roles  

 

Teachers’ roles  

Strongly 

disagree 

(%) 

Disagree 

(%) 

Neutral 

(%) 

Agree 

(%) 

Strongly 

agree (%) 

Mean 

1.Encouraging students 

contribution 

3.5 1.8 21.1 36.8 36.8 4.02 

2.I don’t do well due to 

my little effort  

1.8 3.5 40.4 24.6 29.8 3.77 

3.I don’t do well due to 

the teachers  

21.1 26.3 33.3 15.8 3.5 2.54 

4.Stimulating students’ 

interest  

Both (72.4%) Teachers 

(15%) 

Students 

(12.1%) 

   

5.Identifying students 

weaknesses and 

strengths  

Both (50%) Teachers 

(15%) 

Students (32%)    

6.Deciding what will be 

in the next lesson 

Both (26.7%) Teachers 

(53.4%) 

Students (19%)    

7.Evaluating learning 

performance  

Both (48.3%) Teachers 

(48.3%) 

Students 

(3.4%) 

   

8.Making sure that 

students make progress 

outside classroom  

Both  (56.9%) 

 

Teachers 

(15.2%) 

Students 

(27.6%) 

   

 

In the first section of the questionnaire, the students showed their perception of 

learning English that more than 70% of the respondents relatively agreed that it was 

enjoyable and they made decisions set goals of learning by themselves. The perception of 

learning English showed that they did not possess much of characteristics of autonomous 

learners. The data showed that 69% of the respondents agreed that they did their best to 

learn English. When being asked a specific action, 40% of them were not certain that they 

had to do self-evaluation to improve their learning. About 70% of the respondents showed 

that they would go to class even there is no attendance required, which may reflect their 

self-disciplined. 

In Table 2, the activities being asked the respondents can explain the types or scope 

of autonomy. The first part of this section links to scope of Autonomy in the Class (Benson, 

2007).  In some statements, the respondents did not show that they liked or preferred certain 

activities since high percentages went to Somewhat. For instance, "They liked grammar 

exercises."  (56.1%) or "They previewed lesson before class." (55.2%) or "They do not 

compulsory exercises."  (54.4%). When considering means, it was found that many 

activities in classroom were given means lower than 3.50.   

The findings of autonomous out-of-classroom learning activities were consonant 

with Lamb (2004). There are similar activities which the generation of young learners in 

watching movies or reading English books, practicing with friends. Very interesting that 

many respondents reflected that they did not depend on their teachers to learn English, they 

could seek for knowledge on Internet and also talked to native English speaking when 

facing language problems. The findings were similar to Lamps study in Indonesian students 

(2004).   In total of 55.3% of the respondents agreed and strongly agreed that they used 

Internet as a resource and 82.5% preferred watching movies as a way to learn English. The 
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respondents also chose Watching movies and Listening to songs as top two preferred 

activities when learning English outside classroom. The findings also illuminated the 

respondents might prefer participation or learning in a group (mean = 4.18) or Talking to 

foreigners (4.10) rather than individual activities, e.g. Using DynEd (3.23), Using self-

access center (3.54).      

Table 3 illuminated what the respondents thought about their teachers’ roles in their 

learning. It was found that they were not clear or did not make a clear decision who would 

be responsible for their learning. Among the five questions, they still put priority on their 

teachers and themselves as high combined percentages shown on Both teachers and 

students and only Teachers were chosen (86.2%, 65.5%, 79.3%, 89.4% and 70.7%). They 

wanted their teachers to check their progress while learning outside classroom too. 

Regarding the performance, the students were not certain who would be responsible when 

they could not study well, as seen that 47.4% seemed to accept that it was not teachers’ 

responsibilities, but about 50% tended to think oppositely. This means that the students are 

much reliant on the teachers. The respondents (73.6%) also believed that the teachers were 

supposed to encourage them to learn.         

What the respondents perceived about their teacher roles much reflected what they 

thought about language learning and how they learned as shown in their leaning activities 

or styles. This issue may be cultural-associated as suggested by Sinclair et al (2000) which 

will be further discussed.  

2. Teachers voice 

The purpose of asking lecturers derived from the conceptual ideas by Camilleri (1999), 

Little (2004), Smith (2003) stating that teacher autonomy is a pre condition of learner 

autonomy. This part of the study aimed to see Teachers perception, four teachers were 

interviewed. There were varied in the questions about the relationship between learners 

autonomy and the students proficiency. 

Teacher A, C and D revealed similar ideas; when students are autonomous, they 

practice more in classroom and out of classroom. Only Teacher B thought differently since 

she believed students learn well in classroom may not know how to study out of classroom. 

Their answers reveal that the teachers focus on practices rather than looking into the actual 

concept of autonomy as defined in many studies.  

When asking the teachers what factors driving independent learning, most teachers 

answered similarly that the motivation, especially intrinsic motivation, will play a 

significant role for developing autonomy. For instance, Teacher C "Students own self, 

environment that supports and time management". But Teacher D "Curiosity is probably 

a major factor... ".  

Regarding the question of teachers roles, all teachers responded similarly a teacher 

must be a facilitator, consultor and supporter. Teacher C "A teacher must be a facilitator, 

consultor and supporter." 

Another question reflecting whether the teachers pertains ideas of autonomy and 

apply it in their teaching was their assessment on this issue. Two teachers answered 

similarly that they assigned particular tasks (homework or language program-DynEd) and 

check whether the students could do it or how much they did it. While another teacher 

rather observed her students participation, questioning and individual in classroom.  
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Teacher A "Their participation or performance on the assignment. " 

Teacher B "Give the students materials beforehand or use a software/courseware the 

students can study out of classroom. " 

Teacher C "Observe the students’ participation, the students ask questions, their individual 

work. " 

Teacher D: "We can’t directly access them. Student can self-report on questionnaires or in 

direct inquiries." 

This is very interesting, three teachers had similar thinking of assessment of 

autonomy; that is to assign them and see the outcomes. While the last teacher thought 

differently; that is autonomy was difficult to assess.  

Last question was about suggestions to help those less autonomous learners and 

autonomous learners. Teacher D "We tell our students that in order to learn English, they 

must find ways to use English in their daily lives by reading, listening, writing, speaking, 

and vocabulary building. We must treat them as adults and make them live up to their 

responsibilities as language learners (speaking in class and outside of class, blocking daily 

time for independent learning using traditional and education technology). We should 

regularly inquire about what our students do outside of class to learn English and praise 

those students for being independent learners. "   

Teacher C " They have to change their mindset, explain them what is autonomous 

learning, try to support them when they feel down of becoming autonomous learners. For 

the autonomous learners, the lecturers have to create the activities that challenge their 

ability, make them to feel fun of being self-discoverer."   

It may be observable between Teachers C and D, in which Teacher C seemed to take 

control of teaching (…to create the activities that challenge…) while Teacher D focuses 

on " their responsibilities as language learners..." 

 

Discussion and Conclusions  

As this study is in Thai context, the cultural issues get involved in some extent as 

suggested by Sinclair et al (2000). Thai cultures of high respected teaching profession may 

hold the students ideas to learn by themselves and they possibly did not have clear concept 

of what learner autonomy is and that made the students to wait for the clear instruction 

from their teachers and totally agree with what their teachers said. The students reflect their 

passive roles in learning because they perceived all duties about learning, planning next 

lessons, evaluating their performance are down to the teachers.      

The teachers were not well aware of the comprehensive meaning of autonomy, most 

of them perceived autonomy in the same way to independent or self-study. Having this 

perception, this may hinder to ingrain our students to. 

Socio-cultural theories may explain types or scope of activities the students in this 

study chose or preferred. Thailand is a highly collectivist culture (Dimmock, 2000). Thai 

individuals tend to consider themselves as part of a group, society, or organization. 

Cohesion, harmony and interests of the group are emphasized more than any individuals’ 

personal accomplishments. The students prefer learning in a group rather individually. 

Then to promote the autonomy in Thai students also need to take the culture into account. 

It implies that facilitators may manage them to learn in a group or do project in a group. In 
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western countries which values individual freedom, learners may prefer individual learning 

styles. What teachers perceive the autonomy in association with the B defined, that is 

Autonomy outside classroom. They did mention such as "to create activities in classroom, 

giving students materials beforehand." This reflects that the teachers still hold the central 

power in classroom while the students themselves are aware of that. In this point, the 

teachers may need to fully understand the concept of autonomy, they may be able to adjust 

to adopt appropriate approaches both inside classroom and outside classroom. They would 

prefer taking passive roles in classroom as they were in high schools or as a norm of Thai 

culture which teachers or seniors are well-respected and juniors should follow their 

instructions.  

In conclusion, this study found out that the students and teachers may not have 

comprehensive understanding of autonomy. The teachers still tend to play roles of 

instructors whereas the students take passive roles and do not have guidelines to be 

autonomous. Leaning autonomy to them refers to studying outside classroom or make uses 

of their free time.     

Another point revealed in this study is that the students feel comfortable when they 

could learn in a group, not individual. The study suggests implications based on the results; 

1) teachers should adapt appropriate Autonomous concept to accommodate the nature of 

their students, 2) teachers may need to explain the concept of autonomous learning directly, 

how to be autonomous, 3) learners should see how teachers become autonomous such as 

sharing ways of their learning autonomy with the students.      
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Abstract 

 This study explored online tools Thai university students normally used when 

studying English in EFL contexts and how they used online tools to compose English 

sentences.  Thirty science and technology students in a Thai university, at low-intermediate 

proficiency level of English were chosen. Questionnaires were distributed to see the 

general use and trends of reference tools. A dictionary skill training: with a special focus 

on learner’s dictionaries was introduced.  The students were asked to translate Thai 

sentences into English using any online dictionaries that they normally used.  After the 

training, they were allowed to use Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English 

(LDOCE) Online to recheck and edit their sentences before submission. Self-learning 

reflection was collected.  The study’s results show that Google Translate was by far the 

most popular reference tool and learner’s dictionaries were least reported.  The study also 

shows changes the participants made to their writings and how they expressed their 

opinions towards the use of online learner’s dictionaries.  The implications resulting from 

this study can offer an insight into how the teaching of dictionary skills can be applied in 

the L2 writing classes. 

 

Keywords: Dictionary use; Dictionary training; Online dictionary;Writing  

 

Introduction  

 English is one of the world most spoken languages in many parts of the world.  In 

Thailand, English is one of the compulsory subjects in schools and universities.  In 

university level, one of important skills is writing since the students may often be required 

to write short paragraphs related to their everyday lives or to their content of study.  

However, one challenge that many Thai students have when writing is their limited 

knowledge of English vocabulary.  The students may ask their teachers for help or they 

may simply use dictionaries to help.  From my observation as an English teacher, I 

observed that many students often used a variety of free online tools from their 

Smartphones.  Only a few students used online learner’ dictionaries.   This study therefore 

intends to investigate how students make use of their online tools when writing English 

sentences both before and after the dictionary training.   

 

Literature review  

 Learner’s dictionaries are useful tools to facilitate students’ language learning.  

While many language teachers in Thailand prefer their students to use learners’ dictionaries 

especially in book format, the students may be less familiar with learner’s dictionaries in 
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book format (Boonmoh, 2010).  However, technology is changing very fast and it also 

changes the ways students consult their dictionaries.  A number of studies (e.g. 

Anongchanya and Boonmoh 2015; Ding 2015; Yamada 2014; Mongphet 2007; Deng 2005, 

Midlane 2005) have shown a growing number of electronic dictionary users in many 

countries around the world.  The students who are considered ‘digital natives’ - those who 

were born as “native speakers of the digital language of language of computer, video games 

and the Internet” (Prensky, 2001) may be more familiar with electronic dictionaries than 

those who are considered ‘digital immigrants’.  

 Boonmoh 2010 stated that electronic dictionaries can be separated into different 

formats i.e. pocket electronic dictionaries (PEDs), dictionaries on CD-ROM or DVD 

(which are normally bundled with the printed copies of dictionaries in book format), 

dictionaries on the internet (either from PC or from Smartphones).  From these different 

formats, Internet dictionaries or online dictionaries have gained their popularity among 

students as a result of advances in technology and high speed broadband technology 

(Dashtestani 2015).  A study of dictionary use by Anongchanya and Boonmoh 2015 shows 

that out of 118, 107 high school students (90%) reported to have used mobile dictionaries 

in the classrooms.  And over 90% of all dictionaries used by English major university 

students were in digital form (Ding 2015).   

 Dictionaries on the Internet can be classified into three categories: those available 

by subscription, those in the public domain, and collaborative projects in the process of 

construction by contributing users (Nesi, 2008).  There are no bilingual English-Thai and 

Thai-English dictionaries available by subscription. Many learners’ dictionaries are 

available online without additional features that are offered on dictionaries on CD-ROMs.  

Since no subscription is required, the online public domain bilingual Thai-English and 

Thai-English dictionaries become the most popular and widely used by students.  However, 

one main problem with Internet dictionaries raised by many (e.g. Koren 1997, Campoy 

2004, p.48) is the problem of quality. Some electronic dictionaries do not indicate 

author(s). Some of them are based on outdated paper dictionaries and most users may not 

be aware of these differences.  

 Although language teachers encourage their students to use learner’s dictionaries 

in book format, due to the level of language proficiency, knowledge of dictionary skills, 

and the advance of technology, the students may be less familiar with learner’s dictionaries 

and they tend to prefer bilingual English-Thai and Thai-English dictionaries especially 

from their smartphones. 

 Paper-based dictionaries and electronic-based dictionaries have distinctive features 

and such differences may have an effect on users’ look-ups and on learning of the users 

(Koyama and Takeuchi 2004, 2007)   While users of paper dictionaries  may find sufficient 

information of a word at a glance, users of electronic dictionaries may have to scroll down 

to see more information.  And this could create problems for some students.  Although 

electronic based dictionaries can enhance users’ look-up frequency and can reduce time for 

look up, this may not always guarantee the same degree of retention of the looked-up words 

nor the success of look ups nor the correct usage of looked-up word for writing.  However, 

a few studies on dictionary skills training have positive results on improving students’ 
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dictionary skills, learning comprehension, and their confidence in using dictionaries 

(Koyama 2015, Lew and Galas 2008) 

 The mismatch between the types of dictionaries students prefer to use and the types 

of dictionaries teachers encourage their student to use may highlight the importance of 

explicit dictionary skills training (Bae, 2015) as well as how the training can be conducted. 

This study, therefore, aims to investigate online reference tools, Thai students normally use 

when learning English and compare the quality of English sentences written by the students 

both before and after the dictionary training, and to find out the students attitudes toward 

the dictionary training.    

 

Research methodology  

Participants 

 The participants were 30 first year students who enrolled LNG101 Fundamental 

English course at King Mongkut University of Technology Thonburi (KMUTT) in the 

academic year 2015. These students were placed in LNG101 course based on their 

placement test and their overall English language proficiency was lower-intermediate.  As 

a part of their study, the students have to participate in at least one workshop or club 

organized by the Self-Access Learning Center (SALC). Dictionary skills was one of the 

many workshops available for the students to attend. The participants of this study, 

therefore, were those 30 students who enrolled in the dictionary skills workshop. Since the 

students were from different faculties, their levels of English proficiency may vary based 

on their educational background and/or personal interest. And the language proficiency 

was not considered as a criterion for selecting students.   

Instruments  

 A questionnaire, two pieces of writing, and self-learning reflection were used in 

this study. The questionnaire was used to find out student’s general use of dictionaries and 

their preference for dictionary use. Two pieces of writing which were written before and 

after the workshop were used to compare differences the students made after the training. 

Finally, self-learning reflection was used to elicit the students’ learning experience and 

their opinion towards the training.   

Procedure 

 The questionnaire was distributed at the beginning of the workshop to all 30 

students.  The students were then asked to read five Thai sentences and later translate them 

into English sentences. The five sentences are shown in Table 2. The students were allowed 

to use any online dictionaries that they were familiar with or online dictionaries that they 

normally used. After that, the learner’s dictionary training was conducted. The topics of 

the workshop included types of dictionaries, formats of electronic dictionaries, different 

purposes of dictionary use, word usage, word classes, and dictionary use for production. 

Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online (LDCEO) was used a model 

throughout the workshop. After the three-hour training, the students were asked to look at 

their translation sentences again.  They were asked to use LDCEO to recheck and edit their 

translated sentences.  Before they left, they were asked to reflect on their learning 

experience by writing their opinions on a dictionary workshop Facebook group. The two 
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pieces of translated sentences were analyzed and compared. The differences between the 

two versions were recorded.  Then all differences were put in Tables.  

 

Results  

 Table 1 shows the students’ background along with brand and preference of 

dictionary used.  It can be seen that 16 participants were male and 14 were female. The 

majority of the students were from Faculty of Industrial Education while the remaining 

students were from Faculty of Science and Faculty of Engineering respectively.  All 

participants stated that they used dictionaries when studying English.  However, it is 

interesting to see that almost of them (93%) reported that they normally used online 

dictionaries or dictionaries on their Smartphones. Only a few reported using either paper 

dictionary or dictionaries on CD-ROM.  Regarding the brand of dictionary, it can be seen 

that many students used more than one dictionary.  Twenty six students (86%) preferred 

using ‘Google Translate’ as a base dictionary and some of them used other dictionaries.  

For example, one student used ‘Google translate’ and ‘Longdo dictionary’. Some other 

students used other online dictionaries that they were familiar with e.g.  sanook dictionary, 

or Thai Fast Dict.  

Table 1 Students’ background and brands and preference of dictionary used 

Gender Male 16 

Female 14 

 

Faculty 

Engineering 6 

Science 10 

Industrial Education 14 

Use of 

dictionary 

Yes 30 

No 0 

 

Mode of 

dictionary 

Paper-based 1 

CD-Rom 1 

Online/ Smartphone 28 

 

 

Dictionary 

use 

Google translate 26 

Longdo Dictionary 7 

Sanook Dictionary 4 

Thai Fast Dict 5 

Thai-translator.com 3 

 Table 2 shows summary of correct words used before and after dictionary training.  

It can be seen that all students could not correctly translate Thai sentences into English 

sentences. Their correct sentences range from 4 to 12 sentences.  ‘Although’ and 'Marry' 

were the most problematic words that the students used them incorrectly in the translation.  

Only 4 out of 30 students could manage to translate the sentence “Although Thomas woke 

up late, he came to class on time”.  The remaining students used ‘Although’ in the in 

subordinate clause, and used a coordinating conjunction ‘but’ in the main clause as in 

“*Although Thomas woke up late, but he came to class on time” 

 Only 4 students used the verb ‘marry’ correctly to write the English sentence – John 

married Linda in 2012.   All 26 students used the verb ‘marry’ incorrectly.  Some of the 
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examples were ‘*John married with Linda in 2012, or *John is married with Linda in 

2012.  It is interesting to note that all 26 translation sentences contained the preposition 

‘with’.  

 

Table 2 Summary of correct words used before and after dictionary training 

N = 30 Before training After training 

Correct % Correct % 

Although: Although Thomas woke up late, he 

came to class on time.  

4 13.3 15 50 

Marry: John married Linda in 2012.  4 13.3 19 63.3 

Lend: The library lent 3 books to John or The 

library lent John 3 books.  

8 26.6 20 66.6 

Suggest: The doctor suggested drinking only 

warm water or The doctor suggested that I 

(should) drink only warm water. 

10 33.3 18 60 

Avoid: You should avoid driving at night.  12 40 24 80 

Total  38 25.3 96 64 

 

 Eight students used the verb ‘lend’ to write an English sentence correctly.  Many 

of them did not use the verb ‘lend’.  Instead, they used the verb ‘borrow’.  For those who 

use the verb ‘lend’, they failed to change the verb into past tense and many of them used 

wrong preposition to write the sentence.  For example, *The library is borrowed 3 books. 

*The library lend 3 books for John.  *The library lent for John 3 books.  

 Five students wrote the sentence using the verb 'suggest' correctly. Some of the 

incorrect sentences include "*The doctor suggest to drink only warm water.  *The doctor 

suggested to drink warm water.  *The doctor suggest that to drink warm water.   

 Using the verb ‘avoid’, six students correctly wrote the sentence ‘You should avoid 

driving at night’.  Other students who wrote incorrectly used to-infinitive verb to write the 

sentence as in '*You should avoid to drive at night'.   

 However, it should be noted that after the dictionary training, the overall scores of 

the students writing increased in every item. In fact, it is seen that only 38 out of 150 

sentences (25.3 %) were translated correctly before the dictionary training was conducted.  

After the training, the number of correct sentences increased to 96 (64%).  This suggests 

that the workshop has direct and positive effect on the students' writing ability.   

 Some interesting techniques that the students went through can be reported as 

followed.  

 Looking up the word ‘lend’ in the LDOCE, the students would find the information 

as indicated in Figure 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

lend /lend/ ●●● S3 W3 verb (past tense and past participle lent /lent/)   

 

a) [transitive] to let someone borrow money or something that belongs to you for  

a short time → borrow 

   lend something to somebody  

I lent my CD player to Dave and I haven’t got it back yet. 

lend somebody something  

The hospital agreed to lend us a wheelchair.  

Can you lend me £10 until tomorrow? 
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Figure 1 The main entry for the search LEND in LDOCE 

 As LDOCE is designed for learners of English, it defines the word defines the word 

easier vocabulary with lots of examples.  It also contains usage such as word class (part of 

speech), word frequency (a list of 3000 most frequent words in both spoken and written 

English), as well as verb form (past tense and past participle).  Seeing the main entry of the 

search LEND, the students then could learn the definition of the word and know how to 

use the word in context as the students can notice from the pattern “lend something to 

somebody” or “lend somebody something” and the example sentences.   This could be an 

explanation why the number of correct sentences increased after the dictionary use training.   

 The students' reflection toward the dictionary workshop was reported to be very 

positive. All of them saw the benefits of the workshop and reported that the workshop 

could help them in learning English.  Some of the opinions were as follows.  

“Before the dictionary training, I felt very lazy.  I thought that looking 

up words in dictionaries was an easy task.  All we had to do was just 

look the words up in ‘google translate’ or in any free online websites.  

But this training has totally changed my attitudes.  I learnt that I should 

be careful with some details and I should pay more attention to the type 

of dictionaries I can use.  I learnt that a word can have different 

functions (part of speech) for example verb, noun, or adjective and I 

need to know exactly which word I wanted to use.  I also know that 

longman (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English Online) 

contains a lot of information such as example sentences, grammar 

section, and collocation section.  I know I can ‘wear a shirt’ and ‘put 

on a shirt’.  Before I signed up for the workshop, I felt that 3 hours was 

too long.  What kind of workshop is it?  Looking up words in 

dictionaries for 3 hours?  But when I actually attend this workshop, I 

didn’t really want it to end”.   

“I should be aware of a word whether it functions as a ‘verb’ or a 

‘noun’.  I knew different types of dictionary, how to use online 

dictionary, how to pronounce a word in British and American accent, 

and also how to write English sentence correctly”.  

“The training group was small but it was fun.  I liked the most when I 

knew how I could recheck the word whether I use it correctly or not.  

We didn’t need to be very smart but we can write correct simple 

sentences by using a good dictionary”.  

 

Discussion and Implications  

 The survey findings suggest an increasing use of online dictionaries and 

dictionaries on Smartphones.  The findings accord with the findings of recent studies that 

use of online dictionaries will increase (Ding 2015, Anongchanya and Boonmoh 2015, 

Yamada 2014, Dashtestani 2013).   

 As seen in the results section, the average score of the second version of students' 

translation was higher than of the first version.  From this comparison, it can be said that 
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the dictionary training played an important role in helping the students to write more 

correct sentences. Students were able to write English sentence correctly when consulting 

online learner' dictionary.  The findings are in line with previous studies by Koyama 2015, 

Lew and Galas 2008 that explicit dictionary training have helped the students’ dictionary 

reference skills and their abilities to comprehend reading texts.   

 The fact that the students reported using electronic-based dictionaries i.e. on their 

Smartphone or online more often may imply that they prefer using these dictionaries to 

paper-based dictionaries.  Language teachers, therefore, need to be aware that with the 

increasing use of electronic dictionaries, the quality of dictionary and the effective use of 

dictionaries should be one of their concerns. Teachers should train their students explicitly 

how to effective use online learner's dictionaries.   

 

Conclusion 

 Due to the small number of students, this study is presented as a small-scale 

research. The five words “although, marry, lend, suggest, avoid” were chosen purposively 

as they were assumed to create problems for Thai learners.  Future research may take into 

account other type of words such as words from academic texts.  However, although the 

sentences that the students had to translate were created for pedagogical purposes and 

might not be fully representative of other authentic sentences, the study provides valuable 

findings for language teachers.  Online dictionaries are helpful for language learning in the 

classroom and it is inevitable that online dictionaries phenomenon will stay; as Stirling 

(2005, p.64) suggest, "...they [electronic dictionaries] seem to be here to stay, just as 

calculators, once welcomed by students and rejected by teachers, have stayed". It is likely 

that online dictionaries (on Smartphones) will not stop appearing in the classroom and 

greater use of these dictionaries may change the nature of the classroom learning.  The 

language teachers, therefore, should be in the position help the students learn better; as 

Morison-Bowie (1993, p.6) suggest, “teachers need to be inquisitive about the world in 

which they and their students live – a world that includes technology – and make 

connections between this world and their teaching”. 
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Abstract 

  One major concern over grammar instruction in an EFL context is whether 

grammar should be taught deductively or inductively. To shade more light in this issue, 

this experimental study investigates the effect of two grammar instructional approaches 

(guided induction and deductive instruction) on students’ learning gains and students’ 

learning strategies. Four grammatical structures targeted are past perfect, passive voice, 

reported speech, and conditional sentences. A total of 50 Mathayom 3 students participated 

in this study: 26 in the guided-induction group and 24 in the deductive instruction. To 

explore the participants’ learning gains, a post-test was used and to investigate the 

participants’ learning strategies, 12 participants (six from each instructional approach) 

were invited to conduct a stimulated recall after each lesson. The analysis of post-test 

scores presents that the guided induction group outperformed the participants in the 

deductive instruction and the difference was found to be significant (t=2.465, p .05). The 

qualitative analysis of stimulated recall data, in addition, presents that the participants in 

each group engaged in different strategies while learning. Memory strategies appeared to 

be used by a higher number of the participants in the deductive group. Cognitive and 

compensation strategies, however, were used by a greater number of the participants in the 

guided induction group. The links between the use of learning strategies and success in 

grammar learning will be discussed.  

 

Keywords: Grammar instruction; Guided induction; Deductive instruction; Grammar 

learning; Learning strategies  

 

Introduction 

Grammatical knowledge has been considered important in language learning and 

communication. It is one basic type of knowledge that language learners should acquire in 

order to increase their proficiency and accuracy in language use (Ellis, 1996) and is the 

basis of effective communication in different forms i.e., listening, speaking, reading and 

writing (Corder, 1967). With grammatical knowledge, learners are likely to be able to form 

meaningful and communicative statements and expressions, all of which will help them to 

communicate more successfully in communicative settings (Doff, 2000; Thornbury, 1999).  
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 Grammar instruction has been emphasized in different language teaching settings 

(see Haight, Herron, & Cole, 2007; Adair-Hauck, Donato, & Cumo-Johanssen, 2010; 

Vogel, Herron, & Cole, 2011; Tammenga-Helmantel & Bazhut, 2015; Arifin, 2016). 

However, concerns have been expressed over grammar instruction. One of them is how 

grammar should be taught in the language classroom and whether it should be taught 

implicitly or explicitly (Hammerly, 1975; Ellis, 2006).  

 According to Brown (2007), two different approaches have been suggested for 

grammar instruction: implicit and explicit teaching. Within implicit grammar teaching, the 

teacher provides students with several examples of target forms in a communicative 

context. Students in this teaching approach are believed to acquire the target form from the 

examples given, instead of listening to an explicit instruction from the teacher and 

memorizing it. On the other hand, explicit grammar teaching involves presenting target 

forms directly and explicitly to the students. The teacher sets a learning objective, directs 

students’ attention to the target forms, and teaches the target forms in a logical order 

through his or her demonstration, explanation, and practice. 

 A number of studies have investigated the effect of explicit and implicit grammar 

instruction on students’ learning achievement, and they found that explicit instruction 

contributed to better results, especially in the contexts where English is used as a foreign 

language (EFL) (see a meta-analytic review by Norris & Ortega, 2001; Swain, 2000). 

These studies suggest that the procedures in explicit teaching such as error correction and 

direct explanation of the target form help students to pay attention to and understand the 

target form better, resulting in greater success in grammar learning. In EFL contexts like 

Thailand, where the students have no or little exposure to the target forms in their everyday 

life, it seems that explicit instruction is essential.  

  According to Ellis (2006), there are two types of explicit teaching methods:  

deductive and inductive approaches. In the deductive approach, a grammar rule is 

presented explicitly to the students by teachers, followed by rule drilling activities. On the 

contrary, in the inductive approach, the students are given examples of communicative 

texts containing target forms e.g., reading passages or dialogues, and are directed to pay 

attention to and summarize the rules themselves (Shaffer, 1989). 

Different instructional approaches offer different teaching procedures, and each 

procedure seems to have different benefits and drawbacks. The deductive method is 

considered to support a teacher-led teaching style and passive learning (Fischer, 1979). 

Although target forms and rules are supposed to be explained by the teacher, it is doubted 

that the students in the deductive instruction thoroughly understand target forms and use 

them correctly when they use the language for actual communication. The students may 

not completely understand concepts of the target language. Furthermore, the rules are more 

emphasized than meaning in the deductive approach, and the students therefore take a 

passive role in the learning process.  

 On the other hand, the inductive approach is perceived to be more learner-centered 

and learners are encouraged to play an active role. Since in this teaching approach the 

students are required to explore the target forms and rules by themselves, they are expected 

to have more understanding of the grammatical rules (Brown, 2007). However, some 

beginner level students may feel that it is difficult for them to discover the rules, especially 
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complex ones. They may encounter problems when they are engaging in the learning 

process (Seliger, 1975). To help this group of students to learn more effectively, guided 

induction is developed, with the aim of raising students’ awareness and noticing of the 

target forms (Smart, 2014). Several techniques are used to raise students’ awareness and 

ability to notice target forms, including asking several leading questions (Herron & 

Tomasello, 1992), and using input textual enhancement or highlighting the target forms to 

make students become interested in them (Lee & Huang, 2008).  

The literature in language teaching (Larsen-Freeman, 2001; Ur, 2009; Brown, 

1980) suggests that deductive and guided inductive instructions should include at least 3 

important steps: presentation, practice, and production. Presentation is the first step in 

which teachers present target forms to the students. In the inductive instruction, however, 

the target form is not explicitly explained by the teacher as it is in the deductive instruction, 

but it is presented in a communicative context where the students have to notice it 

themselves. The second step is practice. In this step, students will be given activities or 

tasks that provide them with an opportunity to practice the form presented to them in the 

first step. The last step is production. It is where the students are expected to apply the 

target language in contexts or in the set up activities. There have been many studies 

applying these three steps in teaching.  

Arifin (2016), for example, included the three steps in his five teaching stages of 

tenses, and both deductive and inductive approaches were used. They were the motivating 

stage, presentation, practice, summary or practice, and assessment. The motivating stage, 

aimed to attract the students’ attention to the topic. Secondly, in the presentation stage, the 

lesson was presented and then the teacher gave some explanation about the tense, wrote 

down the form, and explained how to use it. The teacher then gave students the examples 

of tense usage. In the third stage, the target form was practiced. The teacher provided 

exercises or tasks for the students to practice the target tense. Fourthly, in the summary 

stage, activities, such as writing about daily routines on the board, were provided as the 

reviewing lesson. Lastly, in the assessment stage, the students had to choose one of the 

topics provided by the teacher and wrote a paragraph about it. The same stages were 

followed in inductive teaching, excluding the presentation stage. In the latter approach, the 

teacher asked the students questions related to the lesson and wrote them on the board. 

After that the teacher elicited the grammar rules and asked some students or the whole class 

to summarize the target form and rules.  

Tammenga-Helmantel and Bazhut (2015) also implemented the three steps: 

exploration, explicit explanation of rules, and the practicing phase in their deductive and 

inductive teaching. The exploration step in the inductive method involved presenting a text 

containing a high frequency of target structures. The teachers let the students construct the 

rules by themselves with some written instructions to guide them to the target form. 

Examples of the instructions were reading the text, focusing on the underlined words, and 

answering what happens to the verb when being used in reported speech. After that the 

teacher explicitly explained and summarized the rules. The students then went through the 

practicing stage by reading the text, analyzing the verbs, indicating subjects, and 

identifying the stem of the verb.  
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Conversely, in the deductive approach, the presentation of the grammar rules was 

the first step in teaching, followed by the same practicing phase, the same exercises and 

the same amount of time as for the inductive approach. Overall, both deductive and 

inductive teaching follow quite similar procedures in teaching, the main difference between 

the two being whether the target form is explicitly presented and explained by the teacher 

at the start of the teaching. If this is the case, then it is deductive teaching. If the target form 

is presented in communicative texts, and students are directed to the form and encouraged 

to conclude the target form by themselves, it is then inductive teaching.  

  A number of studies have been conducted to examine the effectiveness of 

deductive, inductive and guided inductive approaches in the teaching of grammar. There is 

no conclusive finding on the effectiveness of these teaching approaches. Erlam (2003) 

compared the effects of deductive and inductive instruction on the acquisition of direct 

object pronouns in French as a second language. Pretest-posttests and a delayed posttest 

were used to collect data from 69 secondary school students who never received any 

instruction on direct object pronouns. The participants were divided into three groups and 

randomly assigned to one of the three experimental conditions: deductive, inductive and 

form-focused instruction, and focus-on-forms (controlled group). Two posttests were given 

to all the participants in the three groups; one was immediately after the experiment and 

the other was six weeks delayed. The results showed that the deductive group achieved 

significantly greater marks than did the inductive and control groups.  

Haight et al. (2007) and Vogel et al. (2011) adopted a four-stage approach for 

teaching grammar or PACE model from Adair-Hauck et al. (2010) in the guided inductive 

instruction for French college students. PACE involves the use of the text, story or 

contextualized examples containing targeted structures to teach grammar. Firstly, P stands 

for Presentation of the target form, a written or oral narrative consisting of the grammatical 

structure to be presented. Secondly, A stands for Attention. After the presentation, the 

instructors focus students’ attention on a target form through practice sessions and 

examples. Thirdly, C or Co-construct is the way that instructors help the students to 

collaborate on understanding of the grammar rules by asking guided questions. Finally, E 

or Extension means instructors increase the students’ understanding of the rules by giving 

them a chance to practice the grammatical structure that has just been discussed through 

activities. 

Haigh et al. (2007) investigated the effect of deductive instructional approach and 

guided inductive instructional approach on teaching eight grammatical structures. The 

results revealed the effectiveness of guided inductive approach over the deductive teaching 

on the long-term learning of grammar.  

Vogel et al. (2011), on the other hand, compared the effect of these two approaches 

on short and long-term learning of 10 grammatical structures. The students’ perceptions 

towards the two instructional approaches were also examined, and correlated with the 

scores obtained in each approach to investigate possible relationships. The results partially 

confirmed the finding of Herron and Tomasello (1992) and Haigh et al. (2007) that guided 

inductive instructional approach had a significantly greater effect on short-term learning of 

French grammatical structures. In the long-term, the findings showed that the relationship 

between preferences and performances were not significant. Although students appeared 
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to prefer a deductive approach, the guided inductive model has helped the students to 

perform significantly better than the deductive model. 

To sum up, although, overall the explicit instruction has been proved more effective 

than implicit instruction for the development of second language grammatical structures, 

it is still not clear what types of explicit instruction, deductive or (guided) inductive 

approaches or both would benefit Thai learners better. This is presented in previous studies 

which have offered inconclusive results about the effectiveness of these two types of 

explicit instruction. For example, Erlam (2003) found an advantage of the deductive 

instruction over inductive teaching while others showed the greater effectiveness of guided 

induction over deductive instruction (Haight et al., 2007; Vogel et al., 2011). 

One source of data which could help explain why students are successful or 

unsuccessful in learning is learning strategies employed by learners. Learning strategies, 

according to Ortega (2009), Atkinson (2011), Michell and Myles (2013), and Oxford 

(1990), are described as strategies, techniques, or tactics that learners employed to learn a 

target language. The literature suggests that there are three groups of learning strategies 

that are directly used to tackle learning tasks at hand in a learning process (Cohen, 1998; 

O’Malley & Chamot, 1990). They are memory, cognitive, and compensation strategies. 

Memory strategies are techniques students use to keep and bring back information in order 

to help them remember new information, such as grouping words that are semantically 

connected, using images and/or sounds to help memorize new words. Cognitive strategies 

assist students to understand the target form and produce new language, for example, by 

summarizing, analyzing, and synthesizing rules. Compensation strategies are activated to 

help students fill gaps in their knowledge such as guessing (Oxford, 1990).  

  In Thailand, grammar is one of the English language teaching focuses. Most Thai 

students spend more than twelve years studying English. However, they do not seem to be 

able to use their grammar accurately, meaningfully and appropriately in a communicative 

context (Noom-ura, 2013). According to Geringer (2003), teachers and their teaching 

approaches could be two of the main factors contributing to the problem. As two main 

approaches are apparent in explicit grammar teaching, deductive and guided inductive 

methods, both of which have some advantages and disadvantages, this study aims to 

investigate the effect of these instructional approaches in a Thai educational context as well 

as the strategies students activate in each teaching approach. This is to observe how learners 

react to the teaching and what factors (if any) might add to the success or failure in each 

learning environment. The following research questions were addressed: 

1. Are there any significant differences in grammatical learning outcomes when 

compared between students learning with deductive and guided inductive approaches? 

2.  What learning strategies do the students activated while they are learning in each 

instructional approach?  

 

Methodology 
 This was an experimental study and to achieve the purposes of this study, both 

quantitative and qualitative data collection methods were used. The quantitative data which 

comprised pretest and posttest scores were to investigate the learning gains in both 
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instructional approaches. The qualitative data which were obtained from stimulated recall 

were to study learning strategies students activated in learning the target structures.  

 

Participants 

  By means of purposive sampling, a total number of 50 students in 2 intact classes 

of Mathayom 3 students who took “English Foundation 6” at a public school in southern 

Thailand were invited to participate in this study.  There were 26 students in one class and 

24 in the other. All of them had studied English for an average of nine years. Class one was 

assigned to the guided-induction group (GI group) and the other was in the deductive 

instruction group (DI group).  
 

To ensure that the participants were on the same footing when starting the 

experiment, the comparison of their English ability was made. Their pretest scores were 

compared by the use of independent t-test. The result showed that there was no significant 

difference in the performing scores of the students in both groups (t=0.569, p >.05). None 

of them, as indicated in the background questionnaire, attended tutorial classes after school 

or on weekends during their participation in this research.  

 

Research instruments 

 

 Background questionnaire 

  The questionnaire consisting of 10 items was aimed at collecting data on 

participants’ personal information, language learning background, and English language 

learning experiences.  

 

 Pretest and posttest 

  In order to examine the participants’ understanding of the target content and 

investigate the learning gains in both instructional approaches, the pretest and posttest were 

administered. In the first week of the experimental stage, the pretest was delivered and 

immediately after the treatment, carried out in 14 weeks, was over, the posttest was 

administered. The test which contained 45 items was aimed at assessing the four target 

structures: past perfect, passive voice, reported speech, and conditional sentences. These 

four structures were chosen due to the fact that they were not part of the curriculum that 

this group of participants had experienced before. In this manner, it can, to some extent, be 

ensured that the learning gain (if any) after the experiment was not affected by the 

participants’ previous knowledge of the target structures. Both pretest and posttest were 

identical and prior to research data collection, the test was piloted and Cronbach’s alpha 

reliability of the test was 0.738.  

 

 Lesson plans 
  As the study aimed to compare the effect of the two different instructional 

approaches, two different sets of lesson plans which aimed to teach the same content were 

used. One set was designed following the concept of deductive grammar teaching and the 

other was guided inductive approach. The instruction in both groups followed three steps 
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of teaching: presentation, practice and production or 3Ps’. The difference between the two 

sets of the lesson plans was only in the presentation stage. In the deductive instruction, the 

target forms and the usage were firstly presented at the presentation stage of the lesson, 

conversely, communicative texts containing the target forms were presented in the guided 

induction. As the four target structures were divided into three sub groups, overall, there 

were twelve lesson plans.   

 

 Stimulated recall 
  To obtain in-depth information on learning strategies activated by the participants 

while learning in the two different approaches, the stimulated recall was conducted in Thai 

and recorded. Worksheets and participants’ notes were used as stimuli. 12 participants (six 

from each instructional approach: three low and three high scorers based on their pretest 

scores) were invited to conduct a stimulated recall after each lesson, on a one-on-one basis 

for 5-10 minutes. Questions used in the stimulated recalls were, for example, how did you 

do the exercise in your worksheet?, what did you think about the picture in the warm up 

stage?, and what did you do when you got a worksheet? 

 

Data Analysis   

 

  The independent t-test was run to find out the significant differences in the learning 

performance of both groups. Then, content analysis was applied to analyze the learning 

strategies activated by the participants in both groups. The participants’ verbal information 

was transcribed and coded according to classifications of direct language learning 

strategies offered by Oxford’s (1990) framework. The reason that only direct learning 

strategies were of the main concern was because the study focused only on what students 

did when they were learning and completing the tasks in the classroom.  

   The coding scheme consisted of 1) memory, 2) cognitive, and 3) compensation 

strategies. Memory strategies are mental tools comprising creating mental linkage, using 

sound and image, reviewing, etc. Cognitive strategies are directly operated on incoming 

information and used to enhance learning, for example, grouping, and organizing. 

Compensation strategies are strategies used to fulfill the learners’ knowledge gap, for 

example, guessing while reading or listening, and using synonyms.  

 Results 
The findings in this study are divided into two main parts, according to the research 

questions. First the results of pretest and posttest scores of participants in both groups are 

provided followed by the presentation of the results to answer the two research questions,  

 

Table 1: Pretest and posttest scores of guided inductive instruction (GI) and deductive 

instruction (DI) groups 

 

Teaching  

Approach 

  

Pre test 

  

Posttest 

 Gain scores  Relative   

Pair T-test    (Post- Pre  Gains  

 �̅� S.D.  �̅� S.D.  Test)  Score (%)  t p 
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GI (n=26)  11.15 2.37  19.92 3.09  8.77  26.00  20.880 .000 

DI (n=24)  10.75 2.64  18.08 2.02  7.33  21.34  25.040 .000 

  

As can be seen in Table 1, when comparing the performance within the participants 

between the pretest and the posttest, the results show the difference in gain scores of both 

groups. The students in both groups performed better in the posttest, with a relative gain 

score of 26% in the GI group and 21.34% in the DI group. The analysis of the difference 

between pretest and posttest in each group shows significant value (t= 20.880, p  .01 in 

the GI group and t=25.040, p  .01 in the DI group). This shows that both instructional 

approaches helped the participants to develop their grammar knowledge.  

In order to answer the first research question, the independent t-test was calculated 

to investigate if there was any significant difference in the posttest scores of the students 

in the deduction instruction (DI) group, compared to those in the guided inductive (GI) 

instruction. As seen in Table 2, the analysis shows that the average score of the participants 

in the GI group (x = 19.92, SD = 3.09) is slightly higher than that of the participants in 

the DI group (x = 18.08, SD = 2.02) and the difference between the mean scores of both 

groups is found significant at p  .05 (t=2.456, p =.017) with a moderate effect size 

(Cohen's d = 0.70). The results suggest that guided induction is more effective than 

deductive instruction.  

 

Table 2: Comparing the posttest scores between the GI and DI groups 

 

Teaching  

Approach 

  

Posttest 

  

Independent T-test 

  

Effect size 

(Cohen's d) 

   

 �̅� S.D.  t df p  

          

 

GI (n=26) 

  

19.92 

 

3.09 

  

 

2.465 

 

 

48 

 

 

.017 

  

 

0.70 DI (n=24)  18.08 2.02   

          

          

  To answer the second research question, the stimulated recall data were transcribed 

and analyzed. The results show that overall, the three types of learning strategies, memory, 

cognitive, and compensation strategies, were employed by the participants while engaging 

in both teaching approaches. Following is the detailed description of what the participants 

activated in each strategy type. 
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  Memory strategies were strategies that the participants used in order to memorize 

the information they thought important for them to know. In the grammar lessons, the 

information included, for example, the form of tenses and how the target form was used. 

What the participants did in order to memorize the information were 1) underlining or 

circling the target structure and repeating it several times to remember it, 2) thinking about 

the association between the grammar structures that they already knew and the new 

grammatical structures in order to remember them easily, and 3) remembering the words 

or phrases by remembering their location on the board. Following is an example of 

students’ verbalization coded under memory strategies: 

 

  I underlined this words; verb form of past participle, in order to remember it. 

      (Chutipha, conducted on 12th December 2017)   

  Cognitive strategies were the strategies that the participants used in order to make 

them understand the main point of the lesson. In this study, it was found that in order to 

understand the target structures, the participants engaged in the following processes: 1) 

classifying a new grammar rule under a group of similar categories (e.g. tenses, verbs, 

subjects, 2)  taking notes, underlining or using different colors to highlight the important 

parts of the rules, 3) summarizing the main parts of the rules within a text in their first 

language (Thai), and 4) relying on all the clues from the text to discover the grammar rules, 

as can be seen in the following excerpt: 

 

  I read the text in a worksheet, and then summarized the target forms and used 

 them as guidelines to do the exercise. 

      (Chananon*, conducted on 20th December 2017)  

 

  Compensation strategies were the strategies that the participants applied to 

compensate gaps in their knowledge and to help them understand the lessons better. The 

analysis shows that the participants basically relied on their friends and teacher to solve the 

problems in their learning and to bridge gaps in their knowledge. The strategies that they 

used were 1) asking the teacher to help explain the meaning of the unknown words or 

unclear concepts, 2) asking friends to explain what the teacher explained or what the 

teacher asked them to do, 3) looking back at previous lessons in order to get more 

information about the current one, and 5) guessing the meaning of words while reading the 

text. An example of students’ verbalization was: 

 

 I discussed with my friends about how to distinguish between command and 

request sentences.  

   (Ekawat, conducted on the 23rd January 2018)  

 

                                         


 Pseudonym 


 Pseudonym 
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  Figure 1 presents an overall picture of the learning strategies used by the 

participants in each instructional approach.  

 

Figure 1 Overall learning strategies activated by participants in both groups 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Although the participants activated similar types of learning strategies in learning 

grammar, the analysis shows that there was a difference in terms of the frequency of 

strategies used. The strategy reported used by the GI group accounted for 65.69% whereas 

the strategy used by the DI group showed 34.31%. The most frequently activated learning 

strategies by the participants in the GI group were compensation (31.86%) and cognitive 

strategies (30.88%). These numbers were about three times as much as those activated by 

the DI group. The least frequently used strategies in both groups were memory strategies. 

However, the frequency of the memory strategies used by the DI group (9.31%) was higher 

than those used by the GI group (2.95%).   

 

Discussions 
According to the results of research question 1, it could be concluded that although 

both instructional approaches appeared to help students improved their grammar 

knowledge, guided induction is more effective than deductive instruction for the teaching 

of certain grammatical structures to Mattayom 3 students, in Hatyai, Thailand. The findings 

support some previous studies (Herron & Tomasello, 1992; Haight et al., 2007; Vogel et 

al., 2011; Cerezo, 2016), which demonstrated that guided inductive approach provided 

better results in grammar instruction than the deductive one.  

  A possible reason to explain why the students benefitted more from the guided 

inductive teaching could be that the participants in the guided inductive group had exposure 

to a number of examples of target structures, and then they were encouraged and required 

to think about the target form and formed a hypothesis about the rules with the guidance 

from the teachers. In this process of learning, the students were believed to have actively 

engaged in their learning. This is as shown in the number of learning strategies they 

reported using during the lessons. These findings are consistent with cognitive theories 

which view learning as an active process requiring the learners’ engagement. Herron and 

Tomasello (1992) proposed that students learn the best when they form a hypothesis and 

get immediate feedback and guidance from the teachers.   
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With regard to research question 2, the results from the stimulated recall suggest 

that the participants in both groups relied on different strategies in their learning. Within 

the guided inductive group, the participants activated learning strategies more often than 

the deductive group. This aligned with O’Malley and Chamot (1990), which showed that 

students would be more successful in learning if they played an active role and activated 

more strategies.  

Memory strategies appeared to be the least frequently used strategies of the three. 

Although the participants in both groups relied the least on these strategies, the DI group 

activated them more often than did the GI group. This could be because the explicit 

presentation of grammar in the deductive instruction made students believe that they had 

to memorize the grammatical form and its rules rather trying to understand how the rule 

worked in a context.  

On the other hand, the guided induction group appeared to use less memory 

strategies but more compensation and cognitive strategies. The participants in this group 

appeared to rely on several cognitive strategies to understand the target form and to fill 

gaps in their knowledge during the lessons. They sometimes asked the teacher and friends 

for help with the meaning of the unknown words when doing the tasks. The fact that the 

students had to discover rules by themselves made them active learners and made them 

more successful in learning. If the purpose of the teaching is to help students understand 

target forms and be able to use them later in a more communicative context, it seems that 

guided inductive instruction is crucial.   

 

Conclusion 

 This study investigated the effects of two explicit approaches of grammar teaching: 

deductive and guided induction in a Thai EFL context. The findings suggest the guided 

induction is more effective than deductive instruction. Further, the learning strategies 

activated by participants in both groups showed that guided inductive group activated more 

strategies than did the deductive group, and this made students more successful in learning 

the target forms.  

The findings of the current study could be used as guidelines for teachers choosing 

suitable teaching approaches to enhance students’ learning of grammar as well as helping 

less successful students to become more effective ones and to learn language effectively. 

However, the generalization of the findings should be done with care, as due to a time 

constraint, the study focused only on one group of learners (Mathayom 3 students) and 

only certain grammar structures were targeted. For further studies, it is recommended to 

investigate the effectiveness of guided inductive teaching with different contents and levels 

of learners.  
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